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MEMORIAE BELAE BART6K,

qui cantus agricolarum Hungarorum, Slovacorum, Rumenorum,

Turcorum et Arabum Idbore immani collegit, melodiasque Meridionalium

Slavorum notis musicis mandavit,

qui cantionum popularium complura milia Hungarico aeque ac

sermone alienarum nationum contexta opere laborioso notis memoriae

tradidit et artem qua carmina popularia conservari debent cura exactissima

ac subtili perfectissimam reddidit,

qui cantionibus Hungaricae gentis in ordinem disponendis addictis-

simus earum descriptionem primam accurate concinnavit et systema aptis-

simum carminum popularium Slovacorum Rumenorumque rite in ordinem

redigendorum elaboravit,

qui populare melos gentis nostrae vicinarumque gentium comparando

respexit et scientiae musicam popularem in partibus Europae Orientalis

comparanti fundamenta iecit,

qui melodias gentium in artis sublimia evexit,

qui pro plebe populorumque fraternitate nunquam perterritus semper

certavit,

qui labore indefessus, animo ad omnia capacissimus viri doctissimi

exemplum in aevum nobis praestat,

recurrente die natali septuagesimo quinto

SOCIETAS ETHNOGRAPHIGA HUNGARIAE
studia quae sequuntur animo grato dedicat.
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ZOLTAN KODALY

A PREREQUISITE CONDITION
OF COMPARATIVE SONQ RESEARCH

In spite of certain initial results achieved in comparative song
research anyone who has a try at it, will find the lack of musically
arranged collections a great setback to his work. The research worker
must rely on his memory alone and this is known to be likely to fail.

Even comparative philology would not have developed had there been
no alphabetically arranged dictionaries.

The first arranged collections of songs not mentioning such earlier

attempts as, for instance, Zahn s monumental collection of German ritual

songs (see Gy. Kerenyi s treatise in this volume, page 443) are the
Finnish collections editedby IlmaryKrohn and his successors, A. Launis
and A. O. Vaisanen and the Batoromanische Volkslieder, vols, i ii,

(Basel 1945) by Maissen, Schorta and Wehrli.

It is astonishing, indeed, that so few have followed the example
set by them. Even in our days collections are being published without
even trying to arrange systematically the musical part. The text is,

in some of them, arranged one way or other, reflecting a biased literary

conception according to which the text is the important part, whereas
the melody is considered an incidental addition only.

Even in such collections it would be easy to make a survey of the
melodies by means of a musical index or else, at least, to point out whether
or not the variants are to be found within the collection in question.

And what is going to happen with the older editions containing
a valuable but often inaccessible material? Now and then anastatic

reprints are being published (such as Volkslieder der Sorben by Haupt and
Schmaler, 1953, or the exemplary reprints oftheBupin, Lvov-Pratch, and

Trutovsky collections by Beliaev) which ought by no means be short

of an up-to-date index of variants. Yet to republish everything would
be impossible and superfluous.

Each language community ought to publish its own complete and
uniform &quot;Catalogue raisonne&quot;, covering all printed collections and

possibly manuscripts, and stating the full data of each song. The
reprinted edition of G. Raynauds Bibliographic des altfranzosischen
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Liedes, Brill, Amsterdam 1955, for instance, which indicates the source

of the melodies would have twice its value for research if a systematic

survey of the melodies were added to it.

The indexes of the Hungarian folk song collection now being
compiled (Magyar Nepzene Tdra Corpus Musicae Popularis Hun-
garicae, vols. i iii) are attempts at giving, beside systematic classifica

tion, detailed information about the affinities of the melodies (see vol. i,

p. 689). Even where the material had to be arranged on the basis

of the text (vols. ii and iii), musical indexes and footnotes give as

complete information on the melody as only possible.
Of course, no mechanical or uniform system can be applied; every

material claims a system of its own. The best of them, however, will be
the one representing the most characteristic features of the different

folk tunes, facilitating the discovery of variants and most clearly clas

sifying related melodies which are not necesserily variants at the same
time.

The more and the better surveys from the different speech areas will

be published, the nearer the time when international collections, like
Aarnes and Thompson s Catalogue and Thompson s Motif-Index of Folk
Literature in the domain of tales, will appear in the world ofmusic as well.

Only then will comparative song research yield results illuminating
hitherto unrevealed depths of music conserved in oral traditions.
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SABIN V. DRAQOI

MUSICAL FOLKLORE RESEARCH IN RUMANIA
AND BELA BARTOK S CONTRIBUTION TO IT

Interest in collecting musical folklore in our country manifested
itself later than in others which did not experience the sufferings of

political dependence. The secular Ottoman domination supported by
the servile governments of Phanariotes obstructed in every possible

way the penetration of culture from east and west, and its propaga
tion in our country. Science and arts could not develop sufficiently
to permit us to speak of a Rumanian musical tradition. Only at

the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century did some

distinguished intellectuals with a national conscience appear, espe

cially in Transylvania and later in the counties of Moldova and
Muntenia.

Nevertheless, we find references to the existence and beauty of our
musical folklore, especially our dances, in the travel notes of foreigners
who visited our country, such as Martin Opitz (17th century), and
Paul of Strassburgh (17th century). There are numerous and important
descriptions of the epoch in Hungarian documents : Balint Balassa

(16th century), Nicolaus Istvanffy (16th century), Codex Eszterhdzy
(Vietoris: 17th century), Peter Apor (17th century). Even two Ruma
nians left valuable writings, proving their interest in folk song. An anon

ymous chronicler from the Banat region (18th century) mentions
two dances very widespread at that time, and prince Dimitrie Kant-emir
describes the ritual dance Cdlusul and some others in his Descriptio
Moldovae (1715). Very significant is the indignation of the clergyman
Andreas Mathesius, expressed in his Memoires of 1647, where he com
plains that the Valachians sang pagan carols at Christmas-time instead

of Christian ones.

Up to the beginning of the 19th century we know of only two
documents with written melodies : namely a Codex by Caioni (a Fran
ciscan monk of Rumanian origin 1629 1687) containing some dances,
and a booklet of 11 melodies published by Franz Joseph Sultzer under
the title Walachische Tdnze und Lieder in the Geschickte des Tran$-

alpinischen Daciens (1781).

13



We can say that Anton Pann was the first Rumanian collector

who gathered and published a significant number of songs, which he

did not always take directly from the people, but sometimes from the

professional popular musicians or the urban circles he frequented.
The majority of these songs were of professional origin written by
himself or somebody else.

With the wakening of national consciousness and the thirst for

freedom, which fired the imagination of the European peoples as a

result of the French Revolution, at the beginning of the 19th century
the intellectuals of our country turned their attention toward, and
manifested interest in, the people.

But this concern for the people, this interest in their creations

could only be considered a romantic approach, devoid of any scientific

basis. Therefore the collecting which was carried on chaotically and not

always from authentic sources, could not result in the discovery of

genuine musical folklore as we know it today. Small, or sometimes

more or less comprehensive publications of &quot;national airs&quot; arranged
for the piano after the fashion and according to the possibilities of the

times (since the collected material did not offer anything more or new)
did not represent the traditional popular songs connected with the life

of the people, with their feelings, customs and struggles, songs that

have constantly been polished through the centuries. We could expect
no more from these publications because things happened in much the

same way even in the case of more advanced peoples. That is why
the value of these publications is relative, second rate. We can still

consider most valuable from the point of view of their selection

as well as masterful arrangements those by I. A. Wachmann, Carol

Miculi, Erlich Alfred Heinrich, G. Muzicescu, Jacob Mure^ianu, G.

Dima and D. Vulpian.
Only at the beginning of the 20th century did the collecting of

musical folklore start to become a profession when a decisive begin
ning was made by I. Vidu, A. Voievodea, P. Ciorogariu, P. Pirvescu,
D. G. Kiriac and Tiberiu Brediceami, the last three having already
collected melodies by means of the phonograph. We may say that

D, G. Kiriac laid the basis for research in musical folklore in our

country. If no more could be done, it was not due to the lack of interest

on the part of our musicians, but to the contemptuous attitude of those
who assumed the responsibilities of the government.

This was the position of folklore research in our country when
the powerful personality of B&a Bart6k and his love of folk song inter

vened beneficiently and lent it an impulse that increased interest in
folklore and made it an esteemed scientific pursuit.
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As a matter of fact, around 1905, B61a Bartok, Zoltan Kod&ly ,

L&szlo Lajtha and Antal Molnar came to the conclusion that Hungarian
professional music would not be able to find its way out of the difficul

ties brought upon it by completely spent romanticism, by modern
alien influences all of them trying to find new means of expression.

They understood that the depleted traditions needed regeneration

through contemporary elements to give new life to old values, and these con

temporary elements were to be found in the folk song. So they began
intensively to collect musical folklore in a scientific and planned way,
using the technical means of the time. The more they collected, the
more knowledge, love, and appreciation of folk music they gained.

But while Bartok s colleagues limited their activities to collecting
and studying Hungarian folk songs, he himself extended his interest also

to the musical folklore of the other nationalities living in Hungary,
he collected music from Rumanians, Slovaks, Serbs, and Ruthenians
with the same scientific care and probity.

He was very much interested in comparison, in mutual influences,

likenesses, and differences in the musical folklore of nations living in

the Danube Basin (South-East Europe). Later this man with a passion
for science extended his research even beyond Europe.

Bartok first collected Rumanian music in the former district of

Bihor in 1909 1910. For this he received material assistance from the

Hungarian Ethnographic Museum and the Rumanian Academy. The
latter also published his collection in 1913. In 1913 1914 he collected

abundant material in the forest villages and in Hatzeg, former
district of Hunedoara.In 1913 he continued his collecting work in Mara-

muresh, and the material was published by the Drei Masken Verlag

publishing house in 1923. He collected songs also in North Banat, and
in various places in Transylvania, among which was a big collection

of Christmas carols published in facsimile by the Universal Edition at

Bart6k s expense (1936). All this material was supplied with explana
tions and studies which offered a synthesis of his long and careful analyses.
He also published several smaller writings about our folk songs, some
articles in magazines and lexicons, drawing conclusions that are, in the

main, still valid today. But a great number of his collections (he gathered

approximately 3500 melodies, 1194 of which are published) and a study
written already in America are not yet known to us.

A distinguished musician and progressive composer, Bartok

brilliantly and masterfully arranged some of the collected melodies

and transformed them in immortal compositions, offering for the first

time to the world genuine Rumanian folk song.
Thus he did not only teach us how to collect songs but left us indi

cations as to how to arrange them without spoiling their original beauty.
These works are : Sonatina (1915) for piano, Rumanian Christmas Carols

(1915) for piano and a Suite of Bihor Dances (1917) for piano all of

them published by the Universal Edition. He also used Rumanian dance
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melodies in his two Rhapsodies for violin and piano, and violin and
orchestra. The twoRumanian Dances ( 1905) published by the R6zsavolgyi
Publishing House are his own themes, which proves the rapidity and
the profoundness with which Bartok picked up the characteristics of
our folk songs. In his Cantata Profana he used the text of a Rumanian
Christmas carol.

Bartok loved the Rumanian peasants as he loved all peasants
among whom he travelled collecting songs. In order to gain the con
fidence of the peasants (the principal requisite for a good folklorist),
to get to know them in all their manifestations and pursuits,
he learned Rumanian, which was very useful to him in his researches
into our folklore ; it enabled him to acquire his really scientific con
victions and conclusions.

Due to his democratic conceptions and his appreciation of our
folklore, he was maliciously attacked by Hungarian chauvinistic circles

of his country, who accused him of being a traitor to the national

interests, while similar circles in our country &quot;recompensed&quot; him by
calling him an instrument of Hungarian revisionism. In spite of all the
bitterness that such ingratitude and misunderstanding evoked in him,
he did not swerve from his path and did not abandon his convictions.

The facts enumerated here speak for themselves. In order to make
them clear we have described the man, his work, and the difficulties

he had to face. Besides, his being collector and researcher of numer
ous Rumanian melodies, their scientific and artistic messenger
throughout the world, he has a special merit for us Rumanians, for
our musicology. We can say without hesitation that he was the
folklorist who gave us the first extensive collection, accompanied
by scientific studies.

Concomitantly with Bart6k s collecting activities, that is, in the
second and third decade of our century, there appeared a Pleiade of
talented and learned composers under the creative encouragement of
George Enescu. Some of them, like C. Briloiu and the author of these
lines, were galvanised by Bartok s results and teachings, under
standing the invaluable services he brought to Rumanian folk art.

By awakening our interest, understanding, and love for folk songs,
he gave us a strong impetus. Enthusiastically we began to study his
collections in order to put them at the disposal of composers who
would use them as a basis for creating a national school. Together with
us, others came from all corners of the country to give their worthy
contribution, though we had no other support than our enthusiasm.

Among them were G. Galinescu, A. Zirra, G. Cucu, G. Fira, Emil
Riegler-Dinu, M. Negrea and others.

C. Brailoiu succeeded in creating a folkloristio archive at the
Society of Rumanian Composers, patronized by George Enescu, and
proceeded systematically and scientifically to collect our musical folk
lore by means of mechanical apparatus of the time, maintaining con-
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tinuous and close contact with Bartok. But in order to work well he
needed help. He trained his assistants himself, bringing up disciples
in the spirit of Bartok s teaching and method. When the Institute of

Folklore was established, we not only received some 30,000 folkloric

pieces, documents registered on phonograph cylinders and gramophone
records that belonged to the archive ofthe Society ofRumanian Composers
but also Brailoiu s co-workers turned folklorists, who are the principal

supporters of the Institute of Folklore such as Ilarion Cociiu (1910

1952), Paula Carp, Tiberiu Alexandru, Emilia Compel, G. Ciobanu,
Ion Mcola and Achim Stoia.

With their assistance and always following Bartdk s system, the

Institute trains new folklorists. Our aim is to create several folkloric circles

in the main provincial centres which will help to rear numerous amateur
folklorists all over the country, closely guided by us.

On the other hand, Prof. Georgescu-Breazul, our eminent and
learned musicologist, who is very passionately interested in collecting and

studying our folklore, created an Archive of Phonograms at the Ministry
of Arts in 1925, which, owing to the indifference and carelessness of

various officials, functioned with interruptions and difficulties. Never

theless, some 10,000 folkloric pieces were collected and registered.
Breazul also trained disciples such as C. lonescu, G. Balanescu, C. Mare,
G. Creljoiu and Adriana Sachelarie who joined our Institute when the
Archive was put into our care.

These two archives with their documentation and personnel today
form the basis of the Institute of Folklore.

This si the rich crop of Bart6k s sowing.

But we did not limit ourselves only to following Bart6k s spiritual

footsteps, we undertook vast research (for the time being only in the

Hunedoara region) trying to get the same melodies at the same places
and from the same persons who sang to Bart6k 40 or more years ago,
in order to verify scientifically what transformations have taken place

during the past half century.
A team of five persons, musical, literary and choreographic experts

headed by Emilia Comi^el, undertook several expeditions in a group
of villages called Padurene?ti. The expeditions were preceded by care

ful preparatory documentation.

Thorough collecting work has been done in the villages of Ceri-

or and Cerbal and in another 22 places only to learn the circulation

of different types of melodies. A study will be made of 955 melodies

recorded between 1933 and 1955, to which will be added those collected

by Bela Bartok and some others written down by ear. Extensive inform-

mative material has been prepared which comprises card indexes

indicating the frequency of the songs, repertory of genres of songs and
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the categories of singers ages, questionnaires, card indexes with direct
observations made at weddings, public merry-makings, Christmas greet
ings, burials, social gatherings for work, etc. Moreover, where possible,
posthumous card indexes were made for singers and for material collected
by Bartok. This was done in order to verify whether or not the singers
were the most representative.

The villages were visited several times, from 2 to 14 days every
time, especially on folkloric occasions. The real life of folklore has been
studied in its evolution during the 40 years (from Bartok s first collection)The material gathered by Bartok has been followed up as well as its
evolution and the differences from one generation to another (grand
father, father, son) have been analyzed, the continuity of tradition
and the present influences, the researches on musical phenomena
examined in the society where it originated and developed.

Although research and study of this vast material is still going
on, up till now the following problems have been examined:

1. a) The maintenance of dialectal song (old style) in certain
social-economic conditions, such as archaic way of life, reserved econ
omy, remote geographical position, etc.

.,
b
}

Assimilation of some melodies from other regions, due to
the vitality of the musical dialect.

No. I/a

Parlando J&amp;gt;-90

I. H&i Man-dre-te m-or ca- p& r-ta m&, Man-dre-le m-orp& r-ta&amp;gt; m&,
I ta -

tu,

C&B_

ca-pa - ta, ma, Man-dre-16 m-or ca -
pa - ta - tu,

i

fl J^P
kj)^ fl^ . n ;ft i.a L

2, IKi D^ mi-snSg-ru ?i xxx ta-tu, De mi-s neg-ru

De mi-s ng- ru

18



vor ca - pa-ta, ma, Da-ca e- 16- or ca - pa - ta, ma,

T&quot;
1

2)

A Da-ca e - IS-or ca-pa ta, ma.

Sung by Maria Costa, aged 15, and another girl. Collected by B. Bartdk in 1914
in the village of Cerbel, county Hunedoara. No. M.Gr. 5eu

No. 1/b

Parlando Quasi yiusto

Song

simile 3

Cin te-ram in vre-mea wea ma/ Cin ie-ram in

A GO . 4&amp;gt;
,

vr6-mea me ma, Cin ^e-
ram in vr6-mea me ma,

2) II.IIL, s) n.ni 4) ii,m 5) ii
j,

ni

Sung by Susana (Sana) Oaciunescu, aged 60. Collected by E. Comisel and

M. Kabinovici in 1954 in the village of Cerbel, county Hunedoara. Notation

by M. Babinovici. No. Fgr. 14.657b.
. .

The same melody was collected by Bart6k in 1914 from the same singer (indi

cated as &quot;another girl&quot;).
From the second verse the rhythm is changed. Only the

most important deviations are indicated.
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c) Enrichment of the old repertory with Banat and South-

Transylvanian melodies. The strong influence of the Banat material

has been especially observed in songs and dance melodies.

No. 1/c Song

Parlando
Poco rubato

e N-a ti - ut ci - ne ma

Sa fi it tat a - e ma.

20



Sung by Maria Saracu, aged 48. Collected by E. Oomisel and M. Rabinovici in

the village of Plugi, county Hanedoara. Notation by M. Rabinovici. No. Fgr.

14.580b.

2. The conservation of dialectal features only in strophical songs
1

,

and in dance melodies ;
ritual songs (Christmas carols, wedding and

burial songs, ploughing songs), on the other hand, are interdialectals,

having a wider zone or circulation.

No. 2. Song

Poco rubato (M74)
3

{, Ci-o gin- dit Ma

n - oa - ras

Sung by Maria Vinea, aged 42. Collected by E. Comisel and O. Birlea in 1950,

in the village of Cerisor, county Hunedoara. Notation by R. Weiss. No. Fgr.

14.104a.

1 Here the musical and not the poetical stanza is understood, the doina

and the ballad not having a strophical structure. Rumanian popular poetry doe*

not know strophes.

27



3. A still lively process of creation (innumerable versions of the
same melody by means of creative interpretation.)

4. Survival of the traditional songs (old style) and coexistence
with the new melodies.

5. Creation of new melodies even within the ritual genre.

(For instance, in wedding songs by means of reshaping certain old
features sometimes through the transformation of one element (parlando
rubato into parlando giusto), of discarding ornaments or of simplifying
the melodic line).

The Song of the Bride

No. 3/a

Parlando J&amp;gt;=11S

1 . Soa - era ma - re
, ie$I a - fa -

ra,

6

Soa - era - ma - re,

Sung by Maria Costa, aged 15 and another girl. Collected by B, Bart6k
in 1914, in the village ofCerbel, county Himedoara. No. M.Gr. 13c.

22



The same tune from other singers.

No. 3/b The Song of the Bride

Parlando
Lento - Rubato (J)=94)

nu ma cul - cu.

Sung by a group ofwomen Maria Ticula, aged 27, Maria Pocnita, aged 21,

Cosana Goanta, aged 27. Collected by E. Comisel and O. Birlea, in 1950 injhe

village of Cerisor, county Hunedoara. Notation by R. Weiss. No. 14.118.

6. In a vast majority of villages the number of
&quot;specialists&quot;

know

ing ritual songs is steadily decreasing.
The melodies collected by Bart6k have survived up to now with

some changes.
It has been stated that these transformations differing from one

individual to another and from one execution to another occur

within the limits of the traditional form of the style, within the limits

of the respective genre, region and epoch. But the variations are less

frequent in the ritual songs, because they are sung rarely, and by a

small number of individuals. The artistic realisation depends on the

talent, possibilities and the taste of the singer. (In order to study this

problem the same melody has been recorded from the same individual

at different intervals and occasions.)

In some villages, under the influence of the city, rituals have disap

peared or are disappearing, owing to the transformations of taste (in

villages where Christmas carols are no longer in use or are known only

by a few old men, ritual song are sung only rarely).

23



A new tune in the new style.

No. 3/c
The Song of the Bride

Poco rubato ( JW50)

Tran- da - fir in

acceL

cor- nu me - si, Tran -da - fir in

cor - nu me -
si, hai a lai la

Ai hai lai la Cum mai^piing o -

acceL

$
ki mi - re -

si, Cum ma^ pling o - ki mi -
,re

-
si,

a tempo
-

.

to p
Cum mai pling o ki mi - re - si Ai

r\ ^ *3 r
hai

ia lai la Ai hai lai Ia.

Sung by a group of girls Lucu^ia Ticula, aged 15, Armina Catrina, aged 18,
Maria Popa, aged 16, and Victoria Bogdan, aged 17. Collected by M. Rabinovici
and O. Birlea in 1955, in the village of Goles, county Hunedoara. Notation by E.
Comisel. No. Mgt. 503f.
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No. 4/a
Colinda

(Christmas carol)

Tempo giusto J&amp;gt;=156 160

^
1)

s p
Pe su poa - la ce - riu - lu - lu Doam- fie,

dai Dom - nu - lui Doaru - ne, Prim-bia-j! Mai - ca
3)

fc

Dom - nu - lu - lu.

. 2). . 3) .

Sung by two men, aged 20 and 25.f Collected by Bartok in 1914, in the

village of Cerbel, county Hunedoara. No. M.Gr. 8a.

No. 4/b
Colinda

(Christmas carol)

lui, Dom -nu- lui Doam-rie Pa cest plai, pi
- cior de ra - i.

Sung by Josif Spariosu. Collected by I. Cocisiu, in 1946 in the village of

Ruda, county Hunedoara. Notation by E. Comisel. No. Fgr. 10.198a,
;

Bart6k collected the same tune from another singer. Tempo and original

finalis cannot be indicated as it was not recorded.
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7. Tendency to disappearance of some popular instruments like

the flute and the bagpipe, and their substitution by city instruments such
as the taragot, the clarinet, the trumpet and string instruments. If

the instrument still exists, it is no longer used, not even at village
festivities.

8. Tendency to disappearance of the dialectal repertory in some
villages densely populated by workers, like Ghelari, Topli^a and
Govajdia, under the influence of broadcasting and of professional choral

songs (in these places the national costume has also disappeared).
9. Changes in some occasions for singing and dancing: a) Sunday

village merriments tend to disappear owing to the scarcity of young
people (decrease in population) ; b) wedding is usually celebrated with
out music

(&quot;night feast&quot;) ; c) for funeral songs mourners are called
in from neighbouring villages.

No. 5/a Dirge

Parlando

1. Ce-t i - na d e bra - du-, Ce - t i-nad e

Ai Ce - t i-na d e bra-du,

Ce t e-ai dob-li A Ce t e-ai dob-li-cf:

Sung by Maria Costa, aged 15, and another girl. Collected by Bart6k in
:,

in the village of Cerbel, county Hunedoara. No. M.Gr. 13a.
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No. 5/b Dirge

1) 2) (Wl)3)
Q y rf&amp;gt; m

&amp;gt;

Tie - ti~- na d e

Ce - ti - na

Ce - ti - na d e.

1) & fy.

Sxmg by Patru^a Ispas, aged 25. Collected by I. Coeisiu in 1946 in the village

of Cerbel, county Hunedoara. Notation by E. Comisel. No. F.Gr. 10.268.

10 Dependence of the text on the melody; among ritual songs of

the same village several texts are sung to the same melody (in villages

where the ritual is disappearing). The same thing happens to the simple

songs in the first phases of their penetration from other regions.

*

I It is necessary to add that there exist some genres that are

absent from Bartok s collections. Their existence in his time is indisput-

* Double elision (of two syllable).
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able but they escaped his attention. Thus there have been found and
collected :

a) children s songs and dances,

b) ritual songs for drought (babaluga ploii, babdruta),

c) reaping songs,

d) songs used on occasions of collective social work and sung to
the melodies of strophic songs,

e) cradle songs (sung to the melodies of funeral or strophical
songs),

f) songs for St. Theodore s day (help the hair grow), the old,
original melody being substituted by some strophic song,

g) funeral ritual songs, of the Fir tree type, mourning songs like

Daybreak and Watchsongs existing in the North.

IT. Epic texts, few in number, are sung by the peasants to the
melodies of strophic songs. Here neither the style of professional
interpretation nor the epic recitative, which is characteristic of the
old monarchy, are known. Besides, even music to dancing is performed
by peasants, whereas semi-professional musicians have appeared very
rarely, and only in the last decades.

HE. The six-syllable verses are very frequent in ritual songs (Fir-tree,
Daybreak, Paparude, Christmas carols) and even in some strophic songs.

^

IV. As an answer to Bartok s statement made in Rumanian Folk
Music, in an article published in The Dictionary of Modern Music
and Musicians, London 1924, and in Das neue Musiklexikon, Berlin
1926, where he maintains that for centuries no new melodies have been
created with the exception ofMaramuresh and neighbouring regionswe may refer to a new wedding melody (see no. 3) created in recent
decades and influenced by the strophical song. This melody is not
executed with other texts.

*

People remember Bart6k with affection. Among the many refer
ences that have been written down, we reproduce here one by the
peasant Bistrian Alexandru from the village Feregi, now 52 years old
who was a child when he metBart6k; &quot;He was a kind man, who spoke
gently. It was evident that he strove to speak Rumanian with the
people. He offered them money and tobacco. He came to see the dances
and described them afterwards.&quot;

Ilarion Coci?iu, a learned coUaborator of the Institute of Folklore,
also undertook, on his own initiative, a trip to retrace Bartok s foot
steps in Bihor. There he found people who had sung for Bart6k and
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remembered him with love. But Cochin s premature death prevented
him from sharing his findings with us.

In 1950 the collecting expedition to Maramuresh, village leud
{where Bart6k also worked in 1913), found the Hora lungd, for example,
to have disappeared in some villages owing to changes in taste and
mentality.

Bartok not only maintained close contact with the Rumanian
peasants but also carried on an extensive correspondence with Ru
manian folklorists such as Constantin Brailoiu, I. Bui$ia I. Bianu,
I. Birlea, D. G. Kiriac, Tiberiu Brediceanu and Octavian Beu.

Though the scope of the present paper does not permit us to express
our entire appreciation for Bartok s numerous deeds for the benefit
of our people s culture, I still wish it to testify to our gratitude which
I express in the name of the Institute most authorized to do so.
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EMILIA COM1SEL

THE RUMANIAN POPULAR BALLAD

Rumanian folk art is characterized by a great variety of
&quot;forms, regional styles and variants, owing to the complexity of life

therein reflected, to the changes and to the continuous transformations

peculiar to folk art it undergoes in the course of different periods
in different places and under different circumstances.

Rumanian popular epic poetry is particularly rich in content
and musical idioms. Generally, it is still living and performed on
various occasions.

We distinguish several categories : epic poetry connected with
rites and ceremonies, and epic poetry proper, the ballad called &quot;old

song&quot;

{cintec bdtrinesc) in popular terminology.
Among the songs connected with rites and ceremonies, many have

a more or less epic character : thus, the funeral songs like Zorile (Song ot

Dawn), Al Bradului (Song ofthe Fir) and Priveghml (Song of the Vigil) ;

the nuptial epic poetry sung or recited, like Cintecul Miresii (Song of the

Bride), Oratia (greeting songs or recitals); the agrarian epic poetry, like

^Cintecul Secern (Harvest Song). A real epic character can be found in

the songs connected with the winter festivals, like Colinde, Plugusorul,

(ritual ploughing), the greeting song Urarea, while in the spring songs,

Lazdrel, the Toconele, it is less marked.
In the collection of Macedonian folklore another category is men

tioned, the one connected with dances ; epic songs performed during the

dance at important festivals. 1

The majority of these folklore compositions are sung in groups by
women, men, young and old or adult, and children ; either accompanied
or unaccompanied by certain rites. The colinde, the funeral songs, and the

songs accompanying dances are sometimes performed in an antiphonic
manner (by two or three alternating groups). The lines of six (five) and

eight (seven) syllables, belonging to the trochaic type, are isometric.

1 T. Papahagi, Antologie Arommeascd (Arumanian Anthology), 1922, pp.
.365-370.
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The greetings recited at a wedding and in winter are heterometric.
Without having the epic ampleness of the ballads, some of them run
into many lines (300). In the colinde a heroic epic art may be observed :

the young man leads the tied up lion&quot; &quot;unharmed&quot;, he struggles with the

stag, with the maiden from the fortress, etc. The conciseness of the

melody and the varied giusto rhythm impart to some of these songs an
optimistic character, while others, having a richly ornamented melodic
line and extending at some length, have a solemn, dramatic character, an
artistic polish. Some themes circulate in several art forms : in the

tale, the ballad, the song.

Epic poetry proper &quot;the old
song&quot; owing to the variety and

great wealth of motifs and themes, as well as to the way of composing
which is still kept alive in certain districts, occupies an important place
in Rumanian folk art.

The ballads are only sung for the
&quot;public&quot;

on certain occasions

(without having a ritual character) : at festivals, family gatherings, inns,
taverns. In the districts where the genre is still kept alive, the performance
of the ballad at the wedding, particularly at the great feast of Sunday
evening, constitutes the most important moment. Having a declamatory
character, the ballad cannot be rendered in a true manner without two
essential elements : the performer and the audience. The ballad is sung
by a single performer, by a peasant or a country musician,

2 with
or without accompaniment (by a single instrument : the cobza, a kind
of guitar; the cymbalum ; the violin; and the taraf, a group of in

struments) . The peasant performer is sometimes accompanied by the taraf.
The performance of the ballad is based, for the most part, on impro-

vization within the frame of certain traditional procedures and formulas.
This demands a gifted singer having a good memory and being acquaint
ed with the specific poetical and musical requirement of the art form.
To enhance this art form, some performers also use, in a masterly manner,
dramatic means, mimicry, gestures, declamation. Today the real
preservers of this genre are the country musicians contributing to the
maintenance, propagation, and development of the &quot;old

song&quot;. They
possess an extraordinary memory, they know from 30 to 40 ballads,
which means about 12,000 lines.

The ballad cannot be understood perfectly in all its complexityand expressive value unless heard in its proper environment, in the
atmosphere where it is recited. Usually the recital of the ballad requi
res and produces a very high tension, both in the audience and the per
former, and is performed in perfect silence. The moment the ballad is

&quot;requested&quot;, the performer assumes a dignified air, just like a rhapsodist
of ancient times. &quot;Those who listen, fascinated by the face, the gestures

v 11 j
2 T1

?f
V n that had called in question the value and authenticity of the

ballads collected from gypsy musicians was later refuted.
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and the inspired look, lend their ears motionless and their thoughts wander
to the places, persons and deeds the singer describes or relates.&quot;

3

The ballads being known to the audiences, the listeners may inter
vene and sometimes correct the performer. Thus, in the artistic realiza
tion of the ballad, besides the knowledge of style and rules of the perfor
mance, the audience play an important part by stimulating the singer s

creative imagination and his gift of improvization.
Moreover, the performing of the ballad being an important moment

in collective life, we have to stress its ideological value. Like other art

forms, also the ballad reflects in specific artistic images, the people s way
of thinking and feeling, their conception of the world and life, folklore

having formerly been almost the only form of expression of their culture.
That is why the ballad always has a topical aspect, even if compos
ed in previous epochs, and features facts and aspects of the days of yore.
The ballads of the Heyducks (men who took arms individually or in

groups against an unjust or foreign rule) and the heroic ballads, per
fect examples of patriotism which preserve the best traditions of the

people s heroic past, maintain the will to a happy and free life.

Even today they can influence human conscience in an active way,
thus constituting a means of raising the intellectual level of the masses.

Though the existence of the ballad is attested in chronicles and
publications, Rumanian and foreign, as early as the 16th century

4
, the

first collections of Rumanian ballads were compiled as late as the 19th

century
5

. Conceived under the influence of the esthetic and historic

principles of the romantic school, the folkloric value of the material is

rather uneven. Certain collectors took the liberty of &quot;

correcting&quot;, of

changing the names of the heroes to make them correspond to certain
historical characters, and even of composing, in popular style, ballads
with a historical theme.

Concerning the documentary value of the ballad for history, the

conception adopted by the literary critics, philologists and historians

of whom the most fervent adepts are B. P. Hadeu and N. lorga
still survives in our country in the 20th century.

The most important problems that arise in connection with the
ballad are : origin, veracity, genuineness, relation with the epics of

other peoples, connection between ballad an epic, between ballad
and written literature. But the studies made according to different

conceptions and methods, relying on publications and only very seldom
on living reality, have not always yielded results of value. Monographs,

3 G. Dem. Teodorescu, Poezii populare rommepti (Rumanian, Folk Poetry),
1885, p. 418.

4 B. P. Hasdeu, Archiva Istoricd a Eommilor (Historic Archives of the

Rumanians), vol. ii, 1865, p. 7.
6 For collections see enumeration on p. 52.
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treatises, and essays published so far do not cover all the problems of

the genre to be solved6 .

Essays on the music of the ballad appeared as late as 19547
, the only

musical monograph has been left unpublished.
8 The latest researches

made under the auspices of the Institute of Folklore are completed with

the study of musical idioms.

Among the old songs some have subjects taken from the life of

the Rumanian people and some have motifs originating from the South-

East of Europe, and related to those of the ancestral Indo-European

layer having universal circulation.

The classification of the ballad, from a literary point of view,

presents great many difficulties ; owing to the different aspects of

the same motif, which arise from interpenetrations, constant trans

formations and adaptations, from superpositions in the course of time, a

ballad may belong to different categories. Nevertheless, bearing in mind
the subject matter which may relate an imaginary plot or a real event

seen by the people, or else the thoughts and feelings of communities and

performers, three groups may be distinguished : the fantastic ballad,

drawing on myths, legends and tales ; the heroic ballad, i. e., the ballad

of the HeyducTcs or the historical ballad, as well as the news ballad which
tells about everyday events in the life of an individual or a family from
certain aspects of the epoch, etc. N. lorgahas made an attempt at classi

fying the ballads according to cycles.
9

Versification and Poetics

The ballads are sung in isometric verses of the &quot;trochaic&quot; type,

having six (five) and eight (seven) syllables. There is great variety in

the grouping of the lines, according to rhyme or assonance governing
two, three, or four, etc. lines. The internal rhymes add a pulsation and

impart suppleness :

Doi Two
cotoi tomcats

in loc de boi instead of oxen

Stejar drept Straight oak
tare-n piept full-chested

Nalt la stat The stature tall

mare la sfat sensible the behaviour
i viteaz cum n a mai stat And brave like never there was.

6 For monographs see enumeration on p. 54.
7 E. Compel, Recitativul epic al baladei (The Epic Recitative of the Ballads),

in Rev. Muzica, vol. vi, 1954.
8 O. Birlea and E. Comisel, Balada haiduceascd Radu Anghel (The Heyduck

Ballad Radu Anghel), 1953, manuscript.
9 N. lorga, Balada populard romineascd (Rumanian Folk Ballad), 1910,

pp. 25 65.
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Professor N. lorga has, with remarkable intuition, described the

way of alternation and coupling of the lines : &quot;a too flat rhyme repeated
in every couplet would be an obstacle. Too much would be demanded
from the person who speaks (recites or sings), if he had to know by heart

so many ballads. Besides, there are rhymes which one meets in the same

song performed by different persons. These rhymes represent such impor
tant technical achievements that they cannot be easily forgotten. They
please too much not to become imprinted in the memory. And they are

useful, serving as a cue. From time to time a remarkable rhyme springs

up, reassuring the singer that he is on the right way and, indeed, without

following to the letter the footsteps of his predecessors, he has never

theless reached the point he had to reach from where the way unfolds

itself.&quot;
10

The majority of the ballads have a great number of lines, sometimes

over 1000. (The Ballad of Tanislav 1042, Badiu 1020, etc).,

When dictating the singer scans the lines in several ways. Usually
the stressed syllables are the 1st, the 5th, or the 3rd, the 7th (the 7th

rarely).

U -*- V U

The completion of catalectic verses (of 5, 7 syllables), the anacrusis,

the elisions taking place during the performance, according to the require

ments of the melody, follow the same rules as in the other literary genres.
In the old ballads the action, having achieved a perfectly crystalliz

ed form and complete balance, forms an integral whole in all the versions.

The action takes place in an epic atmosphere of tales, of grandeur which

strongly impresses the audience. Hyperboles, personifications, allegories,

detailed descriptions, repetitions of certain groups of typical verses,

dialogues, alternation of pathetic passages with gay ones, constitute only

part of the poetical procedures.

Groups of typical lines, crystallized in the course of centuries, circulate

in different ballads so as to render certain moments, descriptions and
characters analogous. Thus in the ballads Antofita al lui Vwara and Miu,

the feast is described by the same verses, etc.

The people have created their heroes, their types, their characters,

The Heyducks all have the same characteristics : bravery, courage, love,

and pity for the humble, physical beauty and strength, tenderness for

comrades-in-life and -in-arm, for their horses and for the nature in which

they live. But the love and admiration that the people feel for their

heroes make them exaggerate their qualities, they attribute them super-

10 N. lorga, op, cit.; idem. Istoria Literaturii pp. 33 34.
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natural power, invulnerability, etc. We see a child of 12 killing, all by
himself, 16,000 enemies in the course of a battle he wages against the

Tartars ;
Gruia slays 100 Turks with his club weighing a hundred kilo

grams ; Doicin, the invalid, tosses his club weighing 5000 kilograms
into the air and catches it with his other hand ; the weapon and saddle

of Miu the Youngster are so heavy that none of the 50 strong lads can

lift them.
The exaggerated traits of the persons of positive and negative

character intensify the dramatic conflict. The tendency to archaize

the facts of the present and to actualize the events of ancient times,

the elements of tales which often attenuate the reality of facts, are to

be found everywhere in the ballad (magic horse, animals and plants that

can speak, prophetic dreams, allegories, metamorphoses, etc.).

The atmosphere in which the ballad takes place, the characters, the

clothes, hunting with falcons, etc. recall the feudal age.
Certain performers show a remarkable talent in epic construction,

to make the most of the moments of scenic effect, rendering them more
and more dramatic. These procedures of composition are used much less

in the ballads of recent origin.
The most excellent fantastic ballad based on the popular belief

concerning the serpent of the hearth is The Serpent or The Dragon.
The brave young man, whom his mother has cursed to be devoured

by the serpent of the hearth, departs :

Intr-o joi de diminea^a A Thursday morning
Pe roua i pe cea^a Through dew and fog

(typical lines to be found in several ballads) with falcons and greyhounds

Tot la vinatoare Always a-hunting
Pentru-nsuratoare Eor the wedding
Vinat sa gaseasca To find game
Masa sa-i gateasca To prepare the feast

In certain versions he pursues a dove his soul who begs him
not to pierce it with his arrow. He wants to roast it and, imagining to

see a great fire in the distance, he comes across a dragon.

Cu olzii de aur With scales of gold
La soare sclipind Glittering in the sun
Oa focul lucind Gleaming like fire

who advises him to lay down his arms, for the struggle between them is

of no avail, his mother having destined him for the dragon since his

early childhood. The serpent half swallows him :
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Jumatate nu mai poate The other half [he] cannot

[swallow]
De armele-ncarcate Because of the loaded arm
La briu in^esate Girded round his waist

After three days he is saved by a young Moldavian, with whom he make
friends as &quot;frate pin* la moarte&quot; (brother till death), though the dragon
had promised his rescuer

oimei Falcons,

ogarei greyhounds
i arme cu zale And armoured weapons
i murgul din vale And the bai [horse] from the valley

Pietre nestemate Precious stones

i comori bogate And rich treasures

In certain versions the Moldavian burns the serpent which he

lures among the reeds ;
from its ashes grows a plant similar to the pearls

worn by the young girls. Other versions make the brave young man
die, poisoned by the spittle of the dragon, although his rescuer had dipped
him in milk.

The action takes place in an atomsphere of tales and is developed
into a text of considerable proportions (560 700 lines).

In Antofitd al lui Vioara, the aspects of the fishermen s life are

given in a fantastic atmosphere. Antofi^a fishes in the Vidros, in deep
water that &quot;reaches from heaven to earth

1 J

. The sovereign of the waters,

Vidra, helps him because the fisherman has captured her only offspring

and tortures him. Certain versions are interlaces with the themes of

blasphemy and the death of the father, and the scene of the bride asking

him to bring her

tiucile Pike

ca vacile like cows

Morunii Sturgeon
ca bivolii like buffalos

The poetic images describing Antofi^a s father recall those de

scribing Corbea :

Cu barbu^a pin la briu The whiskers till the waist

Barba-i bate bra^ele The beard covers his arms

Genele The eyelashes

sprincenele
his eyebrows

i chica calciile And his hair his heels

Toma Alimos &quot;Heyduck of the Lowlands a wealthy shepherd

in certain versions wounded in a cowardly way by Manea,
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Stapinul mosiilor The owner of the lands

Si domnul cimpiilor The lord of the fields

takes revenge and dies. The great love of nature is rendered in poetic

images of unparalleled grandeur. The hero drinks to the health of the

trees :

Ca-mi sint mie frgljiori Because they are my little brothers

De poteri ascunzatori Who hide me from the sight of the

patrols

De-oi muri If I have to die

m-or tot umbri their shade will cover me
Cu frunze m or inveli Their leaves will enfold mo
Cu freamatul m-or jeli And their rustling will lament forme

As he raises his glass &quot;the forest trembles&quot;.

Fagi i paltini se pleca Beeches and maples bowed down
Fruntea de i-o racorea To cool his forehead

Mina de i-o saruta They kissed his hand
Armele din teci ieea The arms sprang from the scabbard

Murgule^ul necheza The bai [horse] neighed

The horse s affection for his master assumes touching human aspects.
It is the horse that digs the grave of the heyduck

Cu copita cind sapa When he dug with his hoof

Groapa mica ca-i facea A small pit he made for him
Floricele ca-i sadea He planted little flowers

Cu trei laerimi le stropea He watered them with his tears

lovan lorgovan, the brave man who goes hunting followed by
his falcons and his greyhounds, kills the serpent; poisonous flies issue

from its skull. This ballad, which is known allover the country, has

numerous versions. The subject is interwoven with the theme of the

brothers who find each other again, with the motif of the metamor

phoses, and that of incest (between brother and sister), etc.

The young man, arriving at the Cerna (a river in the Banat), asks

the river to stop its course that he may cross ; on the other bank he
finds the young savage girl. In spite of her protests, as she identifies him
as her brother, lorgovan rapes her. The young man is drowned, while
the young girl saves herself by swimming. In other versions she is trans
formed into a flower, or killed by lorgovan ;

or the emperor promises a
reward to him who will kill the serpent. lorgovan after having burnt
the serpent receives :

Jumatate din cetate Half of the fortress

i din sate-a treia parte And a third of the villages
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The Ballad of Mesterul Manole is a masterpiece of the epic genre
composed in superior artistic form ; it is related to the building of Arges
monastery. Borrowing the principal motif the offering of human sacri

fice to the protecting divinity of a new building from the peoples of

South-Eastern Europe with whom this subject has become typical in

the ballad11
,
the Rumanians have given it an autochton form. Studies

and monographs relating to this ballad have been published by D.
Caracostea12 P. Oaraman,13

I. Popovici,
14 and D. Gazdaru. 15 This

ballad circulates in many versions.

The prince Negru-Voda, accompanied by

Noua me$teri mari Nine great artisans

Calfe i zidari Apprentices and masons
Cu Manole zece Ten with Manole
Care-i i intrece Who surpasses them all,

Sta inima rece [Your] heart would be [paralized]
with fear

seeks a site for the monastery he wants to build. A little swineherd,
whom they meet on the way, shows them an &quot;old forsaken wall&quot; or,

according to other versions, a little mountain lake. Unfortunately, what

they build during the day is demolished in a mysterious way during the

night. Manole, the central figure, has a dream in which it is revealed

to him that as long as the wife of one of the artisans is not walled in

alive, their work would not last. After being bound by a solemn oath
not to betray the secret, the masons go home. Only Manole stays near

the wall and struggling between his given oath and his love for his wife,

he writes her to prepare a dish &quot;made of the meat of an ox lost a year ago&quot;.

The author of the ballad describes the love and devotion of the young
woman who fulfils the wish of her husband a wish that Manole thought
to be unrealizable and brings him the food. The other masons did not

keep their oath. When Manole perceives his wife from the top of the

scaffolding, he prays to God to send a rainfall

Brazii sa-i despoaie That would strip the firs

Paltinii sa-ndoaie That would bend the plane trees

11 Kurt Schladesbach, Die Aromunische Ballade von der Artabrucke, in

Jahresbericht des Institute fur rumdnische Sprache, vol. i, 1892.
12 Caracostea, Material sud-est european $i forma rom&neasca (South-East-

European Material and Rumanian Form), in Rev. Fund. Reg. 1942.
13 Caraman, Considerafii critice asupra genezii $i rdspindrii baladei Mepteru-

lui Manole In Balcani (Critical Reflections on the Origin and Diffusion of the

Ballad ofHester Manole in the Balcans), in Bui. Inst. Fil.ALPhilippide, vol. i, 1934.
14 1. Popovici, Balada Mesterul Manole (The Ballad of Mester Manole),

in Rev. Transilvania, 1909, pp. 5 19.
15 D. Gazdaru, Legenda Me$terului Manole (The Legend of Mester Manole)

in Arhiva, 1932.
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like a tempest. Other versions speak of thorny thickets, of a she-wolf

and a poisonous beast. His wife, Oaplea (the name is not the same in all

versions), overcoming all obstacles, joins Manole. The latter, though in

despair, respects his oath. While Caplea is being walled in, the following

lines, which like a leitmotiv are repeated through the whole ballad, can be

heard :

Var i caramida Lime and bricks

Ojl-i pustie multa We have much to build

Ca-i lucrare lunga Our work is long

These lines alternate with the sighs of the young woman being
sacrificed :

Manole, Manole Manole, Manole
Zidul rau ma stringe The wall embraces me
Trupu;oru-mi fringe It crushes my body
Ti1;ioara-mi curge Milk streams from my breast

Oopila^u-mi plinge My little child cries

The popular poet finds words of dramatic force ; while Manole
works with his trowel he hears :

Un glas ragu^it A husky voice

Un vaet topit A smothered groan

When the monastery is completed, the prince asks the artisans

whether they are able to construct a building that surpasses this one in

beauty. Receiving an affirmative answer, the prince has the scaffolding
removed and lets the masons die on the roof. The artisans make them
selves wings of laths, but they sink heavily. The masons are changed
into stone statues and Manole into a well

Ou apa curata Having clear water
Trecuta prin piatr^ Sifted by pebbles
Cu lacrami udata Watered by tears

De Caplea varsate Shed by Oaplea

The invasions of the Turks and Tartars have left their traces in the
ballads.

Tanislav,

Macelarul turcilor The butcher of Turks

Hingherul tatarilor The slayer of Tartars

sometimes an innkeeper, admired for his bravery, is pursued by the
Turks. Real situations intermingle with fantastic elements. Coming
across young girls washing linen, the Turks ask them where Tanislav is
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hidden. His former, jilted sweetheart shows them the hiding place of the

young hero, who is sleeping in a kayik[boat] &quot;inlaid with stiver letters,

the naked sword on his chest&quot;. The description of the sleeping hero, that

of the Turkish captain, and the answer of the young girls are given in

typical repeated lines. The Turks with the help of Nedea, the servant of

Tanislav whom they have bribed, tie the hero to a millstone and throw
him in the Danube. Tanislav awakes after three days, lifts the millstone

to his shoulders, and rises to the surface of the water. Noticed by a

young girl he is saved by her father. After having taken revenge on the
Turks by slaughtering and burning them, after having punished Nedea,
Tanislav marries and gives up his profession of Heyduck. In other ver

sions the hero punishes his unfaithful sweetheart by turning her. The
action is developed with ever growing tension.

The ballads of the heyducks which reflect their organized struggle

against social injustice, against native and foreign oppressors are

numerous. The revolt of the Heyducks &quot;a form of struggle and social

resistance, becomes more intense in the second half of the 17th century.
The popular compositions of later origin, dedicated to the Heyducks,
are conceived in the same line.&quot;

16
Though, in general, the action, owing

to the local character, is the same, the name of the Heyduck and the

secondary episodes vary : from an artistic point of view these latter

ballads are presented with less reality. In spite of the real events underlying
the subject &quot;in proportion to the distance from their place of origin,

the details linking them to their point of departure fade away . . . the

plot begins to be generalized, mythical elements take the place of acci

dental, local elements&quot;.
17

Music

Musical investigations have revealed that the ballads represent
two distinct melodic idioms; some have a free structure, others have

a fixed texture. Nevertheless the specific idiom of this art form is

the free style, the epic recitative. The rich and dramatic contents

of the ballad, its dimensions and declamatory character have, in the

course of time, determined the formation and development of the

means of expression and of the specific structure on this art form. The

means of expression subordinated to the sense of the contents are

reduced to an utmost simplicity, thus creating a recitative style, a melodic

recitation in an adequate architectonic form which permits great freedom

to the singer.

16 T. lonescu-Niscov, Haiducia ?i cvntecul haiducesc (The Heyducks and the

Heyduck song) in Studii $i Cercetdri de Istorie, Literaturd $i Folclor, vol. ii, 1953

pp. 267-268.
17 O. Birlea,Proc#mZ de create al boladei (The Process of Ballad Creation),

in Rev. Fundafiilor Regale, vol. viii, 1941, p. 584.
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Thus the specific melody of the ballad proper is the epic recitative,

the basic elements of which are : a) the simple recitative, the verse sung
on a single tone recto tono; b) the melodic recitative, characteristic

melodic formulae of narrow compass, corresponding to a line or a hemi

stich; c) the so-called parlato, the declaimed, recited, related verse

(marked ).

These elements are combined quite freely, in an improvised manner,
with unlimited possibilities. Each element has an exactty determined

sense. Thus, the role of the melodic and simple recitative is to bring
into relief the text the fundamental element without attenuating

it, and to contribute to the development of the action in a relatively

short time, in a narrative, epic atmosphere. In keeping with the text the

recitative becomes especially expressive when using simple means : identic

or varied repetition, irregular alternation, etc. The singer employs in turns

the melodic recitative and the simple recitative to prevent monotony,
he repeats a melodic formula to emphasize an idea, a verse ; he then

passes to another formula, keeping the attention of the audience contin

ually alive. At the climaxes when the action develops rapidly, he

&quot;speaks&quot;,
recites the verses imparting a sonorous timbre to his voice

and, thereby, according a relaxation to the audience ; then, accompanying
himself on his instrument, he again takes up the thread of his narrative

which develops in a continually varied and vigorous form till the end
of the theme, owing to an expressive and suggestive formula, generally
a melisma &quot;cantabile&quot; (the final formula).

The numerous procedures of variation are determined by the re

quirements of the expressiveness of the melody or the text, by the possi

bilities, by the talent and fancy of the singer, within the limits of tra

dition. The most frequently used procedures are : a) transpositon of

a formula to different pitches, b) the modification of one or several

notes, c) the repetition of one note to make an accent tonic or expres
sive, d) the expressive gradation achieved by duration, pitch, etc.

The architectonic form belonging to this genre of great dimensions,
besides allowing great freedom of creative improvisation, eliminates,

by imposing a coherent and fixed structure, the monotony that would
result from the unchanging repetition of a melody having a fixed outline.

In folk music, when determining structure, one has to take into account
the number and alternation of the melodic lines (by melodic lines we
mean a melodic fragment that corresponds to a verse of the poetic text),
their similarity or dissimilarity in the contents. In general, the length
of the line determines the musical phrase which can be constructed of

one or two melodic formulae identic or dissimilar ; the .melodic formula

may develop over two lines though very seldom.
In the ballad the melody is arranged in

&quot;periods&quot; (a provisional
term, because we cannot assimilate these musical fragments with the
stanza which is based on a fixed number of melodic lines that follow
each other in the same order). The

&quot;periods&quot;
are formed by a varying
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number of melodic lines (in the ballads studied so far, from 3 to 16),

arranged in groups of symmetrical or asymmetrical phrases, the repeti
tion and succession of which are arbitrary. Thus the first period may
have six phrases, the second three, the third four, etc. (each one having
2 3 4 different formulae).

The initial formula (which is often in the high register), the first

in a period&quot;, and the final formula which concludes it, have specific
features and are not subject to transformations of great importance.
The median formulae undergo a wide range of transformations, owing
to the principle of identic or varied repetition and of free sequence.
Generally they are kept in the middle register reaching the high notes to
mark the stress, while the notes of lower pitch are reserved for recital.

The forming of phrases into groups generally depends on the theme
and the talent of the singer. With good performers the

&quot;period&quot;
corre

sponds to a literary episode.
The scales are very varied as to range and structure. Beside the

pentachords and hexachords, gapped scales occur, archaic modes, the
most frequent ones being la, re r mi. The chromatic scales (whith one or

more augmented seconds) of the major and minor type are the most
frequent in this genre. They are characterized by a great mobility of the

degrees particularly of those chromaticized sometimes indicating
modulations, and sometimes an ambit that often begins at VII. The ambit
which is extremely varied (1 5, 1 6, 1 8, VII 5, VII 6, etc) rarely

goes beyond the octave.

Generally the melody does not modulate ; it often has a bi-modal

character, or it &quot;modulates&quot; from a diatonic scale to a chromatic scale.

The final cadences are generally made on the repeated prime,
less ferquently on the second or on the VII, in parlato. The internal ca
dences are variable, nevertheless certain descending melodic formulae
can be observed which design the final cadence, repeated here in the
same way.

Miorita

(Initial formula)

finalis
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Corbea, Badiu, Crivat, Voica, etc.

p p p
p p

J)

Ion al Mare

finalis

Pa - du - rea

Radu Anghel

(Final formula)

(H flt)

sa je
- lu -

ia, mai

defective

:*) (b) (B&amp;gt; __-

ambit VTL-5; 1-6; 1-8 etc.

(fa) a) (b&amp;gt; 0)

1-7; 1-8; VH-7 etc.

defective

n
1 o fri

o tf^^:n o

IB
(W (0 (b) (rf) (tt) (b) (b) tt?

-O- kJL-

o o

1-6; 1-8; 1-9; \TE-6 etc.

finalis



Shythm. The epic recitative evolves in a lively manner with free

rhythm, parlando, in which J) and j alternate in various ways. The long
values and the rests occur rather in the initial formulae and in the finales

or at the end of the melodic line. This rhythm influenced or determined

by the verse or by the tonic and expressive accent, does not adhere to

the strict isochronism of the strong beat, as it cannot be fitted into the

measures. Our schematic way of notation cannot render all the wealth
of expression that the good singers are able to display by different proce
dures. 18

In certain ballads a tendency may be observed at attaining a greater

rhythmical precision by the use of triplets, metrical accents, which is

partly due to the instrumental accompaniment. Besides, the ballads are

generally sung throughout in metrical rhythm.
The tempo varies between j)

= 160 380 (approximately).

The adaptation of the epic recitative to the different folkloric areas

has led to regional dissimilarities ; thus one distinguishes a Wala-
chian style (belonging also to Little Walachia), a style of the Banat

(influenced partly by the melodic character of the song proper and by
Serbian music) ; this indicates a phase of disintegration of the old style.

The problem, however, remains open because sufficient researches in

this field have not yet been undertaken.

In general the Rumanian epic recitative is reminiscent of the Grego
rian liturgical recitative and of that of the psalms, as well as ofthe Ukrain
ian and Bulgarian ballads.

It has been observed that certain ballads have their own melodies

(Miorita, Handle, Corbea, etc.), others have borrowed melodic formulae

common to several ballads. But it happens that the same ballad is sung
in different districts to different melodies. A tendency of a cyclic forma

tion of the ballads has been found, in the sense that the ballads having
similar contents are sung to melodies consisting of identical formulae

(Badiu, Tamslav, Voica, etc. use the same melodic formulae). The

study of the formation of the musical types of the ballad Miorifd
19 has

revealed that the majority of the versions circulate with a melody of

their own, sometimes having a fixed structure, while others use the epic

recitative with different formulae; in Moldavia and Transylvania

they are sung to the melodies of the colinde. The ballad has some 500

variants.

The ballads of recent origin, especially those concerned with the

Heyducks and those relating the events of everyday life, are adapted

18 O. Birlea and E. Comisel, op. cit. (in note 8.) p. 214.

&quot;E. Comisel, Tipologia baladei Miorijd (The Typology of the Ballad

Miorita), manuscript.
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to the melodies of the &quot;doina&quot;
2Q

. The adaptation of the epic text to the

melody of the doina, in which recitatives alternate with richly ornamented

and melismatic melodic lines, has brought about some changes in the

melodic structure of the doina. Owing to the great number of recitatives

a,ndparlato$, the organization of the melodic lines into lengthy periods&quot;

as well as to the meaning and the places where the ballad is performed,
to its literary contents, a new quality has arisen. Nevertheless, thanks

to the melismatic formulae, the ballad proceeds in a more intense and

more lyrical atmosphere.
In the ballads of everyday life, and very rarely in the older ballads,

the words are adapted to the folk songs of the respective districts. The
same epic melody to which lyrical texts and themes are sung in different

districts, is adapted to different texts. The epic text rarely circulates

with the same melody in different districts. Recently a tendency has

been observed to replace the epic recitative by melodies of songs or to

crystallize the recitative in forms requiring stanzas, which shows a

decline of the art form.

When the ballad is performed by country musicians, the vocal

recitative is preceded by, and alternates with, instrumental parts. This

has been observed also in the case of peasants accompanying their recital

with the bagpipe or the shepherd s pipe. This manner of performance
has an expressive and practical function. In this way the singer can
more easily hold the attention of the audience during a musical

performance of such dimensions ;
as the instrument stimulates the

fancy of the singer, he may thus convey more powerful images, obtain

a wider range of expression. At the same time he may rest his voice

and he can recall the following lines. Sometimes, during the vocal

performance, the singer makes use of the violin to complete certain

melodic lines, to stress the melismatic formulae, thus enriching and

embellishing the melodic line.

Four parts have to be observed :

1. The instrumental introduction, of variable dimensions, based on
the melody of the ballad, but enriched, according to the technical possi
bilities and skill of the singer, with different ornaments, flourishes,

shakes, etc. Sometimes it is built on two contrasting movements.
Certain country musicians call it &quot;taxim&quot;.

2. The vocal period
33

is accompanied, in an extremely varied

manner, by instruments.

3. The instrumental interlude called &quot;vivart&quot; by the country
musicians is composed of some chords of a new melody, having a tempo
more vivace or guisto, or by a variation of the instrumental introduction.

The periods&quot; alternate with the instrumental interludes.

20 Rich melopoeia, improvised freely on the basis of certain traditional
elements and procedures
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4. The instrumental finale is a dance melody or the instrumental
introduction in a more lively tempo. Sometimes it is lacking.

The methods of accompaniment differ according to performer or
district. In course of time the country musicians have established cer

tain formulae of accompaniment which differ according to idiom, local

custom, the talent and the technical skill of the performer. Here are a few
of them :

a) the simple accompaniment in which rhythm predominates ;

b) the rhythmico-harmonic accompaniment forming a harmonic
texture above which the voice freely asserts itself;

c) the accompaniment combined with different heterophonic and

polyphonic procedures, etc.

The present situation. Today the ballad is still kept alive in the west
and the south of Walachia, in the south of Little Walachia, and in the

north of Dobrudja. The old people still remember the exploits of certain

heyducks whose ballads are much &quot;in demand and are listened to with

great interest. In general a tendency of decline of this art form can be
observed ; some ballads have disappeared, others circulate only in frag

mentary forms and still others are performed only on instruments, their

words having been forgotten.

By reason of their rich and varied contents expressed in a specific

adequate form, their high artistic standard, the popular ballads form

part of the treasures of our national culture. They constitute authentic,
classical values that may serve as models and encouragement for artis

tic composition. The artistic appreciation of this art form has greatly
contributed to the composition of certain works of high value, works
of literature, music and sculpture.

The creative use of the epic recitative of the ballad in different

genres chamber music, instrumental and dramatic music has, since

the last century, interested our best composers. Beside the simply harmo
nized ballads, the arrangements for voice and pianoforte, voice and

symphonic orchestra, chorus (G. Dima, T. Brediceanu, T. Rogalski, P.

Constantinescu) mention should be made of larger works : the Oratorio-

cantata Tudor Vladimirescu by G. Dumitrescu, the opera Napasta

bySabin Dr goi, the opera Pana Lemnea Rusalim by P. Constantinescu

(libretto by Victor Eftimiu).

Being acquainted with the epic recitative oi the ballad and its

manner of performance we can also enrich the vocal style by its manner
of singing, by its natural and simple tone impressive in its simplicity.

The performance of the popular ballad itself is a problem that must
interest our singers.

The popular ballad represent, both for the composers and the

performers, a remarkable source of inspiration.
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Corbea

Parlando. Rubato M.M.
vVor&amp;gt;r&amp;gt; r&amp;gt;

_Hlf * fr*
1

fr -P^v l Vf
i P T - Jp

i
Fo - i - ci - ca de-un ma -

cris, La tern - ni - ta lui - pris,
&quot; &quot;

Un-de za-ce Cor-bea-n chis De no ani si ju-ma- ta -
te,

3
De cind in tem-ni-ta-mi za-ce, De cm in tem-ni-^a-mi za .

3-L.__J.

Ji J&amp;gt; J
7p

-11

j&amp;gt;jJ

A - co - lo cind 1-a ba -
gat, E - ra ti - ne - rel ba -

iat,

.0_L .. ._._ L^^Ykk^-

I

Dar a - cu mos-neag ba-tri-ni, le cu bar -ba pin la bri-u,

3 V OOP 3 V o

J

*

cu bar-ba, pin la briu, Bar-ba-i ba-te bra-ti - li

T 1 . 9&amp;gt; i A, .3 A

*^M=
Mus - ta - cioa - ra u-me-ri- i,

2 ^
.

o
Ji

chi-ca cal-ca- i -
li,

3
,

i f p p p p p
De i-au us - cat je

- li - li
v

i AV 3

A- co-lea cin l-a ba- gat,^E p
4

erpi ie- ra ca a - ci -
li, S-a cu sin ca grin-zi

- li.

a~

Broa - te le ca nu - ci
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J-a cu sin ca plojj-ti
- li . a-poi Dar o oa-ta debros-coai,ca

I

s-a o - uab -a im-pu-iat, In gu-ra caf-ta-nu- lui,

Fun-du bu- zu- na - ru - lui . Co-pi-la cu ce J-i create?

m
Sin - ge din iel ca ciu-pe-te, Sin- ge din iel ca ciu-pe-te.

Sung by Dobric& Cius, aged 42, collected in Ploesti by E. Comisel, notation

by E. Comisel and V. Dosios. No. Fgr. 9334a

Radu Anghel

Allegro ma non troppo* Rubato.
Jr. 1^-208 appr.fr
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Foa~iever-de bo-bi - lor mai hei

^

pe dea - lu Gre - ci -
,lo

-
ri, Sus pe dea-lu Gre- ci - lo -

ri,^ *&quot;

Dea-lu Cir-ste - ie - ni - lo -
ri, Pe sub urn-bra nu - ci - lo - ri,

85

Sta starToa-tea Ko -
^i

- lo - ri. La eel fag ver-de din coa-sta- i

&amp;gt; i T

Ra-du ca-ntr-o ca-sa, a-de Ra- du ca-ntr-o ca-sa,

Si lui Ra-du ca nu-i pa- sa, i lui Ra-du ca nu-i pa-sa.
fr- ~ tr^ ^

^

accel.

&amp;gt;
&amp;gt; r. ^

rr PI-DP
Princra-ci - le fa-gu-lui, mai Prin era- ci - le fa-gu-lu- i,

f
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*&quot; ri /*\ *

J ** nUJy*
r CJ*P p ^ PEPE

Pis- fcoa-li-li Ra-du-lu- i, La tul-pi-na fa-gu-Iu- i,

&amp;gt; 3
J vr ^ ^ -k.

^ L r^^^ . L L vj ij ^^ L PT. r

J . . _ ^*a*1
&quot;*- r

..
I ^*-

Ca- ra - bi - na Ra- du- lui. Nu ?tiu goa- la sau e pli
- m,

Ba-ga po-te - ra-n i- zi - na, Ba- ga po^te - ra-n i- si- na.&quot;

3

Ia-ra Ra-da ce a- ceal

De-get in gu- ra ba- ga, ^i-nce-pea d-a i^u- e - ra, i

vj u &amp;gt; &amp;lt;^ u&amp;gt; j\v_3m
P P P P =P

Si-nce-pea d-a su - e -
ra, Multi voi- ni - ci ca sa stringea,

3

Ca frun-za i ca iarba i Si la Ha- du ca -re - nea.

Q K k f
3
k t ^ r*fa._r-k x k^

la- ra Ra-du le spu-nea I Hai ba-e^i pi
- na co - lea, i
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^ &amp;gt;

J&amp;gt;u

as

Sa mer-gem ia po - pa Sta- n, Ca mai ti - ne ci - te un ban

&amp;gt;
&fa. L ?+*=- ^ U. !wL

&quot;&quot;

si ci-teun pui de cir- La- ni ^i ci-te-un pui de cir-la-ni.

//.
/^ ^

Sung by Alexandra Chirita, aged 38, collected in Barbatesti-Vedea-Piteati
notation by E. Comisel. No. Disc. 803.

Prelude, interludes and postlude on violin.
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JOZEF KRESANEK

BARTOJCS COLLECTION OF SLOVAK
FOLK SONQS

Bartok s collection of Slovak folk songs, beside representing the
outcome of a large-scale field-work, is a systematic arrangement and
classification of the rich Slovak musical folklore and, thus, a scientific

achievement of the highest order. The manuscript constitutes an imposing
volume of 1121 pages (densely filled foolscaps), completed by intro

ductory chapters (28 and 8 pages), the key to signs (6 pages) and a

great number of notes (25 pages in the first part alone). And all this
is the harvest ofa work that could not have been reaped without a still

greater amount of preparatory work. For instance, Bart6k does not
include close variants in his collection, contenting himselfwith making
references to deviating notes and verses. Yet, to be able to do so, he
must have previously prepared a complete collection of all variants,
taken down tunes in musical notation from phonographic records,
corrected existing notations and so forth. In his philological studies,
Bartok had gathered all Slovak folk songs available in collections thith

erto published and the greater part of Moravian and Czech collections. 1

This work of Bartok cannot fail to compel admiration. If we
remember that he performed, in addition, a huge amount of other
activities such as the collection of Hungarian, Rumanian, Jugoslav and
other folk songs, the creation of musical compositions, the giving of

concerts, teaching etc., we are really at a loss to see how he could
find the time necessary for all these things.

1 Of the Slovak collections : two parts of the Sbornik slovensktfch ndrodntfch
piesni. . . (Collection of Slovak National Songs), three parts of the Slcvenskd spevy
(Slovak Songs), the monograph Detva by Medvecky, a few melodies from the

Hungarian review Ethnographia. Of the Czech and Moravian collections : Erben,
Ndp&vy prostondrodn$ch pisni 6esk$ch (Melodies of Czech Popular songs) ; Susil,
Moravake ndrodni pisn$ (Moravian National Songs) ;

three parts of the Nove
ndrodni pisn& mcravskd (New Moravian National Songs) by Bartoi ; Peck,
Vala$ske ndrodni pisn& (Walachian National Songs) ; Vaclavek, Vala$skd svadba

(Walachian Marriage); Vikoukal, Oeskd svadba (Czech Marriage); Bartoi, Na$e deti

(Our children) ; Cernik, Zp$vy Moravskych kopanitfdru (Songs of Moravian Peasants
of Detached Farms).
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The fact that the collection under review has been kept under lock

and key and remained unprinted up to now is a serious loss not merely to

Slovak folklorists but to the entire science of Central European folklore

as well. So far, nobody has been in a position to form an idea of the
abundance of melodies contained therein, nor were composers except
the author himself able to draw from the rich source hidden in the
collection. Therefore we cannot speak of any kind of influence Bart6k s

collection may have had upon the development of Slovak music.
It would seem rather difficult to report on an unpublished work

in such a manner as not to impress readers as being either too long-winded
or too subjective. Hoping, as we do, that at least the first part will be

published before long, we think we can dispense with paraphrasing the
work in question even by way of introduction. Therefore, we propose to
restrict ourselves in this short essay to just making a few references to
the first volume of Bart6k s work which is to appear in three parts. We
were prevented from presenting at this juncture an analysis of the second
and third parts because their manuscript was at the press at the time
of writing the present article. We hope we shall be able to make
up for this deficiency in a future essay.

We cannot appreciate Bart6k s work without forming at least a

rough idea of the position of Slovak views on folklore at the time when
Bartok was busy collecting Slovak folk songs.

It was in the seventies of the last century that after a few
earlier, rather insignificant attempts (Furedy, Such&n) the Society
Matica Slovenska at Turcansky Sv. Martin achieved the first results

by collecting and publishing Slovak folk songs. Edited by Michal
Chrastek, the first volume appeared in Vienna in 1870 under the
title Sbornik slovensJc^ch ndrodntfch piesni, novesti, prislovi^ priekadiel aid.

(Collection of Slovak Folk Songs, Legends, Proverbs, Witticisms, etc.).
Edited by Pavel Dobsinsky and published at TurSansky Sv. Martin,
the second volume followed as early as 1874. Being rather of an ethno
graphic character, neither of these compilations contained exclusively
musical material, as is evident from their very title. The first volume
contained 66 melodies and the second 65.

After the dissolution of the Matica Slovenska in 1875, a special
committee, the Priatelia Slovenskych Spevov (Friends of Slovak Songs)
was formed which launched the SlovensM Spevy (Slovak Songs) at
Tur&msky Sv. Martin in 1880. It appeared in periodical booklets,
and most of the collectors were village teachers. The first volume was
edited by Jan Kadavy, the second and part of the thirdby Karol Ruppeldt.
While the earlier compilations were meant to be, as far as possible,
scientific collections, and bore an ethnographic rather than a musical
character (the same as Kolberg s series Lud in Poland), the Slovenske
Spevy were more in the nature of a series of popular songbooks, a fact
that endowed them with the character of a normative collection, serving
as a guide to show the kind of songs to be sung at social gatherings and
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offering instruction as to the manner in which they were to be performed.
Such a tendency will surprise nobody who knows the conditions in which
the SlovensM Spevy appeared. It was a time when the people had to

be aroused, when a disclosure of the riches of the people s culture

appeared to be the appropriate means of reviving national conscious

ness. Since a Slovak aristocracy was at that time practically non-existent,
the SlovensJce Spevy were meant, in the first place, for the petty bour

geoisie which relied upon its strongest support, the people.
It was in 1906, at a time when the Slovenske Spevy had already

arrived at their third volume, that Bela Bartok and his collaborators

(Z. Kodly, M. Vikar, A. Banik) began their field-work in Slovakia.

Bart6k s original idea was to bring about an arrangement of cooperation
with the editors of the SlovensJce Spevy, and, with this end in view, he

approached the responsible executives of the periodical ;
as a first step,

he offered them gratuitously 400 songs collected, most of them, in the

former county of Nitra and some in that of Gemer, his sole condition

being that 4 or 5 free copies should be reserved for himself. Bartok
was at that time already thinking of a comprehensive scientific study of

Slovak folk songs and wanted to use various parts of the free copies
for his planned compilatory work.

The negotiations between Bartok and the Slovenske Spevy began
in 1910, dragged on and on and ended dismally in 1913. It is, of

course, probable that a certain mistrust, evidenced by the SlovensJcS

Spevy against the &quot;professor of the Royal Hungarian Academy of Music
5

played some part in the failure of the negotiations ;
the principal

cause of the failure to come to an agreement was, however, the fact

duly recorded in the notes that the editors of the SlovensJce Spevy
(after the decease of Karol Ruppeldt) were absolutely at a loss to com

prehend the system of Bartok 1

s notations. The contributors of the

SlovensJce Spevy made no real efforts to record songs in any systematic
and accurate manner : they were, on the contrary, quite proud if they
succeeded in ridding the melodies of all vulgarities of popular represen
tation (glissando, fluctuating intonation, rhythmic irregularities), and
satisfied if they managed to present in their collections the bourgeois
variants of folk songs. Even Karol Ruppeldt, a comparatively erudite

musician (he had studied music in Prague), was in the habit of

modifying notations and justified these arbitrary corrections in his

Notes to Part II by affirming that &quot;changes were unavoidable, for no

writing of music can be published with such arbitrary songs that

defy all rules&quot;.

Bart6k took a completely different attitude toward this problem.

Disdaining to record urbanized variants and to regard them as the norm,
he endeavoured to record genuine folk songs as living on the lips of

village peasants, and to render them in their true original form. Bart6k

never resorted to mediators. Desirous of recording a certain song, he

refrained from addressing himself to, say, the village teacher who had
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learned the song from the villagers : he contacted the peasants themselves,
and preferably those peasants who had remained innocent of urban influ

ences. What he was especially after was the peasants culture as preserved
in the villages. And it is this moment, i. e. his concentration on peasant
culture, that must be regarded as the principal characteristic of Bartok s

work, the feature that distinguishes his collection not only from the

SlovensTce Spevy but also from nearly all hitherto published anthologies
of Slovak folk songs.

The visible consequences of this attitude are particularly pronounced
in the songs collected in the quondam county of Zvolen. It had become a
custom with us to look out for archetypes in alpine pastures and not in

villages. It was in sheep-pens, among shepherds, that we were wont to

hunt for characteristic folk songs in the region of Zvolen, Detva and
Ocova, forgetting that though the Walachian life of these shepherds did

undoubtedly represent the special cultural characteristic of the

region it far from exhausted the store of folkloristic treasures.

In order to convey a better idea of the characteristic features of
Bartok s collection let us quote a few figures. The first part contains
421 groups of variants, within wich 761 melodies recorded by Bart6k
himself were published (apart from data concerning further variants).
Most of the songs in this collection originated from the county of Zvolen

(426), many from the county of Hont (133), and a number from the
counties of Nitra (75), Gemer (74), Trencin (32), Tekov (10), Pest (6),
Bratislava (2) andSzilagy (1), together with two soldiers songs of un
known origin as regards county. In respect of tonality (Table I) and
he nature of the songs (Table II), the collection presents the following
distribution :

2

2 The classification here applied follows the system which, in the course of
my researches into Slovak folk songs, I attempted to establish and evolve in my
essay Slovenske tudovd pieseft zo stanoviska hudobn&io (The Slovak Folk Song
from a Musical Point of View), SAVU, Bratislava 1951. Not content with a mere
lexicographic arrangement, I was especially keen on penetrating the tonal
structure of the melodies. Relying on this system which enables us to set off

everything that is formal and historically essential in the domain of Slovak folk

songs we show in Table I the evolution from a central note to harmonic arran
gement. If there is but a single central note, the melody will remain within a
small range. To the pentatonic group belong melodies in which the line-cadences
follow the pentatonic scale (principal cadence usually being the minor third
above the final note). This type, probably of Hungarian origin, is rare in Slovakia
while songs of the tetrachordal system occur with greater frequency. In the latter,
melody is supported by two notes at a distance of a perfect fourth. There exist,
of course, various combinations of the tetrachords which allow a greater number
of such

&quot;pillar&quot; notes and impart to the melody a wider flourish and ambit. In
the pentaehordal system we often encounter major and minor triads as

&quot;pillar&quot;

notes of the melody . Such triads sometimes form various combinations and may
even be interwoven with tetrachords, thus giving rise to the mixed system of
tetrachords and pentachords. Certain songs have, on account of tonality, been
placed in the harmonic category : in these one feels a latent harmonic cadence
of the type TSTJDT.
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Of course, these figure should be viewed with some precaution
and should in no case be accepted as pars pro toto. We must bear in

mind that the figures are taken from a third of the whole collection and
that the entire material of collection was selected according to special
considerations in keeping with special, largely musical, criteria. It

is only the quota of each particular region that we may regard as appli
cable to the whole material. Though each county has its own individual
musical features, i. e. any musical system must take into account the

regional characteristics, yet they are not very distinctly expressed,

especially not in the factors upon which Bartok s classification is based,
i. e. matters of form and the number of syllables. Figures relating to
the latter show hexasyllabic verses to be characteristic of the whole of

Slovakia, a fact which is corroborated by the six-syllable songs and
variants taken over by Bart6k from the Slovenske Spevy. None of the

songs quoted in the first part of the collection by Bartok upon the
evidence of his own recordings, comes from the areas of Turiec, Liptov,
Orava, Spis or Saris, and only two from the neighbourhood of Bratislava.
On the other hand, the great number of songs originating from the

county of Zvolen allows us to conclude that a similar distribution
will be found throughout the collection. It is seen that Bart6k extended
his field work also to the counties Hont, Nitra, and Gemer, while
Vikar collected for him in the county of Trencin : he, however, did
not get farther north than Ilava and Poruba. Neither Bart6k, nor his
collaborators did any field work in the rest of Northern Slovakia.

According to Bart6k s classification, the first part of his collection

comprises the four-line songs with undotted rhythm and an identical
number of syllables in each line (isometric verses). The following table
will convey better idea in this respect.

Table III
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The distribution of the songs in the second and third volume is

this : the second volume contains four-line songs with undotted rhythm
but a different number of syllables in the lines (heterometric verses).
This applies to the groups of variants between nos. 422 and 1077. The
third volume contains four-line songs with dotted rhythm : the verses
are first isometric and then heterometric. These are followed by songs
of the architectonic structure AAA, AABA with undotted and dotted
rhythm. Then we have three-line melodies with undotted and dotted
rhythm ; two-line melodies ; melodies of no definite form

; children s

songs and children s playsongs ; finally, instrumental music. The volume
covers groups of variants from no. 1078 to no. 1620.

Due to this arrangement, the most typical Slovak melodies are
included in the first volume, a fact which was emphasized by Bartok
himself. The other two volumes contain creations of a more recent
date and also modern songs, new Hungarian songs in particular.
That is why we think our concentration upon the first volume is

justified both from a scientific and from an artistic point of view.
The songs contained in the first volume represent pronounced types
in respect of each stylistic feature, which is to say that each given tonal

type commands a definite form, a definite rhythm, a definite manner
of representation, etc. Thus the criteria upon which Bart6k based his

system of classification led of course, by a different path to more
or less the same results as do the criteria we nowadays endeavour
to apply. In the classification of Bartok, who was concerned with form
and metrics in the first place and only in the second place with the final
notes of particular sorts and types, these different sorts and types of
melodies form the same groups as if governed by our present prin
ciples, although the latter are chiefly based on tonality. This is a fact
not devoid of significance.

The collection is headed by melodies (nos. 12b to 15f ; sixteen
in all) sung on festive or special occasions (called &quot;ceremonial

songs&quot;

in the Slovak language) : 7 songs during the work in the fields, 4 har
vest songs, 3 nuptial songs, a lullaby and a melody sung at Midsummer
celebrations. Of these songs, 14 come from the county of Zvolen and
2 from that of Hont. As regards the tonal aspect of these songs, two
of them are built upon a single central note (nos. 14a, 14d) ; six melodies
reveal a tetrachordal and two a pentachordal structure, while three of
the songs represent a transition from the system of tetrachords to that
of pentachords. Two nuptial songs, showing the tonal change from the
tetrachordal to the pentachordal system, come from the county of Hont,
and all the rest from Zvolen. If we rely on other Slovak collections,

in the present case on Valastan s3 in particular we find the

county of Zvolen to be an area dominated by Walachian pentachords

3 Jan Valasfcan Dolinsky, Slovens^ spievanky (Slovak Song Melodies),
Matica slovanska, Turgansky Sv. Martin 1940.
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and Hypoionian (Mixolydian) modes. As Bartok s interest was focused

on the musical culture of the peasantry, he recorded also in this area

typical expressions of the farmers culture with the characteristic tetra-

chordal system. The nuptial song Lelia pdwi, letia (no. 13b) testifies

to the tetrachordal system (as also to the care with which Bartok

handled the melody). It would be impossible to find melodies so

carefully recorded in the SlovensTce Spevy, and it is therefore not so

surprising that Bart6k s manner of notation seemed^to be unacceptable
to the publisher of the SlovensM Spevy.

No. 1

Parlando J&amp;gt;=128

tra - tia die^-ca si lio zbie - ra mes-to svoj- ho pie- ra.

As a further example of the same system and the manner ofnotation ,

we quote a song which is sung at the time of the Midsummer celebration .s

(June 24th) Na vrchu, na Diele (no. 15e).

No. 2

Parlando Jkl50 m
Na vr - chu, na Die - le &ti ri ko - bie - te.

Cie - ze sa to ko - ne ? Moj - ho fra -
je

- ro ve.

The song Hrabajze len, hrabaj (14f) is a pentachordal one, charac
terized by an augmented & C# second. It is remarkable that thi

second is encountered in our ceremonial songs of the alpine shepherds
song type (as also in the cowherds song Kebyich ja vedela in Slovenskc

Spevy vol. ii, no 359 and in the harvest song finica som ja, znica, in
Slovenske Spevy, vol. ii. no 234). It would be incorrect if, in connec
tion with songs of this kind, we tried to ascribe some importance to
the influence of gipsy music : we have to do here with the culture of
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the fields and pastures which had always remained innocent of gypsy
music.

No. 3

i

Tempo giusto JL 160

Hra-hai-e len, hra-ba
j to 20 - le - nuo se no!

i
6 bi ja hra-ba- ua: no-mam na - ko - se - nuo.

Further songs from the county of Zvolen belong to the ceremonial
songs of the foregoing group. Elements of the tetrachordal system are

predominant in the song Hrabala, hrdbala (no. 19d).

No. 4

, Parlando Jl=106

Hra-ba- la, hra-ba- la, 6er - ta na - hra - ba -
la,

od vel-ki - ho spa- nia hra-ble do - la - ma -la.

It will be seen from the two following songs the lullaby Btivaj
zemi, buvaj (no. 20) and the highwayman s song Vedsa kasirnazdd (no. 25c)

that also songs with a Lydian fourth are also familiar in the villages
around Zvolen, i. e. not only Hypoionian, but also Hyperionian songs
which have always been regarded as a speciality of the north-western

part of Slovakia.

No. 5

A Pariando k=180

P
vaj 2e mi, bu-vaj, len ma Ae - u - nu -

vaj;

lep-Sie i je epa-li, a - ko u - nu - va -



This is particularly striking in highwayman s songs for such

songs are indigenous mainly in Walachia. Also this song begins with

the Lydian fourth.

No. 6

Tempo giusto J-120 ~

sa ka - sir ze len on ga- zda;

pa?
a - le i

3
to ve-ru len ta - ka ga - ra-

Finally, in the nuptial song Bula to nevesta we encounter an instance

of Hypoionian ceremonial song, the like of which had never before

been found in this region.

No. 7

Tempo giusto J = 144

E ^
Bu-la to ne - ve - sta, ma- la t& pe - ri - ni,

ej, Sti-ri vo - zi tr- nia pa-i hra-cho - vi - ni.

But for the county of Zvolen, the tetrachordal type of song is

everywhere characteristic of agricultural communities. And from these

other areas too, Bart6k has produced new, so far unknown, and original

types. The song A tadehor (no. 51) from the county of Hont, for example,
illustrates the authentic connection of tetrachords which here occurs in

a parlando song and not in a dance song where a structure of this kind
is more usual.

No. 8

Parlando j = 108

A Ta-de hora ta-de hor vo la -co sa be - lie,
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a- zda je moj mi -
fi sti- ri vo - ze - me.

The nuptial song Vienok, vienok (no. 28 6b) from the county of Tekov
is, tonally, a transition from the tetrachordal to the pentachorda] system.
Its whole character qualifies it for the preceding ceremonial songs
although it consists of eight-syllable lines. This concurrence of six
and eight-syllable songs is one of the general characteristics we are
made avare of by Bartok s collection (see samples of theparlando-mbato
type).

\le-nok,vie-nok maj-ran-ko vi de ho vi - la

ci - rora po - li vi - la ze ho spie- va-ju - ci

a skla-da- la ho pla- cu - ci.

Investigations hitherto performed have shown Western Slovakia
(Zahorie) to be the home of the plagal arrangement of tetrachords
(F 0, C G). The Zvolen material in Bart6k s collection offers a most in
structive example from Central Slovakia, the song LetelakacOSka(no. 160).

No. 10

Tempo giusto J = 87

le - te - la zvi - so - ka.

su- haj do - bri stre-lec stre-liu jej do bo- ka.
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Another such example with a displaced lower tetrachord is the

song Dolu dolinami (no. 47a) from the county of Gemer.

No. 11

Rubato J-cca 96
I*-

cier - ni hav-ran le -
ti,

o - tec v cier- nej ze-mi le - zi.

A similar displacement (but in an inverse sense) is found in the

d&ncQsougDwcapodtancovat (no. 185). So far, all examples of such tetra-
chordal displacement at the beginning of the second part have come
from East-Slovakia : Bart6k presented a similar phenomenon from the

county of Nitra.

No. 12

Tempo giusto J=120

&amp;gt;iv-a pod tan -co -vat tej 6er -
ve-nej su - kfti

ne - vis tan-co-vat, a -
spon si len du -

pni.

A different picture is revealed by the shepherd-highwayman s

songs from the region of Detva.

Relying chiefly on ValaStan s Slovensfce spievanky, experts have
always held that such songs begin almost exclusively with the higher
octave and then show a descending tendency. And yet, out of a total of
34 Walachian songs in Bart6k s collection only 19 have this initial note
while that of the other 15 songs is different. The explanation is again
given by the agricultural peasant character of the songs in Bart6k s
collection. The predominance of the higher and lower fifth (in Bart6k s

songs these are the notes G in major) seems to be attributable to the
shepherd s pipe, the so-called fujara. It was this instrument facilitatingas it does, a peculiar vibrato of the notes G2 GX that exerted a strong in
fluence upon the songs in the region of the mountain pastures where
the collectors, inspired and impressed by the peculiar manner of life
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in these isolated spots, were fond of hunting for songs. In the villages,
on the other hand, there arose variants which were not exposed to this

influence and did not, therefore, follow the rule of predominant higher
and lower fifths. And this was duly put down on paper in Bart6k s

collection. To offer a good example, let us quote the dance song
Vo hajduche (no. 21 7c) which presents at the same time an instruc

tive instance of a connection of the major common chords D F# A
and G B D. Although this type is rare, Bart6k has collected two
more songs of this category (nos. 328 a, b).

No. 13

Tempo giusto J=76 80

Sti- ri ko-zi, pia-ti cap, kto vi-sko-ci bu-de chlap.

Ja bi som bou vi- sko-ciu, a - le som sa po-to-6iu.

We encounter in Walachian songs the same correspondence^of
six-, seven-, and eight-syllable verses as in songs from other regions,
and thus three groups of variants, namely no. 16 (six-syllable verses),

no. 217 (seven-syllable verses), and no. 328. (eight-syllable verses) cor

respond in Bartok s collection. A division according to the numbers of

syllables is of secondary importance in the matter of Slovak folk songs,
and it must be admitted that Bartok s classification, based on this

system, has rather scattered homogeneous groups and separated closely

related elements.

Ballads epic songs (songs in which some story is told that need
not invariably have a balladic, i. e. tragic, ending) are arranged in hetero-

rhythmic groups. To the hexasyllabic group belong songs no. 184 to

191c ; to the heptasyllabic, nos. 246 to 259g ;
to the octosyllabic, nos.

312 to 316c and 329a to 345c. Beside the heterorhythmic groups
there are among the octosyllabic parlando-rubato songs, three from

the county of Gemer. A few further songs of this class are scattered

throughout the work. The largest group is that of octosyllabic

heterorhythmic songs (30 epic-balladic songs out of a total of 36).

A comparison of these three groups shows that the first group
of hexasyllabic songs is dominated by the preharmonic tonal system to

the ratio of 7 : 1 ; while the ratio of preharmonic and harmonic tonality
is still 13 to 5 in the second group of heptasyllabic songs, but we can

detect no traces of a tetrachordal system among the songs of this
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group ; as regards the .^third group (octosyllabic songs), the number
of preharmonic tonalities is not more than the double of harmonic
ones (24 : 12).|We find in nearly all epic-balladic songs a rhythmic
contraction in the middle which (termed by Bartok &quot;the Slovak rhythm
contraction&quot;) may, therefore, be regarded as a typical feature of epic-
balladic songs. It should be noted that this rhythmic contraction

occurs also in hexasyllabic songs with a tetrachordal-pentachordal
structure. There are not less than four songs of this kind in the

collection (nos. 186 -a, b, c/M) of which we present here the song Chceu
sa JaniJc zenit (no. 1861)).

No. 14

A Tempo giusto

Chceu sa Ja-hik rle -
hit, chceu sa Ja-hik ze- hit

^
ma - ti niu bra -hi- la, ma- ti mu bra- hi - la.

Only partly does the rhythmic contraction become manifest in the
ballad Bola jedna hrdticka (no. 254b, heptasyllabic), while its beginning
is akin to that of the preceding song.

No. 15

A Tempo giusto

cho-va - la so - ko - li cka.

But the most beautiful ballads are those in which there is no
rhythmic contraction at all, in which instead of intruding itself as
an additional and independent element musical rhythm gives way
to the rhythm of the words. Example of this kind are the ballads Ore,
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ore seslvolou (no. 249a) and Co $a stalo (am dou (no. 76c), both from the
county of Zvolen.

No. 16

Parlando J = 84

-
re, o - re lest vo

seslvo-lou pod ton ho-rou bo-ro- voii, pod tou ho- ran

bo - ro

No. 17

Tempo giusto

vou.

Co sa sta-Io tarn dou v me-ste Ha -fa - men-leu?

a
1

&quot; h
r r i ft f

Za-biu tarn Ma- tu-sko, za-biu Mag-da - len-ku.

Two further examples, likewise from Zvolt-n. arc the ballads RodMmM od mkj brav (no.267) and Ej, tola fedna mltndrka (no. 346o) m-vvhzch we encounter both tetrachord and pentachord

No. 18

A Parlando j=87

Kod sa mi- li od mi- lej brav, kod sa mi-li od mi- lej

brav, na Bo- ha ju po- ru eo - vau ,

na Bo -ha ju po- ru - 60 - vau.



ej, ma- la si - na Mi - chal - ka.

The first part of Bartok s collection of Slovak folk songs is a
unique document regarding peasant culture in South Slovakia, espe
cially in the quondam county of Zvolen. The collection makes it evident
that the culture of the agrarian population must be looked upon as a
basic layer throughout Slovakia, whereas the shepherds culture (Wala-
chian culture) constitutes, at best, a second stratum. Inclined as we
were especially in the light of songs from the region of Detva as well
as on the evidence of earlier researches to regard the county of Zvolen
as a Walachian area, Bart6k s work has now demonstrated that the
typical villages of the county bore, prior to 1918, the characteristic
marks of agrarian and not pastoral culture. What better proof of this is

there than the fact that the collection from Zvolen contains 41 nuptial
songs against 40 shepherd-highwayman s songs, 61 ballads and 15
shepherd s songs (sung while stacking hay, etc. ; see Table II). The
idea that the former county of Zvolen interrupts the continuity of
agrarian culture in South Slovakia has turned out to be an erroneous
assumption, one, no doubt, that bore all the semblance of reality
until Bartok s revelations. To have disclosed the falsity of such an
assumption is a great scientific achievement by Bart6k.

The cultural layer mentioned is very fertile soil for the seeds of
modern civilization, and it is due to this that songs of the agrarian type
have died out since 19 18, while the original folklore has survived in the
mountains, in isolated spots, in sparsely populated places, in logged
forest-land, mountain pastures and the like. Even after 1918 there was
time enough to trace this culture, and it is still possible to collect and
record its manifestations. Yet, Bart6k s work undoubtedly is, and
is sure to remain, the most beautiful and most valuable collection of
this kind.
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When reviewing the collection from a scientific point of view
we cannot restrict ourselves to mere research work, to simple evaluation
and comparison. Whether we want to or not, we gain insight into a
new world that stands above pure science, one that we must acknowledge
as the final aim, the raison d etre of music and song. Much as one tries

to pigeonhole songs according to schemes of form, number of syllables,
final notes, ambit and the like, all these scientific analyzes fail to

bring home what is most important and essential, namely the artistic

quality of the songs. Our forefathers, and even our fathers, approached
folklore and its manifestations in this manner, and we think we deserve
credit for having put a stop to their flowery oratory, to have begun to

analyse folk melodies on the basis of palpable characteristics, of what
can be measured and defined. Bartok, the first scholar to take this

new path, solved the whole problem in a manner befitting the man that
he was above all the composer. In his collection he appears as a
man of science par excellence but in his quality as a composer he
was able to recognize and disclose all the artistic qualities of the songs
he collected. And what he did both as a scientist and a composer, was

being done in a way that is accessible only to men of genius.
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RAINA KACAROVA-KUKUDOVA

PROPAQATION AND VARIANTS OF A
BVLQARIAN FOLK DANCE

Four dances with their many variants and under diverse names

keep spreading all over Bulgaria and wherever Bulgarians live :

Pravo horo (simple round), in 2/4 time ;

PaidusJika in 5/16 time J) J)
. ;

Povarnato horo (hither-and-thither round dance) also called Nap-
rednasad (forward-backward), in 9/16 time

;
J&amp;gt; J) J) J&amp;gt;.

; and

Rachenitsa, a pair dance in 7/16 time
J) J&amp;gt; J). ;

danced also as a round
dance in the same rhythm.

In addition to the above, we may mention, the round dance Eleno

Mome (Elena, my girl) performed in 7/8 time
J J J) J which became popular

between the two World Wars.
These dances are danced not only to instrumental accompaniment

but also to songs : this tradition is kept alive in many places in Bulgaria.
Besides these wide-spread dances each region has its own charac

teristic rounds and folk dances. The round dances, as well as the folk

dances penetrate by way of migration into the bordering and also into

more remote regions. They are spread by shepherds who lead their flocks

in winter to warmer flatlands, by harvesters who descend in groups from

the mountains into the villages of the flatland, by itinerant musicians

Bulgarians and gypsies, by potters and artisans who carry their pro
ducts into remote villages and sell them on fairs. Visits, weddings
and fairs are also good opportunities for learning new round dances.

The round dances spread also across the borders of the country.
In the villages along the Danube and on the Danube Plain they dance

also tripping dances, named VlasU hora (Walachian rounds). In the

southern regions we find variants of the Greek Hasapiko as well as variants

of the Sirto known by different names, or nameless. In North-Western

Bulgaria the names of certain rounds indicate a Serbian origin. Two
or three &quot;Macedonian&quot; round dances belong to the permanent dance

repertoire of the whole country. Thousands of Macedonian immigrants,
who settled in Bulgaria, dance also Bulgarian rounds, besides their own
and Albanian dances. The Lases (a Caucasian tribe which in ancient times,
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while fishing on the far south-eastern coasts of the Black Sea, came as far

&s the Bulgarian coast) brought their dances with them. Our fisher-folk

dance even today Las Eavasd in the characteristic 7/8 time. A mutual

exchange of dances took place during the Turkish domination among
the enslaved Balkan peoples.

Certain dances are nowadays performed only sporadically in

places scattered all over the country, forming a rather loose net. In other

places they are still remembered though no longer danced. This proves
that in earlier times they had formed a fairly tight net.

To these belong the wedding dances Zaicheskaia (Babbit dance),
Kale se sadi pipera (How to plant red pepper), the pleasant Idi mi,

Tnamo, poiskai (Ask the girl s hand for me, mother) and the variants

of a dance known to Bulgarian folklorists by the name Ovchata

(Sheep dance).
I saw and noted the Sheep dance first in 1941, in Hlevene,

district Lovech (Northern Bulgaria). Researches have revealed that it

is danced also in the Dobrudja in Northern and Western Thrace, in

the Eastern and Middle Balkan Mountains, in the region of the Sredna-

Gora Mountains and are denoted by quite different names : Ovchata

(Sheep dance) in the district Lovech; Zaicheskaia (Babbit dance) in

Sinemorets in the Strandja Mountains ; Kukuvichka (Cuckoo dance) in

Omurtag, Topchiyska (Gunner dance) in Spahievo, district Haskovo.
The dance is often named by the first line of the song to which it is

danced : Ddbre mi doshel, Ivancho (I welcome you, Ivancho) in the village
of Mrachenik, district Levskigrad ;

Mari babo Hadjiyke
1 (On mother Had-

jiyka), Kak se chuka cher piper (How to crush red pepper) in Dobrudja ;

Mari mamichentse, maniriko (Oh my girl, my little girl) in the village
of Yakovtsi, district Elena, in Shipka, district Kazanlik, in Gramatikovo
in the Strandja Mountains and elsewhere; Kako Mariyke kakvasi (Mariy-
ka

f my sister, how are you) in Koprivshtitsa and elsewhere ; Chicho

Kolyo ima dve shterki (Father Kolyo has two daughters) in the villages
of Evrenozovo, Fakiya, and in the Strandja Mountains.

In 1941 this dance was no longer danced in the village of

Hlevene, district Lovech. Some elderly folk dancers, who knew it from

early youth, have later revived it. It is known by young and old in the

Strandja Mountains, in the districts of Elena and Haskovo, in Dobrudja.
The dance has been recorded from elderly dancers in the Sredna Gora
Mountains, but has disappeared from the everyday and holiday reper
toire. It is remembered occasionally at family festivities.

Originally the Sheep dance was performed to a song. Later on,
instrumental accompaniment was introduced, which reproduced the melo

dy sung with slight modifications. It is only in the village of Hlevene that

people remember having once danced it to a song. There it is danced to

1
Hadjiya (masc.), sometimes Hadjiyka (fern.) is the title of pilgrims to

Jerusalem.
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a metrically changed instrumental melody with many reminiscences of
the well-known sung variants which are rendered more colourful by
dotted rhythms, syncopes, 1/16 notes, trills and appoggiaturas (see
no. 8), depending on the individuality of the musicians.

The melody of the dance consists of four lines, and each line of

four bars. The Bulgarian round-dance melodies consist usually of two
lines. Four-line dance melodies are seldom to be found.

The second line of the melody is a repetition of the first line with

slight or no modifications ; the fourth melodic line is a repetition of the

third line.

This is a descending melody within the range of the Aeolian penta
chord, the most popular ambit of the Bulgarian round-dance songs, com
pleted (with G) by a major second under the keynote.

The fundamental rhythm is 2/4 J J. At the beginning ofthe first and
second melodic line the 2/4 rhythm is divided into the following rhythmic
figures : J) J) J) J) or J J)^J&amp;gt;

The last rhythmic figure, consisting of ligatured or non-ligatured
quavers, is characteristic of the Bulgarian dance melodies in 2/4 time.

The second part of the melody, the refrain, has, in one of the variant

groups, an undulating structure of fourths and fifths (see nos. 4 and 7).

In an other group it is arched, but the great interval appears generally
in the llth bar (see nos. 3 and 5). In the third group, the third melodic
line is undulating, while the fourth is arched (see nos. 1 and 10).

Less rhythmic deviations from exact 2/4 time appear in the refrain.

All four melodic lines end in the rhythmic formula J J | J . A rhythmic
^contamination&quot;

J | J J 1 1
appears only in one song from Strandja at the

end of the first and second melodic line (see no. 10).

While the melodies of all known variants are closely related to each
other and genetically connected, the words are heterogenous (they have

only one common characteristic : humour).
2
Only in two variants are

the words uniform, in Dobrudja where for the most part the song Mari,

babo Hadjiyke is sung (see words in no. 5) and in the Strandja Moun
tains where besides the widespread words Chicho Kolyo ima dve shterM

(see words in no. 3) sometimes other words are sung as well (see words
in nos. 7 and 10).

The lines of words have seven syllables (see no. 5). In the first

two lines the isometry is often infringed, because the verse sometimes
has eight or nine syllables (see nos. 1, 4, etc.).

a In only one of the hitherto known cases does the melody have a mechanical

variety of the words of the known theme : &quot;Conversation with the closest relative

of the buried person&quot;, in this case between the wife and the sister of the husband.
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The verses of the refrain are isometric. They consist, as a rule, of
short words of one or two syllables accentuating the steps which are

stamped on the spot :

Che tdi, che tdi, clw pale t&i (Like this, like this and again) ; see no. 7,

or

Ay tos, pale tos, pak tos, tos (one [foot], this one, this again) ; see

110. l,or

Aha, aha kundurlci (Aha, aha little boots) ; see no. 4, or

Lyava, lyava t \\lyavata, dyasna, dyasna, \\dyasnata (Left, leftjj

the left [foot], right, right ||
the right [foot]); see no. 3.

Performance. The dance is performed by a few dancers (8 10

persons) who, standing close together, hold on to each other s belts.

In two villages, Qramatikovo in the Strandja Mountains, and lakovtsi in

the district Elena, it is danced in a circle. In some villages it is executed

by men, in some by women, in others by men and women together.
The dance begins on a strong beat. It consists of two distinct parts.

No. 1

M.M. J-132-152

Ma- ri mo- mi - cen- ce ma-ni - no, Sto mi za-mi-

na - vas du -
ge

-
nj

ra tos, pak tos tos

P
tos, Ay tos, pak tos

, ce tos, to.s.

Sung and danced in June 1955 by Nikola Petkov Georgicv, aged 42, born
in the village lakovtsi, district Elena.]

The first part has two dance figures performed to four bars to the
left and four to the right. The second part is danced on the spot. Each
dance figure ends by stamping twice with the left or the right foot. Also
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the steps to the second part of the 9th, 10th, 13th and 14th bars areper-
iormed by stamping either with the right or with the left foot.

In the region of Omurtag both dance figures performed on the spot
(Part II) are replaced by forward and backward movement without

stamping. At the end of every second bar there is a rocking step.

Ku - ku - vie - ka - ta ku - ku - V jan
- ki

i sg
na - ta gra-di - na, Ku - ku- vie - ka - ta

t t

ku - ku -

va, Ku - ku - va os - te hor - tu va

/ t

In the village of Kochmar ,
district Tolbukhin, among the immigrants

ior Northern Dobrudja (village of Adjilartsi, district Tulcha), the dance

figures with right and left movement are replaced by forward and back

ward movements. All the four dance figures end in stamping with the

heel four times :

IVo. 2a

2r
4/

JJ JJ JJ J
t I

f

J J JJ IJJ J
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In the variant from the village of Evrenozovo, district Malko Tar-

novo, the second part of the dance is performed in two different ways

with a corresponding modification of the melody ;
first by stamping

on the spot seven times with the right foot and seven times with the

left, and when repeated, the stamping is replaced by forward and

backward steps (diagonally to the right and diagonally to the left). The

forward steps are accentuated. The posture does not change, or is slight

ly inclined to the left or to the right.

No. 3

M.M. J.132-152

Ci- 60 Ko-ljo i - ma dve ster - ki Ci-6o Ko-ljo

djas-na - ta, Lja - va, Ija
- va, Ija

* va - ta.

I

-t J.

sm
Ci-^eo Ko-ljo i - ma dve ster - Id Ci - co Ko-ljo

r -&amp;gt; -&amp;gt; -j^
&amp;lt;-

/
+ J &amp;lt;

m
i

- ma dvB ster - ki

r 1 \.

Djas - na, djas
- na,

* V
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djas-na - ta, -Lja-va, Ija- va, ija
- va - ta.

I

Sung and danced in July 1955 by Anastasia Andreeva Panaiotova, aged 18,

born in the village of Evrenozovo, district M. Tarnovo.

The Topchiyskata (Gunner dance) of Spakievo, district Haskovo,
is compressed into two dance figures, both, beginning with three vigor
ous stamps. The dancers maintained that the gunners had stamped
in the same manner with their clogboots. But the bantering and chaf

fing have nothing to do with the^ content which the people ascribe to

the dance.

No. 4

M.M. J452

n P
Ah ba-jo - va - ta bal - das - ka, Ba- tjii ste i

r 1 V V.

/ !!-&amp;gt;
^ /

% J

^
ku -

pi kun - dur - ki A - ha, a - ha,

kun-dur - ki, A - ha, a - ha, kun-dur - ki.

Sung and danced by Kina
Stilianpva, aged 18, and Petra Ivanova, aged 25,

born in the village of Spahievo, district Haskovo. Noted at the mass in the
Batskovski Monastery, August 28, 1946.
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In the Dobrudja dance Man, babo hadjiykc we find a figure taken
from the dance Kak se sadi cher piper, a reminiscence clue to the acciden
tal conformity of the words. At the words &quot;tai se chuhi cher

piper&quot;

(&quot;red pepper is crushed like that&quot;) in the 13th to 16th bars the men per
form a knee-bending and &quot;crush red pepper with the alternative knee.
Sometimes they begin to * crush red pepper&quot; already at the 9th bar.

This dance was also interwoven with the original dance Kak se

chuka cher piper (How black pepper is crushed).
3 At many places the.

name was accepted together with the steps, while sometimes, instead of

&quot;pepper&quot;, &quot;salt and pepper&quot; was &quot;crushed&quot;, and the dance, soon became
known also as Sol, piper (Salt, pepper).

No. 5

Ma - ri ba - bo had -
zij

- ke, Kak se

E taj se cu - ka car pi per.

etc.

Sung and danced in July 1954 by Jordan Ganisev lovov, agod 98, in the
village of Vranino, district Gen. Toshev, and in May 1952 by Pavel Atanasov,
aged 86, in the village of Paskalevo, district Tolbukhin.

3 A ritual wedding dance to the song, performed on tho bridal night of
newly married couple.



In some villages in Dobrudja Mari, babo &quot;hadjiylce
is performed to

the Rumanian melody

No. 6

M.M. JU43

m?
Ha-io ne-lo, ha- lo ne-lo, hai la jok
Sa ne fi - e, sa ne fi

- e cu no * roc.

which comes from the time of the Rumanian rule when it was taught
to the children in the elementary schools.

The variant from the village of Gramatikovo Man, MomichJco,
Manma (Hallo little girl) is danced in a circle. The first part is performed
twice : it is extended to 16 bars while both dance lines end in only one

stamping to the last measure, however, in the second half of the dance,
which is again extended to 16 bars, there is a treble stamping charac
teristic in Gramatikovo at the end of the dance lines.

No. 7

M.-M. J =132 -152

Ma ri mo - mic - ko ma - nin - ka, Ma - ri mo -

miS - ko dreb- nin - ka. Ce taj, ce taj,

t f



Sung and danced in July 1955 by lana Kostadinova, aged 58, in the village
of Gramatikovo, district M. Tarnovo.

The variant Ovchata (Sheep dance) from Hlevene begins with figures

performed on the spot (1st to 8th bars). The figures performed to the
left and to the right, unlike in variants hitherto mentioned, are divided

by figures danced on the spot. The dance-figures on the spot to the first

two bars are performed with rocking steps instead of stamping steps.
The dance leader commands the rocking step by calling out

&quot;up&quot;.
The

dance develops in two twelve-time periods. The dance period grows from
two to three lines. The instrumental melody too is now detached from the
fundamental metric and has an asymmetrical structure. The first period
has become three-lined. The dance is performed within 24 bars ; the

melody consists of 20 bars.

No. 8

M.M. J=138-162
l_j 2 ^r̂*rr P

It^
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Danced to flute in January 1948 by the men of the dance collective in the
village of Hleneve.

A whole melodic line is wanted to complete the last dance figure
which is executed to the repetition of the first melodic line. At this

repetition the dance begins in the middle of the melody. The lack of

conformity in the structure of the melody and of the dance has no influ
ence upon the performance, since a complete conformity exists within
little metric units, i. e. between the melodic and dance lines. A race

begins between melody and dance which maintains the tension until the
end of the dance.

In the Elena district, in many places of the Strandja Mountains,
intheSredna-Gora Mountains, and in many villages of Dobrudja the dance
is performed in the same form which may be regarded as the original
type (see nos. 1, 10). Ovchata (Sheep dance, no. 8) from Hlevene, Topchiys-
ka (Gunner dance, no. 4) fromSpahievo, Kukuviclilca (Cuckoo dance, no. 2)
from Omurtag (Chicho Kolyo ima dve shterlci (Uncle Koljo has two daugh
ters ;

no. 3) from Evronozovo, Kale se chulca cher piper (How to crush

pepper, no. 5) from Dobrudja are variants of this type.
The variant from Hlevene has an additional element, a dance figure,

and has been named the Sheep dance&quot;. The inhabitants of Hlevene
maintain that the sheep stamp with their hoofs in the same manner when
they scent danger. Instead of one step to a crochet, two small steps on
sole are performed in this variant

n n
a good imitation of the dainty steps of a flock of sheep.

The Thracian variant of the Topchiyskata (Gunner dance, no. 4)
has become choreographically poor to the advantage of the pantomimic
features. Two figures are omitted from the usual dance and the triple

&quot;gunner-stamping&quot;, which starts the dance, is separated by some steps
to the left and to the right.
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It is difficult to establish the age of this dance. Sixty, seventy-

year old peasants in the village of Hlevene learned it from their grand
fathers. A singer from Dobrudja, the ninety-year old clergyman Pavel

Athanasov learned it from his parents. The two best known songs that

accompany the dance Man, momiche mdninko, kato tropash horoto

(Hallo, little girl, when you stamp the round dance) and Mart, momi-

chentee manmJco, shto mi zaminuvash dyukenya (Halle, my little girl,

why do you pass by my shop) and have the same melody, belong to the

category of the round-dance melodies which are nearly 150 years old.

On the strength of the available material, we feel entitled to presume
that the song came in vogue together with the dance and spread through
out villages and towns. When people had accepted and learned to

like it, diverse words were invented to it, (a practice still quite com
mon with our folk too) but the dance has remained for the most part

unchanged. In some places the melody has spread without the dance

and been attached as an accompaniment to rhythmically corresponding
round dances.

In other places the new dance has not only been introduced in the

dance repertoire of the village, but has also had an influence on the

local dance folklore. Thus the inhabitants of the village of Zvezdets, in

the Strandja Mountains, have started to dance, to an old song with lines

in five-time, round dances in which the dance lines end in stamping
steps as in the recently adopted &quot;new dance&quot;. The new dance is called,

according to the content of its words, Mechkinaia (Bear dance).

No, 9

M.M. J* 132 -160

F ~

-
3
an Cl - Si du ~ ma - se,

Sung and danced in July 1955 by Irina Stankova Lambo\-a, aged 46, in the

village of Zvezdets, district M. Tctrnovo.



The local style influences, in turn, the melody of the &quot;new

dance&quot;, i.e. the final rhythmic formula, while the first two lines show the
above-mentioned contamination.

No. 10

M.M. J=132-160

f^Ff Pg^P
Ma-ri bu-ljo, ma-ri mil - na bu -

Ijo, Ma-ri bu-ljo

so -
pie

- ti Sit - no -to gr&c
- ko pie

- te - ne.

Sung and danced in July 1955 by Irina Stankova Lambova, aged 46, in the

villaged of Zvezdets, district M. Tarnovo.

Is there any connection between the Bulgarian dance and the above-
mentioned Rumanian Halo Nelo (no. 6) and what is this connection?-]

From the scarcity of Rumanian material at our disposal we know
that the song Halo Nelo had been taught fifty years ago to children in the

Rumanian schools of Transylvania and in other places. They danced
Sdrba to it (a round dance with many participants), the steps and style
of which are closely related to the Bulgarian dance discussed above.

The melody of both dances is a descending one. The Rumanian

melody has a wider range, a whole octave, the Bulgarian, a sixth.

Both are characteristic folk tunes. We may presume a distant genetic
connection between the Rumanian and the Bulgarian dance. Which
of the two peoples has borrowed the dance from the other? Or
should we, with strong reserve, consider this dance a &quot;gesunkenes Kultur-

gul&quot;\
In any case the dance lives on in its supposed place of origin as

well as in its new home, it is popular and susceptible to changes according
to the environment and the taste of the dancer.
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When, not long ago, these dances met again, the Rumanian melody
took root in the dance repertoire of some villages of Dobrudja. Today
the inhabitants of Dobrudja dance the same dance to two melodievS.

The Bulgarian melody is mostly sung, the Rumanian melody is played on
instruments. The Rumanian text is not as wide-spread as the melody,
it has fallen into oblivion. Only in a single case could I note the first

four lines of the song. (See no. 6.)

From the investigation of the life and propagation of this dance,
known by so many names, we may come to the following conclusions :

1. When a dance is to the people s liking, it propagates quickly

together with the accompanying melody;
2. Melody and dance, when connected, find their way into the

dance repertore of the people and are submitted to changes from which
new variants arise. These reflect a tendency to development and a cre

ative activity of outstanding dancers ;

3. In some places a dance, newly introduced, wins a hearty
welcome and influences the dance folklore of the region; thus new round
dances of the same style arise ;

4. The words are not so firmly connected with the melody as with
the dance and may be replaced by new, topical words which become

permanent in the local repertoire. The new words spread together with
the dance ;

5. The dance forms have an extraordinary vitality. Even if they
penetrate foreign areas, they take root in the new environment without
essential alteration and are perpetuated in many variants.

Signs for the steps of the round dances here discussed

*t right foot

I left foot

| step on the spot
&quot;&quot; usual step in the

direction indicated by the arrow

leaping step in the

-&amp;gt;C
direction indicated by the arrow

O on tiptoes

on heel

^ foot raised from the ground

J^ stamping of foot

L accentuated step



***

&quot;1

**

j

o o

rocking step of the left foot before the right foot

rocking step of the right foot before the left foot

step crossing the left foot before the right foot

step crossing the right foot before the left foot

step crossing the left foot behind the right one

step crossing the right foot behind the left one

slight and brisk elastic bending and stretching
of the knee

one foot pulled to the other

right leg raised with knee bent

left leg raised with knee bent

sudden lifting of right knee

sudden lifting of left knee

crossing of arms and holding of belts

No. 1

AVbHHHKO,
MH saMHHysam AKJKCHH

Au moc, m&amp;gt;K moc, mx, moc, moc (2)

11(0 MH saMHHyBam AJOKCHH,

mo He nasapyBam OT MCHH?

Ap6e 6aw Heane,
MeHH Ma naKa npyBO^H

B AOJiHHia Maxana,
HMa nait 6aiu

No. 2

BT&amp;gt;B

ome xopiysa :

Mysam JIH, HHKC, qysaiii JIH

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

xopryBa.

Oh girl, my little girl,

Why do you go past my shop,
T&is one, this one,, this again

Why do you go past my shop,

Why don t you buy from me?

&quot;My
sister sends me always

To the lower end of the village,

There are the most youngsters&quot;.

Listen how the cuckoo calls

In our garden Jana,
Listen how the cuckoo calls,

Calls and says the words :

Can you hear, Jane, can you hear,

Can you hear, how the cuckoo calls,

Can you hear, how the cuckoo calls,

Calls and says the words?
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H, Majie, qysaM H,

AJia ne Mora Aa HSJinsa.

njiarao Ha ciana Me ^ana,

JIn6e na qeuiMa Me

(2) Listen, mother listen to him,
I can not go out now,

(2) Linen awaits me at the loom,

My darling calls me at the well . . .
4

No. 3

KoJit&amp;gt;o MMa ABC

KoJibo HMa ABC mepKH,
Jlma, jviea, Meama,
fincm, dam, dncnama.

EAHara me e na re6e,

JJpyraia me e na Mene.

No. 4

Ax SaftoBara

Bario me ft Kyira

.4x5, axb Kyndypm.
Ax SaHoBara 5aJiAi&amp;gt;3Ka,

Baric me ft Kyrw KOJianqe,

Ax SaftoBata 6ajiAi&amp;gt;3Ka,

BaiK) me ft nynn

Ax SaftoBara

Baric me ft Kynn

Ax SaftoBara

Baric ms ft Kynn

Uncle Kolyo has two daughters r

Uncle Kolyo has two daughters,

Left, left, the left,

Right, right, the right,

One ofthem will be for you,
The other will be for me.

Ah little, fine sister-in-law,

I shall buy nice boots for you,

(2) Aha, aha, little boots.

Oh little, fine sister-in-law,
1 shall buy a little belt for you
Aha, aha, a little belt.

Ah, little, fine sister-in-law,
I shall buy a necklace for you,
Aha, aha, a necklace.

Ah little, fine sister-in-law,
I shall buy a ring for you,
Aha, aha a ring.

Ah, little, fine sister-in-law,
I shall buy slippers for you,
Aha, aha slippers.

No. 5

MipH, 6a6o

RbAeft AHAO X3A&amp;gt;KHH?

Eft ry ropH na

nwnep ^yxa B raBanH.

Mi&amp;gt;pH,
6a6o xaA&amp;gt;KHftKe,

KaK ca qyna qep nnnep?
CbC JIHBOTO KOJIHHO,

ca qyKa qep nnnep.

f

0h, you mother pilgrim,
Where is father pilgrim ?&quot;

&quot;Eh, there above on the roof,

There he crushes pepper in mortar.
5

&quot;Oh, you mother pilgrim,

Say, how they crush pepper?&quot;

&quot;With the left knee, look at it,

So they crush pepper.&quot;

4
Kyril Djenev, Tojko Kiichukov, Kyrill Haralampiev, Peter Zahariev,

Terminologie der Bulgarischen Choreographic. State Publisher Nauka i Izkustvo
1952, p. 60.



No. 7

MbpH, MOMHqKO

MbpH, MOMHHKO
ye mm, He mm, ne nan rmf.
TH Kaio Tponaui xopoio,
KOH uia TH ryna njiaraoTO?

Ac uia CM Tponan xopcrro,

Maivia ma MH Tyna nJiaraoTo.

MhbpH, MOMHIKO MtHHHa,

MtpH MOMHIKO ApeSHHHKa,
TH KaTO HOCHUI KHTKMTe,
KoS uia TH &amp;gt;KbHe &amp;gt;KeTBaia?

As ma CH Hoca KHTKHTC,
MaMa uia MH &amp;gt;Ki&amp;gt;He &amp;gt;K6TBaTa,

Oh, you little girl,

Oh girl, you pretty girl,

(2) Like this, like this, and again.
Whenyou stamp in the round dance,
Who shall weave linen for you?

I shall stamp in the round dance,
Mother will weave the linen.

Oh you little girl,

Oh girl, you pretty girl,

When you bring the small bouquets,
Who shall gather in the crops?

I bring the little bouquets,
Mother will gather in the crops.

No. 9

CTOHH ManijH CH

CraHH MH, M3MO,
MoHia rep&amp;gt;KHK npHMena,
a ce npHMCHH

Me H me, MaMO,
Ha e#HH qyen nananp,
C MewaTa #a ce 6opHMe.
ni&amp;gt;K MaHi&amp;lt;a CH My
TyK ce#H, CHHO, ne

Me Mewara e JiomaBa,
inera ne snae,

xartp HC r;ieAa.

CTOHH MaHKa CH ne cjiyuia,

Me cxana CTOHH, ra ip-brna,
Ha naHarnpeT
Kaio or flaJieK

THH naro ro

BCH^KH My OTBan cranaxa,
BCH^KH My CHJIHM ^a^oxa.
Mem&amp;lt;a My ^HBan HC ciana,

Mewa My CHJTHM ne

A ce c CxoHna
Ta ce 6opHjiH,

TpH A^Ha, AO Tpn
3a xapMan MHCTO HSBHJIH.

HHTO Me^fKar

HHTO CTOHH
Ha CTOHHa My ce

H xsana MeqxaTa npes Kpi&amp;gt;cT,

Stoyan spoke to little mother :

&quot;Get up, mother, and give me
My smartest clothes,

I shall dress for a feast,

I will, mother,
Go to the fair,

I will there wrestle witii the bear.&quot;

But little mother answers him :

1 Here you stay my son, don t
g&amp;lt;*

Since the bears are always bad,

They do not take a joke.

The bear won t spare you/
Stoyan didn t obey mother,

Stoyan was ready to go,

And he went to the fair,

He should go far away,
All the people, who saw him,
Treated him with great respect.

And welcomed him.

The bear didn t respect him,
And did not welcome him,

It threw himself on him,
And they wrestled and wrestled,

Three days and three nights,

They trampled the earth,

Neither won the bear,

Nor did Stoyan overcome it,

Stoyan became furious,

He seized the bear by the chine,
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B CHHbO H HC60
B ^epna H SCMH
Ta fleeer ne^tf nortHa.

Mewara ce CHJIHO nspesa
H na CroHHa npo^yMa :

Xajiaji #a ra e MOMara,

No. 10

Gyjibo, Mtpn, MHJina
6yjii&amp;gt;o,

CiaHH Me, Syjibo, coruie,
CHTHOTO rptuKo nJiereHe.*

^MtpH, JieflKO, M-bpH MHJTHa,
He Mora, JieflKO Jie, &a. crana,
SM^H MH OHH HcnHJia,

Pyca MH Koca cKocHJia,
Ha

Cl&amp;gt;pIJ[e FHH3AO H3BHJia.&amp;gt;

He raised it to the blue sky,
And smashed it to the black earth,

Driving it in nine fathoms.

The bear howled mightily
And spoke to Stoyan :

&quot;The little girl may be yours,
The little girl, the pretty bride&quot;.

&quot;Oh sister, oh my dear sister,

Get up, sister and plait me
Thick Greek tresses.&quot;

&quot;Oh little sister, sweet little sister,
I can t get up, little sister,

The snake drank out my eyes,
Bit off my blond hair,

And nestled down in my heart.&quot;
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BO^IDAR SlROLA

THE FOLK MUSIC OF THE CROATIANS

/. EuhaP Investigations

It was Franjo S. Kuhag, the first outstanding Croatian musicologist,
who undertook the job of summarizing the characteristic features of the

.South-Slavic song with the intention of making a guide to the domestic

composers in matters of style. He has come to the following conclusions :

1. Croatian folk tunes exhibit non-tempered scale structure.

2. They are characterized by small interval*, especially by seconds,

the sequence of which is scarcely interrupted by greater intervals :

minor thirds are infrequent and perfect fourths or fifths appear even

less. Also sixths are very rare and octaves never occur. The aug
mented second is characteristic of South-Slavic music

;
the dimin

ished fifths are borrowed by the Slovenes from the cadences of Alpine

.songs.
3. The construction of the Croatian tunes is indicated in Kuha6

Musical Syntaxis, as follows :

a) Upbeat is completely missing ; every melody begins with the

strong beat.

b) Textual structure and melodic pattern correspond to a latent

harmonic action (a thesis untenable today).

c) Melodic motives meet the poetical tropes and figurations

and affect the architectonic formation of the small two-section form

or three-section form. The frequent insertion of exclamatory syllables

and words (some sort of tropes) points to the considerable influence

of purely musical architectonics upon poetry.
4. Kuhafi has thoroughly investigated the connection of the melody

of the speech and its flexions under different emotions with musical

melody and found that the melodic line in Croatian folk tunes, in most

of the instances, corresponds to the melody of speech. As regards the

* A statement of his professor at the Budapest Conservatory (Nemzeti

JZenede), Karl Them.
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formation of recitatives, Kuhac requires strict conformity with the
the guslar, singer of national heroic songs, performs his recitative-like

chant. Here the melody of the speech is scarcely heeded, for the

performance consists of a number of ten-syllable verses in equal
metrical scansion.

5. According to Kuhac the stanza, i. e. a melody in the form of
a short song, is built up in two ways ;

a) a litany-like series of equal but short melodic phrases ; as in

children s songs and in the recitation of heroic songs ;

b) the shaping of the small form, consisting of two or three sec

tions, from one stanza of the poem by repeating whole verses or only
parts thereof, further by shorter or longer introductions, insertions
and additions, and by a special refrain with or without insert-ions

respectively.
These statements have been confirmed by later research.

Kuhac investigations were based on the idea that melody comes
from elevated speech and thus the tune is, so to say, a kind of enhanced
speech melody. Still, the investigation of the melopoem seems to have
proved that the tune has been brought to life by the laws of its own.

II. The Tonal Basis of the Bosnian-Herzegovinian Folk Son-g
as Investigated by Ludvilc Kuba

Arranging his numerous records of (mostly secular) folk songs
from Bosnia-Herzegovina, Ludvik Kuba, a well-known editor of folk

songs of Slavic origin, applied a method never used before. Folk songs
had earlier been arranged according to their contents, and classified as
love songs, satirical songs, drinking songs and ceremonial songs. As a
basis for his classification Kuba selected the musical construction alone,
i. e. the tonal quality of the tune. He endeavoured to discover the scale
and thus reveal the inherent latent harmony, the tonality proper. He
found the scales, well known from common European music, but succeededm tracing some infrequent ecclesiastic and unusual modes as well. In the
Bosnian-Herzegovinian folk songs he discovered eleven scales altogether
which, however, he reduced to five scale schemes. By transposing the
constituent tetrachords of same and by stressing notes other than
finals he obtained all the eleven scales. In naming these scales, he
made use of the Old-Greek scale names, for he supposed there must
have been a close connection between the ancient Greek musical tradition
and the Croatian folk tunes.

In Kuba s opinion the first scale scheme is a major scale, consisting
of two disjunct Lydian tetrachords.

The second scheme is a minor scale, termed harmonic in the
theory of music with the leading note on the seventh grade and an
augmented second between the sixth and seventh grades. (Kuhac had
already termed &quot;Slavic

7

the minor scale of this type and introduced
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,a new key signature for it in his great song collection : thus in A minor
he applied a sharp on the second line for G^; in D minor he used
the same for & and a flat for B 1

*.)

The third scheme is the following :

A-B-C-D
||
E-F-G -A

ascending and descending, with the last grade sharpened.
The fourth scheme is :

A-B-C-D|| E-F#-G*-A

ascending and descending with the last two grades sharpened.
The fifth scheme is :

G*-A-B-C-D-E-F-G*

(the same scheme is to be found in gypsy music, as F. Liszt called it),

more clearly :

A-B-C-D*-E-F-G#-A

with A as final note. This scale consists of two conjunct &quot;oriental&quot;

tetrachords with an augmented second in the middle.

These are the five scale schemes, from which Kuba develops all

the eleven scales found by him to be the fundament of melody in Bosnian
and Herzegovinian folk songs.

From the first scheme he deduces six scales, which are the following :

Major scale (ancient Greek Lydian; medieval Ionian) :

C-D-E-F||G-A-B-0

Ancient Greek Phrygian (medieval Dorian) :

Ancient Greek Dorian (medieval Phrygian) :

Ancient Greek Hypophrygian (medieval Mixolydian) :

C-D-E-F||G-A-B&amp;gt;-0

Ancient Greek (and medieval) Hypodorian ;
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Ancient Greek Mixolydian (medieval Hypophrygian) :

CJ&amp;gt;-E&amp;gt;-F||G&amp;gt;-A&amp;gt;-B!&amp;gt;-C

(All the scales here are built on ; thus the places of the whole

tones and semitones within the scales can readily be seen.)

The following two scales are derived from the second scheme :

Harmonic minor scale :

C-D-E^-F
||
G-A^-B-C

Minor dominant scale :

The third scheme yields but one scale, the major-minor scale r

CJ&amp;gt;-E-F
||

G-A-B^-C

The fourth scheme again yields but one scale, this being the

minor-major scale without diazeuxis: --

C-D^-E -F^G^A^B^C

Finally, the fifth scheme represents the so-called oriental scale :.

C-D -E-F
||
G-A^B-C

The new names for these scales were devised by Kuba on the basU
of their tonal affinity which follow from the melodic and harmonic

quality of each scale. The name &quot;minor dominant scale&quot;, for instance,

originates from the fact that the relevant melodies, belonging to a minor
scale in harmonic respect, have a dominant cadence. Kuba found th*
last scale exclusively in folk melodies collected in larger settlements

where the Moslem element prevails. Here not only folk tunes exhibit a

stronger oriental influence, but so do all the other manifestations of the

life of the people. The minor dominant scale, the major-minor scale and
the minor-major scale are said to be characteristic of the Slavs (both of

Catholic and of Moslem faith) in Bosnia and in Herzegovina as well

as of the Serbians not only in the aforesaid two provinces but also farther

eastwards, in Serbia (in the neighbourhood of Lev6e) as proved by
Mokranjac. The subdominant in minor form is especially characteristic

because in melodies it tallies with the descending leading note on the

sixth grade.
Kuba s system of scales was unfit for the oldest folksongs having a

tonal range not exceeding a fourth or a third. In such cases the relation

to the nota finalis alone was indicative. These melodies have, however,
other characteristic features showing their remote age, such as simplicity
in rhythm and melody, the syllabic compliance of the wording with the
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notes of the melody and a melody without ligatures and without any
ornaments.

Kuba found two reasons for the alterations of a note in a scale.

The first is a reason inherent in singing : sometimes it is easier for the

singer to produce a flattened note ;
the second reason refers to modula

tion : the melody passes from one key to another, mostly from the major
scale to one having an augmented second.

Kuba found harmony proper in but a few Bosnian-Herzegovinian
folks songs ;

in most of them it is the vocal character that prevails ;

the final notes are considered tonics. In some melodies he discovered a

tonal change because, when spreading from one folklore area to another,

the melody is likely to lose its pure vocal features (e. g. its Dorian tonal

ity) and assumes the qualities of the major tonality with a final domi

nant. This is the case in areas where folk melody has assumed a

harmonic character (East Slavonia, Sirmia, BaSka).

///. Problems of Harmony

(The &quot;htrian&quot; scale, pentatony, ecclesiastic modes)

In some of the scales, according to which Croatian folk melodies

are formed, there is no trace of the most important relation of fifths.

The so-called &quot;Istrian&quot; scale has an ambit extending, at best, to the

sixth, this being a sure sign of the age of this tradition in a considerable-

part of South-Western Croatia. P. Ignacije Radio considered the fol

lowing scale fundamental :

I 8

Another musician, Ivan Mateti6 Bonjgov, enlarged this scale with

another minor second :

8

The third in this scale and the leading note are somewhat different

from those in pure major and minor tonality, which makes it difficult to

illustrate the usual final cadence with common notes. According to

Mateti6 :



Though this final cadence shows a marked resemblance to the one

in the medieval Phrygian tonality, the &quot;Istrian&quot; scale^can by no means be

qualified as a Phrygian one (as was done, e.
&amp;lt;/., by Zganec, Dugan, and

Matetic), all the less so since in the Phrygian scale there is no sign of a

constant lowered fifth grade.

Matetic constructed the &quot;Istrian scale&quot; from trichords, without

applying &quot;diazeuwis&quot; :

A-B-C

0-D-E
1

E*-F-G = A-B-C-D-E&amp;gt;-F-G&amp;gt;

No. 1.

Dl , grab se ze * le - ni

The scale thus formed points definitely to the melodic construction

of the old Istrian folk songs but affords no possibility of expressing its

tonality harmonically. These would be examples of a two-voice hetero-

phony in which like in the &quot;cantus gemellus&quot; of the Middle Ages no
harmonic quality appears. In such two-part singing we find between the

subsequent notes nothing more than linear bounds and a tendency to

reach easily and smoothly the final note.

Kuhac himself was bound to discover old ecclesiastic modes in

the melodies of several folk songs. The existence of such modes in folk

songs was recognised by 2ganec even clearer in those of Medumurje.
He found the Dorian scale in great many songvS and the Phrygian scale

loss frequently.

n
No. 2. ^-&

Ka-da ve-cer k te - bi doj-dom, dra-gamo-]a lju-bez-na,

& &+-&amp;lt;& S3
do-ma ni - ko - ga nenaj-dem. srce mi je za-los-no



The folk songs of the neighbouring areas, Hrvatsko Zagorje and
Gornja Podravina, for instance, show exactly the same conception of

harmony. In his collection from Medumurje, 2ganec published also

folk songs, the melodic lines of which show definite signs of anhemi-
tonic pentatony.

No. 3.

i
Zvi-ra vo-da iz ka-me-na

Whether this ancient scale scheme was later enriched with elements
of heptatony by the folk tunes of these areas to create a melodic idiom
of their own is a musicological problem that will, for lack of historical

material, probably remain unresolved.

Dr. fra Branko Mari&amp;lt;5 has found definite traces of pentatony also

in the Bosnian-Herzegovinian folk songs collected by Ludvik Kuba.
Mari6 interpreted the occurrence of notes missing in pentatony as

pentatonic modulations. He has also pointed out the following definitely

pentatonic features : the frequent repetition of a melodic motive (consist

ing of steps to the minor third and to the perfect fourth) within the

range of a fourth ; the dissonance of notes filling the span of the augment
ed fourths

;
the wavering of the melody between different modes ;

and finally, the melody ending on the second note of the scale. Thus
Mari6 has come to the conclusion that this type of pentatony must be

closely related to the medieval Dorian scale,

Under the influence of instrumental music and especially of the

justly intoned bagpipe, Croatian folk tunes assumed, over a restricted

area, in East Slavonia, in Sirmia and the Backa, characteristics

in consequence of which their harmony yields cadence formations

exhibiting^definite signs of the major and minor systems (IV V I).

No. 4.

Ko-lo rna-lo Ma-ri-ce, ig ra po-la - ga - no,

ko - lo ma -Jo, Ma-ri-ce, ig-ra po-la - ga - no.
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IV. Two-Part and Polyphonic Folk Music

Croatian folk music be it vocal or instrumental is (with

very few exceptions) two-part music ;
it is performed in common by

several male and female singers. Homophony can rarely be found (e. g.

in Medumurje). If, for instance, a folk song is performed by women
it splits up into alto and soprano. In male choirs we find tenors and

basses. Somewhat different is the position with mixed choirs. In the

coastal areas and in Istria the female voices are in the alto range,

whereas the male voices belong to the tenor range. This produces two-

part music : both melodic lines move in parallel sixths, with a pure
final octave, as it has already been shown. Female voices in Slavonia

and in the neighbouring areas sing in parallel thirds and so do the male

voices. Thus, a double biphony is obtained at an octave distance. The

performances of such choirs are strong and full. Each of the verses

is usually started by an expert female singer who thereby gives the just

intonation to the whole choir. The final dominant of these folk songs
is justified : it imparts an uncertainty to the final through which the

litany-like sequence of new verses become comprehensible to the listener.

However, an even more unusual type of biphony flourishes in

a large part of Bosnia and almost in the whole mountainous region of

Dalmatia. This type of chorus performance was called by Kuba
&quot;a duet in seconds&quot;. Here, one voice separates only intermittently from
the other and only at a distance of a major or minor second (whence
the denomination) and soon unites again.

No. 5.

Maj-ka cer- cu giz-do- va-Ja, giz-do-va-nu i u- da- la,

i

gJz-do-va-nu i u-da-Ia oj

Very often the final consists of sustained parallel seconds, as for

instance, in the performance of the guslars in some districts of Dalmatia,
and also in the performances of some ceremonial songs in Zumberak.

The guslars play preludes and interludes on the gusle, while the singer,

after a long recitation, gives his voice a rest. The sevdalinke (love

song) sung by the Moslem youngsters in Bosnia under the windows
of the beloved girl and accompanied on the tarriburica is similarly

performed. It is exactly like the performance of the rhapsodes in ancient

Greece as described by Plato: &quot;XQQVOH; vnd rtfv codtjv.&quot;
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On the diple, with or without a bellow, and on the dvojnice (double

flute) two-part melodies are played ; since the accompaniment needs
a smaller range of notes, the accompanying pipe has a small number
of holes. The blowing oi bag pipes used in Macedonia and in Bulgaria
passes the air through a single-melody pipe, on which a unison melody
sounds above the sustained bourdon. The central empty string of the
Dalmatian and Macedonian string instruments (Urica, g dulka) is also

sounded as a bourdon during the whole performance.
Where has this biphony come from? How long has it been used by

Croatians and by the other Southern Slavs ?

This biphony, if we may apply here the name of the ancient

European musical usage, the first signs of polyphony, is a particular
feature of Croatian musical folklore. It is only surpassed by the
chorus performances of the Russian peasants (as it appears from the

recordings made by Mrs. Linev). Many European musicologists have
been induced to inquire into the heterophonic character of this biphony
(such as Guido Adler who recognised heterophony in it, Robert Lach, et

al.), by the living example of ancient contrapun-ctus a mente in folk

melody. Robert Lach found notes of some biphonic ecclesiastic songs in

Losinj and published them in vols. IV. and VI. of Sammelbande der

InternaUonaler Musikgesellschaft, A two-part Sanctus written in punctum
neumes was found by Viktor Novak in the Codex S. M. Jadrensis, in

Zadar, Dalmatia, dating from the end of the llth century. Lach
tried to account for the biphony in the Croatian folk songs by explain

ing that the people must have learned them from the many church
choirs which performed their songs biphonically as early as the llth and
13th centuries all over Istria and the Quarnero Islands. The church choirs

having disappeared, the people themselves began to replace them in

the church ceremonies and were thus prompted to apply the biphonic

performance in secular folksongs as well.

The Bulgarian musicologist Vasil Stojin tried to find another

explanation for the appearance of biphony in the folk songs of the

Southern Slavs. (In the remotest settlements of the Rhodope Mountains
in Bulgaria the same biphonic performances are to be discovered.) In his

opinion, the Bulgarian immigrants must have brought along this musical

practice from their ancient home in Asia and maintained it up to now :

moreover, the Bulgarian soldiers serving under the Longobardian rulers

are likely to have introduced this way of performance to Italy where it

probably had a great influence upon the appearance of polyphony in

West European music.

In the light of our present knowledge of musicology neither of

these explanations is acceptable. First, because polyphony already
existed at that time in Northern Europe, and second, because the singing
of the people, living in the remote localities of the mountain-areas,
could by no means have been influenced by church choirs.
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It is in biphony that Croatian folk melodies find their appropriate

expression because this is the mode of performance the people have

adapted and conserved as a precious legacy from their ancestors.

In the performance of urban songs even tetraphonic features can be

observed. This applies especially to some of the bigger localities along the

Dalmatian coastline. Kuba proves this by songs recorded in some of

the towns of the area. The most characteristic feature of this kind of

polyphony, Kuba tells us, is the homophonic simplicity of the harmony.
The use of chords is limited to the tonic and the dominant chord ; sub-

dominants are scarcely heard. The subdominant chord is connected

with the dominant chord by the parallel shifting of all voices, resulting
in perfect-fifth and octave parallelisms. In any similar performance, the

singers of the accompaniment, if improvised, attain the next note by the

smallest melodic step unless, in changing the chord, they are bound to

sustain the common note. Only very gifted singers are willing and able

to embellish their part. Parallelism at all voices to a given melody,

always sung in the upper voice, remains the only governing factor of

singing. Kuba was unable to detect where and when this practice came
into existence.

F. The Connection between Metrics and Musical Rhythm

Non-metrical forms in the Croatian folk melodies only appear in

songs with liturgic wording sung in Catholic churches, where, on the
basis of old traditions, Church Slavic still is or was used (as in the dioceses

of Senj and Krk, for instance, but also in other localities in the montainous
area of Dalmatia, where Church Slavic has been replaced by the more
common colloquial Croatian). The melopoeia of these songs resembles
that of the Gregorian chorales. When performing these songs in the
course of the religious ceremony, almost the whole population, including
men and women, take an active part. The tradition is passed on verbally
from one generation to the other. Some minor melodic alterations arise

from the differences in accentuation, whereas more important changes
are due to another factor, the distribution of breathing. Apart from this,
the syllabic arrangement in conformity with the individual notes of
the melody prevails as in the psalmody or the lectures of the Gregorian
chorale.

No. 6.

r r r r r f
Svet. svet, svetGos-pal Bog Sa - va - ot.
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It is the accentuated syllable that carries the whole weight of

the rhythm and also the stress, even if the relevant note of the melody
is not emphasized either by a melodic step or by the duration.

All the other folk songs are definitely rhythmical : now and then
almost non-metrical forms can be found in dirges in Slavonia, especially
in those of the so-called narikuse (hired mourning women.).

The accentuation of folk poetry has had a direct influence upon
the development of musical rhythm. An accentuated syllable corre

sponds to a strong beat (thesis) and an unaccentuated one to a weak
beat (arsis) : this is the way two-beat and three-beat bars have arisen.

Croatian folk melodies have, in strict compliance with folk poetry,

produced such elementary metric patterns as trocheic and dactylic
Hues without upbeat. The upbeat to be found in the folk tunes of the

Slovenes must, in Marko Bajuk s opinion, be considered an anacrusis. In
the Croatian, Serbian, and Bulgarian music the upbeat in a melody is

the proof of its foreign origin ; it occurs only in the urban songs so

called by Kuhac. Songs like this have developed as a result of the amal

gamation of domestic and foreign traditions and this is the reason why
the urban songs of Dalmatia are reminiscent of Italian folk music and
those of Bosnia and Herzegovina exhibit oriental influences.

The dactylic metrics to be found in the folk music of the Romanic
and Germanic peoples leads up to three-beat bars, whereas with the
Croatians they result in different two-fourth measures where the accent

is in most cases on the strong beat.

From Medumurje :

J J I J J) J
Do- ri - ca pla

- ce, kaj ji je?

From Hrvatsko Zagorje :

- &amp;gt; &amp;gt;

ne sha- jaj mi ra - no

The same applies to the trocheic metrics in folk poetry, leading
up to three-beat bars :

j i jt

s o - ne stra-ne

^stUb-J ||

b J) ^ j

kraj po-to- ka bi-stra vo^da
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In the performance of the guslars and also in some girls songs,
the musical scansion is playing a more important part than verbal

metrics.

If the musical rhythm in older non-metrical folk songs (without
measure schemes) is governed solelyby accentuation in speech, then sing

ing in chorus, as in the case of people working together, for regulating
their movements in common, is bound to lead up to even rhythms.
The non-metrical schemes come from the prosaic recitation whereas
the rhythmical ones are rooted in the metrics of poetry. When the accent
affects the melopoeia, the stressed syllable is placed on the strong beat.

When equal measures, readily conceivable, follow each other, the
sense of measure diminishes the importance of the accent factor, in

fact reduces it to nil. Thus the melody takes the upper hand and the
melodic line develops according to its own rhythmical laws.

The five-beat measure, appearing in the form of 5/4, 5/8 or even

5/16 is not uncommon in Croatian folk melody. It could be regarded as

a combination of either 2/4 + 3/4, or 3/4 + 2/4 (see example no. 2).

Five-beat measures are often found in the old ritual songs of the
Northern coastline. Here, the final note is sometimes sustained like the
mora ultimae vocis in the Gregorian chorale.

Polyrhythmical measures can also be heard in the Croatian folk

tunes. Unequal measures follow each other, but a tendency toward
symmetry can still be observed, as, for instance in the repetition of the
three-bar phrase 5/8 + 3/8 + 5/8 (see no. 2).

VI. The Problem of Architectonics

Smaller Units in Litany-like Succession

The shaping of the melody, i. e. of the melopoeia takes place
according to special, purely musical laws, regulating the form of both
vocal and instrumental sentences.

The simplest sentences consist of notes of equal duration and are
^t the same time isometric. The connection between the words and the

melody is considerably strong: the accent factor emphasizes the alterna
tion of strong and weak beats. The sentences are made up of two-bar

phrases constituting, so to say, the only elements of the melopoeia. Simple
forms like these are to be found in children s songs and old ritual songs.
These folk songs are but a simple repetition of the two-bar phrase (A),
which yields the whole architecture, its form being AAAA .... This
form governs the lengthy performance of a guslar and this is where the

special applicability and suitability of this simple architecture for certain

purposes becomes clear. This simple form allows the quick recitation
of the guslar. Any other kind of melody, being of necessity more compli
cated, would unnecessarily spin out the narration of an exciting story ;

listeners want to learn the developments as soon as possible ; they have
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little interest in the performing melody itself. This type of architecture
is the one that governs the arrangement of verses in a dance tune or the

sequence of shorter sentences in the instrumental accompaniment of

-the dancers to their lively steps.
In lyrical folk songs there is, naturally, an effort to form more

complex melodies ; while even forms of durchJcomponiertes Lied occur,

yet there is a striving to construct melodies of more clearly outlined

units. Though the singer richly embellishes certain phrases, he does it

because he wants them to blend in proper entity. That is why there is

a great variety, even a bright abundance of forms in the Croatian folk

songs, although the songs are built up of the regular two-bar, rarely

three-bar, motives in the form AB. It is exactly owing to this abundance
of forms that a folk song poet may get confused when constructing a

complete musical sentence. He has one short verse at his disposal to

use for building up a song. In Croatian folk poetry there are no stanzas ;

stanza-like forms occur only in the so-called urban songs, which is a sign
of recent origin and very often a sign of foreign influence as well.

How does a complex stanza develop from a single verse? Partly

by the repetition of the words and partly by the insertion of exclamatory
syllables, or words.

The repetition of the text can be performed in several ways.
There is a difference between simple repetition and complex repetition

(i. e. of what has already been repeated), and there is another difference

between partial and complete repetition. When a two- or three-bar

melodic phrase (A) is repeated, the result gives the impression of a closed

musical sentence (2A) When two sentences (A and B) thus repeated
follow each other, we gain the impression of a complete period. This is

how the architectonic scheme 2A + 2B is obtained.

Repetition may, however, take place in the reversed way, the

scheme being : AB + BA. For instance :

Vise sela zelena dubrava
zelena dubrava vise sela

A partial repetition may occur either at the beginning or in the

middle of the verse :

Djevojka se,

djevojka se krivo kunijae.

Some of the syllables may be repeated :

Kupi ko-

kupi konja
or

Kia pa-

pade dolje na livade.
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If the partial or complete repetition does not yield enough syllables

to cover the whole melody, and some final notes of the melody would

remain without words, the necessary syllables can be taken from the

beginning of the next verse. This will immediately show that the song
is not finished and a continuation is to be expected.

The structure of the stanzas in the folk songs of Bosnia and Herze

govina has been investigated by Kuba who found complicated architec

tonic schemes indeed as, for instance, 2 AB + 2 (2A + B), etc. These

analyses have thrown light upon the richness and brightness of architec

tonics in Croatian folk music. As an example let us quote a part
of the folk song Popuhnul je Uhi vetar from the Croatian coastline :

Popuhnul je,

Popuhnul je tihi vetar,

popuhnul je ;

trajna nena,
nina nena, trajna nena,
tihi vetar.

The application of the inserted meaningless exclamatoiy syllables
here becomes clear.

No. 7.

i

pi

A-laji - mam ko-se, tu-lu ib - ri - si - ma; a- laj i-mam
Refrain

$
efr

ko-se, tu-lu ib - ri - si - ma Bo-ga mi, Bo-ga,

m
Bog mi je da de; du - se mi du-se, maj-ka

ro-di. Ne lu-duj, ne bu - da -
li; os-ta-ni se,

r r

lu- do mla- do, ne Za-duj se sev-da go- le - ma.
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Certain exclamatory words have a meaning but are not related to
the words of the poem. Suohare, for instance, djevojko lassie

, draga
du$o moja my sweetheart , more heigh-ho , aman apparently , and
the like. (Some of the words mentioned here are of Turkish-Arabic

origin and can be heard especially in the songs of Bosnia and Herzegovina. }

Now and then also exclamatory syllables will be used, such as oj! ej! ihf,

Particularly common is the use of the word oj ! in rich melismatic varia

tions (see Ex. no. 5). The inserted meaningless exclamatory syllables of
this type are called in the Istrian folk songs, ta rankanje.

&quot;The structure of the musical sentence presents complete or partial

repetitions of the musical phrase as well ; in case of a repetition of this-

kind either purely rhythmical or also melodic variations may appear.
The melodic embellishment of a musical phrase is not uncommon either.

The inserted exclamatory syllables and words interrupt the narrative

(since they are required by the melopoeia) and may occur in many
Bosnian-Herzegovinian folk songs, sometimes exceeding the extent

of the verse itself. In many Dalmatian folk songs especially long
melismata extend over the syllable oj but within very small intervals,,

in trill-like sequences or in staccato tones of very short duration. Melis

matic forms of this type are usually found at the beginning of the

musical strophe and serve also to end the musical sentence. Between
such extended melismata there is only a syllabic recitation of the verses

of the folk song. In fact, it is the distribution of breath that affects the

melopoeia and forms the melody. Music dominates poetry, though the

words of the text are arranged on the basis of the accent factor. Accord

ing to Dobronic, this is the case when the song of three sections

becomes the most apparent: ABA.
Regular refrains are very common in Croatian folk melodies.

They have an architectonic importance of their ownby ensuring a strong

er and more expressed unity owing to their regular recurrence.

The richness in minute details of the short two-section forms, the

commonest in folk poetry, is a proof of the great creative power of the

unknown folk composer.
The repetition of some parts of the melody (motives or phrases,

etc.) may render the performance monotonous. This risk is easily avoided

by applying a diminution when repeating (the diminution of the metric

units of all or some notes in one motive). Although this eliminates sym
metry, the melodic line will become much livelier. Both this means and

the variation already mentioned (by which the range of the motive is

likely to change) serve to produce the required effect.

Finally : the large form of all Croatian folk melodies is the song con

sisting of strophes the most developed form of musical expression

in the life of all peoples i. e. a sequence of strophes following each

other at shorter or longer intervals. In purely vocal songs the intervals

between the strophes are not long : these serve to give the singer s

throat a rest. The guslar plays the interludes on the strings of his gusle,
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Awhile the piper blows embellished interludes between the strophes of

lus dance song.
This great stanza-form was called by Robert Lach the litany

form, and rightly so : it is the succession of short musical sentences

linked by a common refrain and by the same melodic cadence (which

may, now and then, replace the refrains as well). And this, indeed, is

the form of a litany.
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TIBERIU ALEXANDRU

THE TILINCA
AN ANCIENT RUMANIAN

FOLK INSTRUMENT

The Rumanian people have, in the course of their history, produced
a great variety of musical instruments adapted to the necessity of giving

expression to their wonderful and inexhaustible art.

Among the various categories of traditional Rumanian musical

instruments, the wind-instruments have spread widest. They have, pre

sumably, developed in close connection with the centuries old life of the

shepherds, a way of life that has gradually disappeared since the

beginning of the last century. According to the latest researches,

we know to-day of five types of alphorns, distinguished by the form of

their sound-tube (cylindrical or conical, straight or bent), five kinds of

bagpipes with shawms of different construction (simple or double,

and with a changing number of finger-holes), and a family of flutes

consisting of thirteen members.
The flutes are the most common and, at the same time, the most

popular instruments with the Rumanians. According to an old popular
belief, the flute is of divine origin: God created the flute and the sheep,
the devil the bagpipe and the goat. In old Rumanian colinde (Christmas

carols), God is represented as an old shepherd with white hair and beard,

grazing his flock of sheep while playing the flute. A variant of the Pro

metheus myth in Rumanian folklore says that God and St. Peter pur
loined a piece of coal from the fire belonging to the impure spirit and
handed it to the people, concealed in a flute

;
therefore the legend says

the flute is evidently of divine origin. The Rumanian folk songs tell of

a shepherd who would not for anything part with his beloved instrument

-and would remember his flute in the last moment of his life ;
he

expresses the wish that it should be planted on his grave with the blow

hole windward ; then, as the wind blows, the flute will sound and the

sheep will gather round his grave to shed bitter tears.

The various kinds of flutes known by the Rumanian people differ

according to :

a) the construction of the sound-producing parts : blow-whole

placed horizontally or laterally, with or without fipple ;
without or with
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(five, six, seven, or more) finger-holes ; simple flutes (with one tube)
or double ones (with two tubes) ;

b) the outer form of the sound-tube: slightly conical or cylindri
cal ;

c) the manner of holding it while playing : vertically (with fipple),
half horizontally (without fipple), and horizontally (with blow-hole

placed horizontally) ;

d) the material used: whether made of wood ash, willow, plum-
tree, hornbeam, hazelnut, elder, cherry-tree, sour-cherry tree, plane-
tree, osier, and others), of reed, of metal (brass, aluminium, iron, and

others), or very rarely of bone ;

e) their length: short (up to 30 cm) middle-sized (35 50 cm) and

long (over 50 cm).

As to the number of finger-holes the following should be mentioned :

flutes with 6 finger-holes are constructed with fipple, without fipple,
or with laterally placed blow-hole ; those having 5 finger-holes are pro
vided with a fipple, those having 7 finger-holes are constructed with

fipple, without fipple, or with laterally placed blow-hole, and those having
more than 7 finger-holes again without fipple.

All these peculiarities have, of course, made the classification of the
flute family rather difficult. Besides, there is no uniform folk terminol

ogy, for one and the same term is applied all over the country for differ

ent kinds of instruments, or one and the same instrument has a different

name in different places. Thus we were obliged to make our choice.

We have selected the commonest terms and made an attempt to gener
alize them as shown in the appended table of systematization.

Each type is made by the performer himself or by artisans living
in the village and is used all over the country. There are some com
munities in Rumania, real flute centres, as e. g. the Transylvanian village
of Hodac, district Reghin, where some 90 semi-professional instrument-
makers manufacture over 100,000 flutes a year. Most of them offer their
instruments for sale while wandering from fair to fair.

Owing to the primitive method of construction based on empiric
measurements with the fingers, a piece of thread, a twig, or a finished

flute, and so on, almost every flute produces a different scale.

Very few instrument-makers manufacture equally intoned flutes, con

forming to an absolute pitch. One rather finds craftsmen who take

great pains in constructing richly ornamented instruments, such as beauti

fully carved flutes, set in metal, bone, or the bark of cherry-trees, truly
valuable objects of folk art.

The numerous peculiarities, resulting from the many different ways
of construction, account for the fact that each performer prefers to

play on his own instrument and not on any other, insisting that
others are incorrect.
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it is

Note: The Panpipe (nalul) has not been entered into this table, though
related to the family of flutes.

The flute is played chiefly by shepherds. Their musical repertoire

consists of tunes closely connected with their daily occupation and a few

airs that have lost their magic significance long ago : such as Milking

the Sheep, Distributing MilTc, Curdling Milk or Cheese-making; wanderers

airs : Departure, When the Sheep Move up the Mountains, When they

Leave the Fold, When the Sheep Descend into the Valley, etc ; pasturing

airs : When the Sheep are Grazing on the Mountain-Slope, Song of

Grazing; and signals: Calling the Sheep together to the Sheep-Farm,

When the Sheep are Catted to Graze, When the Sheep are Catted from the
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Mountains, Return of the Sheep, or dances: The Shepherds Batuta r

The Sheperds Belt-dance (Briul), The Shepherd (Ciobanasul), The

Shepherds Dance (Ciobaneasca), and others.

The &quot;musical narrative&quot;, The Shepherd who Lost his Sheep, is also

often performed on the flute. It is played in many parts of the country
without words, but the simple content of this genuine musical popular

poem is known by everyone. The sequence of melodies lament
dance lament dance is interpreted as follows : a shepherd, while

looking for his lost flock, begins to sing a lament. Suddenly he imagines
he sees his flock in the distance. His sad song changes into a lively
dance. But the shepherd was mistaken, he was deceived by some white

stones. The plaintive melody is resumed. At last he finds his sheep and
the narrative ends with a dance &quot;full of joy that he has found them&quot;.

The story of the shepherd who, on the summit of the mountain, died of

longing for his sheep, is also performed on the flute.

The sorrowful folk songs (doina), slow melodies, rich with embellish

ments, are mostly played on long flutes, the dances preferably on short

ones. Formerly they danced in the Rumanian villages to the flute and
the bagpipe. Nowadays the flute is played to the festive Hora in some-

parts of the country only as e. g. in a few villages of county Hunedoara.
But on the other hand, peasant gatherings generally end in dancing to

the sounds of the flute. The traditional good wishes of the Plough are often

recited to the sounds of the flute and around New Year the popular
plays Goat and Bear are performed in disguise. Finally, the flute is also-

played in some parts of the country at funeral ceremonies.

The simplest flute is the tilinca or telinca,
1 a tube about 60 70 cm,

open at both ends, without any finger-holes, and with narrowed blow-end.
To blow the tilinca, which is held somewhat crosswise, the lips

are slightly pursed to give the column of air the desired form in diverting
it against the narrower end where it is divided and set in vibration.

The various overtones of the fundamental are produced by stronger
or weaker blowing, as well as by opening or closing the lower end of
the tube with the help of the forefinger.

The oldest description of this primitive instrument is by Franz

Joseph Sulzer2 : &quot;... The third (flute or pipe) called tielinka, has nei

ther fipple, nor holes, is made of willow, and gives the required tones

according as one knows how to cover the lower opening more or less

with the finger&quot;.

1 Read : teelinca.
2 Gsschichte des tramalpinisclitn Daciens, Rudolf Grafer, Wien 1781,

vol. ii, p. 419.
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A century later the Rumanian researcher Teodor T. Burada de
scribed this instrument more exactly in his treatise3 :

&quot;Having examined the flutes used by the people, we believe that the*

tilinca is our primitive wind-instrument and belongs to the family of
flutes. It consists of a cylindrical tube of elder, plane, or willow-wood
bored through ;

the old people say that formerly it was also made of
the bark of the lime-tree (tilia). Several (flutes) are mounted on some
places with cherry-tree bark, that they should not crack. The tilinca is-

65 cm long and 66 mm thick
; shepherds while grazing the sheep play

on it by blowing into one end, touching the other end with their forefinger,

producing in this way different notes, according to the extent the lower
end is covered. This instrument is the most imperfect among all flutes

used by our people. The notes produced on it have a rather shrill and
unclear sound

; only a few, monotonous songs are played on it because-
it can produce only the following notes :

To play on the tilinca one has to hold it rather crossways to the
lips&quot;..

Another detailed description comes from Bela Bartok in the intro

duction to his monograph on the folk music of the Rumanians of Mara-
muresh. 4 Bartok has discovered in Maramuresh also a tilinca with fipple;
this is a device which facilitates blowing and consists of a plug which
shuts one end of the tube, leaving a small square opening called

&quot;light&quot;

as well as of a square or rectangular &quot;window&quot; cut into the wall of

the tube similar to the recorder. Such a tilinca was also discovered

by Burada in 1894 among the shepherds of Rumanian origin in Moravia.

We are quoting Bartok s description of the two kinds of tilinca:

&quot;The tilinca cu dup\ a thin wooden slit-flute, about 80 cm long,,

without finger-holes/
1

,,The tilinca faradup\ similar to the former, a long flute without

finger-holes or slit. This is substituted by a special pursing of the lips,

holding the flute somewhat tilted (like the North-African gsba). On both
tilincas only natural tones can be produced since the finger-holes are

missing. While playing, the lower opening of the flute is shut from time

to time for a moment with the forefinger of the left hand with a definite-

purpose. What effect this shutting has and at which notes it occurs, I

could not find out either on the spot, or from the phonograms. It is

said that on both tilincas only the Hard lungd can be played/
7

3 Cercctari asupra danfarilor $i instrumentelor de musicd ale Eomdnilor-

(A Study of the Dances and Musical Instruments of tho Rumanians) in Alinanah

Musical, II. Goldnor, Jasi 1877, vol. ii, p. 71.
4 B6la Bartok, Volksmusik der Rumdnen von Maramure?, in Sammel-

bdnde fur Vergleichen.de Musikwifwenschaft published by Carl Stumpf and E. M~
von Hombostol, Drei Masken Verlag, Munchen 1923, vol. v, p. xxvi.
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Bartok informs us in the Zenei Lexikon* that the bottom-note
of the tilinca is :

while the diameter and the length of the tube permit the production of

the series of natural overtones till the 12th harmonic. At the same time
we get to know that &quot;the Szekelys of Mure$-Torda know a degenerate
form of the tilinca : In spring the children cut a branch of the willow-tree,
about the length of the hand, the bark of which is loosened up to the

middle of the branch and in such a way they get a pipe closed at one end.

At the opposite end a fipple is inserted and at the lower end a hole

is cut. This tilinca produces a single shrill and crying tone&quot;. Bart6k is of

the opinion that probably the Szekelys were also acquainted with the

original form of the instrument, since in their speech there is a precise
distinction between tilinca and flute.

The tilinca is a very rare instrument. During a quarter of a century
the ArMva de Folclor of the former Rumanian Association of Composers
and since 1949 the Institutul de Folclor could discover only three tilinca-

players, among whom Mihai Lacatu (who was 49 years old in 1951) is

the most gifted. Mihai Lacatu?, a peasant from Cimpulung-Suceava,
could attend only 3 grades of the elementary school. He worked in

forestry and was shepherd for many years. He is an enthusiastic

instrument-maker and an efficient folk-instrument player. He can play
with the help of a leaf, or a piece of birch-bark, he blows the alphorn,
the tilinca, the flute without fipple, the flute with fipple, he plays the
eobza (a sort of lute) and the violin ; at the same time he has a thorough
knowledge of the popular art of his district. At present Mihai Lacatu
is head of a cultural centre at of Oapu Satului, the western district of

the town, where he has been working for many years.

Lacatu^ activity in the house of culture consists of training young
players of folk instruments

;
he is also constantly striving to raise the

artistic level of his Moldavian flute ensemble : for that purpose he has
also constructed a flute family.

The tilinca on which Mihai Lacatu? played for tape-recording and
which is now part of the instrument- collection of the Institutul de Folclor,
is an elder-wood tube, 69 cm long, with an inner diameter of about 2 cm,
with irregular profile and a non-centred opening. Lacatu explains that

5 Zenei Lexikon (Encyclopedia of Music), edited by Bence Szabolcsi and
Aladar T6th. Gyoz6 Andor, Budapest 1931, vol. ii, p. 61, in the entry Magyar nepi
hangszerek (Hungarian folk instruments). Unfortunately we could not discover the
two writings of

Bart6k^ in which he probably speaks about the tilinca, namely :

A hangszeres zene folklorja Magyarorszdgon (Folklore of Instrumental Music in

Hungary), published in Zenekozlony, Budapest 1911 1912 and Primitiv nepi
Jiangszerek Magyarorszdgon (Primitive Folk Instruments in Hungary), published
in the periodical Zenei Szemle, Temesvar 1917.
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Mihai Lacatus
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the length of the tube was determined according to the length of the
arm in such a way that he should be able to shut the lower end of the
tube with his finger easily ; the inner diameter of the tube corresponds
about to the thickness of the little finger : &quot;a bit more than the little

finger&quot;, &quot;up
to the nail&quot;, so that &quot;the little finger should fit into the

opening of the tube&quot;.

The tilinca can also be made of willow, the bark of the willow
or some other wood, e.g. of plane, osier, hornbeam, etc. or of metal.
The instruments made of wood have to be wetted before playing to obtain
an evenness of the walls. Playing requires a certain effort and attention
on the part of the performer that the constant change of strength of
the air current should coincide with the opening and closing of the
tube-end. Tape-recording shows the following result with open tube :

with closed tube :

8

3 57 9 U 13 15 17

witbTalternately opening and closing of the tube :

V 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22

The overtones 18 and 20 were only performed at the third recordings

(with alternately opening and closing of the tube) ; on the other hand,
on this occasion the overtones 3, 11, 16 and 17 were not produced. Yet
in our third example we have included the complete series of overtones

played by Mihai Lacatu? on his tilinca. The 13th overtone should be

noted : O which sounds unclear, instead of G^ .
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The performer, while playing, never used extreme notes (i. e. the

overtones 3 and 4 and those from 16 upwards) ;
the deep notes have a

dull sound and are hard to blow, the high notes sound shrill and are

also hard to produce. The sound of the tilinca is, in general, shrill, as if

hissing and rather harsh.

The melodies are sometimes accompanied by an isonus (accompany

ing voice) called &quot;murmur&quot;, which the Rumanian flute-players produce
from the throat while blowing and interweave in the melody. This

technique of performance is characteristic of all kinds of flutes and serves

to set off the melody better. Sometimes the height of the accompanying
voice (isonus) is adapted to the melody, mostly in the melodies &quot;after

the bagpipe&quot;.

The doinas, songs and dances played by Mihai Lacatu$, contradict

T. Burada s opinion that only &quot;few, monotonous songs&quot;
can be played

on the tilinca, and also Bart6k s words : it is said that on both tilincas

only the HOTa Lunga can be played&quot;, i. e. only the doina of Mara-
muresh. Lacatu has, indeed, proved himself a brilliant virtuoso on his

instrument. His masterly playing is delightful. The artistic effect he can

achieve on this rudimentary instrument, the simplest flute imaginable, is

amazing. We have here obvious proof of a gifted artist who, owing
to his efforts, his skill, and ingenuity, has achieved the greatest results

with the simplest tool. The art of Mihai Lacatu? was awarded the first

prize in the summer of 1953, on the occasion of the national compe
tition of folk-instrumentalists.

Here is a melody recorded in his performance :

Batuta Dance

Allegro J-160

Ontilincd
in

^ jfeg
i . it A
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Played by Mihai Lacatus, aged 49, in Capu Satului, county Cimpulung-
Suceava. Collected by T. Alexandria on 23th March, 1951, notation by P. Bentoiu
and B. Marcu, No. Mg. 30g.

Unlike the tilinca without fipple, the tilinca with fipple is easy to
blow. The tones produced on the latter are limited to a section of the
series of overtones, just like on the tilinca without fipple. The tilinca

with fipple tuned to A, discovered by Bartok in Maramuresh, produced
the following series of overtones, as noted by him in his afore-mentioned

monograph (Melody 23i, p. 24) :

(7) 10 11 12 13 14

was produced by the performer in a way that has slipped from
the memory of the collector. This note seldom appears as forefall to A2

.

Here follows a melody played on such a tilinca and noted by
Bartok :
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Hora^lunga Doimf

Ontilvnca

Played by Josif Hies, aged 25, in Poienile Glodului, county Visau-Baia

Mare, collected by B. Bart6kin 1913. No. F. 2157a (Budapest).
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The tilinca is also known by the
&quot;Ciangcii&quot;

6
. During a research

undertaken in 1950 by the branch establishment in Cluj of the Institute

of Folklore (Bucharest) the folklorist Janos Jagamas discovered two

tilinca-players. Gabor Janos Anton of Luizi Calugara, county Bacau,
a 23 year old peasant who attended the elementary school for six years,

plays the tilinca and the violin, and Antal Kotyorka of Cleja, county
Bacau, a 52 year old worker, without any schooling, learned to play
the flute in his early years when he was a shepherd.

Gabor Janos Anton s tilinca is made of a bent metal tube, about
80 90 cm long. The diameter of the instrument corresponds to an ordi

nary waterpipe and is open at both ends. The technique of performing
is the same as that of the tilinca without fipple. The bending of the tube
has no influence on the series of overtones which can be produced by the
instrument.

Antal Kotyorka s tilinca is constructed in a different way : it is

an intermediary between the tilinca with fipple and without fipple and
consists of a straight tube of poplar-bark, some 60 cm long, with a dia
meter similar to that of the ordinary flute. At the blow-end a &quot;

window&quot;

is cut at the edge of the tube-wall, as on the flutes with fipple.
The performer takes the blow-end in the mouth putting his tongue

&3 far as the side-opening of the tube. The tones are produced by closing
and opening the lower end of the tube with the help of the finger. The
folklorist Janos Jagamas related that he had made two records with electri c

phonograph. When first recording he placed the microphone against the
lower end of the instrument, but on listening to the phonogram he found
that only a few notes of the melody were audible, namely those produced
with open tube. At the second recording, he turned the microphone
against the upper end of the instrument and only in this way was it

possible to record the complete melody. This proves that the overtonevS

produced with closed tube sound only in the upper part of the instrument

(which is quite obvious).
From each of these two tilinca-players wo could record only one

melody, whereas Mihai Lacatu played six melodies for us.

In the following we reproduce a melody played on a metal-tube
tilinca

;
it is a love song in free, improvised form, related to the doina.

From the notation we could gather the following series of notes :

6 8 9 10 11 12 13 H 16 18

6 From the Hungarian Csdngo. These are Hungarians settled in Moldavia.
They call this instrument Cilinka (read : tzilinca).
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Leanycsalogato

(For Cajoling Girls)

Rubato J&amp;gt;= cca 160

.*-*. t.
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Played by Gabor Jdnos Anton, aged 23, in Luizi Clug&re, county Bacau
collected by J. Jagamas, on 17th September, 1950. No. Fgr. 253a (inv. 1650) r

The unsteady pitch of some tones is explained in some cases by
the inexact intonation of the overtones (11 and 14), in other cases (over
tones 9 and 10) perhaps by changing the hold of the instrument while

playing it has been found, for instance, that through different tiltings

of the flute-tube without fipple, with closed or open blow-end, it is

possible to produce tones of different pitch.
The tilinca is supposed to have formerly been widely used. Today

this ancient folk instrument called &quot;grandfather&quot;
of flutes by Mihai

Lacatu? is a veritable rarity. According to information which has

reached us, the tilinca is still blown today in Moldavia, Bukovina, and
the Northern part of Transylvania. Among the nationalities it is said

to be known also to the Hutzuls.
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LUIS-HEITOR CORREA DE AZEVEDO

THE ARCHAIC QUITAR IN BRAZIL

Two forms of the guitar are used in Brazil by the folk musicians :

the violao and the viola. The violao, which is popular in towns, is exactly
the type of guitar known everywhere, with its six simple strings tuned
E a d g V e

j

. The viola, of smaller size, having five double strings,
all of metal, is the instrument of the peasant.

The origin of these two instruments is Iberian, the viola being

nothing else but the primitive Spanish guitarra, in use till the 18th cen

tury. Fallen into disuse in Spain, this type of guitar continued to be a

favourite of the Brazilian peasant who has remained faithful, up to

this day, to the instrument of his ancestors. Very often particularly in

the southern part of the country he makes his instrument himself.

The shape of the viola is essentially that of the ordinary guitar,
with variants determined by the provenance of the instrument (frets

more or less near the neck, diameter of the rose, number of pegs and

nuts). It varies according to size.

The number of strings varies between 4 and 14, the most fre

quently used instruments being those with 10 strings. These distributed

in groups of two (tuned to unison or to the octave) generally are the

same as the chords of the ordinary guitar, without great E: a d g V
e . The three lowest ones (a d g) are doubled at the octave and the

other two in unison, with the result that the highest one (e ) is below the

chord that doubles the third (g
}

). Unlike the violao
,
the chord of which

is invariable, there are several ways to tune the viola. The style of the

music determines the choice of the chord. The greatest fantasy is dis

played in the tuning of the pairs of strings ; the interval of a fifteenth

(two octaves) is used besides the octave and unison. The tuning of a

pair of strings in unison often leads to the disappearance of one of the

strings (the instrument in this case will have double strings and simple

strings). Generally the distribution of the intervals of the chord is retained

(starting from the lowest: fourth fourth major third fourth) to

whatever pitch the series is transposed (in the North of Brazil the violas

have a much lower register). But different distributions can also be

found. I could note the following : fourth fifth major third minor
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third
;
fifth major third minor third fourth ;

fifth fourth major
third minor third.

Even less common chords are sometimes used : D G b d g*;

a_ _b _e f*.

In the South of Brazil the violeiro (viola player) knows two

positions for holding the instilment: sitting, with the instrument rest

ing on his thigh, when he accompanies dances or profane songs;

standing, with the instrument almost vertical, pressed against the

chest and under the chin, in. case of popular religious rites with winch the

instrument is associated (Saint Gonr;alo, patron saint of the violeiros,

is often represented in the peasant imagery with this archaic guitar).

Mode dc violet

Guitar ^

Collected in Goiania, Brazil, by the author.
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PAUL COLLAER

CARIBAN AND MAYAN MUSIC

When listening to the music recorded by the four-member com
mission (Pierre Gaisseau, Alain Gheerbrandt, Luis Saenz and Jena Fich-

ter) of an expedition to the Orinoco-Amazon region (19481950), one
can discern a similarity between the music of this region and that of

the Mayas. It would be more correct to say that the resemblance con
cerns the music of the Puinavis, Guaharibos, Piaroas and Maquiritares,
on the one hand, and the music of the Caribs of the State Lara (Vene

zuela) and of the Maya-Quiches of Guatemala, on the other. At first

hearing one is inclined to ascribe this likeness to the melodic flexion

and structure, to the scales employed and even to the proportion of

the intervals, as well as to the style of the performance. And it is the

more suprising that the geographic regions inhabited by these tribes

lie at a considerable distance from one another.

The most striking resemblance can be detected in songs belonging
to the fully developed melodic types of these tribes : for instance in

those recorded in the musical documents attached to the present paper
under the signs F (Mayan melody) and J (Puinavian melody).

A likeness as striking as that cannot be attributed to a fortuitous

chance or coincidence : it is the reflection of several elements of the

musical idiom. But we may ask whether this is an isolated phenomenon
or an inherent common feature of Mayan and Puinavian music. And
if so, the question arises whether it is logically possible to assume the

existence of a common musical conception.
In order to elucidate this question we have investigated the music

of the regions concerned. This investigation, however, was limited, both

in its extent and importance, by the number of the available and acces

sible phonographic recordings : such documents are scarce for the time

being. In order to draw some conclusions, inevitably temporary, we
have undertaken to examine also anthropological and cultural data

presented in recent scientific works.
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Anthropological and Cultural Data

&quot;The third colonizing invasion of America took place in the neo
lithic

age&quot;,
writes S. Canals Frau. &quot;That is how the more or less brachyoid

tribes of medium civilization developed on the continent, and spread
over the tropical regions of the North and the South. This invasion,
as well as the fourth, are of South-Asiatic origin and of a Mongoloid
type&quot;

. . . &quot;The adaptation to the American conditions of these alloch-

thonous btachyoid elements and the incorporation of autochthonous
dolichoids gradually created new groups which, from a somatic point
of view, soon took an aspect of collective biologic forms&quot; . . . &quot;The

southern type which is the oldest, i. e. the Brazilides, inhabit the forests

of the Amazon and the Orinoco. In the Antilles they are almost extinct*.

The largest group of this type is to be found among the Arawaks and the
Caribs.&quot;

&quot;Linguistic and ethnographic arguments seem to indicate that
there had been an important Arawakan substratum underlying the

great civilizations of Mexico and Guatemala.&quot;1 Schuller2 and Lothrop,
3

too, share the view of Canals Frau.
The Arawakan family includes the Goajiros. The Cariban family

comprises the tribes of Venezuela and of the Guianas, among others
the Maquiiitares.

Let us add the information given by Joseph Grelier. 4

In the Guianan massif the oldest stratum of the population live^

along the Uppar Orinoco and its affluents. They are the Guaharibos,
Waikas and Shirishanas. They make their living by fishing, hunting and
gathering.

The Arawaks form the second stratum. They are an agricultural and
seafaring psople. We can find among them the Banivas, Puinavis,
Bares, Kuripakos and Piapocos. They are the most mixed race anthro

pologically and originate from the South and South-East.
The Caribs form the third stratum : Maquiritares, Makus, Yava-

ranos, Mapayos. They came from the North, from the Antilles, approxi
mately a century before the Spanish Conquest.

The tribes of the first stratum are the most primitive representa
tives of present-day humanity. Iion or weaving are unknown to them.

The Brazilides and Centralides are two varieties of the same group.
For their charactheristics see the above Table.

1 S. Canals Frau, Pr^histoire de V Amdrique. French translation by Marc.
S. Sauter, Paris 1953, pp. 235, 252253, 311312.

2 R. Schuller, Zur sprachlichen Verwcmdtschaft der Maya-Quittee mit den
Carib-Aruac, in Anthropos nos. 1415, pp. 465491. (MSdling 19191926.)

3 S. K. Lothrop, South America as seen from Middle America, New York
1940, pp. 417430 : The Maya and their Neighbours.

4 J. Grelier, Les Indiem Guaharibos et Waikas. in Qeoqravhia no. 42 (Paris,,
March 1965).
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Brasdiides Centralizes

Average height of men
Average height of women
Moderately short and low head

Cephalic index
Index of medium height .

Relatively large face

Facial index
Medium nose

Nasal Index

Figure

160
147

82

80

about 79

about 82

round
contours

157

143

85

81

80
less round
than the
Brazilides

These anthropological characteiistics probably take their origin
from the Proto-Malayans, and appear together with cultural elements

of archaic neolithic origin. The centre of their dispersion seems to be

near the Isthmus of Panama.
The physical characteristics of the constituent elements, displayed

at the beginning of the third invasion, are still more distinct with the

majority of the Centralides having a great civilization, than with the

Brazilides who have persisted in a medium civilization. Canals Frau
attributes the reason of this phenomenon to a process of dilution to

which all original elements are exposed according to the distance from
the natural centre of dispersion.

In the South-American cultural forms of neolithic type which
have been preserved until the historical period, we may distinguish
three subsequent strata :

1. The oldest cultural stratum represented by numerous tribes

speaking unrelated languages, of vaguely defined somatic aspect and
of a somewhat heterogenous civilization, being dispersed in the Western

halfof the Amazonian region. These tribes have not been much influenced

by the great impulses of expansion.
2. A medium cultural stratum to which belong the groups and

tribes of Arawakan substratum, having a medium civilization.

3. A recent Cariban and Tupi-Guarani culture as a regression to

the preceding culture, and which can be regarded as a reaction of non-

Arawakan tribes.

These data on cultural relation complete the anthropological

data furnished by Joseph Grelier.

It is the Arawaks who spread farthest from the Isthmian region

the principles of American neolithic age and the substratum necessary
to the formation of the great American civilizations. We can add

that after the dispersion of the Antillean Caribs, part of them settled

in the forests of Central America, and produced a Mayan-Cariban hybri

dization.
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We conclude this exposition ofthe anthropological and cultural situ

ation on the relevant territories by ascertaining the homogeneous char

acter of numerous elements common to the tribes of the Upp-jr Orinoco

(Maquiritares, Guaharibos, Puinavis), to the Caribs of Venezuela (Lara

State) and to the Maya-Quiches of Guatemla. We refer especially

to these tribes because it is their music that we could compare. We must

include here the Piaroas, who are, propsrly speaking, Andeans, but the

Piaroan music known by us, even according to the Piaroas themselves,

continues Puinavian traditions.

The Andeans, who are of the mountaineer type, have a distinct

stature and a different culture from that of the tribes here considered,

owing to the Polynesian element in them instead of the South-Asiatic

element. The music of the Andeans is markedly different from that of

the Mayas and Caribs, and this difference between the music of these

two groups, by contrast, brings into prominence the resemblance within

the groups here studied.

Musical Inquiry

The following recordings were studied by us :

Library of Congress (Archive of American Folk Song) : Music of

Venezuela (1940 1942), five records 78 revolutions, 18 musical docu

ments. AAFS/71 to 75.

Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, Mexico (Archivo

de Musica Indigena) : Musica indigena de Guatemala (19431944),
twelve records 33 revolutions, 157 musical documents. Copies of the

Institut National de Radiodiffusion, Bruxelles. INR/Volk 73/Audio-
disc. 1-12.

Mus6e de 1 Homme, Paris : Musique indienne d Amdrique (1948

1950), five records 78 revolutions, 18 musical documents. MH/5L
The copious material from Guatemala presents a homogeneous

musical culture. The same can be said of the material of the Mus6e

de THomme. From among the Venezuelan records of the Library of

Congress we had access to recordings of typically Cariban origin. We have

selected examples that best illustrate our argumentation by the clearness

of their performance and recording. Besides, each example contains

a number of musical features recurring in the recordings which have

not been transcribed.

The examples enable us to make a comparative examination. Being
aware that the music of the Venezuelan Caribs and that of the tribes

of the Uppar Orinoco belong to a more or less archaic phase free of

Europsan influence, we have selected our Mayan examples from among
pieces corresponding to the same stage of development, i. e. among
those preserved from Spanish influence, the only influence that had

penetrated the Mayan country. The Iberian music is so characteristic
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and its character differs to such an extent from that of Mayan music
that, in principle, the hybrids can readily be distinguished. It is, however,,

important to direct our attention to a fact which makes things more
complicated.

The Mayas often adopted Iberian tunes and rhythms, These ele

ments, however, assumed a thoroughly Indian character : the Iberian
music pieces were reduced to their skeleton, stripped of every decoration
in order to suit the austere mentality of the Indians. In most cases

nothing more is left of the Iberian tune than the notes used in the Mayan
musical idiom. This regression of the Iberian music towards a more
primitive stage induces us to go slow with the discrimination of

purely Indian elements and those due to foreign influence.

Before starting the analysis of the songs we have to make another
observation. The power oftradition is perhaps stronger among the Indians
than among any other people. And it is especially strong in the domain
of music, as stated by Alan P. Merriam.5

Consequently their music and
the mode of performance are not likely to have changed ever since the

Oonquista. That is why we can still find the use of Pre-Columbian instru

ments among the Mayas of Guatemala and of Chiapas (Mexico): the sedge-

pipe (flauto de carrizo), the drums called tun and huehuetl, the tortoise-

shell struck with an antler; the rasps and maracas, the conchs, the trum

pets of wood or of rolled-up bark. And even where the metal trumpets
gained the upper hand over the wooden ones, the former remained with
out keys or valves. The present-day Mayan orchestra consisting of these

instruments is represented on several of our recordings, especially on
those made among the Ixils. This orchestra, by the way, has been
described more than once also by Raul G. Guerrero6 and by Karl
Gustav Izikovitz.7

This orchestra corresponds exactly to the one so meticulously de

picted on one of the Bonampak frescoes 8
dating from the 8th century.

This is a remarkable example of the persistence of tradition with the

minimum of evolution.

The cultural indifference of the Indians towards foreign influence

is emphasized also by Simone Dreyfus-Roche :
9

&quot;Piaroas and Maquiri-
tares have, for several decades, maintained commercial relations with

the merchants of adjacent regions, but this contact has remained super
ficial and has not considerably modified the life of the villages. Espe-

5 A. P. Mrrriam, Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians, in Album
P 445 of Ethnic Folkways Library, Notice, New York 1953.

6 K. G. Guerrero, Musica de Chiapas, in Revista de Estudios musicales,

vol. i, no. 2, p. 143 (Mendoza 1950).
7 K. G. Izikovitz, Musical and Other Sound-Instruments of the South- American

Indians, in Qoteborgs Kungl. Vetenskaps- och Viterhets-Samhalles Handlingar,
Femie foljdcn, Ser. A, vol. 6, no. 1 (1935).

8
Agustin Villagra Ca,leti, Bonampak, Mexico 1949.

9 S. Droyfus-Bocihc, Musique indienne d Amtrique, in Album (same title)

of Musee de 1 Hommc, Notice, Paris 1953.
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*&amp;gt;ially
the musical instruments of these tribes have remained typically

Indian and do not bea any traces of European or African influence.&quot;

The strange concert of wooden flutes without holes or with three

holes and of long spiral rolled-bark trumpets with wooden mouthpiece
is always to be heard along the Upper Orinoco and in the Amazonian
forests. The photographs of these trumpets and the pictures of trumpets
at Bonampak show that we have to do with closely related instruments,
if not with the same ones. Besides, we can sometimes find basket-rattles

and tambourines with a single membrane.
The Puinavis, on the other hand, use Panpipes which are unknown

by the Mayas: the Northern limit of the diffusion of the Panpipe is the

Isthmus of Panama. The Puinavis and Piaroas have their Panpipe from
the Guahibos, who belong to the Amazonian group.

Taking into consideration that along the Upper Orinoco as well

as along all the rivers in the forests north of the Amazon the population
is divided into small riparian groups, that these groups are strictly
isolated from each other, and consequently their interrelation is rather

scarce ; and realizing that the distance separating the Mayas from the

Orinoco Caribs is considerable and the land is impassable, we are inclined

to think that the parallel features in the music of the two groups are

due to an ancient common source, very likely to the culture of the third

wave of colonization. Besides, the music pieces which appear to be directly
related come from the zone of archaic cultiire in its most primitive

stage represented by archaic statuettes dating from the beginning of

the invention of pottery.
10

#

On analysing the archaic forms of Indian music, as they have come
down to us, we find musical entities consisting of two notes separated
by an interval approximately equaling a wholetone, and others where
the ambit goes beyond the octave. This latter type is especially interesting
because the proper octave interval is rare in this music and the intervals

exceeding the octave either downwards or upwards are not octaval

replications of notes contained in the basic octave. (Or to put it more

correctly : in the octave to which we are inclined to attribute a basic

function.) Finally, we can observe a weak stability of the size of the
intervals ; yet the difference or, if you prefer, the variability of a given
interval remains within the limits of ten cents, i. e. a twentieth part of
a tone. This relative instability

11 cannot be attributed to the variety
of the traditions of the different regions or localities. These divergences
can be observed both in the music coming from one region or locality

10 Spmden, El Norte de Mexico y el Sur de Estadoa Unidos, Mexico 1944;
p. 343 ; Raphael Girard, Le Popol-Vuh, Histoire culturelle des Mayas-Quiches,
Paris 1954, pp. 4042.

11 1. e. compared to our conception of precision and to our keenness of

perception.
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and in various music pieces of different origin, always &quot;within the

same order of magnitude. This characteristic instability may be the

consequence of the construction of the instruments still rather primitive
and of a musical conscience scarcely developed or not requiring strictly

fixed intervals.

Listening to the music of these regions one has the general impres
sion that as its ambit extends, it tends to a gamut embracing not eight
but ten degrees. It is impossible to transcribe, however approximately,
the notes and the intervals of this music in our graphic system. Even
the signs + and , superposed to the notes, are unfit for rendering the

size of these intervals and, consequently, the nature of this music.

Thus we have undertaken to transcribe this music in the order

of the growing number ofnotes occurring in the scales. The written notes

are identical with those of our European system which most approach
the actually heard sounds.

Table I

References to the transcriptions

B

C

D

G

H

I

J

Indication of sources Transcribed documents

MH 6127 Ea /I, end.

MH 6128 E3/II, first reel . .

MH 6128 E8/II, second reel

INR/Audiod. I/B, first reel . .

AAFS 71 A/1 .

INB/Audiod. IV/A, third reel

INR/Audiod. IV/B, seventh reel

INR/Audiod. IV/B, reels 4, 5, 6 .

AAES 71/A, third reel

MH 6131 E4/II 5
first reel

Piaroas. To accompany the rasping
of the manioc

Maquiritare, Ritual song

Guaharibos. Ritual song

Quiches of Nahuala, Solola. Baile

del Venado

Venezuelan Caribs (Lara). Baile de

las Turas

Kekchi of San Pedro Carcha, Alta

Verapaz. Baile de Cortes

Quiches of Cantel, Quetzaltenango.
Baile de los Moras

idem

Venezuelan Caribs (Lara). Maremare

Puinavis. Panpipes
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Table n
The transcriptions with the reservation made on account of their

approximate character

j-92
Voice

A )

J=138

B f p

J-96
Flauto de carrizo

I
&quot;-P.

f
.4

4- 4-

i
j=88
Flutes

l 4npl l.n TlK fl.. plfl,,as=

trumpets (indetermiiaed) trumpets



_ 4. 4-

J
= 80

Panpipe

Panpipe



Table HI

The frequency of vibration of the notes constituting the tunes, set forth
in cycles/sec, and the size of the intervals given in cents

( Cycles 242 220
A \/

(
Cents 165

Cycles 248 218 199

\/ \/
Cents 223 149

Cycles 264 236 196 154

\/ \/ \/
Cents 194 321 418

Cycles 584 496 448 396 292
D

{ \/ \/ \/ \/
Cents 285 173 214 527

Cycles 408 344 300 260 219 190 160
E

{ \/ \/ \X \/ \/ \X
Cents 295 232 248 295 252 295

( Cycles 544 488 464 412 372 272

\/ \X \/ \/ \/
(

Cents 188 87 206 177 542

Cycles 632 600 544 504 440 412 384
&amp;lt;*

{ \ \/ \/ \/ \,/ \/
Cenfcs 90 170 132 235 114 122

f Cycles 618 584 536 512 432 402 376 352 309
H \, \/ \/ \/ \X \X \/ \/

[
Cents 98 149 79 294 125 115 115 223

Cycles 544 488 460 408 388 344 316 239

\/ \/ \X \X \X \/ \7
Cents 188 102 208 87 208 147 483

( Cycles 528 480 448 418 380 344 296 284
J \X \X \X \X \X \X \X

(
Cents 165 119 120 138 200 260 71

The indicated frequencies are the average of a series of measurements made peri
odically with a set of 54 diapasons, each at a distance of four cycles, provided by the
Kagg Tuning Forks Co., Sheffield. The successive measunngs of one note remained
within the four-cycle limit of measurability imposed by the composition of the set of
diapasons. We have justified the use of this method in another context. 12

12 P. Collaer, Lea phcnom&nes prirnitifs de ^invention musicale, in Acta medica
belgica, 1954, Fasc. I (Bruxcllcs).
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Table IV

The scales corresponding to the transcribed music pieces

Scales in real notes Unified tonality

8 n

223 U9

8va
223 149

-P-P^J^
194 321 418

I
194 321 418-

D

,285 173 &quot;214 527 285 173 214 527^

295 232 248 295 252 295 295 232 248 295 252 29

188 87 206 177 5

^ 1^ gg
^a&amp;gt; -y-

z;ar.

188 -87 206 177 542

+ - +

_&quot; tf-tfr-^

I
90 170 132 235 114 122 90 170 132 235 114 122

H

58 149 79 294 125 US 115 223 98 149 79 294 125 115 115 223

-.

b^ i

147 4831S8 102 208 87 208 188 102 208 j87 208 147 483

165 119,120 138 200 260 71 165 119 120 138 200 260 71

The notes actually heard are shown in the first column, in order to render

possible their comparison with the recordings ; then in the second column these notes

are reduced to a uniform tonality, in order to allow the comparison of the scales.
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From these tables we may coine to the following conclusions :

1. Up to type E the primitive phases of the Mayan and Cariban

music correspond to what can be observed almost all over the world :

starting from a music on two notes separated approximately by a whole-

tone, we obtain the structure of unhemitonic p^ntatony.

2. The types from F to J develop a scale extending over an interval

of approximately ten degrees within which the octave of none of the

notes occurs.

3. The intervals of the Mayan-Cariban music do not conform with

those of the Western system.
In order to convince ourselves about the reality of this last fact,

let us group the values of the measured intervals in a series within which

they do not differ more than by 12 cents, a degree of mdetermination

due to the limit of the sensibility of the average ear.13 We obtain the

average values given here below :

Table V

Average values of measured intervals

Measured size

7179
878790
98102
114115115119120122125
132138
147147149
165165170173177
188188194196200
206208208214
223223232235
248252260
285294295 295295
321
418
483
527
542

Average
(cents)

8S
100
118

135
148
170
193

209
228
253

The maximum diver

gence between the meas
ured size and the average

(cents)

13 P. Collaer, Etat actuel des connaissances relatives au fonctionnement de

I oreille, d remission vocale et d la mdmoire musicale. Questions relatives a la mesure

des intervalles et des rythmes, in Lea Collogues de Wegimont, vol. i, (Bruxelles 1955).
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4. The fourth, havirg an iirportant structural role in this music

gives the following data of measuring :

Table VI

Average values of measured fourths

Hence, the fourth is considered a physical, natural fourth measur

ing 498 cents. But we fird other values too, deviating by 1/4 or 1/8
of a tone above and below this physical fourth. The average ofthe measur
ed fourths is generally 501 cents. This proves that in this system (if it

is a system at all) it is the physical fourth that forms the basis of the

scale, as nearly everywhere, and that the particularities of the Cariban

scale come from the peculiar way of dividing the interval of the fourth.

5. The relationship of the melodic structure of types F and J is

rather close. It has a predominantly tetrachordal structure where

steps by conjoint degrees of a wholetone or a semitone alternate with

leaps of empty fourth either ascending or descending, the latter having
nearly always a cadence character. Such structures are common with
the Puinavis, the Caribs of Lara, and the Maya-Quiches.

6. If we look for analogies of the intervals employed in this music
we shall find most of them in the Javanese Pelog. Let us confront our
measurements with those relating to the Pelog, made by Jaap Kunst.14

Average of contemporary Pelog : 165, 250, 120, 150, 270, 115 cents.

Average of contemporary Cariban scale : 170, 253, 118, 148, . . . 118.

That is to say out of six intervals characteristic of the Pelog five

are to be found in the Cariban scale. The order of succession, however,
is different.

Certain fourths of what we call, for want of a better denomination
and with the usual reserve pending further information, the &quot;Cariban

scale&quot;, which are very important constituting elements in it, are obviously
the same as those of the Pelog :

15

Penunggul-Pelog interval: 120+150+270= 540. Cariban: 543(+3).
Nem-Gulu Bara-Nem interval : 535. Cariban : 527

( 8).

14 J. Kunst, Music in Java, The Hague 1949, vol. i, p. 14.
15 Loc. cit.
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The great Pelog major thirds, the Gulu-Pelog and Bara-Lima
interval : 420.

Nem-Penunggul : 415. We find with the Caribs : 418 (+ 3).

After these statements let us quote what Jaap Kunst says of the

Pelog. &quot;I incline to the view&quot;, he writes, &quot;that Pelog was introduced in

these islands by the ancestors of the present Javanese and Balinese

peoples themselves, and that the Slendro did not come until later, pro

bably as late as the 8th century A. D. . .&quot; Speaking of the present recur

rence of the Pelog, after it was eclipsed by the Slendro, the author goes
on : &quot;It might be an interesting hypothesis that we have to do here with
a phenomenon parallel to what we see in literature and still more in

architecture and the plastic arts, namely, a reassumption of rights by
the ancient Indonesian elements in this case long delayed from the

foreign Hindu, Hindu-Malay, and Hindu-Javanese cultural influence&quot; . . .

,,It is probable that both the Pelog and the Slendro systems originated
in the ancient Chinese series of successive fifths (the so-calkd blown

fifths) derived from the harmonic tones of stopped bamboo flutes&quot; . . .

&quot;from which the structure of a large number of tonal systems, spread
over a great part of the world, may be explained : not only do the Java
nese and Balinese scales seem to derive from it, but as von Horn-
bostel was able to show also the tuning of Central-African, Siamese
and Birmese xylophones and metallophones, and of Melanesian, Poly
nesian, North-West Brasilian and ancient Peruvian Panpipes.&quot;

16

Concisions

There is a close relationship between the music of the Orinoco
Caribs and that of the Mayas. The measurings made in connection with
their music ; the concordance of these measurements with those made
on the Javanese Pelog scale for certain constituting notes of the Caliban
scale ; the fact that this Indian music goes back to a precisely defined
and determined cultural era belonging to the third wave of the colo
nization ofAmerica, of Proto-Malayan origin ; the fact that the Javanese

Pelog scale is attributed to the same Proto-Malayan origin, permits to

presume that the system according to which the music pieces here studied
are composed, was very likely imported by Proto-Malayan immi
grants constituting the third wave of the colonizers of America, the
centre of dispersion of which is to be looked for in the region of the
Isthmus of Panama.

Discussion

The views expounded in the preceding text are necessarily
meant to be a first approximation only. At present we cannot do more
than that, because the Indian tribes of South America, from where we
have taken our recordings and on which exact data are available, are

16
Op. cit. vol. i, pp. 18, 22, 24.
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few in number and the enormous geographic space separating them is,

for the time being, &quot;musically bare&quot; for us.

In spite of these deficiences in our information, it seems that
the style here described is limited to the Mayas and the Venezuelan
Caribs. We may presume that it has spread to the Guianas, East of the
Venezuelan massif. Certain cultural indices seem to corroborate this

assumption
17

yet we must wait until we shall dispose of recordings
18

made in this region, in order to prove or disprove this hypothesis.
The available recordings made along the Upper Amazon, the

Uyacala and in the Peruvian Andes show an obviously different

style as to melodic patterns, rhythmical structure and the size of the

intervals. The same applies to the music of the regions further south,
as in Mato Grosso, where tritony and tetratony prevail and where

p3ntatony is the most &quot;modern&quot; stage of development. There is only
one exception to be noted, but a rather important one: the lawa music

(trumpets or horns and long flutes) for the magic ceremony ofthe &quot;Man&quot;,

which, unlike other music pieces of this people, belongs to the G H I J

type of our examples. Hence, it is related to the Cariban type, whereas
the music of the neighbouring Boras reveal a distinctly Andean char

acter.

The shamanistic music of the Yaruros is entirely pentatonic,
without any semitones. This strict pentatony and the ternary symmetrical
rhythm relate this music to the Andean music of Bolivia, of Peru and
of Columbia, the character of which has been revealed by Isabel Aretz.19

The following recordings made in these regions were accessible

for comparative studies :

Musee de 1 Homme : Stance de Chamanisme (Yaruros), one record

33 revolutions, MHLD/1.
Musee de 1 Homme : Amazone (The lawa and Bora tribes), one

record 33 revolutions, MC 20096.

Ethnic Folkways Library : Music from Mato Grosso, one record

33 revolutions, P 446 (The Kayabi, Camayura, Chavante, Iwalapeti

tribes).

Ethnic Folkways Library : Indian Music of the Upper Amazon

(The Cocama, Shipibo, Campa, Conibo tribes), one record 33 revolutions,

P 458.

Ethnic Folkways Library : Music of Peru (The Quechua and

Arnayra tribes), four records 78 revolution, EFL 1415.

One can note that the similarity of certain cultural elements

does not necessarily imply the resemblance of other elements of culture.

The same applies to musical culture : the ritual music on trumpets and

17 Francis Maziere Dominique Darbois, Indiens d Amazonie, Paris 1953.
18 Clifford Evans Betty J. Meggers, Life among the Wai- Wai Indians,

in Nat. Oeogr. Mag. March. 1955 (Washington).
19 1. Aretz, Musicas pentatdnicas en Sudamerica, in Archives Venezolanos

de Folklore, vol. i, no. 2 (Caracas 1952).
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flutes, which is to be found on vast territories in South Amenca, presents
diffeient musical features on the Orinoco, on the Upper Amazonas and
on the Mato Grosso. The Panpipes of Orinoco and those of the Andes

produce intervals of different size.

The dances Las Turas (the flutes) and El Maremare are now
considered by certain Venezuelan experts, such as Miguel Acosta Saigncs,

20

to be typically Cariban music of ancient origin. Their origin is recognizable

through the numerous variants of the poetical texts and of the chore

ography : these dances are actually spread all over Venezuela and pre

sumably in Guiana. The music of the versions here reproduced belong
to archaic traditions.

One may raise certain questions : may we attach primary
importance to a quantitative analysis (the size of the intervals)? Has
the size of the intervals a predominant role in the musical idiom of a

people ?

It seems to be impossible to give an answer which would hold good
for all places and cultures. In a number of cases the melodic structure

is predominant and typical, and the size of the intervals has but a sub
ordinated significance. That is the case, for instance, with certain songs
that have been spread for a long time over vast areas of dispersion.
In our case the resemblance between IP and J, and between H and I is

due to melodic features without any regard to the interval of the seconds
and thirds occurring in them. In other cases it is the size of the inter

vals that has a decisive importance. These measurements in reality are
an average : a fact to be borne in mind lest one should misinterpret
the real significance of the numbers. Bearing in mind that the intervals
are considered as average values, the study of the scales, on its way
to perfection, seems to show that the space of sonority is organized for
the whole mankind according to a limited number of great types, such
as pantatony, or to put it more correctly, several psntatonic systems,
the western diatonic system, and the Pelog. It is important to know
to which type of scale the music of the different peoples belongs. Each
of these types diffused over enormous territories seems to be a common
heritage pointing to a common cultural origin of the peoples having
otherwise a music of markedly different melodic and rhythmical struc
ture. Hence we think that the size of intervals deserves a meticulous
examination. A large number of scientific investigations of that kind,
-and a synthetic essay will only enable us to assess their real value.

In the present paper we have classified the songs according to the
enrichment of scales. Tliis method seemed quite natural to the founders
of ethnomusicology because it proceeds from simpler forms to complex
ones. This point of view, however, is no longer unanimously accepted.
Some prefer the contrary, saying that the most primitive music is often

20 M. A. Saignes, Las Turas, Caracas 1950 ; Idem, El Maremare: Baile de
Jaguar y la Luna, in Archives Venezolanos de Folklore, vol. i, no. 2 (Caracas 1962).
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&quot;complex,
and the rudimentary forms of two or three notes are nothing

but remnants conserved by regression, degeneration, oblivion, or
other reasons. We are not willing to endorse this new conception which
is a rough simplification just as is the former view. We admit that really

primitive music is often complex. But this complexity is to be found
above all in such idioms which do not yet manifest the notion, conscience,
or desire to produce notes in fixed and determined intervals. As soon
as the notion of fixed intervals asserts itself, the apparent complexity
turns into a very limited choice of what we call &quot;notes&quot;. This passage
from apparent primary complexity to the simplicity of the first choice
is observable in Australia. On the other hand, certain tribes formerly
regarded as primitive are no longer considered such and, consequently,
their music thought to be primitive is, in fact, not primitive at all.

The decisive argument which makes us persist in the idea of prim
itive simplicity is this : the tribes known for certain to be primitive,
such as the Weddas and the Puegians, have a music on two or three
notes at rather constant intervals. As to the phenomenon of regression,
there are numerous data from Oceania clearly showing that the evolution
is irreversible. Complex musical forms of superior cultures may well

return to a more primitive stage, but not to the point of becoming
& music of two or three exactly measured notes. Regression is due to

the carelessness of the performance, to oblivion, and confusion of details.

A music piece of primitive appsarance which, in reality, is a music of

regression is easily recognizable for its irregularities and the resulting
lack of homogeneity, and one can also find in such degenerated music
the traces of the previous, higher stage.

It seems to be indicated to quote finally the opinion of Marius
.Schneider21 on the music of the Mato Grosso. The author has transcribed

and analyzed a number of songs of the Yabuti, Huanyam, Cabixi,

Movima, Chiquitos, Macurap, and Tupari tribes living north of the river

Guapor6. Schneider s opinion on the music of these tribes is much the

same as ours, inasmuch as he observed the extremely primitive character of

a number of music pieces collected among them. But he has found also

more develop: d ones as, for instance, the music ofthe Macuraps. Schneider
states that the characteristics of the latter differ considerably from
those coming from the Cariban group. They belong to the Andean group.
.Schneider presumes a South-Asiatic origin, with certain features which
can be found also in Polynesia. This view conforms completely with
the anthropological and historical data quoted by us in support of our

thesis.

21 M. Schneider, Contribution a la musica indig&na del Mato Grosso (Brasil),
in Anuario Musical vol. vii (Barcelona 1952).
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JAAP KUNST

FRAQMENT OF AN ESSAY
ON -MUSIC AND SOCiOlOQY

All over the world it is found that certain musical instruments

;are reserved for the exclusive use of either men or women. Take the

flute for instance : among most peoples, past and present, playing
the flute almost any kind of flute is regarded as a masculine prerog

ative, while sometimes prejudice has gone so far in this connection

as to forbid a woman even to look at this instrument on pain of death.

Yet on the other hand, for some inscrutable reason that rather rare

variety, the central-hole flute, may be played only by women. I noted

this myself among the Ngadanese and Nagas of Mid-Western Flores1

and Van der Tuuk records the same custom among the Toba-Bataks.2

The same applies to the use of the Panpipes in some regions, as for in

stance among the Macao Indians in Venezuela and the Tinguians in

North Luzon (Philippines).
3

On the island of Nias, off the West coast of Sumatra, the doli-doli,

a primitive xylophone, is only used when the rice is ripening and the

fields are guarded, and then by women only.
4

The above-mentioned Batak tribe also makes a distinction between

the kind of mouth harp played by girls and that reserved for the use

of the young men. For instance, among the ornaments suspended from

the little instruments meant for the youths there is always a miniature

bamboo spring clapper which is never found on the girls harps.

Among the Bunun tribe on the island of Formosa, the musical

bow is solely for the use of the male ; the mouthharp usually for the

female ; the flutes restricted to male use are played only on occasion

of triumphal head-hunting, but not for amusement.5

1 J. Kunst, Music in Flores, Leyden 1942, p. 150 ff.

2 Bataksch Woordenboek, p. 152a.
3 Curt Sachs, Geist und Werden der Musikinstrumente, Berlm 1929, p. 49 it.

* J. Kunst, Music in Nias, Leyden 1939, p. 23.
5 Takatomo Kurosawa, The Musical Bow of the Bunun Tribe in Fowiosa and

Suggestion as to the Origin of the Pentatonic Scale, Tokyo 1952.
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Regarding the flutes of the Venda of Northern Transvaal, Kirby
6*

states: &quot;They are made in a special area, which is protected by special
sacred ceremonies and taboos, by a specialist maker, and their sale is

a monopoly. They are constructed in sets, and are always placed in.

charge of a selected individual The players are always males.&quot;

The Central African marimba (m btta, Urribila, balafon) is a typi

cally male instrument ; the same may be said of the wooden slitdrum

of Indonesian culture.7

In Surinam, women, the principal singers, never play drums.

They believe that if they break the taboo their breasts will grow to

the ground.
8

On Manam Island (New Guinea) girls are called upon to sound
a single death beat but do not use drums at any other time. 8

Among the Kissi (French West Africa) the seo, a rattle made of
a gourd, is a women s instrument in that it is made as well as played
by women only, and furthermore is used, except sporadically in very
special cases, exclusively for accompanying women s dances ;

9 the-

Baganda (British East Africa) have castanets made of a particular kind
of seeds which only girls are allowed to play,

10 while the Big Nambas
(Malekula, New Hebrides) consider the musical bow a definitely woman s

instrument. 11

In how far this assigning the use of a given kind of instrument to
one sex or the other is connected with the sex-suggestion inherent in

some instruments I do not know. Sometimes such a connection seems

quite evident, as in the case of the flute, which is commonly regarded
as a phallic symbol and to which naturally one is reminded of certain

equivocal expressions in many Western languages male character-

ristics are ascribed, even though the word itself in West-European
languages at least may be feminine. But in other cases no such con
nection exists or perhaps we should say exists no longer.

In Indonesia and elsewhere the drum itself is felt to be feminine.
In those regions this instrument belongs to a group of concepts including
darkness, an empty cavity, moisture, the maternal womb, the moon

ideas obviously related in the subconscious in true Freudian fashion.
Yet for all that the beating of the drum is not confined to one sex only.
On the islands of Java and Bali the instrument is played by men exclu-

6 Percival B. Kirby, The Musical Instruments of the Native Races of South
Africa, London. 1934, p. 168.

7 D. H. Meijer, De spleettrom, in Tijdschrift van het Kon. Bataviaasch
Genootshap, vol. Ixxix, 1917, p. 415 ff.

8
Sophie Drinker, Music and Women, New-York 1948, p. 57.

9 Andre* Schaeffner, Les Kissi. Une socidtd noire et ses instruments de musique*
Paris 1952, p. 9.

10 K. P. Wachsmann and Marg. Trowell, Tribal Crafts of Uganda, Oxford
University Press 1953, p. 325.

11 A. Bernard Deacon, Malekula, a Vanishing People in the New Hebrides^
London 1934, p. 42.
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sively, but in Timor and West Flores I saw it oftener, though not always,

being played by women. It is quite possible that the cultural phase still

manifesting itself on the Lesser Sunda Islands and perhaps the same

may be said of Borneo, where the Dyak priestesses often beat a narrow^

high one-headed drum (Icetobung belian) is an older one which clings

more closely to the original view of things. The fact, as stated by Mariua

Schneider,
12 that drums were originally used to produce rain, accords

with the above in so far that it is suggestive of one of the components
of the group of concepts already mentioned, namely, moisture.13

12 Marius Schneider, Australien und Austronesien, in Die Musik in

Gexchichte und Gegenwart, vol. i, col. 877, 1950.
13 The bronze kettle-drums of South Eastern Asia are also said to have

originally served for the magical production of rain.
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LAURENCE PICKEN

TWELVE RITUAL MELODIES OF THE
TANQ DYNASTY

The total volume of medieval (eighth to fourteenth century) music

surviving in China is remarkably small considering the length of the
Chinese musical tradition and the constant efforts of successive dy
nasties since the beginning of the Christian era to maintain a faithful

performance of the Confucian Bites, The chief reasons for this paucity,

apart from political disturbances, are first, that music other than ritual

music was rarely regarded as worthy of preservation before the begin
ning of the fifteenth century ; secondly, the repertoire of ritual music
was probably small enough to be memorized, and what was committed
to paper was little more than a mnemonic of which the cognoscenti
had no need. It is certain that ritual melodies underwent in performance
the sort of elaboration and transformation observable at the present
time in the expansion of the cantus of a Balinese gamelan-composition,
or of the written parts in a Japanese ^agrafe-performance. There is no

evidence, however, that any Chinese before Prince Chu Tsai-yii (late

sixteenth century) ever compiled a full-score of the performance of

a ritual melody, so that music of the Bites must have been highly
sensitive to the destruction or dispersion of sets of instruments in a

particular clan-shrine or temple, or to the premature decease of musi
cians and masters of ceremonies.

Of the music which has survived, the greater part was intended
for ritual use and probably owes its preservation to that intention.

Very little of this music has as yet been transcribed into staff-notation,
either in the West or in China, and until recently, four ritual melodies
from a set of ten by Chiang K uei,

1
dating from the first years of the

thirteenth century and transcribed by J. H. Levis,
2 were the only ex

amples available in the West. The ritual tunes in Courant s famous essay
3

1
Chiang K uei, Pai-shih Tao-jen Ko-ch ii, Yueh chiu Jco.

2
Levis, J. H., Foundations of Chinese Musical Art, Peip ing 1936.

3
Courant, M., Essai historique stir la musique classique des chinois, Lavi-

gnac & La Laurencie, Encyclopedic de la musique, Paris 1931, vol. i, pp. 77 211,
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are taken from Prince Chu s treatise of the late sixteenth century
4

;

but while it may fairly be claimed that in Prince Chu s day they
were reputedly ancient, they do not occur in any earlier source known
to us. Prince Chu s statement, that one of the melodies is taken from
the stone-engraved classics set up in 853 857, and surviving to the pres
ent in the Pei Lin (Forest of Inscriptions) at Hsi-an, is not supported
by the stones. This stone-text of the Book of Songs (Shift, Ching) was

recently (December, 1954) examined on my behalf by Professor E. G.

Pulleyblank of the University of Cambridge, who subsequently learned

that Chinese musicologists have searched in vain for evidence in sup
port of Prince Chu s claim.

There survive, however, twelve melodies for poems from the Book

of Songs which may be somewhat earlier in date even than Prince Chu s

unconfirmed example. The earliest text in which they occur is a post
humously printed work of the Sung philosopher Chu Hsi (1130 1200),
the I-U Ching-chuan T ung-chieh the title may be paraphrased as

A General Survey of Ritual. The preface to the first edition is dated

1223, but the work was reprinted on several occasions in Ming times,
and again in early Ch ing times for example, the Lu-shih Pao-kaa

Tang edition of ca. 1700, which I have consulted.5 These twelve melodies
were also printed by Hsiung P eng-lai (1246 1323) in the Se P u

(Large-Zither Scores), of which the earliest surviving print is that in

the Yung-lo Ta Tien, the Ming encyclopedia, finished in 1407, of which

fragments only of a single copy survive ;
from this it has many times

been reprinted. The text in the Yueh-ya T ang Ts ung-shu (1829) has
been used here. The first section of this as yet unexplored source of
Chinese medieval music reproduces Chu Hsi s tunes, both in pitch-pipe
notation and in flute-notation. Hsiung s version in the pitch-pipe nota
tion does not indicate the octave of the fundamental or of any higher
degree, though these are unambiguously indicated in the flute-notation.

In the transcriptions given here, it may be assumed that wherever

/ or g occurs, Hsiung s pitch-pipe version has / or g. A third version
of the twelve melodies, ostensibly derived from Chu Hsi, occurs in the
Yueh Tien (Encyclopedia of Music) of Huang Tso, printed in 1544 ;

a reprint of 1853 has been consulted. This also gives the tunes in pitch-
pipe and flute-notations. Huang Tso, however, like Chu Hsi, discrimi
nates between / and / and g and g ; he differs chiefly from the latter in
that two of his melodies are shorter by one or more stanzas than Chu Hsi s

version. In the transcriptions given here, the text followed is that of
Chu Hsi, and it may be assumed that Se, Pu and Yueh Tien

agree with the transcription unless the contrary is expressly stated*

*0hu Tsai-yu: See in particular the volumes Hsiian Rung Ho Yueh P u
and Hsiang Yin Shih Ytieh P u.

5 Edited by Lii Liu-Hang, 1629-1683. The rarity of this print may be
due to burning of his work because of hostility to the Manchus.
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In several places in Chu Hsi s text, lexigraphs have been deliberately
obliterated in the Lu-shih Pao-lcao T ang edition a usual practice
when blocks are worn. The gaps have been filled from Se P u and Yueh
Tien.

Chu Hsi states that his text derives from the Sung scholar, Chao
Yen-su, who had the songs from a source dating from the K ai-yiian

period (713 741) of the T ang dynasty. This attribution is accepted
both by Hsiung and Huang. The writings of Chao who took the

degree of Chin-shih in the period 1165 1173 were extensively used

by Chu Hsi as a source of information on matters of ritual. There is no
reason to doubt Chu Hsi s ascription of the transmission of the songs
to Chao, but in view of the Golden Age halo which hung about the
K ai-yiian period already in Sung times, the ascription of the songs
to precisely that period can only be accepted with reservations.

A single melody from this set of twelve has twice been printed
in recent historical surveys of Chinese music published in China. The

melody to the first poem in the Book of Songs (no. 1 in the standard
order of Mao) was transcribed into the common flute-notation by
T ung Fei6

. More recently, Professor Yang Yin-liu, head of the Insti

tute for Musicological Research in Peking, has transcribed the same

melody into staff-notation7 . Both T ung, and Yang accept Chu Hsi s

ascription of the tunes to the K ai-yiian period.
The transcription of the tunes, so far as the relative pitch of the

notes is concerned, is a simple matter because the note to which a word
is sung is unambiguously shown by the name of one of the twelve

pitch-pipes. In theory, the chromatic series of the pitch-pipes was

generated as a cycle of pure fifths from a fundamental, reduced to the

space of an octave, the thirteenth fifth yielding the (slightly sharp)
octave ; but it seems very likely that some degree of tempering of the

series was practised from early times. In any case, the complex sounds
of bell-chimes and stone-chimes must surely have obscured the fine

edge of intonation in the ensemble. The ritual orchestra furthermore
included large zithers, and it is difficult to believe the Chinese did not
use consonant octaves on these. If, moreover, heterophony was practised,
as described by Moule8 in the last century, and as argued for the past
by Prince Chu, it must have been difficult, if not impossible, to distin

guish between a chromatic octave generated by the cycle of fifths and an

equal-tempered chromatic octave. It is therefore probably legitimate to

6 Chung Yueh Hsin-yilan (Fundamental of Chinese Music), Shanghai 1926,
Book 2, pp. 1 3.

7 Chung-kuo Yin-yueh Shih-Jcang (Historical Summary of Chinese Music),
Shanghai 1952.

8 Moule, G, E., Notes on the Ting-chi, or Half Yearly Sacrifice of Confucius,
in Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai, vol.

xxxiii, 1901, pp. 37 73.
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transcribe the melodies in terms of an equal-tempered chromatic

octave.

The question of the absolute pitch of the fundamental of the

system is more difficult. Professor Yang has recently calculated values

for the fundamental, at all periods in Chinese history, from the lengths

of the standard pipes adopted by successive dynasties, and from sup

posed values of the standard foot and inch of each period. For the

K.
J

ai-y(ian period of the T ang he proposes / as fundamental. His

transcription is printed in facsimile (without acknowledgement) in

Achilles Fang s introduction to Ezra Pound s version of the Shih Ching
entitled The Classic Anthology.

The melodies are settings of lyrics taken from two main sections

of the Book of Songs (ca. B. C. 800) : from the Hsiao Ya (Lesser Elegan

cies) and from the Kuo Feng (Airs of the Principalities), which latter

is represented by songs from two sections only: Chou Nan (Chou State

and South thereof) and Chao Nan (Chao State and South thereof). Follow

ing Waley s grouping,
9 the themes of the songs are : Courtship (9),

Marriage (7, 8, 10, 11, 12), Blessings (4, 5, 6), Welcome (1), Public Life

(3), Warriors and Battles (2).
10 For the traditional meaning of the songs,

the general reader may consult Couvreur. 11 A first attempt to translate

&amp;lt;^rtain of the songs without reference to their traditional interpretation
was made by Granet12

; but it was Waley who carried through this

attempt to its logical conclusion, making use of the philological researches

of Simon and Karlgren; as indicated here, he groups the songs for

comparative purposes according to their social function. For all that

is known about the ancient sounds of the poems, the reader is referred

to Karlgren.
13

The form of the lyrics is variable, but a majority exhibit a small

number of stanzas (two to five) of from four to eight four-wx&amp;gt;rd lines.

The rhyme-schemes vary ; but the same rhyme may occur at the end
of each line throughout a stanza. On occasion the rhyme occurs on the

penultimate word (see Song 4, for example) ; in these eases, the last

words of the rhyming lines are identical. There are a few places where
a reduplicative binome is rhymed, for example, in Song 8, stanza I,

where ts idr-ts idr rhymes with ksr-lcer (sound-values from Karlgren).
In three of the poems (1, 4, 5) the lines are occasionally lengthened
to six or seven words, or reduced to three or even to two.

Musically the songs are of great interest. The melodies are strictly

syllabic (more accurately ; one-note-to-one-word), and are ascribed to

8 Waley, A. D., The Book of Songs, London 1937.
10 The numbers in brackets are the serial numbers of the songs in the set

of twelve.
11 Couvreur, S., Cheu King, Sien Hien 1896, 1926.
12 Granet, M., Fetes et Chansons anciennes de la Chine, Paris 1919.
13
Karlgren, B., The Book of Odes, Stockholm 1950.
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two modes only, both heptatonic : huang-chung ch ing kung (mode 1)
and wu-i cKing shang (mode 2).

14 In respect of note-series only (that is,

of their relative pitches), these are Lydian on /, with / as final (nos.
1 6) and Mixolydian on /, also with / as final (nos. 7 12) but for

two exceptions.

Though all the melodies make use of semitone steps, it is clear

that the extent to which they do so varies from example to example.
Some, indeed, appear to be a patchwork consisting of phrases from
a purely pentatonic series mingled with others from a heptatonic series

(no. 7 for example). The ritual melodies of Chiang K uei, previously
mentioned as dating from the thirteenth century, are more consistently

heptatonic.

Most of the tunes show instances of the repetition of entire musical
lines particularly marked in nos. 5 and 6. This is also observable
in the tunes of Chiang K uei.

From the nature of the verse, it might be excepted that each
musical phrase, corresponding to a single line that is, to a complete
sentence would itself be complete and self-contained. It is known
from Prince Chu s exposition that the lines of the stanzas were separated
from each other in performance by several beats of percussion, sometimes

equal to the duration of the line itself (see Courant, p. 129). This would
lead us to expect that the last note of a four-note phrase would possess
final or at least subfinal (secondary final) quality. Examination of

the songs showed in fact that a limited number of degrees of the mode
-occur as line-finals, and that the number of stanza-finals is even more
restricted. While picking out line- and stanza-finals, however, I noticed

that the half-lines also tend to end on the same few degrees as the lines,

so that each four-note phrase is made up of two two-note phrases.
This seemed at first sight so remarkable that a detailed analysis of all

the tunes in mode 1 was undertaken, setting out for each nature and

frequency of the degrees that act as stanza-finals, line-finals and half-

line finals. A similar enumeration was made of the various stanza-

initials, line-initials and half-line initials. A complete analysis is shown
for Song 2, p. 151 ; for the remaining songs, a summary analysis follows

each transcription.

In setting out the transcriptions, the following data are given for

each song : (1) A transcription into staff-notation on the basis of/ as

fundamental. Bar-lines mark the ends of lines
;

double bar-lines mark
the ends of stanzas. The notes are of equal duration ;

this is in accordance

with nineteenth century practice and with that recorded by Prince Chu.

14 The meaning of the phrases : huang-chung ch ing kung and wu-i ch ing
shang will be considered later (p. 168). Tor the present it will be sufficient to

remind the reader that kung is the basic series in root position, while shang is

the modal inversion on the second degree of the basic series.
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(2) The rhyme-scheme, based on the sound-values given in Karlgren
(op. cit.). This is given in full only for Song 2. (3) For all the songs,
notes on rhyming syllables are marked with a small circle over the note.

If two different rhymes occur in the same stanza, one is marked with
a dot, the other with a circle. (4) The figures in brackets above the
notes refer to alternative readings given below the transcription, either

from Se P u (SP) or Yiieh Tien (YT). The I-U Ching-chuan Tung-chiek
is referred to as IL. The word flute in brackets indicates that the

reading derives from the flute-notation. Where no alternative is given,
the text is attested by three versions : IL, SP (pitch-pipe and flute),
YT (pitch-pipe and flute) ;

where an alternative is given, the text
is attested by two versions, one of which is that of Chu Hsi. (5) For
each song, the number of repetitions of entire musical sentences is

recorded as line-repeats . (6) For Song 2, a complete list of steps and
leaps to and from each degree of the mode is also given. (7) For all

songs, the information derived from such a list is summarized in a
staff-notation diagram. Arrows mark the direction of movement, and
the value of the note (following von HornbosteFs notation) is proportional
to its frequency of occurrence as subfinal

; the final is marked by a

pause-sign.
15

An important point in the transcription of the songs is that (as
shown in the notes to the transcriptions) the lexigraph ta

9

is occasionally
used in error for t af the difference amounts to one dot, and the
confusion is a common one. These words are abbreviations for the
expressions ta lu and fai ts ou, & and g respectively (/ being the
fundamental). The error is of little significance here, since we have
the flute-notation as a check

;
but it suggests that similar emendations

would not be inappropriate in certain ritual songs of Chiang K uei,
where a strict adherence to the text would lead to a note-series that
transgresses the limits defined by the nominal mode.

Song 2: My Four Steeds are Weary
(Mao 162

; Waley 146)

No. 1

m
?

15 This diagram is only complete for Songs 2 and 10. For the others it is

reduced (for ease of reproduction) to conjunct steps and the most frequent steps
and leaps, these latter indicated by heavy arrows.
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(3)

*

:=*

(1) SP d (2) YT / (3) YT a (4) SP f (flute) (5) SP d

Rhymes : I p iwdr, d &r, Jciwzr, pfer. U p %wdr9 tyu&r; ma, Arc, t io.u g a,

ko, b iwo. IV
tfeg&amp;gt;

k jpg, meg. V is*font, tydm.

Line-repeats : I. 2, III. 4, V. 4.

Stanza-finals : / // / / . Line-finals : 7o 7d 2/ 2/ 2c. Half-line finals : 8a

Id 5/ 2e Ic 16 Ig. All-finals : I5a Ud 9/ 5f 3c 16 1^. Stanza-initials : //// A
Line-initials : 8c 56 3^ 2e la If. Half-line initials : 76 6c 4e 3gr 3^

J

I/ If. All

initials : 14o 126 Qe 5f 3f 3g
9

la.
.

Steps awrf Zeaps to and from each degree. Movement occurs irom lett to rignt ;

forms in brackets occur only between phrases. Minor second : ef be. Second : gf fg

(ao) ba (ab) cd (dc) ed (de) g f. Minor third : (ac) ca bd (db) (df). Major third :

ia(bq) ce (ec). Tritone : fb (fb). Fourth: fc (eg) (dg
3

). Fifth: cf ae. Sixth:

fa (df). Seventh : ef. Octave : (ff) (ff). Ninth: (fg
9

).

No. 2
. ^rr

N -

Arrows indicate the direction of movement. This diagram includes only

movement within phrases (not between phrases). The weight of the arrow indi

cates the frequency of occurrence of a particular step or leap. Dotted arrows

mark movement of least frequency.

Song 1 :
6
Yu, Yu% Cry the Deer

(Mao 161, Waley 183)

No. 3

^m
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m w

(3)

(1) YT a (2) YT a (3) SP / (flute).

Line-repeats : I. 6+7, III. 6+7.

text,

The six- and seven-note lines aro broken down, following the structure of the
;, as follows : (II. 6) ef ab ad; (II. 8) cd ed tff ; (III. 8) cdfedg f (see p. 171).

No. 4

No. 5

Song 3 : Bright are the Flowers

(Mao 163
; Waley 290)

(1) ^SP / (flute) (2) SP d (3) IL obliterated (4) YT / d g / -end of stanza and
song ; this presumably arose as a contraction of the first note of stanza IV, line
four, and the last three notes of stanza V, lino four.

Line repeats : I. 4, V. 4
; U. 2+3, IV. 2+3.
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No. 6

(1) SP a (flute) (2) SP / (flute) (3) YT / (4) SP a (5) SP / (6) SP g
9

(flute).

Line-repeats : I. 4, in. 4.; H. 3, V. L; HI. 3, IV. 2.

The rhyme-scheme clearly indicates six stanzas, and these
^

are marked in

all three texts. Nevertheless, the last three stanzas are combined to form a

single musical unit, a ^stanza of six lines ;
for the purposes of analysis, this

has been treated as a single stanza. The three-note lines have been broken down

as : cd f and be f.

NO. a

No. 9

I

Song 5 : In the South there are Lucky Fish

(Mao 171 ; Waley 169)

m
r T J

r

i

7JJ



3
(1) YT e (2) ta for &amp;lt;tW.

Line-repeats : I. 3, IV. 2
; IH. 3, IV. 1.

The six-note lines are broken clown as 2 -}- 2
|-

2.

No. 10

_ K
t|.*^^

Ho. 11

Song 6 : On the Southern Hills Grows the Nutgrass

(Mao 172; Waley 170)

SP g
9

(flute) (2) SP / (flute) (3) SP d (4) YT /.

*

Line-repeats: I. 3, in. 3, IV. 3,1. 6, U. 2
; II. 3, IV. 3

;
U. 5, IV. 5 ; n. 6,

III. 2
;

III. 4, V. 4.

No. 12
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From the full analysis of Song 2, it is evident that the half-line

finals include a greater number of different degree than the line-finals
;

but in all six songs in this mode, d and a are the degrees which occur

most frequently as subfinals, whether as half-line or line-finals. The

songs in mode 1 do not all show the same frequency of occurrence of

the same subfinals. Whereas in 1, 3, 4 and 6, the most frequent line- or

Jialf-line finals are d, a, c and / ,
for 2 and 5, the most frequent are d t

&amp;lt;a, f and /. In 4, and even more so in 6, c is of greater relative weight,
and in 6 challenges both a and d as line-final.

The commonest line-initials are e, b and c, and the frequency of

occurence varies in different songs. Again, as for half-line finals, there

is a greater number of degrees acting as half-line initials than as line-

initials, but the frequency of occurrence of degrees other than e, b, c

and g, is low. A glance at the list of line- and half-line initials in Song 2

shows that these include the two auxiliary notes (pien), b and e, which
convert the pentatonic to a heptatonic series. They also include, among
the most frequently occurring initials, c, g and g

7

. All these act, as we
shall see, in a general sense as leading notes or passing notes to one

or other subfinal or final. What is true, with regard to initials, of Song 2,

is also true of Songs 1, 3 6.

When the half-line structure of initial and final was detected,

lists were made of all half-lines in each song. These showed that the

number of two-note motifs actually used was far smaller than the

possible maximum. Accordingly, for each of Songs 1 6, a list was

prepared of the various possible steps or leaps to or from each note

throughout the note-series. An example of such an analysis is given
in full for Song 2. The movement in each case is from left to right ;

brackets indicate that the movement occurs only between four-note

or two-note phrases, never within a two-note phrase. For the Songs
1 6, the results of this analysis are shown in staff-notation diagrams.

Although the diagrams are never identical, there is a common pattern
of permitted steps and leaps :

No. 13

For conjunct movement, this diagram is valid for all six songs,

save that the step & to a is reversible in Song 1. For leaps, the diagram
is valid for at least five songs, but not necessarily for the same five

for each leap. It shows the essential dynamic structure of mode 1.

Clearly, f,d,a and /, are focal points towards which movement occurs ;

while g\ e, c, b and g are points to be quitted, sometimes in a specific

direction only. These are the finals and initials isolated by the analysis

of half-lines.
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A distincion between line-initials and line-finals was established

by Lewis16 in his analysis of certain purely pentatonic, and in part
melismatic, tz u melodies of the nineteenth century. In the pentatonic
series : cdfgac d 5 for example, he showed that when d is final, a and d
alternate as line-finals ;

while the line-initials in a nine-line song are :

3/ 3c Ic If Ig. His attention was first directed to the harmonic relation

ship between line-initials and line-finals by Prince Chu s remarks in the

tfueh-lu cttuan shu (1595) ;
but since all combinations of the degrees

of the pentatonic series are harmonious in the Chinese sense (c. f. the

beneficient harmony of tinkling jade pieces tuned to the pentatonic
series and hung at the girdle

17
),
what is important is surely the distinction

between line-initials and line-finals, rather than their harmonious rela

tionship . We shall return to Chinese rules for composition later.

Leaving now the detailed structure of the mode, it is convenient

to consider the types of melodic movement deducible from Songs 1 6.

In classical western contrapuntal melody as to some extent in Turco-

Arabic melody the melodic line is controlled by prohibition of leaps
of augmented or diminished intervals, of sevenths or of ninths, or of
direct conjunct movement following a leap, etc. The musical line of

the four-note phrases of these T ang melodies is evidently not controlled

by this sort of prohibition (phrases of other lengths will be dealt with

subsequently). It might be supposed that the leaps arise from gross

corruption of the text (they could not arise from simple graphic con

fusion of similar characters) ; but against the view that they are spurious
is the fact that such leaps also occur in the flute-versions of the Se Pu
and Tueh Tien, as well as in the ritual tunes of Chiang K uei. If we

analyse the movement from note to note in the four-note phrases in

terms of the nature of the steps whether conjunct or disjunct
and the direction of movement in relation to previous movement
whether direct or contrary the unexpected fact emerges that, with

two or three exceptions only, every logical alternative is realized.

This does not mean that all possible groups of four notes from the

note-series are used
;
but that the movement of the musical line at any

point does not depend on the nature of the previous movement or its

direction as such. Whether the second of the three steps in a four-note

phrase is conjunct and contrary, for instance, is unrelated to whether
the first step is disjunct ; and this is true for the third step as well.

At each point, all possibilities of movement are open ; and which move
ment actually occurs depends on factors other than the character of

previous movements as defined by the criteria : conjunct or disjunct ;

direct or contrary. The evidence for this assertion can best be presented
as a table ;

in this, the terms direct or contrary are used with respect
to the immediately preceding step, and conjunct implies a step of a

16 Levis, op. cit. p. 120.
17 Li Chi, Song 9 7&7Vw , Szii Pu Pei Yao edition : folio 9 v.
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minor or major second. Each type of movement is illustrated by the
individual song-lines listed in the column on the extreme right. The
examples have been taken in the first place from Song 2, each line of
which finds its appropriate place in the table. Illustrations of other

types of movement are taken from the rest of the songs, and no attempt
has been made to find more than a single example of each type of move
ment. The reference to a given line is in the form of three numerals

;
6.

II. 2 indicates the second stanza (II) of Song 6, and the second line
(2}&amp;lt;

of that stanza.

The three types of movement which do not occur are shown by the

asterisks in the last column. The first (conjunct, conjunct direct, disjunct

direct), though not occurring in the twelve songs, is exemplified by
the opening of the second stanza of the Hymn to the Ancestors trans

cribed by Courant from Prince Chu. 18 As we shall see, there is good
reason for its not occurring in the songs of Chu Hsi. The absence of the

second and third types (conjunct, disjunct direct, disjunct direct ;

disjunct, disjunct direct, disjunct direct) can also be plausibly explained.
What determines the fixed compass of these twelve songs ? In the

light of the ten songs of Chiang K uei, which display three modes in

several different keys, but which fall, all ten, within the compass of a
minor tenth (== 16 semitone degrees), the answer is undoubtedly that
the compass is that of the standard bell- or stone-chime of sixteen

pieces. According to the Sheng-men Yueh-chih (1766) the hand
book of ritual musical instruments, dance, etc. issued at the shrine of
Confucius the arrangement of chime was as follows :

19

d* d d* e f / g* gV

c I a$ a g* g /# /

For the Lydian note-series on /, g will be the upper limit of the mode
possible within the compass of the chime (/ being the lowest note of
the chime). The limitation suggests that other features of the song-
melodies may derive from their conception primarily in terms of a chime
of fixed range. In particular, the markedly non-vocal character of the
melodic line strongly suggests that the melodies are primarily in

strumental compositions. As Bose writes of the Hymn to Confucius ,

the melodies exhibit &quot;die strenge Kahlheit einer rein spekulativen Melo-

dik, das Ausserste an Kiinstlichkeit und Naturferne&quot;. 20

If now we approach the construction of such a song-melody from
the composer s point of view, the seeming complexity of analysis vanishes.
The rules for the composer as revealed by analysis are few and simple.
His stanza-initial may be the final or the octave above the final ; his

18
Courant, op. cit. p. 130.

19
Sheng-men Yueh-chih, folio 6 r.

20 Bose, J1

., Musikalische VolkerJcunde, Freiburg i. Br. 1953. See p. 126.
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stanza-final may be the octave of the final, but in his last stanza must
be the final itself. In a four-note phrase he has on the whole to respect
the final qualities of f,d,a and /, and the fugitive or leading note

properties of g ,
e

y c, b and g. In stanzas of a large number of lines, or

in songs of a large number of stanzas, an initial may occasionally occur
in half-line final position, approached from a final (cf. 2. IV. 5.).

The impossible movements already referred to are : (1) conjunct,
conjunct direct, disjunct direct ; such a movement is impossible with
the dynamics shown in Example 13, where ag and gf are not revers

ible. But Prince Chu s example
21 shows that this movement could

occur in other variants of mode 1 ; (2) conjunct, disjunct direct,

disjunct direct ; here too there is no point in the series (Example 13)
at which such a movement can begin and end without disturbing the
initial and final relationships. Finally, (3) disjunct, disjunct direct,

disjunct direct
;

this again is impossible in this mode ; but in Chiang
K uei s Sixth Song such a movement occurs.

We can now see the major restraints which impose order on the

seeming freedom of movement suggested by the Table. Movement in

a four-note phrase can occur in any of the logical alternatives shown
in the Table provided only that, in each half-line, movement occurs

from an initial to a final according to the permitted movements
summarized in Example 13.

Although with three exceptions all types of movement are possible,
it is clear from the analysis of Song 2, shown in the Table, that some

patterns are used more frequently than others, presumably because

they offer a larger number of melodic alternatives. They are, in partic
ular, the oscillatory types of movement with mutually compensating
contrary leaps, such as : conjunct, disjunct contrary, conjunct direct or

contrary ; and disjunct, disjunct contrary, conjunct direct or contrary.
The analysis thus far has proceeded without reference to any

previously recognised type of modal structure, or to the modal functions

recognised by the Chinese themselves. We may begin with the function

of the two pien, indicated by the term pien itself. The fourth degree of

the basic Lydian series is pien chili, becoming chih , that is, leading to

the fifth degree ; while the seventh degree is pien Icung, becoming kung ,

that is, leading to the octave of the fundamental. The question whether
the Chinese basic note-series was anciently heptatonic or pentatonic
has been hotly disputed by the Chinese themselves as early as the

sixth century A. D. As Courant has pointed out22
, the fact that the

names for the fourth and seventh degrees are not distinct (as are those

of the other degrees) in itself suggests that the pien were acquired later.

The observed tendency for the degrees & and e in Songs 1 6 to resolve

on c or a, or / or d, respectively, accords with the view of them as lead

ing or passing notes, though their observed resolution either by ascent

21 Courant, op, cit. p. 114.
22 Courant, op. cit. p. 93.
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or descent indicates that the functional analogy with leading notes must
not be pressed too far. Levis s translation of pien as side has little

justification ; and Courant s modifie does not convey the notion of
self-transformation implicit in pien this is its customary use in Taoist

texts, for example. Van Aalst23 also gives the meaning changing into

kung (or chih)\
The scheme in Example 13 shows, however, that in the complete

note-series of mode 1 the pien are not the only degrees to be treated
as passing notes ; the degrees c and g or g are treated in a similar way.
If we abstract & and e from the note-series, there remains the pentatonic
ten^-mode series. Now in purely pentatonic tunes, such as the Ritual

Hymns in Prince Chu s treatise24
,
it is clear that within the pentatonic

series itself, a pien-like function is performed by both c and g. This can
be seen in the first stanza of Song 7, and in parts of Songs 11 and 12.

In more extended purely pentatonic specimens, it can be seen that

g and c (or more generally, the second and fourth degrees of the basic

pentatonic series) are also the degrees least frequently occurring as line-

finals. Within the basic pentatonic series itself, there is evidently a

system of modal dynamics such that (for the kung-mode on /) f,d,a
and / are focal points, and g ,

c and g are points of departure.
The treatment of the pentatonic degrees as line- or sub-finals is

supported by Chu Hsi (quoted by Prince Chu25
) : &quot;If the note at the head

is the Jcung-noie, the note ending the tail will also be the Jcung-uote ;

this then is the kung-mode. If there are places midway where the beat
is arrested, there the five degrees following ancient usage are all

employed [as finals] and not only and exclusively kung
13

. Prince Chu
gives three examples. A much later compilation, the Ch in Ting Ta
Oh 9

ing Eui Tien (Statutes of theCh ing Dynasty) (1818)
26

gives a further

illuminating definition ; &quot;The two pien degrees established in each yun
(
= the basic series in one of twelve keys) are not modal initials (Mi

tiao) . The note established in the fifth degree position (chih) [that is,
c in the series with / as fundamental] also is not initial. The note
established in the sixth degree position (yu) [that is, d in the series

with/ as fundamental] is identical with the modal dominant (chu tiao)&quot;.

Two points merit comment : modal initial also implies melody initial,
so that this text informs us that there are neither modes nor melodies

beginning on the pien. Secondly, the modal dominant with which the
sixth degree is identified is defined as the note in the sixth-degree position

23 van. Aalst, J. A., Chinese Music, Shanghai 1884, p. 14.
24

Courant, op. cit. p. 103.
25

Courant, op. cit. p. 114. I have translated from Prince Chu, Yueh-
hsueli Hsin Shuo (1595) folio 18 v. Prince Chu gives the reference as Chu Hsi
Yu Lu, but the passage is not be found in the Lu (Lecture Notes) and, in fact,
occurs in the music section of the complete works. In the Yu-tsuan Chu Tzu
Ch uan Shu (1714), the passage will be found under Yiieh, Chilan 41, folio 6 v.

86
Op. cit. folio 8 v.
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two places before Jcung, the fundamental of the yun. Accordingly, the
observed conspicuous role of the sixth as line- and half-line final in the

T ang melodies here receives verbal authority. According to Han Pang-
ch tf* there existed a tradition that the initial of every mode in Ohou
times was the sixth of the basic note-series.

These references will not, on this occasion, be pursued further.

They are given only to show the extent to which the observed structure

of the six tunes in mode 1 accords with principles stated in Chinese

texts, for which illustrative material from sources earlier than the
sixteenth century has hitherto been lacking. The avoidance of the fifth

degree as melody-initial agrees with the pien-Uke use of c
;

a similar

avoidance of g would be in accordance with the tradition of Chou,28

for this is the nefast shang degree. Combining the citations, it is clear

that there is textual support for much of the observed dynamic struc

ture ; there is, however, no textual support thus far for the observed
detailed line-structure, with alternation of initial and final .

Turning now to the modal functions as revealed in Songs 7 to 12

inclusive, it is evident that they differ from those of mode 1.

Song 7 : Fair, Fair , Cry the Ospreys

(Mao 1 ; Waley 87)
No. 14

/f r r r

(1) SP / (flute).

Line-repeats : I. 1, IL 1, 5.

Stanza-finals : / / / . Line-finals: 5d 3a 3c 2/ 2/
J

Ig lg*. Half-line finals : Sd

4a 36!&amp;gt; 3c I/ lek Stanza-initials : / /* / . Line-initials : 4c 4/ 3a 2/ 2^ 16t Igr . Half-

line-initials : 6c 4c? 4eb 30 2a 1/
J

.

27 Yuan Lo Chih Yueh (1508). See Courant, op. cit. p. 107.
28 Courant, op. cit. p. 101.
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No. 15

h
:ac

No. 16

Song 8 : How the Clotli-PIant Spreads

(Mao 2; Waley 112)

,n &amp;gt;

(12 FJ d (2) * obliterated
; YT bb (3) IL / a g obliterated (4) Il/obliterated

(5) to% but flute confirms $W (6) / (flute).
Line-repeats : I. 2, H. 6

;
H. 4, in. 3,

No. 17

No. 18

A

Song 9: Thick Grows the Cocklebur

(Mao 3 ; Waley 40)

m
o
(i)

7(52



(1) SP ta
9
for t ai (2) YT omits this stanza.

Line-repeats : I. 4, IV. 2
;
H. 2, JH. 2.

The six-note lines are broken down as bed eag; aga fga; and the five-note

lines as g c def, fc def.

No. 19

Song 10: Now the Magpie had a Nest

(Mao 12
; Waley 89)

No. 20

rr r ir

?^^ r i r r r
ii

(1) SP no? for t ai .

Line-repeats : I. 2, m. 1.

Stanza-finals : f f f. Line-finals : 5c If Ig la If. Half-line finals : 5c 2/
2e\&amp;gt; Ig la Id. Stanza-initials : / / /*. Line-initials : 3/ 2c 1^ Id 16t&amp;gt; lg\ Half-line
initials: 6d 2g la l&k lo lel&amp;gt;.

No. 21

I

h

11*



Ho. 22

Song 11 : See, She Gathers White Aster

(Mao 13 ; Waley 98)

(1) jYT a; this melody is hexatonic.

Line-repeats : I. 3, III. 3.

No. 23

No. 24

Song 12: Hare We are Gathering Duckweed

(Mao 15; Waley 76)



Songs 9, 10 and 12, show clear dominance of c as subfinal
; in

Song 11, c is less important than a and d, which are of about equal
importance. In Song 8, the most frequent line-finals are g and a, while
in Song 7, d is the most important subfinal. The mode evidently embraces
a number of raga-likd variants.

The occurrence of the same notes as subfinals in both groups
with the exception of Song 8 is surely very remarkable, since in the

shang-mods (that is, the modal inversion commencing on the second

degree of a Lydian series) the position of the auxiliaries (pien) ought
theoretically to be different. Instead of the bung series : first degree,

second, third, pien, fifth, sixth, pien, first degree (8va); that is, on /,

for example :

/ g a b (= pien) c d e (~ pien) f ,

I I

the series runs : second degree, third, pien, fifth, sixth, pien, first (8va),
second (8va). For the shang-mode on wu-i (e^J this is :

& f g a ( pien) ty c d (= pien) e^ f

The observed dynamics are not at all what would be expected : a and d

(by analogy with the kung-mode) should be initials (since they are the

pien), not subfinals ; while ty and d&amp;gt; might be expected to act as sub-

finals. Clearly in spite of being classified as shang, this mode is merely
a variant of kung in which both pien are flattened (V* and &). The true

pien (a and d) are not treated as pien except to some extent in Song
10, where d sometimes resolves on c; but the example is very short and
is largely pentatonic.

When writing in the shang-mods then, the composer s practice

judging by these six examples was to treat &b and & as if they
were pien, ignoring the auxiliary nature of a and d, and forgetting that

^ is the upper octave of the fundamental of the entire wu-i system,
and f merely the modal final.

All this would seem to suggest that by the time these tunes were

composed the significance of the old classification of the modes, with

its complete set of modal inversions, had been forgotten. The names

shang and kung define note-series ;
if they ever implied those changes

in dynamics which the inversion of the pentatonic series would lead us

to expect, these implications have been obliterated. Mode 1 and mode 2

are nothing more than two versions of the kung-mode with different

auxiliaries. But if the earlier modal system seems to be in decay, there

can be no question that heptatonic construction is incompletely assimi

lated, as shown by the long stretches of purely pentatonic writing in

the twelve songs. It would seem a point of great importance then, that

as late as (or later than) the eighth century A. D., and in spite of inter-
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course with India and Central Asia, the auxiliary degrees are used
with such diffidence.

Although the pentatonic skeletons of the Icung and shang modes
are identical, once 6, e, & and ^ are removed (cf. p. 165), there is

nevertheless a profound difference between the two apart from the

flattening of 6 and e for shang tends to break into conjunct tetrachord
and pentachord (Song 10), and Tcung does not. This behaviour may be
related to the persistent dominant role of the sixth degree of the basic

series in all modes of any given system, implied in the passage from
the Ta Ch ing Hui Tien already cited (p. 160) ;

for c is the sixth degree
(yii) of the basic series starting on e^. But it must also be pointed out
that the basic note-series of heptatonic shang approximates to the

descending form of the Persian mode rast (in the ascending form the
seventh is sharpened) ; Jcung, on the other hand, is without parallel in

the Perso-Turco-Arabic system. Is it possible that an original structural

similarity namely, the role of the fifth above the initial as dominant
in shang and rast, led to a re-inforcement of the popularity of shang,

because foreign melodies in rast (or a rast-like mode) could be assimi

lated, owing to their affinities with shang?
The Lydian note-series of heptatonic kung, on the other hand,

occurs in classical and medieval Indian music ; for example, the ga
modes as defined in the Ndfyashdstrd (first centuries A. D.) and in the

Sanglta Eatnakara of Sharngadeva (thirteenth century).
29 Grosset s

account of the constitutive elements of the jdtis (the lakshanas) reads
like a summary, using Indian technical terms, of the analysis of the
T ang melodies presented here ; in particular the Indian discrimination
of initial, final, medials-phrase-finals and sub-finals, and the recognition
of a group of tonic-initials, some or all of which can act as subsidiary
finals, suggests that the technique of melodic composition in eighth-
century China may have been influenced by ideas still potent in thir

teenth century India. The greater richness of the Indian vocabulary
(as compared with the Chinese) in terms for functional elements of

melody, suggests that the analysis (and the technique of composition)
may be Indian rather than Chinese in origin.

On the other hand, if as seems reasonable the basic Chinese

pentatonic series is to be thought of as an assembly of overlapping
three-note (tritonic) structures,

30 certain degrees of the series are likely
to retain the character of passing notes, and we need not appeal to an
Indian model for the basic dynamics of the Chinese pentatonic modes.

It has been shown that a common modal dynamic unites the six

kung-m&lodies (and to some extent the six shang-melodies as well), so
that we can define the Chinese fen^-mode, for example, just as we

29
Grosset, J., Inde, in Lavignac &amp;lt; La Laurencie, ov. cit. vol. i, pp.

257-376. See p. 305 et seq.
30
Bose, op. cit. pp, 110, 111.
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can define a Turkish or Arabic maqam or an Indian rdga. Moreover,
these Chinese modes share yet another characteristic with maqam and

raga, namely, the recurrence of entire phrases (four-note phrases in

this instance) in different songs in the same mode. Thus in the kung-
tunes, the following four-note phrases occur in two or more different

songs: 6 a cd (3. IV. 2) (4. III. 3, IV. 2) (5. II. 2); fgfa(2.V. 1) (6. IV. 1)

(4. VI. 1) (5. IV. 1, III. 3) ; b c b a (3. I. 3) (4. H. 3) (6. HI. 5, V. 5) ;

/ a b a (2. I. 1) (3. II. 1) (6. II. 1) ;
c d tf f (H. 8, II. 2) (2. HI. 5)

(6. II. 6, III. 2, IV. 4) ; efg f (2. V. 5) (3. in. 4) (6. V. 2) ; f dba
(1. I. 1) (5. II. 1). (No attempt has been made to record all occurrences

of a given phrase or even all phrases recurring in this way.)
In the 5/ia^-melodies, the following phrases occur in two or more

songs ; again the list is not necessarily complete : f d & f (8. 1. 6) (7. III.

4) ; f & d c (7. IV. 1) (9. II. 1) (10. I. 2, III. 1) ; f d d&amp;gt; f (11. 1. 4) (12.
III. 4) : ty c & g (8. 1. 5.) (9. 1. 3) (10. 1. 3) ; f d c d (7. 1. 1, H. 1, HI. 1)

(11. 1. 1
) ;

a ft c d (7. IV. 3) (8. III. 4.).

It is striking to see how frequently, both in Jcung and shang, the

same phrase is used in the same position in the stanza in different songs.
In one and the same song this is also true to a large extent (see the lists

of line-repeats following each song). For example, the same fournote

phrase may tend to recur in initial, or medial or final position in a
stanza. Thus, / g f a and / & d c are initial lines in three out of four

occurrences ; f d & / is final in both its appearances ; b a c d is medial
in three out of four occurrences, and so on.

I have suggested that the sAaTzg-mode was in effect only a variant
of Jcung with two different auxiliaries. This view is supported by the
fact that a number of medial four-note phrases are common to Tcung
and shang tunes, as shown here : / a g f (6. I. 6, II. 2) (5. II. 4) (7. 1. 2)

(12. I. 4) (9. I. 4, HI. 2) ; / a g a (11. I. 3) (12. H. 1) (8. II. 4, HI. 3) ;

/ a c d (3. II. 2) (9. 1. 1) (5. IV. 4) ;
c a g f (8. III. 2) (2. H. 5) (10. II. 2)

(12. III. 2) ; cacd(Z.L 2) (7. V. 2) (9. I. 2) ; fed f (5. H. 4) (7. I. 4)

(10. I. 4).

An important implication of these three lists of stock phrases
is that both Tcung and shang tend to use purely pentatonic stock phrases
in medial positions that is, neither as initial line, nor as final line of

the last stanza. The stock of initial and final phrases in use in both modes
tends to include the functional auxiliaries, and are therefore character

istic of the particular mode. This generalization only applies to the

stock phrases, not to the structure of the ritual melodies in general.
The sequence and relative frequency of purely pentatonic phrases, and
of phrases with auxiliaries, varies from stanza to stanza and from song
to song. A song such as No. 11 with twelve four-note phrases is purely
pentatonic save for two final phrases ; while Song 2, with twenty-five
four-note phrases, exhibits one or other auxiliary in all but six of these.

In general, the modal dynamics of mode 1 show less variation in the six

songs than do those of mode 2.
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From a passage in the Music Section of Chu Hsi s works, it is

evident that he could make no sense of the description : huang-chung
cKing Jcung, defining mode and key. If the description were huang-chung
Tcung, there would be no difficulty ; this would be the usual formula

indicating that the mode is the kung-mod& of the system whose funda
mental is the pitch-pipe huang-chung (f). Huang-chung defines the key
and Jcung the mode. Now the expression huang-chung ching normally
means the octave of huang-chung the note given by a pipe of half
the length. And Chu Hsi reads huang-chung ching Jcung as : the octave
of huaTig-chung acts as Jcung (huang-chung ch ing wei hung)

** But this

seems to him preposterous, because in his view the modal final, Jcung,
must be at the bottom of the note series ;

if its octave were allowed
to take precedence, there would be confusion in the social order! He does
not refer, however, to the description of mode 2 : wu-i ching shang,
which should be read (if he is right about the first) as : the octave of
wu-i acts as shang . But such a reading is explicitly contradicted by the
note-series of this group of songs, unambiguously defined by the pitch-
pipe notation. The note-series is that of a shang-mode ; and wu-i

(d&amp;gt; )
is not shang (the final) but the fundamental of the system. Shang is

in fact huang-chung (f).
I conclude that Chu Hsi s reading is wrong, and that ch ing-kung

and ch ing-shang are specified variants of the Jcung and shang modes.
The tunes themselves show that the final degrees, Jcung and shang re

spectively, are indeed ch ing* for they occur at the top of the modal
series in ten out of the twelve songs. The fact that Chu Hsi did not

recognise ch ing-lcung and ch ing-shang as modal variants seems to me
to increase the probability that these songs are indeed of pre-Sung date.

The existence of the set of six melodies in ch ing-shang is of great
interest in view of the literary associations of what has usually been
thought of as the upper shang-mode . In an open letter to me, published
in the Pei-p ing Ching-shih Jih-pao, October 29th, 1947, Professor Yin
Fa-lu recognises five different meanings of the term cWing-shang. They
are : (1) A shang-mode transposed up a semitone. The term cKing-
shang (as well as ch ing-chih, chih being the fifth degree) occurs already
in Han Fei Tzu (third century B. 0.). [Transposition is not implied
by this text, however (L. E. R. P.).] (2) A type of music evoking a
nostalgic (

autumnal
) emotional response. This is suggested by seasonal

correlation in the Yueh-ling section of the Li Chi (ca. third century B. C.)
and also by the passage from Han Fei Tzu already mentioned. (3) A class
of melodies, recognised from Han times onwards, for a chamber-ensemble
of strings and wind and in three modes : p ing tiao, ch ing tiao and
se tiao. (4) A particular mode of this set of three, namely effing tiao,
in which shang was dominant . (5) A general term in Sui and T ang
times for old tunes in use in the Music Bureau (Yiieh-fu) under the*

31 Chu Hsi, op. et editio clt. folio 11 v.
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Southern Dynasties (i. e. Sung, Liang etc.) ; as used in the Music Section
of the T ung Tien (early ninth century). In the light of the ritual melodies

preserved by Chu Hsi, it would seem probable that a sixth meaning
can be added to Yin s list : that at some time prior to the twelfth

century, ch ing-shang was the name for a mode on the second degree
of a Lydian note-series with the final at the top of the mode. That is

to say, the qualifying ch ing does not refer, as has been supposed,
to the tessitura, but to the upper position of the final in the note-series.

This implies a special modal dynamic and suggests that at one time
the Chinese had something of the attitude to modal structure which
Middle Eastern and Indian peoples have today.

It is sometimes held32 that the nostalgic quality of shang melodies
cannot have resided in musical attributes, but was due to cosmological
associations. This may well be ;

but it is plain that the ch ing-shang
mode possessed a peculiar dynamic, as well as a characteristic note-

series ; and it is difficult to believe that the musical quality of the

rising final cadence, for example, had nothing to do with the literary
associations of ch ing-shang during so many centuries. Moreover, there
would seem to be no reason why all modes should not occur in ch ing*
forms ; we have already noted cKing-chih from Han Fei Tzuy and the

Songs exhibit Jcung as well as shang with upper finals.

The fact that no less than half the songs should be in this mode
adds weight to the view that they are indeed music of the T ang dynasty.
For cosmological reasons, the shang-mod. was not inimical to the T ang
dynasty, as it had been to the Chou, and a certain Chao Shen-yeri
is reported to have expressed the view in 720 A. D. that the shang-
mode should be added to those used in the great sacrifices.

Hsiung P eng-lai, writing in the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries,
also gives the modes of the twelve songs as : huang-chung Jcung and
wu-i shang, as if (like Chu Hsi) he no longer saw the significance of

ch ing, though he adds a note to the effect that the old score gives the

modes as huang-chung ch ing kung and wu-i ch ing shang.
It has been shown that the note-to-note movement within the

four-note phrases, each corresponding to a four-word line, consists of

a twice-repeated movement from initial to final . This segmentation
of the phrases is surely linked with the tendency of the four-word lines

of the Chinese text to split up into meaningful binomes or two-word

phrases. Without embarking on a full discussion of the matter, it is

fair to say that the first member of such a word-pair carries a different

psychological weight from the second in that, in the most general sense,
it qualifies the second member. In lines of five, six or seven words,
the placing of the words on initial or final degrees seems again to be
related to the meaningful articulation of the text. As a single example,

32 Bose, op. cit. p. 122.
33 Courant, op. cit. p. 101.
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we may take the last line of the third stanza of Song 1. The text in

Kuo-yii, with commas to mark natural breaks, runs : 1 yen lo, chia pin,
&amp;lt;chih hsin. The notes are : c d f e d g / . If commas are inserted in
accordance with the meaning, the initial-to-final movement is preserved :

.c d f, e d, g
9

/ .

On several occasions34
,
it has been suggested that the fitness

of music for words, so stressed in ancient China, was related in some
way to the inherent melodic accent (tone) of each word of the text.

There is no evidence that the tones played any part in the construction
of the ancient verses of the Shih Ching, however ; nor is it easy to see
how a one-note-to-one-word melody could be related to the tonal struc
ture of the language, inasmuch as the tone is not merely a pitch but
a neume a melodic accent. On the other hand, an unexpectedly close

parallel exists between the structure of the four-word lines and the
articulation of the musical phrases corresponding to each line of the
Terse

; the dynamics of the individual melodic phrases would seem
to be immediately related to the tendency of the verse to break into
binomial units.

While it must be remembered that the four notes constitute a
line and not a bar, there would seem nevertheless to be a sense in which
this unit of four is a measure with good and bad beats. May not the
excellence of ancient Chinese song have resided in the psychological
matching of the text with the movement of tension and relaxation in
the melody? In order to establish this point, however, a more detailed

study of the correlation of text and music in the earliest sources would
be necessary.

The principles of melodic composition as they emerge from this

analysis of the twelve songs may now be summarised as follows : (1) The
first line of the first stanza must begin on the final or its octave. (2) The
last line of the last stanza must end on the final

; medial stanzas may
^nd on the octave of the final. (3) For variety, stanzas may begin al

ternately on the final or its octave. (4) Within a stanza, the line-finals
will be chosen from the first, third, fifth, sixth or eighth degrees. These
are also the most frequent half-line finals

; but in one or other of the
six ch ing-kung songs all notes of the series may occasionally act as
subfinals, though some do so but rarely. (5) The frequency of use of
the various line-finals varies. While first and eighth degrees are relegated
for the most part to initial and final lines, the third, fifth and sixth
may occur with equal frequency or the sixth or third may dominate.
There is no evidence here that the Chinese distinguished between the
different resultant rdgas. (6) The most frequent initials in medial or
final lines are the fifth, fourth and seventh degrees in cKing-kung, or
fifth, eighth and first degrees in cKing-skang. With descending frequency,

34
Levis, op. tit. Chapter III, p. 47 ; Bose, op. cit. p. 92 et seq.
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.all notes of the series can act as initials. (7) Each, four-word line (one
note to each word) includes two phrases of two notes. Each of these

phrases involves movement between an initiar and a final ascend

ing or descending, conjunct or disjunct ; there is no instance of a repeat
ed note. (8) Subject to the movement within two two-note phrases of a

four-note line being (in general, from a note of the initial group to one

of the final group, the musical line in medial phrases is restricted only

by the compass of the standard bell- or stone-chime of sixteen semitone

degrees. (9) Repetition, independent of the text, of entire musical lines,

often in the same position in different stanzas, helps to give coherence

to the melody. (10) In cKing-lcung as in ch mg-shang there are certain

characteristic melodic formulae which can be used in any melody in

-that mode. (11) The notes of the melody never transgress the note-

series of the nominal mode.
In view of this highly organized and largely instrumentally con

ceived structure, these melodies can as little be claimed as folk songs
as their verses can be as folk poetry.

35 Nevertheless, analysis reveals

certain features which may surely be regarded as echoes of a very ancient

musical tradition, held with great tenacity. For example, in spite of

the note-series being heptatonic, the modal structure is basically penta-
tonic. Furthermore, both in ch ing-kung and ctting-shang there is a

tendency for the sixth degree of the basic series to act as dominant ;

this is in accordance with a tradition associated with the Ohou dynasty.

Again, melodies nominally in the shang-mode tend to revert to the

Jcung-mode with the same initial
;

this might be expected in view of

the great popularity of the hung-mods in China. Lastly, the four-note

phrases are surely a very ancient feature, shared with certain syllabic

folksongs of Japan and Indo-China, and with the majestic bases of

Indonesian grarae/aTz-compositions. They may be regarded as a mani

festation of that standard quaternary rhythm so typical of Chinese

melody,
36 and as such they embody an ancient folk trait.
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WERNER DANCKERT

MELODIC STYLES OF THE FINNO-UQRIC
PASTORAL PEOPLES

In making a comparative survey of the songs and instrumental airs

of the Finno-Ugric pastoral peoples, we, as a rule, meet with two basic

elements of remote antiquity (if we do not consider the recent and latest

strata of style). One of them is a melos, near to speech, so to say en

gendered by speech, of narrow to moderate compass : a recitative melos,

&quot;parlando style&quot; (Bart6k), &quot;litany type&quot; (Lach). In the Hungarian folk

song this type of melody is embodied in the ritual tunes, particularly
in dirges. They have, as a rule, a pentachordal range and consist of five

notes, so they are of diatonic structure. Szabolcsi has grouped Hungarian
carols (regos enekek) with dirges and a part of the children s songs in

a melody-class (&quot;ritual melodies&quot;) of archaic character. These airs move
within the range of a major, pentachord or hexachord, are rhythmi
cally recited but almost without ornamentation. Their structure is loose

and litany-like. Also in the older melody strata of the Estonians and
SuomiFinns, e. g. in the dirges and ru^oairs, this type is widely represent
ed. The five strings of the older Finnish Jcantele point, among others,

to a pentachordal compass and stock of note. The Estonian runo airs

confine themselves to the tetrachord (filled out diatonically). The re

citative melos of narrow to medium range fills up the Ob-Ugric dirges

too; it appears (besides other elements) also in the heroic lays and bear song.

Opposed to this relatively narrow recitative melodies, stands a

tensely rhythmicized, measured melos with isometric lines, a type of

stanza-melody of a generally wider compass. The older forms of this

second type, called &quot;Central Asian&quot; by Szabolcsi, often show pentatonic
scales without semitones or at least pentatonic &quot;outlines&quot;. Already
Bartok, who considers pentatony as a characteristic of the &quot;old style&quot;

of Hungarian folk-music, thinks of a relation with the pentatonic mel

odies of the Tartars and the Cheremiss. Kodaly says : the four-line

melody stanza of the Cheremiss is formed through the repetition of the

first two lines in the lower fifth. The transposition however is not achiev

ed quite so schematically as that : the two zones of tonal range are not

quite equivalent. In any case the zonal arrangement is structurally
characteristic often to such an extent that each of the two superposed
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tonal ranges carries its own pentatonic system with itself. One may then-

speak of the interlocking of two pentatonic systems with a common,
central stock.

The latter is connected with the peculiar zonal structure which
can be most clearly distinguished in the music of Turkic peoples, as the

Kazan-Tatars, Mishers, the West-Siberian Tatars and the Kirghizes :

the total range of notes consists of two superposed zones. These tonal
zones are either completely separated, or more frequently have a common
central note ; often, especially in the case of zones having a wide compass,
they overlap and so have several central notes in common. The zones

may appear as tetra-, penta-, hexa- and heptachords. They may have
a span of an octave or even more. The melody of this &quot;two-zone melos&quot;

is distinctly descending.
I first coined the term &quot;two-zone melos&quot; in two musical-ethno

logical essays in 1937. 1
&quot;Terrace-type&quot; has also been suggested, as men

tioned by Lach in his publication of 1952. This expression, however,
can hardly be recommended

;
it would be far more adequate for certain

descending North-American Indian melodies of wide compass and
extension interrupting the descent at certain intervals by pul
sation or by the repetitions of a note. In the two-zone melos, however,,
the distinguishing mark is dualism, i. e. the temporal sequence and the
confrontation of two sharply demarcated tonal zones. There are, of course,
certain (mainly Turco-Tatar) melodies of this kind which, after a per
functory analysis, give the impression that the descent is performed
not in two, but in three or four phases. On closer analysis, however, two
large zones can generally be detected as decisive structural marks.

The wide-ranging two-zone melos is evidently the style of a com
paratively more recent Asiatic pastoral stratum, that of the equestrian
peoples ; the nomadic cattle-breeders. This style is most distinctly
expressed with the Turkic peoples free from Islamic influence. The two-
zone melos is not quite so sharply marked with the Mongols. Frequently
they still compose in a more spacious compass, not so briefly and ration

ally as the Turkic peoples. Their melodies are in general more flour

ishing, frequently also more melismatic, cantabUe: all these are traits

that, to my mind, can be traced to the millenary cultural relations,
partly even symbiosis, with the Chinese great culture.

The occurrence of the split two-zone melody typo in North-Chiueso
songs cannot mean that it was indigenous in China. On the contrary, it is

the strong influence ofpastoral elements, to be observed also in other re

spects in Northern China, that manifests itself here.
Both groups of pastoral peoples, Mongols as well as Turks have

certainly borrowed anhemitonic pentatony from the Chinese
; yet not

1
Mmikwssenschaft und Kulturkreislehre, in Anthropos vol. xxxii, 1937,

1 ff. Musikethnologische Erschliessung der Kulturkreise, in Mitteilungen d.

Anthropol. Gesellschaft in Wien, vol. Ixvii, 1937, 52 ff.
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all pentatonic modes, just a few of them. Most probably it was from
China that a strong stimulus came towards rational rhythm and perio

dicity though hardly from the chime-like oscillating Old-Chinese hymns
consisting of long notes, but probably from different melody types of
more recent style which also show a marked two-bar or four-bar perio

dicity.
Anhemitonic pentatony was, to my opinion, originally the musical

realm of a highly developed agriculture? That it has been faithfully

preserved in China up to the present, in spite of the always renewed

pressure of the heptatonic scale, may be ascribed, on the one hand, to

the survival of the old agricultural basis ; on the other hand, to the

deliberate fixation, in fact, canonization in which.Confucianism may have

played a role, as suggested by Hermann Schneider. 3

Pentatony was by no means originally pastoral. As I have already

suggested in my book Das europdische Vollcslied* it was probably borrow
ed comparatively recently by the cattle-breeding peoples. It is charac

teristic that Chinese musical tradition speaks at different times of seven-

note scales or heptatonic instruments brought to China by the invading

pastoral tribes from the West or North West. In the mythic-religious

symbolism of the herdsmen it is the number seven and not the number
five that is strikingly predominant.

5 The early music of the Mongols,
and Turkic peoples must have been seven-note diatonic much rather

than pentatonic. The melodies of European bark-trumpets also points
to heptatonic scales. The bark-trumpet, however, which is known to

have been carried along as a relic by the Maoris from New Zealand, is

undisputedly a leading instrument of the older pastoral culture.

It is also striking that a great number of Turkic melodies are not

of purely pentatonic structure, but half diatonic (frequently in the high

notes), half pentatonic (in the low notes). In others as already mentioned,
two different anhemitonic zones interlock : here it becomes manifest

that pentatony represents so to say an instrument only, and not a closed

tonal system, as is usual with the agricultural civilization.

The split style, the confrontation of two melody zones cannot be
traced back to Chinese models. Chinese melodies of the most different

ages show, as a rule, precisely a uniform centralized conception of tonal

range, despite their extensiveness. The split tonal range is not and has

never been, as far as we can see, a Chinese peculiarity. Nor can it be

expected that the original, archaic forms of Chinese melody-building

2 See my essay : A Felhangnelkuli Pentatonia Eredete (The Origin of

Anhemitonic Pentatony), in EmUkkonyv Koddly Zoltdn hatvanadik szuletesnapjdra

(Treatises in Honour of Zoltan Kod&ly s 60th Birthday), Budapest 1943, pp.
9-18.

3 Die Kulturleistunqen der Menschheit, vol. i, Leipzig 1927, p. 649 ff.

4 Berlin 1939, p. 354 note 2.
5 Friedrich v. Andrian-Werburg, Die Siebenzahl im Geistesleben der Volker;

Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Wien 1915, p. 359 ff.
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should have been preserved in the Mongolian melopoeia.
6 True enough,

the Chinese melopoeia had received stimuli from the steppe peoples ;

yet we do not know whether the symmetrical period-structure belongs
to them. The splitting of the tonal range, however, seems to me positively
a characteristic mode of expression of the herdsmen. This pastoral or
Central-Asian split style is undoubtedly connected with the cosmological
dualism which these herdsmen of later stamp profess. In the splitting of
the tonal range, as well as in the rational and stressed rhythm in the
music of the Turkic peoples, impulses of power, domination and sub
mission are displayed. The extensiveness of the compass, the strongly
stressed descent and the splitting of the tonal range may be considered
the original characteristics of this recent pastoral style embodied to an
extreme degree in the Turkic peoples.

7

The split style adopted by the Finno-Ugric pastoral peoples
has undergone considerable changes. It can be felt that the melodic

range of the Finno-Ugrians had originally been more restricted, that
the melodic action is much more strongly bound to a centre in the tonal

range. Thus the adopted two-zone melos often shows moderation in

splitting. The comprehensive unity remains noticeable. Often an inter
mediate nuclear second, less frequently a nuclear third, forms the centre
of the compass.

The following Cheremiss maid s song Pleasure in Beautiful Clothes,
still shows clearly in its descent, in its rhythmically pointed, hammered
low-pitched final, the two-zone model. But the central bars circum
scribe, over and over again, the centre of the compass, the nuclear
second A1 G1

. Thereby the antagonism of the cadence notes A1 and
G1

, which are so prominent in many Turkic melodies, are softened.
The nuclear second is the centre and axis of the whole. A circumscribing,
back-reaching, oscillating type of movement is opposed to the descending
tendency of melodic conduct. Therefore the two zones C2 A1 G1 and
A1 G1 E1 D1

appear, after all, as secondary formations. On the
rhythmical level the change of time :

(proximity to speech).

4
/4

3
/4 ,

shows a parlando effect

*, T T .

QAccording to D. Bartha, Neue ungarische Literatur zur vergleichenden
Me&odieforachung, m Acta Musicologica vol. viii, 1936, p. 49.

7
Compare this interpretation, with my review of B. Lachs Publikation

von Gesangen turJctatarischer Stammc, in Die Musikforschung, vol. vii, pp. 499-502.
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Lach, 1929, p. 25, no. 16.

The structural formulae after the melodies here quoted indicate

melodic-zonal relations in a condensed manner. The signs have

following meaning :

I

r

L,

A

melodically realized steps of fifth

latent relations of fifth, to be felt only as a frame

realized fourths

frame-fourths

latent affinity by fourths of minor grade

nuclear second or nuclear third

&quot;T* tonic

^-s * two zones

, . real steps of third

- s latent relations of third

^ real semitone steps

s - latent semitone relations

Different lengths of the scale notes signify the estimation

of their value or rank in the whole.

The Mordvine songs published by Vaisanen (Helsinki 1948) show

an almost exclusively circumscribing melos, having for the most part

a narrow to medium compass (third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, rarely

more), among them, strangely enough, can be found many songs without

semitones : e. g. tritonic airs in the compass of a fourth, tetratomc

airs within the range of a fifth, pentatonic melodies in the hexachord,

etc Thus anhemitony appears here in a very loose connection with the

two-zone melos. The occasionally recurring hypothesis, that we have

to do here with the bichordal or trichordal prototypes in the -evolution

to pentatony, seems to me absolutely untenable. If such evolutions

exist we must look for them elsewhere, eventually in the music of the

12
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ancient agricultural civilization. The anhemitonic tri- and tetratonic
melodies of the Mordvines, however, are to be conceived altogether as a
synthesis of Old-Finnish narrow melodies and of extensive pentatony
brought from the East. To put it in a formula : it is not a question
of evolution, but of involution, regression, reduction. A parallel to this
is the reduction of compass which can be often observed in the trans-
fonnation of Russian songs and dances when adopted by the Mordvines.

Structural formulae of some Mordvine melodies (Vaisanen 1948) :

No. 17, Wedding lament Nos. 1821, Dirges

No. 23, Dirg No. 62, Nuptial song

The Ob-Ugrians, Vogules and Ostyaks, occupy a special position
also from a musical point of view.

The circumscribing, centered &quot;parlando melos&quot; in speech proximity
is, here too, a pikce de resistance; it appears narrow, of medium width as
well as extensive in all forms. But also other traits become prominent
which are not specifically Finno-Ugric, but seem generally North-
Asiatic. The most striking is perhaps the peculiar flickering, fluctuating
agitation. This often appears as a vibrato in a single sustained note and
is even more conspicuous in trill-like tremolandos in seconds or minor
thirds. This unsteadiness of melodic structure, characterizing a consider
able number of melodies, is due to the fact that the tonal range lacks
a scale-like, modal frame (mostly so, perhaps in the bear songs and the
melodies of dramatized bear performances). Nevertheless one cannot
speak of tonal uncertainty (Vaisanen), for the tonal centre (tonic, final)
can always be felt. The movements within the tonal range are usually
condensed around a nuclear second, less often around a nuclear third.
This is the case in the example to follow.

F1
tonic-final, G1 confinal or counter-cadence note ; both notes

together form the central nuclear second. Each of these two intermediate
notes, both F1

, and G1
however, attracts a lower semitone E1 and F1

.

To the confinal G1
is added the supertonic and topnote A1

, connected
with the low note E1

by a latent fourth-relation. Compare construction
formula.
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Performance at a Vogule Bear Festival

Vaisanen, 1937, no. 58.

The same nuclear second -with, the same added subsemitones appear
in this example :

Performance~at a Vogule Bear Festival

i -
.

Vaisanen, 1937. no. 72.

But another low note D1 is added to it (as lower fourth of the

tonic G1
), as well as the upper fifth D2 of the tonic. It is characteristic

that the division of the pentachordal upper space D2 G1 is variable :

it is divided either by the major third B1
,
or the minor third

12* 179



We have to content ourselves with these few examples. Vaisanen s

publication offers a great many melodies similarly constructed, having
either a narrower or wider compass and stock of notes. In all melodies
of this type besides some fixed frame-notes, other variable tones will be
found ;

sometimes the exchangeable notes are limited to variants of a

&quot;quarter- tone&quot; only.
Melodies of non-modal type with partly &quot;variable&quot; filling notes,

exist also elsewhere: in the East, in the Old-Scandinavian &quot;Skaldmelos
3 *

having survived especially in Norway, also in the old strata of the Mora
vian song. But the variability of the Ob-Ugric melos is of a specific
kind. It should not be confused with the accidental wavering of intonation
of untalented singers. Here we have most probably to do with an ancient

phenomenon of North Asiatic style.

Middendorf noted by ear a GiliaTc tune :

Giliak Tune

H. Schurtz, Urgeschichte der Kultur, Leipzig Wien 1900, p. 516.

It comprises a complete tetrachord, containing besides the pre
dominant major third also the minor third, in a pronouncedly chromatic
way. On all main notes the singer develops either swift or slow, rhythmic
shakes. According to the description of the recorder he (the singer)
trilled, besides a guttural shake, also a nasal falsetto shake. Quite typical
examples of the vibrating performance of the Palaeo-Siberians were
contained in the songs of the Oroches or Amur-Tunguses, taken down by
Rudel. 9 I have the intention of publishing a preserved rendering of one
of the pieces at another place in the near future. A Samoyed soothsayer s

8 1 refer to my study : Die dltesten Spuren germanischer Volk&musik, in
Zeitacimjt fur Volkskunde, vol. 48, Berlin 1939, pp. 137 180,

9
Phonograms of the Berliner Lautarchiv, destroyed during the war.
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song (Vaisanen 1937, no. 167) condenses this form of movement entirely
into a chromatics as revealed by the structural formula :

The melodic vibration, fluctuation, quivering, shake-like circum

scription may be explained first of all as the expression of a peculiarly
constituted psychical situation. It is the arctic unsteadiness which often

extends over the Sub-Arctic, the expression of primitive life that mani
fests itself, among others, also in the well-known bird-costume of the
shaman and in his &quot;rides&quot; to the upper and lower realm of ghosts.

Already Grabner10
emphasized the &quot;boundlessness&quot; of the &quot;all-

animated&quot; world as conceived by the Arctic peoples, of a world lacking

aggressiveness. Grabner speaks of the &quot;defensive&quot; or passive character

of the Arctic languages. In this early strata man had no &quot;master s re

lation&quot; to animals. On the contrary : &quot;no doubt, the animal had once
been generally considered by the North-Asiatics to be far superior to

man.&quot;
11

The frequent occurrence of the fluctuating type of melody, not
bound by any fixed diatonic scale in the bear songs of the Vogules and
the Ostyaks as well as in the performances at the bear festivals, can only
confirm our opinion that we have to do with a phenomenon of the earliest

times. From the Lapps to the Ainus, as is generally known, bear cult

and brear songs appear as archaisms. The few preserved bear songs
of the Lapps

12
certainly have a different structure, more defined in

rhythm and compass (semitoneless tetratony), than those of the Vogules.

According to the state of things, I should not regard the flickering-

vibrating element of so many Ob-Ugric songs as an original property
of the Pinno-Ugric circle. I should rather see in it a later acquisition
of the Ugrians driven to the North, a formation of contact brought
about by a longer intercourse with the Palaeo-Asiatic neighbours. But
we must not forget that opposed to this vibrating, unsteady movement
there is a permanent tendency towards the centre realized above all in

the tonic and the nuclear second. Also the extensive melodies of the

Ob-Ugrians, in which most probably later foreign influences are reflected,

are regularly &quot;centered&quot;. In this, however, the ancient psychical legacy
of this ethnic group is always revealed anew.

10 Das Weltbild der Primitiven, Mlinchen 1924, pp. 98, 102.
11 Hans Findeisen, Nordasien, in H. Bernatzik, Die Qrosse Volkerkunde,

vol. 11, Leipzig 1939, p. 62.
12 Karl Tir6n, Die lappische Volksmusik, Stockholm 1942, p. 90, nos. 5 and 6.
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WALTER WIORA

OLDER THAN PENTATONY

Two- to Four-Note Scales in the Music of Ancient Europe
and of Primitive Peoples

The first volume of Corpus Musicae Popularis Hungaricae, this

comprehensive work dedicated to the memory of B61a Bart6k who had
such a large share in it, quotes several tunes of the simplest pattern ;

children s songs consisting of but a small number of notes. But even

many of the songs connected with calendar customs, published in the

second volume, have a compass not exceeding two to four notes. Melodies

using less than five notes are to be found among the folk songs of

almost every European country, though, mostly among in those sung to

children s games or to calendar customs, or else surviving in remote re

gions unaffected by international routes. Such tunes were currently sung,
e. g. inGotschee, this one-time island of the German language in Slovenian

surroundings. Let us compare, for instance, the following songs
1 both

having the word &quot; carnival (Fassang, Voshog) at the beginning.j jg

No. 1

a) Hungarian carnival song

Fas-sang, fas- sang

b) German carnival song. Qottschee. Slowly var.

*
Du zing rlong r Vo - shog . . .

How to interpret such melodies in tonality ? Are they
^

sections

of five- or seven-note scales like the three-note song in Rousseau s lyrical

1 Sources : la. Bart6k-Koddly, vol. ii, no. 71. - b. Deutsches Volkslied-

archiv A 110091, published in Moser, p. 207.
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drama Devin du village, or do they represent self-contained scales

where the limitation to two, three, or four notes is an essential charac
teristic ?

In West-European theory of music and its developed forms we
find, besides the seven- and twelve-note scales, pentatony at best.

Patterns of children s songs such as so la so mi (re) are said to be essen

tially pentatonic, meaning that they are not self-contained scales but
sections of other scales. Thus, from the historical angle they should be
considered either reductions or primitive forms that have not yet attained

independence, as compared to the complete form evolution was striving
after. In the latter interpretation they cannot be regarded as, let us

say, a complete three-storey building, but only as a five-storey one
under construction, with only three storeys linished. This conception
seems even more odd if pentatony were supposed to have been arisen

from theoretical considerations: the first persons singing in pentalony
should have constructed their scale first, joining perfect fifths and

reflecting the steps so obtained within the frame of an octave. In this

manner, how could children s and primitive peoples music be under
stood psychologically ? Was the circle of fifths actually at the origin ?

Was the pentatonic scale at the origin ?

Not only theorists, however, but also students of musical folklore
often referred tunes consisting of a few notes to five- or seven-note
scales. Thus, one of the famous musicologists includes the two- and
three-note tunes of North-East Europe in pentatony. I have read in
an unpublished treatise that several Bulgarian melodies of a narrow
compass do not belong to any definite mode, since at least six or seven

degrees are required to speak definitely of modes. And such kinds of

prejudices are responsible for the fact that in collections of folk songs
key signatures are recorded in the form of degrees which do not occur
at all in the tune. Thus, e. g. the otherwise reputable V. R. Dordevic
interprets a two-note tune of F and G as embracing a section of an
P-minor scale with the other steps not occurring in the tune forming
an imaginary background.

2

No.

a) Serbian

In fact similar two-note tunes may be found outside Europe,
too, thus for instance, among Fuegians, in rituals of initiation.3

2
Bordevid, vol. ii, no. 300.

3 Hornbostel (5), no. 3.
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Such tunes could hardly be recorded as sections of A-minor or

A-major. But even to-day there are globe-trotters who talk of the

melancholic &quot;scales in minor&quot; of dark-faced singers, and even such a

superior mind as Carl Stumpf happened to analyze once an Indian tune

in the following manner : &quot;Theme I : F-sharp and G-flat major all

along, using only four steps.&quot;
4 His controversy with Oilman in 1892

is still instructive as regards method. Both were wide off the mark :

Oilman, out of pure empirism, failed to bring into relief the melodic

stucture intended by the singers, and, thereby, the musical essence of

the song. On the other hand, Stumpf, though trying to grasp it, failed

to recognize the scale system used by Indians and measured them

against European categories. He fought against the erroneous con

ception of constructing a new scale whenever a note is omitted from

a mode underlying a melody. E. g. the song &quot;Kommt ein Vogel geflogeri

he says is in major and not in a scale of six notes. Nonetheless

he arrived at another erroneous conclusion : he generalized such cases

from the realm of the major scale extending them to exotic styles far

off this scope ; alleging the entire treasury of Indian melodies published

by Oilman to be classified &quot;without exceptions among seven- and

five-note major and minor scales&quot;.

But slowly dawn began to break upon the trackless woods of preju
dices and there appeared a growing comprehension towards the peculiar
character of sub-pentatonic modes. Persistent research has revealed their

prevalence in the music of many peoples, especially of most primitive

tribes, and also in Europe : with Finno-Ugric and Baltic peoples, in

Bulgaria, on the Balkans, a great treasure of such melodies is available

for comparative studies.5 This may serve to overcome prejudices rooted

in the western systems as well as the evolutionism of Rowbotham and

Lach who regarded the one-, two-, three-, and more-note systems as

corresponding to successive historical periods : they alleged music to

have consisted of one note, then of two, and so on. C. Stumpf, E. M. von

Hornbostel and other authorities of the Berlin circle tried to discover

the &quot;primitive forms of the scale&quot; in the typology of primitive melodies.6

B. Szabolcsi sketched the course of evolution, beginning with the modu
lation of the voice, through the different forms of two- and three-note

4 Stumpf (2), pp. 122 et seq.
5 For instance, Lach s collections (see esp. 1/2, pp. 106 et seq.); Vaisanen,

Launis, Tampere, Stoin, DordevicS, Rihtman, 2ganec, etc.
6 Hornbostel (1), p. 23; Schneider (1), pp. 145 et seq.; Sachs, pp. 30 et

seq.; etc.
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melodies to pentatony. W. Danckert speaks of three- and four-note
scales, and, surveying the narrow-ranged melodies of different European
peoples, interprets the basic forms of the tonal system in the sense of
Kulturlcreislehre.1 In his attempt to understand the original forms
of tonal function, Z. Estreicher falls back on the two-note melodies,
particularly Eskimoes. B. A. Kremenliev stresses the independence
and archaism of the few-note scales in South-East Europe.

8 I have
pointed out myself on several occasions the existence of such keys.

9

But it was Briloiu first of all who, after a thorough study of a rich

material, called attention to three systems preceding pentatony, to wit

tetratony, tritony and bitony.
10 Besides this paper pointing far ahead,

it was particularly R. Lachmann11 who drew a parallel between the
music of primitive peoples and that of Europe when he stated that the
formula G A G E in children s songs was equally usual in working and
cradle songs of women on all the continents (see Ex. no. 10).

It is odd that this significant initiative should not have been followed

up until now, when further research in this line would be obvious.
But it would be the task of one branch of research to bring to fruition
the germs of well done preliminary work.

The issue raised has a systematic and a historical aspect.
1. To what extent do two- to four-note melodies have underlying

modes of their own, different from other, say, five-note scales ? To what
extent are these modes self-contained entities with characteristic structural

properties (&quot;Pragnante Gestaltsqualitaten&quot;) , and in what do they differ
from the sections of, say, the major or Dorian scale. In what sense do
they &quot;underlie&quot; singing and how do they &quot;exist&quot; in opposition to scales

logically defined in theory and optically represented on instrument ?

2. Which of the two- to four-note scales reach back as primitive
modes into the early days of music, as far as the age preceding the
great civilizations ? Which are older than pentatony ? Which belong
to the ancient European music preceding the Ars Musica of Western
Europe and how has the latter affected it in the course of time ?

As regards methods, we face the task ol attaining a comprehen
sive grasp of the material

; in their systematized catalogue the musical
department of the Deutsches Volksliedarchiv (German Archives of
Polk Songs) have already begun to set up a systematic compilation of
such melodies originating from Europe or other continents. What matters
is, without indulging in conjectures with regard to the pattern of evolu
tion, a thorough analyzis of the material and of variant formation which

7 Danckert (3), p. 200; (1), pp. 79 et seq.; etc.
8
Kremenliev, p. 53; see also Bart6k-Lord, p. 52.
Wiora (1), pp. 60 et seq., 23 et seq., 35 et seq.; (3), p. 155, etc.

10
Brailoiu, p. 370 et seq.

11 See P- 8
j

cf. also Werner, Chapter on the extensive congruity between
the keys underlying the singing of &quot;small children and low-cultured primitive
peoples&quot; (p. 74).

*
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may furnish information as to the psychological aspect of tonal forms.

Further studies should be devoted to the currency of such modes and

&quot;comparative&quot;
12 studies of the different characteristics should establish

their age and origin. This would lay the foundation to the first chapter
of the general history of keys both in Europe and on other continents.

The following brief contribution is meant to be a survey of basic

modes, and, with respect to Lachmann s statement quoted above,
the comparison of European and primitive peoples melodies. I am,
of course, far from believing that it is always &quot;the same melody&quot; which

appears here and there having wandered from continent to continent ;

such a supposition would be nonsensical. The same stock of notes may
be embedded in different styles ; the identity of what can be recorded

does not mean the perfect identity of the relevant phenomena. Strange
coincidences may sometimes be explained by affinities of civilization as,

e. g. y between Indians and Eskimoes, but more often can they be ex

plained polygenetically : elementary musical ideas of mankind may have

cropped up on different points of our globe without any historical

connexion. It is the same in other fields of life, where in similar conditions

some elementary forms are always generated anew. In lack of other

evidence conclusions as to affinity of civilizations or historical correla

tions cannot be drawn solely on the ground of formal likeness between

primitive formations. The likeness in form of European primitive music
and the primitive music of other continents, however, throws a light

upon the similitudes inherent in human nature and the fundament of

music. At the same time it is a touchstone of our problem, namely to

what extent are we allowed to interpret European melodies consisting
of a small number of notes as rudiments of five- and seven-note modes,
or else as originating from more ancient, primitive modes.

The adjacent degress of a &quot;scale&quot; are situated at intervals of a

step or a leap from each other. &quot;Thirds&quot; are in an intermediate position
between the two, looking alternately like long steps or short leaps.

Scales built up of steps are called, according to the number of steps,

bi-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, or hexacAor^c modes. Those, on the other hand,
that consist of leap-intervals, or where leaps and steps alternate, are

called bi-, tri-, tetra-, or pentaforac.
Tunes built on a few notes are not necessarily of a narrow compass ;

if the intervals are large, the gamut willbe large even with a small number

12 It will be well to stress the meaning of this word in terms such as

&quot;comparative&quot; musicology, linguistics, study of religions. Is comparative lin

guistics with its methodological inferences, e. g. concerning Primitive Indo-

European, something quite different from the study of the individual primitive

peoples? Same is true of the difference between the method of &quot;comparative

musicology&quot; and the field of &quot;ethnonrusicology (of primitive peoples)&quot;. See also

Wiora (2) ; (4) ; (5).
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of notes, particularly when the steps are repeated in other octaves, as
it is the case with fanfare melodies (&quot;Durchlaufende Fanfarenmelodik&quot; ,

M. Schneider). Narrow melodies have often a rather close compass
while the compass of melodies covering a wider space is alternating ;

the voice moves within varying amplitudes. In this sense one may speak
of dose or open scales besides short and long scales.

In primitive music the leaps are mostly successive consonances
or intended as such, in the sense of significant relations, even when
the pitch vacillates. Steps, on the contrary, before becoming intervals

distinctly heard in differentiated systems, i. e. small seconds,
13 are

merely approximative &quot;seconds
*

or &quot;thirds&quot;. The difference between
shorter or longer steps, is still of purport and has an influence on
the formation of

&quot;keys&quot;.

The &quot;scale&quot; or, more generally, the tonal stock is the inventory
of occurring notes. The

&quot;key&quot; indicates, in addition to this, also the
tonal structure, that is the distribution of the different accents between
the steps, the position of the final and so on. The keys possess struc
tural properties of their own such as the harmonic differentiation or
the equilibrium in the play of tonal forces. These can not be expressed
in pure scales, but in structural formulae as those of Hornbostel, and
by means of characteristic phrases.

1. From Bichord to TetrachordL Our 2nd example is a bichordic
tune having two notes at an interval of one step. The next example
differs from it in the span between the steps being shorter. 14

No. 3

a) Indian, British Columbia

b) Algeria

^c) Bulgaria

13 For explanation cf. Collaer, p. 10 et seq.
&quot;Sources: 3a. Abraham -Honnbostel (1), no. 34 (=174 with drum

accompaniment in 3/4) ; b. Bart6k-Lord, p. 54
; c. Stoin, no. 4000 (pitch there :

. . .).
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In the dance music no. 3a and in the nuptial song no. 36 the span
is uncertainly larger than a small second, in the Bulgarian dance tune
however, it appears as an intentional semitone. Here the limitation
of the whole tune to two steps appears to be rather deliberate in connec
tion with a delicate rhythm and within the range of an idiom, where
chromatics have a character of usual, intentional restriction. With
regard to its likeness to 3a and 36 it seems that we have here an ancient

type altered under later influence.

The duality of pitch, rising and falling by one step, is in primitive
music obviously related to accent. &quot;The singer gives way to the natural

tendency to sharpen ot flatten the note simultaneously as it grows
weaker or stronger.&quot;

15 It is more natural to change the level in such a
manner than to maintain it, that is to repeat a note continuously from

beginning to end of a song. It this sense two-note melodies (bichord)
is more primitive than one-note singing (i. e. in a unaltered pitch), in

the way as the smaller difference of voices in a &quot;choir for one voice&quot;

is more primitive than perfect unison.

Already two-note singing produces embryonic &quot;keys&quot; depending on
the ,, second&quot; being minor or major and whether singing ends on the
lower or the upper note. The upper note corresponds to the raising or

stressing of the voice or expresses impetus.
16 It is further influenced by

the primitive forms of melodic movement : recitative repercussion,
17

regular oscillation between the two notes,
18 a song-like flat curve,

19 the
differentiation in open and close cadences,

20 etc.

The primitive phenomenon of middle position is first encountered
in the trichord : a central note is surrounded by a lower and an upper
note. Its importance as centre is stressed when it figures as tonic, as

in the tunes of the healing song and of the Christmas carol21 (no.4a).

No. 4

a) Tierra del Fuego

15 Hornbostel (5), p. 68.
16 E. g. Baud Bovy, vol. ii, p. 247

; Moser, p. 221.
17 E. g. in der Gand, p. 196, no. 3.
18 E. g. Lachmann, p. 8 (Cradle Song Wedda) ;

in der Gand, p. 197, no. 4.
19 E. g. Launis, no. 50

; Stoin, no. 394.
20 E. g. Stoin, nos. 68, 3903, etc.
21 Hornbostel (5), no. 40

; Bortfevic, vol. i, no. 217 (F#. . .) Cf. also the

Hungarian Song on Whitsuntide in Bart6k Koddly, vol. ii, p. 189.
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The tonic of the trichord, both with primitive peoples
22 and in

Europe, is more frequent in the lower than in the middle position, and
rare in the upper.

23 The trichord is fully symmetric when the middle
note is surrounded by two identical intervals, as in Ex. no. 4. This and
the next example show the same movement of tune, a flat curve but
with a wide and a narrow third : a herald of the later contrast
between major and minor.24

No. 5

a) Wedda, Ceylon b) Serbia

s
In Ex. no. 6a this formula-like undulation is enlarged by a small

sequence and a casually touched fourth note. A European parallel to

this is found in the tune of a hymn intoned in the upper bichord and
bringing the two lower notes as ornamental augmentation only in the
cadence.25

No. 6

a) Tierra del Fuego

m
b) Bulgaria

var.

Tonal and structural functions in music are conditioned by each
other, consequently their development must have been interdependent.
Differentiation in whole and half finals means both. This is apparent
in bichordic26 and still more markedly in trichordic melodies.27

22
Sachs, p. 42.

..

23 ESPP1

,?
8 : Wiora (1), p. 38

; Vaisanen (2), nos. 7 and 8
; Canteloube,

vol. 11, p. 273
; Coussemaker, no. cl.

24
Wertheimer, p. 308; DorCtevic, vol. ii, p. 232 (D ...).25 Hornbostel (5), no. 23

; Stoin, no. 251.
26
Sachs, p. 34 et seq. ; and our Ex. no. 2.

2
Bose, no. 2

; Dortfevid, vol. ii, no. 212 (E. . .).
- See also Schneider (5),

no. 10
; Densmore (1), no. 34 ; cf. Stoin, no. 3939 with Bieman, p. 107.
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No. 7

a) Uitoto, Columbia

b) Serbia

The succession bichord-trichord-tetrachord is not a pure &quot;adding

up of notes one at a time&quot;, but it brings forth further primitive features
of music. First of all, four notes in the same direction give the
impression of a linear expansion of the compass : the melodic line which
should be distinguished from the pre-melodic line of the sliding voice.
At the same time a consonance, the fourth, appears as a support and a
frame. The voice having risen to the fourth, reaches a pitch harmoni
cally affiliated to the starting note. This relation constitutes a kind of
bracket enclosing the intermediary notes and forms a kind of entity
of the four notes. Our example Sa clearly shows the two levels tonally
affiliated, and in bar 2 we find the bridge between them. In the French
refrain the four-note descent is followed by a three-note undulation,
whereas the Good-Friday Song from Gottschee interrupts and repeats
the descent (C B A C B A G B A G).

28

No. 8

a) Indian, British Columbia

b) France, I3th c.

c)~^Gottschee. Very slowly

f hh. m
28 Abraham -Hornbostel (5), no. 19 (159), with drum accompaniment-

Gennrich, p. 166 ; Deutsches Volksliedarchiv A 109, 576.
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A far greater variety of keys is inherent in the tetrachord than

in two- or three-note systems. In the possible distribution of whole and

semitones we can detect the germs of the different octave types of the

do re, mi, fa modest In the material at my disposal the final is more

frequently on the lowest note than on the second, seldom on the third

and quite rarely on the upper note.&quot; Tetraohords with tritone and chro-

matte formations are naturally also rare. Tetrachordic tunes in two

lines with half or complete cadence were fundamental in Europe.&quot;*

The frequency of tetrachordic melodies in South-East Europe makes

us think of correlations with Ancient Greece.

2. From Bitony to Tetratony. Between the expressly &quot;chordic&quot;

and &quot;tonic&quot; modes are those defined by the third. The small calling

third, generally sung in the upper position, is current all over the world.

The lower note figures as closing note in the majority of such cases.

In Ex no. 9a, a signal used for calling home the bear, this note is only

superficially touched upon, while in Ex. 96. and c. a dance and a

rain song, it is accentuated. In example Qd, on the contrary, a

ritual introductory and closing formula, and in example 9e, a swinging

children s song, the accent and the final are in a higher
^

No. 9

a) Vogule, Russia b) Indian, British Columbia

e) Hungary

29 Cf. also Riemann, p. 34 el seq.
30 Likewise in Abraham - Hornbostel (1), p. 293 et seq.
31 E. g. Deutsche Volkslieder, vol. ii, p. 237; Wiora (4), p. 20 et seq;

Abraham -Hornbostel (2), p. 261, no. 8; Grove, vol. iv, p. 6276; Gennrich,

p. 173
; Vetterl, p. 196, no. 84, etc.
32 Sources : 9a. Vaisanen (1), p. 219, no. 138 (the pitch is given as Cff) ;

b. Abraham -Hornbostel (1), no. 25 (165, D. . .
) ;

c. Schneider (3), no. 12 (C. . .
) ;

d. Hornbostel (3), vol. ii, p. 3
;

e. Bart6k Kod&ly, vol. i, p. 389.
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The small calling third and its completion to trichord D C B33

are joined by the three-note forms of steps and thirds, known to every
body from children s sing-songs. The &quot;Laterne, Laterne&quot; type, quoted
by Robert Lachmann, is sung by working women (a) and by a chorus
in canon (b) as done by our children (c and d).^

No. 10

a) Indian, Brazil b) Semang, Malacca

p

c) Sardinia Cologne

^^ pT

Forms F EfC and A F E are, of course rare but G E D35
is rather

frequent. A different structure appears, however, with the same
stock of notes, as soon as the third in the leap is displaced by a

fourth, e. g. A G C G36
. The same applies to the later significant

37 series

D* C J D A, as against C D C J

A. It was sung in a strikingly similar
form as an independent call in Central-Africa on the Pangwe &quot;Feast

ofthe Soul&quot; and in a German relict area to the beating of discs at solstice38 .

This shows that forms considered by some authors as the properties
f the West, are also Ancestral possessions of other^continents.

b) German, Carpathians

33 E. g. Hornbostel (5), no. 41
; SuSil, no. 2176 ; for Westfal. shepherds

call see Moser, p. 94.
34 Sources : 10a, Hornbostel (4), no. 19

; 6. Kolinski, p. 618, no. 6 (G. . .) ;

c. Fara, p. 90, no. 17 (F*...); d- Erk-B6hme, no. 1842 (D ...).
35 E. g. Abraham -Hornbostel (1), p. 299, no. 9

; Lach, vol. i/2, p. 42, no.
42

; Vaisanen (1), p. 32
; Vetterl, p. 56 ; etc.

36 Conform. e t g. in Loorits, no. 168B and 2ganec, no. 16.
37
Maerker, p. 90 et seq.

88 Hornbostel (3), p. 343, no. 6; Jungbauer Hornstrich, no. 23.
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Both here and in the following patterns, a characteristic conso

nance, the fourth or the fifth, has a structure-shaping value, figuring
not merely as a backbone, as in the tetrachord, but also as a leap. Conso
nances must not be conceived as having originally been simultaneously
concordant and later successive notes, but as numerically conditioned

qualitative relations, which are equally original in melodies and in

polyphony. They are &quot;harmonic tonal relations which prevail by
their pregnancy against non-harmonic ones as, e. g. a right angle against
angles of 80 or 100 .

39
Only in this sense, and not in the sense of dis

joined or broken chords, can we speak of the principle of consonance, of
sense for harmony and of triadic melodies with primitive peoples. The
kind of melodies consisting exclusively or mainly of consonant leaps
and melodic common chords prevails, as well known, among such prim
itive tribes as Pygmies in Central Africa and New Guinea

; by no
means is this melodies born in a roundabout way of intersecting the
succession of steps by frame consonances, and still less by the indirect
means of breaking originally simultaneous chords.

.^

Singing in fourth is explicitly bitonic in the following healing
song (a) and wedding song (6).

40

No. 12

a) Indian, Tierra del Fuego

b) Bulgaria

n
a 7Pe ar recitatives the tone makes a leap of a fourth

the repercussive note, or alternate between two levels&quot; In yodles*
2

to and f i S ngS like the one below ^ note oscillates c/sw ngs

No. 13

a) Chuvash, Russia

39 For basic considerations see Metzger.40 Hornbostel (5), no. 39; Stoin, no. 636
41 See Wiora (1), p. 23 et seq.
42 E. g. Hombostel (2), p. 53.
43

Lach, vol. i/4, p. 62, no. xvii/7 (C instead of 2/4) ; 2ganec, no. la.
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Bitonic singing in fifth is found, e. #., in old bear rituals of Lap
landers and Ostyaks

44
. In sixths, like a pendulum, rings the Lapp song

To the cow, similarly to the French herdsman s air : Va, chien, va !

Arrete la vache!^
In primitive &quot;triadic melodies&quot; fourths and fifths are similarly

frequent leaps. Here fifths were certainly not formed by building thirds

one above the other, as if these should have the precedence. Such an
air may have a broad movement46

,
but it may be cosily narrow and

agreeable as in cradle songs.
Schneider distinguishes &quot;durchlaufende&quot; and oscillating fanfars47 .

The fact, that the oldest triadic melodies in the folk songs of the Western
world can be traced back far beyond the accordics of modern times is

demonstrated by such parallels, as the two shepherd s calls lia and 6,

or the two children s songs 14c and e.
48

No. 14

a) Lapland b) Liineburger Pleide c) Flores

d) Solomon Islands

In other surroundings such formations may sometimes arise that

are reminiscent of wind melodies of medieval programmatic pieces, such

as the Kuhhorn**

&quot; See Wiora (4), p. 11, no. 5.
mm

*5 Tiren, no. 246, Canteloube, vol. n, p. 266.

*&amp;gt; E. g. Kunst (1), no. 137 ; (3), p. 29.

*8 Sols
61

*

Ha TireS p. 179, no. 415; 6. Deutsches Volkslied, vol. xviii,

r, 7 bodied high G) o. Kunst (1), p. 105, no. 134; d. Hornbostel (2), no. 5 ;

?iart6k-Kolly, vol. i, p. 491. Of. also Wiora (1), p. 35 et sea.

49 Kurosawa, p. 5; Mayer - Rietsch, p. &amp;lt;^4.
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Milnch of Slazburg (about 1400J

r
J Ji J

rf

Remarkably rare are series of one-way consonant leaps, forming
together a dissonance, e. g.

5Q two fourths E A D
, the more frequent

are, on the other hand, sequences consisting of a leap and a step. As

against the agreeable, smooth circling within the common chord, they
often ring sharp and angular (Ex. nos. 20 and 21), in other cases they
figure as a filling to the triadic movement only modifying their

character (Ex. no. 18). Between these two kinds are ranged those in

which fourth-accented and third- or fifth-accented motives follow

each other, e. g.
51

ILfe;

No. 16

a) Smith Sund Eskimoes

Here too, one and the same scale offers the possibility of different
&quot;modes&quot;. Thus, for instance, the scale G A B D is not necessarily to be
looked upon as a tendency toward G major ;

the same notes may con
stitute the following backbone for a melody : A B A G/A I) A52

It is better suited to the general character of the realm of sounds, and
is more natural and frequent, that the wider intervals should be ranged
deeper and the smaller ones higher ; hence the distances decrease up
wards and increase downwards. Thus, e. g. the scale G F E occurs
seldom, while the sequence B A G D, known from the children s song,

50 E. g. Stoin, no. 578
; Dordevic, vol. ii, no. 534.

&quot;Leden, no. 19; Hensel, p. 3 et seq. (B...).52
Stoin, no. 198.
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the more frequently ; which is illustrated in a ritual dance and a pastoral
call53 :

No. 17

a) Indian, British Columbia b) France, Bresse. Several times

Forms BAG and G D can also be imagined as a link between
two motives. The two appear first jointly and than separately in the

example
54 below :

No. 18

a)

b) Oottschee

OJ
lf

J
&amp;lt;M^

frame of fifths with the minor third and without second
underlies further four-note formations

; these differ according to the

size and weight of the fourth. Let us compare a Russian song, the

famous nuptial air sung by the drunken Varlaam in Mussorgsky s

Boris Godunov55
,
with the children s song (196), with a lyrical song (c)

and with the song about the snake as regards the key.

No. 19

a) Indian, British Columbia 6^) Cheremiss, Eussia

f n f nmi
o) NfrtJ&amp;gt;-East Russia

53 Abraham Hornbostel (1), no. 3 (142, E&quot;. . .) ; Canteloube, vol. iii, p.
298.

54 Kurosawa, p. 5; Deutsches Volksliedarchiv A 110,136 (Landsch. Vldr,

24, p. 74).
55 Sources: 19o. Abraham Hornbostel (1), no. 14 (E&quot;..., with drum

accompaniment) ;
b. Lach, vol. i/3, p. 36, no. 73 ; c. Pan6ff, p. 10

;
d. Schneider

(5), no. 9.
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d) Mato Grcsso Indians, Brazil

A great many structures are possible with the gamut G C D or
D G A. If the lowest note is a tonic, the fifth is either overstressed56

or else is only the surpassing of the prevailing note, of the dominant
in a broader sense. 57

No, 20

a) Menominee Indians, Wisconsin (USA) b) Lapland

c) Serbia

But even the uppermost
58 or the middle degree may become a

stressed final and thereby a tonic. If, in the latter case, the nethermost
note is touched but lightly, then the scale, in fact, looks like a bichordic
one with a single escapade into the lower fourth. And how different is

the impression produced by the tune of a Russian nuptial song, from
which 0. Brailoiu has drawn his conclusions ! As in the collation of all
melodies similar in form, let us, here too, give the same attention to
both differences and similitudes :

No. 21

b) Bulgaria

ii, no.

198

66 E. g. D C D G (Tir&i, no. 87).

33??&amp;lt;r

r

)

e (2) n0 26 (C* ; Tir&1 P - 180
&amp;gt;

no &quot;

58 E. g. Stoin, nos. 342, 967, 2177.
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The octave D G A D yields a particularly symmetric form, as

e. g. in the following recitative from a religious play. Such a limitation

to the central second and the three simplest numerical ratios or conso
nances (1:2:3:4) appear like a native rock of tones. The broadness
and significance of the formation stand even more in relief in the parallel

case, where the upper D is less stressed and the lower D is missing.

No. 22

a) Abruzzi

b) Bulgaria

r-a * * j

3. Unessential Augmentation by Secondary and Auxiliary Notes. The
forms here discussedmay also be surrounded or interwoven with secondary
notes. These consist of vocally uncertain incursions, such as cries and

glissandos, and of accessory incidental notes, which neither belong to

the scale in question, nor transform it into some other scale any more
than pien-tones transform pentatony. But these are not mere filling

notes, but swinging, flinging and other alien notes, as in the following

example
59

:

No. 23

Bulgaria

In this and other cases the voice leaping high may hit, instead of
the desired octave, a neighbouring note; yet it seems that sometimes the

concluding note is either deliberately not the tonic or is a note utterly
alien to the gamut : having for some time moved within the same circle of

tones, the singer finally leaps out of it. Beside the repose on the final

note, the stressed cadence, the stopping at an arbitrary spot of the

circling, or other cases. Such flights or deviations seem to be another
basic form in concluding a tune.

59 Stoin, no. 923. See also nos. 162, 290, 577, 584, 626, 672, 903, 925, 926, etc.
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If, in this manner, the occurring pitches are not only counted,
but weighed, and the auxiliary notes discounted, several melodies,
built apparently on five or more degrees, will turn out to be fundamen

tally only two- or four-note tunes. Thus, for instance, the magic dance
of the Eskimoes in Brailoiu s collection60 is not fully pentatonic, but

generally remains within a trichord and deviates only from time to time
to an alien upper or lower note. The same applies to the interrelation

of two- and four-note stocks. E. g. a long song in 68 &quot;bars&quot; deviates

from the E G third but in three instances passing transitorily to A.61

In his lectures von Hornbostel stressed the point that a great number
of Weddan, Fuegian, and other songs were, in fact, merely bitonic

though they here and there happen to touch upon two other notes.

The number of notes within a gamut is, as a matter of fact, not
increased by intoning a note now somewhat higher, now somewhat lower,

though the varying span of an interval may change the number of de

grees within the octave62
. If the pitches intoned are measured in cents,

the number of different cent values obtained may often be very high,
while the number of &quot;degrees

1

conceived still remains very small.

It is a somewhat different case when a regular change, an alter

nation between the adjacent degrees, develops
63

.

No. 24

a) Indian, British Columbia

The confrontation, however, brings into evidence also the contrast
between the oscillating span of certain small intervals and their subtle

change, such as has developed in the middle and great civilizations of
the ancient Near-East and Europe

64
.

Finally, let us mention the intermediate forms of the keys discussed
and the oscillation between them (e. g. the transposition of the tonic
to another note). The primitive and early forms of modulation and of
the alternation of major and minor can be detected in the melodies
of few notes.

60 Collection Universelle, 6/1.
&quot;Schneider (6), no. 7.
62 Hornbostel (1), p. 19.
63 Abraham Hornbostel (1), no. 33, p. 305; Bortfevi6, vol. ii, no. 559.
64 Of. also the problem raised by W. Danckert (p. 81 et seq.) by adopting

a changing-leading note tonality in the North-European heroic lays.
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4. Unessential Expansion by Transposition. In the foregoing it has
been supposed that the motive and its inherent key are maintained
on an absolute pitch ; each degree until the end of the song is related

more or less strictly to the absolute initial pitch. In opposition to pitch-
consistent melodies, in non-consistent melodies a motive is repeated,

together with its tonal stucture, in another position (shifting of a motive,

transposition, sequence), or two motives of different position or
&quot;key

*

follow each other.

In the first case of non-consistent melodies it is not the key that

changes, but it is the motive, together with its tonal structure that is

sung in different pitches. In what we would call &quot;ladder melodies&quot; the

song does not consist of as many degrees as absolute pitches are heard,
but a motive of a few notes is heard in a higher, or lower, or still lower

pitch, until the voice rises upwards and transposes the motive again
several times65 ; it is repeated in space as it is done in time. The move
ment of such melodies is wide, but its &quot;compass

1

is actually not wide,
if we mean the range of the motive. The primitive singer transposes his

motive along the pre-musical, the apeiron of his voice, and by no means
in an organized periodic system, as a European coloratura singer would

do, singing a series of notes in sequences through several octaves. The
former s voice would move, as on a slide, and not as on the spiral stairs

of the octave system, even if this glitters through like an unrealized

background. In this sense the number of actual degrees is generally
small, even in wide ladder melodies.

In the second case we have a succession of two motives in different

tonal orders. The song goes on for some time, e. g. according to the formula

GAGE, and is closed with the fourth leap G C : as in the following
Indian dance and the children s round: &quot;Nix in der Grube&quot;*

6
.

No. 25

a) Indian, British Columbia

b) Saxony and Silesia Shouting

In case the singer has pentatony or a major scale in mind, he

will first confine himself to the bottom part of this wide gamut,

65 E. g. Hornbostel (1), p. 18 et seq.
66 Sources : 25a. Abraham - Hornbostel (1), no. 20 (160, E. . .) ; b. Erk-

Bohme, no. 1891.
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leaving the completing section of flight until the end. In another inter

pretation, however, two motives of simple structure are joined, but no

tonal connexion takes place, and the C, as the common fundamental

note of both motives, is not felt as predominant from beginning to end.

The primitive manner of joining the lines involves the joining of their

keys. At the beginning the two systems of few notes stood separately,

they were not yet summed up in a higher system of relations.

Our survey is far from being sufficient to give a definite answer

to all the problems raised, but our references to other works and the

considerations in this paper have helped us to arrive at some general
conclusions.

It is evident that the modes here discussed cannot be deduced
from pentatonic, major, minor, or ecclesiastic scales. They were

widespread for a long time among primitive peoples, while the modes

comprising more degrees, developed in middle and great civilizations,

remained alien to them. They possess certain properties with regard
to the succession of intervals, the melodic pattern and the structural

features, which other scales lack. 67
But, despite this primitiveness

and insignificance, they do not appear as unfinished or fragmentary,
or as if could not be understood without the help of other, perfect modes.

Tetrachord, fanfare-like singing on the &quot;common chord&quot;, the joining
of the central second and consonances, and other forms appear as in

dependent, significant structures. In the Gestaltlehre?* they are ex

cellent systems, possessing their own &quot;essence&quot;. These are the elemen

tary &quot;ideas&quot; of tonal order, and as such, may be compared to the elemen

tary figures of geometry and ornamentation.

In order to be able to grasp their original meaning and value,

they should be compared not only to later tonal system but also to

pre-musical tones and sounds, against which they must have prevailed
as the early forms of music proper. It is prejudice to allege that the

primitive singer was not interested in defined steps and their system.
A trend in this sense was surely evoked by those currents of the stone

age, which turned toward fixing and abstraction, toward custom and
rite in the different domains of the mind. It may be that historic ante
cedents of music were defined by stimuli similar to those that developed
cubic-geometric primitive shapes in early art. Primitive forms of music
have probably been discovered in the same spirit and probably often
in religious rapture, like the original forms of the visible world by
Promethean creators.

One of the pioneers in examining the question of the sense in which
the singing of primitive peoples follows keys, was von Hornbostel, yet the

67 Of. Brailoiu on tetratony etc. loc. cit.
68 For basic considerations see Metzger, pp. 221, 316 et passim.
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pages in his study on Melody and Scale opening up new vistas in

musicology should be critically separated from those influenced by
the musical conception of the age of Debussy and the impressionists.
Primitive &quot;vocal music&quot; is not implicitly &quot;scaleless&quot;, but is founded
on scales or succession of notes (&quot;tone-rows&quot;)

69 in a broader sense.

The latter, however, are far less rationalized than scales of higher civili

zations based on theory and instruments, they allow of uncertain intervals,
are less self-assertive and are adhered to less consciously and strictly.
The primitive singer does not regard them as given patterns, as we do.

They are customs inherent in the melodic formulae ; being present in

the practice of melodies not as theoretically conscious scales, but rather
as customary tonalities ; and this is the precondition without which it

could not be discovered by the scholar of our days as an &quot;empirical law&quot;.

Accordingly, the successions of notes as used in a given civilization do
not form a system like in ours. When we make music or listen to it, we
have the keyboard, the tonal system, the totality of our scales in

our minds ; these make up the area on which we move ; and of

the whole tonal area which we realize in its entity, we let now one
now another ring out. In ancient singing, on the contrary, the

dividing line between notes and the system imagined against it existed

but in the kernel. The usual systems or the &quot;succession of notes used&quot;

in this singing are actually scales, i. e. keys, but in a broader sense,

of which we must exclude everything that is added to it by the music
of great civilizations.

Of course, it would be biased to emphasize only the differences

between ancient and later forms ;
those carried the germs of many things

that flourished only at a later period. This is why such stuctures, as

e. g., the patterns known from children s songs, could later be considered

as sections of the major scale, pentatony, or ecclesiastical modes.

These germs, however, were not only reinterpreted but also re-formed.

In the majority of cases the melodies in few notes of the Balkans do not

represent unaltered primitive forms, but forms that had been subject
to the refining influence of later music. Though children s songs and

European folk songs have preserved some traces of the ancient forms,

most of these residues have not remained intact
; they have been in

fluenced by new forces, i. e. the musical art of ancient and western

peoples, and by the later styles of folk music itself.

The old age of scales discussed here is already evident from the

distribution of their places of origin ;
from their frequency, their rarity,

or their absence in certain places. In Europe they have been recorded,

in general, only in relict areas and in connection with children s songs,
or with old texts and customs, within epic songs, for instance, only as

one-line melodies and as old types of tunes covering a short stanza.

They survive more vigorously in the traditions of savage peoples, partic-

69 Hornbostel in Samml. Vergl. Musikw. vol. i, p. 366.
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ularly among the more primitive tribes. They are, obviously, more
ancient than pentatony. They belong to the most ancient kind of tonal

systems known to us, and, what is more, to the most ancient that ever

existed; this can be inferred by systematical considerations, without

taking into account the parallels drawn between prehistory and earliest

childhood. They are evidences of the origin of music following the

pre-musical sound, and this alone imparts to them a special importance
in the history of music. Moreover, their influence lends them an addi

tional importance, since they continue to live in the archaic layers of

Eastern and Western ritual songs and have developed into systems of

five and more degrees.
And no less essential for musicology are these successions of notes.

The rudiments of music are reflected here in a more original form than
in recent children s and folk songs. Ancient forms, that were to

become blocks and backbones, shine here in the archaic purity of their

origin. More convincingly than by generalizing the properties of modern
music, can we recognize through them the nature of the tonal Logos.
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LAJOS BARDOS

NATURAL TONAL SYSTEMS

In the course of investigating the primitive forms of folk music
it has long been realized that, on the most diverse parts of the globe,
the same or very closely related melodic elements can be found which
seem to be completely independent of either race, age or place :

No. 1

a) Vedic melody

Felber K 60, p. 30 b) Hungarian MI 918

Vais. 92

* Finnish KI 7 ej Russian

Rimsky 46 /j Hungarian
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g) Switzerland, Eomansh A: Ear. p. 159 h) Chinese

and so on, almost infinitely. We find major seconds and minor thirds,

and also their sum, the perfect fourth, irrespective of their different

functions in the tonal system. It is this fact we have in mind when we

select the final G to connect the melodies instead of grouping them

according to their common stock of notes.

But why are the minor third and the whole tone the basic melodic

elements ?

They may be interpreted as the remnants of a common melodic

property originating from times immemorial, as suggested^
for in

stance, by the Chinese Central-Asian Hungarian relationships (see

above examples h and i). But even if this were indeed the case, we could

still ask ivhy this common &quot;legacy&quot;
is restricted to these very elements?

And how to account for its extraordinary persistence for survival?

Or would it be proper to assume a causal genetic affinity between the

musical instincts of an Indian woman of Brazil, a Gregorian chanter

and a German child of our days?

No. 2

&amp;lt;*) Greg. (Gloria XV) LUp.57

b) Brazil v.d. Steinen c) German Lewalter 106 (MI p. 856)

Would the overtones provide the answer? True enough, we may
find the minor third (5 : 6) and the major second (8:9, 9 : 10) among
them,but the ternion of the children s songs is too high and far in the

range of the overtones (15 : 18 : 20) to suggest acoustical reasons for

its predominant part in primitive melodies. If natural melodies were
rooted in the overtones alone as is, indeed, the development of the
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European sense for harmony,
2

leaps of octaves, fifths, fourths and

major thirds should prevail. In reality, however, we find most frequently

major seconds and minor thirds. But why?
These problems I have for several decades been endeavouring to

solve. And I have found the answer in the course of a long roundabout
train of thoughts.

The long roundabout. It is a well known fact that the simplest
and clearest way of explaining pentatony is to denote it as a five-member

sequence of fifths (marked hereunder as 5):

No. 3

Similarly, diatony is to be regarded as a seven-member sequence

of fifths :

No. 4

An idea inevitably suggests itself : what if we investigate the

further part of the closed series of fifths?

Eexatony (6 system). The first to be investigated in this connection

is the hexatony of fifths ranging between the five-note system (5)

and the seven-note system (7). The notes in pentatony can be completed

in two ways : by adding either the lower, or the higher fifth :

No. 5

In both cases we obtain the major hexachord, as well as an explanation
as to the origin of the unusual popularity and naturalness of this group.
Iti? obvious that six notes can in no other way enter into a more natural

2
&amp;lt;7/.

S&ndor Kovdcs, Zeneeszt&ikai probttmdk (Aesthetical Problems in

Music), Budapest 1911, p. 11 ff.
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relationship, provided we assume the criterion of this relationship to-

be the perfect fifth acoustically regarded as a primary phenomenon. In
children s songs the major hexachord3 is, indeed, derived from pentatony
under our very eyes :

No. 6

MI. 253

MI.254

This conception is corroborated by the historical development of

European composed music as well. It is the feeling for the hexa

chord that between the primitive pentatonic strata of the Grego
rian chants and the more developed seven-note diatonic melodies

gives rise to the greatest number of the most diverse modal melodies:

No. 7

LU,p.58

Ho

b) (Missa X)

san- na in ex - eel - sis.

LU, p.45

Ag-nus De- i, qui tol-lis pec-ca-ta mundi, mi- se- re- re no- bis.

cj (antiphona) LU, p.308

Be-ne- di-ctus Do-mi - nus susceptor me- us et li - be - ra-tor me-us.

d) (antiphona) ^^ _ LU,p.256

m
Al - Ie - lu -

]a, al - Ie - lu -
ja, al - Ic - lu -

ja

8
&quot;Part of the hexachordal melodies seem to have come from pentatony . . .&quot;,.

&quot;... the note fa in our hexachordal melodies may be a late newcomer.&quot; Kodaly,,
Die ungarische Volksmusik, Budapest 1956, p. 81.
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This fact is reflected in the old theory of music as well. For a
considerable length of time musical thinking moved in hexachords,
and not along octave scales. Even as late as the age of harmonic-
functional diatony interwoven with chromatics, the &quot;closest related
six notes&quot; still formed a compact group. Eight out of the 24 major
fugues of Bach s Well-Tempered Clavier, i. e. exactly a third of the

total, have major hexachord themes. (It should be noted that both
volumes begin with a fugue of this type).

The major hexachord, as an independent and complete tonal

system, involves much more than a six-note major scale
; it has a highly

variable tonal stock yielding the most diverse types of melodies according
to modality, principal notes, a compass and final note (see also Ex. no. 7)

No. 8

o = finalis)

We rarely realize that this series of notes has inversions as well

which can be regarded as different modes or different &quot;sections&quot; of

the 6 system :

No. 9

a) Estonian Kishonti 1.32

cJHung. K3-Y 52

K3-V3M
c\

ejHung. K3-V240
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Diatony (7 system). It is a common occurrence both in Gregorian
music and in the Palestrina style (where the hexachord theme is followed

by a fifth-answer in another key) that while the basic musical theme
is still maintained in the 6 system, the juxtaposition of two hexachords
related by fifths produces full diatony. Thus, we are, so to say, half

way between the 6and 7systems as can frequently be seen in Hungarian
folk songs, even in those of the latest style :

No. 10

a) Old-Hungarian K3
-V35

b) Hung.
P:94,38

PP
_pent. + pien = hexachord upper fifth answer

* -

u
growth-ringsn can readily be detected: the basic theme,

the first line of melody essentially comprises five notes which completed
by a ptera-tone produce hexatony. The complete seven-note scale is
obtained only by the addition of the lines. Consequently the stock of
notes is the following:

IVo. 11

5 + 1 = 6

Genuine diatony is obtained only when both p&w-tones (fa, ti)are well established.
J

Ultradiatony. The investigation of hexatony leads to the recognition of the fact that pentatony, hexachord, and diatony represent
originally successive phases in the development of the tonal stock.
And we may inquire whether this will be the trend in further development

Octatony (8 system). Theoretically the next step can be made in
two ways again:
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No. 12

-.0.
TT-

ta

D i a fc o n y

fi

Indeed the most natural eight-note scale is obtained by adding
ta (B^) or fi (J?*) to a diatony. All of the eight-note melodies of the

Gregorian chant,
4 still in use, belong to this type (according to traditions

they are always denoted by B^ F C G D A B B). The same
phenomenon is to be observed in Hungarian folk songs. When a diatonic

melody is coloured by an eighth note, this is in most cases either ta or /*.

Since this octatony of fifths can be considered a sum of two diatonic

systems related by fifths, the notes in such melodies will consist of two

coupled diatonic modes related by fifths. Instead of the many examples
at our disposal, only a few characteristic types are given hereunder.
For the sake of better illustration, they are quoted in the Gregorian
B B!&amp;gt; system :

No, 13

o) Lydian + Major

m m
K3-V 254

^
b) Major + Mixolydian P:94,5

4 If in the course of time further alterations cropped up in the plainsong,

it is characteristic that they have always been reduced to the eight-note system

by a common sense for tonality. The theory of fifths as applied in our investiga

tions does not claim to be suitable for explaining every possible musical phenomenon
but can be used to account for the most general and most natural ones.
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e) Aeolian + Phrygian r- 3-V46

Since we have, so far, found no Hungarian example
5 for the coupling

of the Phrygian and Locrian modes, let a Gregorian melody illustrate it :

No. 14

0/fert. Cum esset LU,p.l685

The feeling of the octatony can, however, be traced not only in the
succession of notes, i. e. in melody, but also in their simultaneity, i. e.

in harmony. When the organum in fifths is built upon a diatonic melody,
the fifths sung in accompaniment complete the stock by the fifth of tf,
i. e. by fi to form an eight-note scale. This form still survives in the
folkloric duets of Iceland :

No. 15

Icelandic folkloric duet Leifs 25

Enneatony (9 system). The development outlined so far follows
a straight line. If B and Bb of the basic melody alternate, the octatony
described above turns into a nine-note series by means of the answer
in fifth.

No. 16

5 The only melody of this typo CBNJ. p. 318) so far registered has come
from an error committed by the smger : the last lino of the melody came off one
fifth higher. This is another proof of the priority of the fifth. Why does not a
folk song singer slide away a semitone and why does he not switch over into a key
related to the original one by a third?
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Is it a mere coincidence that this type is so common among the
nine-note Hungarian folk songs? Although these altered notes do have
different tonal functions, they can readily be recorded with the nine-note

stock Bi&amp;gt; F G D A E B F* :

No. 17

Hungarian

Decatony (10 system). In medieval organums the tenth member

of the column of fifths appears sporadically at first taen more and

more frequently either as an 6
(the upper fourth or lower fifth of

B&amp;gt;)

or as (as a consonant of F). Hungarian folk songs, preferring in

their basic construction even nowadays five-, six-, and seven-note

systems, do not reach this degree as a rule. Nevertheless, the above

type is the most common among the few melodies known so far.

e Husman, Die drei- und vierstimmige Notre Dame Organa, Leipzig 1940,

pp. 20 and 25.
7 Husman, op. c&. note on p. 104.
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No. 18

Hungarian

The modal structure of this melody could be explained in two

ways :

o. 19

Dorian : fa do so re la mi
Aeolian : do so re ki mi ti

ti jfi

Hendecatony (11 system). This is another important step in the

development of our composed music. Palestrina s whole musical realm

is based on a closed eleven-note system.
8

No. 20

Hungarian folk songs do not go as far as that, except for one or

two extremely intricate melodies :
9

8 Neither single ma (JEty nor ri (D#) causes any break in the entity and

completeness of the style. See Jeppesen, Des Palestrina$til und die Dis#onanz f

Leipzig 1925, p. 23.
9 Indebted to Bela Avasi.
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No. 21

Hungarian

The stock of notes of this melody corresponds exactly to that-

of Palestrina s (transposed Dorian) :

Dodecatony
10 andPolytony. Though the series of fifths was expanded

with extraordinary audacity by Cipriano de Rore, Gesualdo, Monteverdi,
and others, the prevailing &quot;natural&quot; musical feeling was definitely
unable to perform a saltus in natura of this size. The basic musical feeling
still preferred diatony for a long time to come, and the use of chromatics

remained rather restricted. Then the introduction of equal tempera
ment opened up almost unlimited possibilities for enriching the stock
of notes. The written notes in the Well-Tempered Clavier covers a seriea

of fifths consisting of as many as 28 (!) members :

No. 23

**-

10 The main theme of Kod&ly s Dances from Marosazek is a twelve-note
folk tune. It is not a vocal but an instrumental melody.
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Nevertheless, disregarding the changing notes even the

great Vienna classics, as a rule, confined themselves, in constructing
their harmonies, to applying a functional fifteen-note system adding
to diatony four members upwards and four members downwards :

No. 24

in C major

15

The discovery of sa (G^) and li (A*) and of many others was a case

for the Romanticists like Chopin, Liszt, andWagner, and was later followed

by the total dissolution of the crystal of fifths in the dodecaphony of

Schonberg and others.

The great disappointment. Having found the stock of notes to have

developed by the addition of fifths from pentatony into polytony both

in European music and in Hungarian folk song (and certainly in

other areas as well), we felt tempted to account for the prepentatonic

or infrapentatonic phenomena by including them in this logical sequence.

For the monotonous recitation and the first four phases our working

hypothesis has yielded the following patterns :

No. 25

And here our laboriously constructed and seemingly flawless

castle of fifths was suddenly shaken to its very foundation. The facts

contradicted the theory.

Infrapentatony. Though perfect fourths can often be heard in two-
note singsongs and folk song lines :

No. 26



c) Arumanian Car. 92 d) Spanish Botsf. H, 250

e) Hungarian K3-V 340 f) Hung. MI, 344

HrrrrrlrJy^

g) Hungarian MI, 886 /^ Hung. K -V 125

$=fcm-

^j Hungarian MI, 782 Jlfari (Cheremiss) K : Bic. IV, 151

yrrrr ifJ r
if

the fifth, which can be regarded acoustically as primary, is astonish

ingly rare :

No. 27

LU,p.l02 b) LU,p.262

Hung.

lectio Isai - ae pro-phe
- tae De- o gra-ti-as

&quot;

MI 823 d)Hwng.Night-watchman*s S.

BNJ p.684 e) Arumanian n 112:
-Car. 104

01*1*0 I * tf 9 &amp;lt;
*
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In the available two-note material, instead of the above-mentioned
intervals11, it is the major second that prevails :

No, 28

Vais. 23

K3-V 152 /0^w?7.

i
K3-V 122

as well as the minor third:

No. 29

Greg. c) Vogulc Vais. 138 rfj Hww^. MI 506

+ m
Glo- ri - a ti - bi Do-mi - no

11 These statements are based upon the investigations of some 10,500
melodies. Valuable assistance was rendered by my pupils, Maria Katanics, Lajos
Munkacsy and Margit T6th in the investigation of the Gregorian melodies of the
Liber Usualis.
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e) Arumanian Car.lOl

/,) Indian A:Enf.p.llI

Though among the three-note systems the tritony of fifths (3
C

system) is more frequent :

No. 30

French A : Appr. p. 8. c^ J?^^?n. Oltenia Breazul, p. 3-t

Hung. Moldavia D:96,31 e
/*
Melanesian

K5.IV,6
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even its inversion :

No. 31

a) Hebrew, Seder Tune

K-Sz.133 b) Hung. MI, 154

3-mal

Car.Vfr

and the perfect fourth, construction also occurs, though less often :

No. 32

a) Hopi Indian, USA
Lach:uauup.(5

rf^ &-i&4

b) Hung.

Hung. Rum. ZLII,p.410 rfj Hung.Croatl
B:N,7&amp;lt;)

000
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Yet, the dominating types are not these but the &quot;ternion of child

ren s songs , specified in the introduction (see nos. 1 and 2), and its

reflection, the &quot;psalmodic ternion&quot; :

No. 33

I
a) Initium psalmodiae (Greg.)

LU,p.ll4-ll7

.^ Tonus 2
, finalis gl Ton.3, in.(Antiph.) di Ton.8, fin. f 1

b) Bashkir Fab6 0) Hung. K -V, 122

d) Greg, (Lfcaniae) LU, p. 756 e) Hungarian K3
-V, 49

B:EC 7Ic

KI 20
. K3-V 78 * Finnish

. K : m, 70 m) Chinese
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b) Hung. Children s Song MI. 92 c) Hung. MI

Jardanyi 9 e) Vogule

:RC 18

Quintal tetratony (4 system) occurs quite frequently in four-note
melodies :

No. 35

a) Greg.(Gloriabuntur. . .)
LU,p.l508

6; Finnish IE 34 CJ Hww^. Sebesty^n 1
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d)Hung. MI 1111 e)Hung.

g) Hung. K3-V 178 k) Chmese

i
Sz:Chl2 ZLH,p.66

7-maI
1

we come across even its inversions

No. 36

&j Arumcmian

i
Car. 100

c^ Hung. K3-V 392

e) Hung. KG : Orm. 14 B :

p
15 225



g) Mari (Cheremiss) KH 620 h) Chinese SzrCh 10

nevertheless the recitative quaternion is equally frequent, if not
more so :

No. 37

f\ t&amp;gt;J Greg. (Gloria XV) LU,p.58

K 5. 111,5 d) Javanese

K8
-Vp. 17 ; Rumanian



and here we have its symmetrical reflection, the quaternion of

overtones which can still be accounted for by acoustical reasons

No. 38

a) Votyak Kishonti IV.p.23-

b) Greg. (Ant. Alleluja) LU, p. 239 c) Indian, Canada^
Curtis (Sz:

MI 70

=

ej Children s Song, Congo A:Enf.p.27 i) Finnish

KI 24 0j Appalachian Indian Sharpen, p. 341

i
Arumanianm ^^=F^

tr
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as well as in inverted and extended form :

No. 39

a) Bambara, Sudan

L

fr-j*-^
m

I JLJ J J
I
El i*-n-T

A:Enf.p.26 bJHung. MI 961

cj Catalan A:Eur.p.72

PI
Children s Song f1695;

u4rw?namatt Car. 90 ^ Lappish

Kishonti n. 32 ^) Hung,

Rumanian
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How, then, are all these phenomena to be explained?
Why can everything above pentatony be so readily adapted to the

law of fifths, to the Chinese Lil and why do all m/rapentatonic phenomena
escape it?

Let us investigate the common features of the most frequent types,
and in what respect they differ from the closed fifth-groups :

No. 40 No. 41

The commonest formulae : Fifth formulae :

a b c d

lt is obvious that those having a narrower compass seem to be

prior to the others and more natural.

Further problems. If, in this primitive stage the melody is deter

mined by some parlando-Hke ambit and not by the acoustical relation

ship of the fifths, why is the trichord do-re-mi less frequent than the
combination of the major second and the minor third (see nos. 1, 2,

and 33) having a wider ambit?
In any case we must return to the starting point in this labyrinth

of problems and ask : why have exactly the major second and the
minor third become the commonest elements of melody formation when
the semitone shows a much closer relationship to speech-like intonation?

Why are the children s songs like the first variant in no. 42, and why
are they not like the second?

No. 42

I i*^

P
Further questions are met with : why do we never come across

any other interval than those in our present tonal system? Why does

not our musical instinct divide the octave into, say, seven, ten or seven-
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teen intervals ? Or should we still find the answer in the harmonies after

all? But if so, why are, for instance, the 7th, llth, and 13th notes &quot;ek-

inelodic&quot;, i. e, excluded from the melody?

43

Why is the minor third (5 : 6) so common in contrast with the
major third (4 : 5) occurring so rarely, when the latter is lower and conse
quently stronger in the sequence of overtones? Why are the whole-tone
intervals 8 : 9 and 9 : 10 a common occurrence and why are the anon
ymous intervals, numbered 6 : 7 and 7 : 8 never used? And finally,
why have we completely adopted the semitone 15 : 16, but never as
similated the intervals 10 : 11, 11 : 12, 12 : 13, and 13 : 14? Last but not
least, how do we account for the mysterious tenacity of the acousti

cally completely alien la in such formulae as these :

No. 44

etc.

Anyhow, why do we have to introduce two contradictory principles
for explaining the evolution of the poorer and richer formulae : the
(semitonic) proximity of notes in case of the 2 3 4-note melodies and
the (quintal) affinity of notes in the 5 6 7-etc. note systems?

On the way to solution. Weighing the discrepancies of the afore
said two principles, it suddenly occurred to me that intervals
could be considered on the basis of both principles : to what extent
does the given interval satisfy the requirements of both the semitonic
proximity (S) and the quintal affinity (Q)

12

i ^
s to be noted that these are intervals that form the fundamental

elements of functional harmony : B-C leading-note step (S
= melodic attraction)above the bass G~C (Q = harmonic attraction).The figures above the notes indicate the smallest number of quintal stepsneeded to reach the required interval. These intervals occur but once on the

corresponding sontinua, of fifths, and can, therefore, be considered determinants
and characteristic of the system in question.
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3Vo. 45

40 5

7o 9

What else could better account for the obvious naturalness of the
whole tone and of the minor third than the fact that by adding up their

index numbers in both dimensions we obtain the smallest total (2,2
.and 3,3)!

Consequently the selection of the intervals used in melodies seems
to be governed by two factors : the quintal affinity rooted in nature
and the semitonic proximity derived from the intonation in speech. The

actually sung common interval is thus the resultant of the two afore

mentioned forces]

No. 46 Quintal affinity

(acoustics)
Q

Melodic
intervals

Semitonic proximity
(speech)

13 One may object to this by saying that if all intervals are deduced merely
from perfect fifths, the index numbers display rather unnatural dissonances.
If, for instance, the major third were to be derived from four acoustically perfect
fifths, the Pythagorean interval 64 : 81 would be obtained, whereas the natural
acoustic major third has the simple ratio of 64 : 80, i. e. 4 : 5. In this case har
monic notes are likely to play a part. It is a well-known fact that our hearing is
inclined to rectify minor distunings and is able to substitute the next consonance.
Without possessing an ability like this, even the tempered fifths of the pianoforte
would be unbearable.
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Since of all intervals the major second and the minor third have
the shortest resultant, their creation requires the least kinetic energy.

No. 47

Q

Q . - ,
3

major^secoud

minor third

This would explain the fact why the intonation of the ultradiatonic
intervals (those in systems consisting of more than seven notes) is so
much more difficult than that of the enharmonic corresponding intervals.

in the diatonic range :

= 5 =0
10 2

30

11

120

I

90
12

130 10

The double index number of the augmented second is, for instance,
9,3 whereas that of its diatonic counterpart (the minor third) is but
3,3, etc. These considerations clearly explain why the enharmonic
change A^ G# is so alien to the a cappella style : our sense of tonality
must make a salto mortale of twelve fifths which can rarely be performed
without a &quot;fracture&quot; in the intonation.

^

Let us now apply this new interpretation to the possible elementary
ternions. The intervals of two and three semitones respectively can
be arranged in four different ways (on the symmetry axis D) :
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No. 49

a

Q S:

Another disappointment. Our train of thoughts seems to show
another gap here. If the theory of &quot;two forces one resultant&quot; were

correct, the above sequence would show the frequency of occurrence as

well, for it is the trichord do re mi that has the lowest QS indexnumber

(2 + 2 = 4). Nevertheless the most common are the figures 496 and c.

Where is the snag?

The solution. It gave me plenty of difficulty to find out the

mistake. The point is that in the meantime, we deserted the starting

theory, our set of fifths, the Lu. It is insufficient to investigate the inter

vals of a melody by themselves, (this would be an inorganic study of

intervals), the melody must be examined in its entirety (organic study
of melodies). Let us first state the extent of the series of fifths (L)
represented by the complete stock of notes. :

No. 50

Thus everything will find its proper place. The notes in 50a

fit into the 4 system whereas for the recitative trichord a 5 L system is.

required. In fact, should we neglect the Lu mesure, the perfect fourth

(1,5) and the semitone (5,1) would obtain the same &quot;index of naturalness :

No. 51

Q
perfect fourth

la

semitone
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though the fourth is obviously much more elementary than the more
differentiated minor second. The difference is revealed by the quintal
index : for a fourth a 2 system is sufficient, whereas a semitone calls

for a sense of the 6 system.
14

Let us see whether our threefold index will stand the further tests.

Out of the specified elements eight types of quaternions can be
formed. Let them be classified according to Lu :

The tritone under e may well have a closed ambit (2, 2, 2) but it

requires a highly developed sense of 7 and appears indeed embedded
only in seven- or more-note systems (Gregorian chant, Slovak folk music)
since it has neither perfect fourth nor perfect fifth support to rely on.

The line begins with the formulae having the narrowest compass (QS =
= 2+ 2+3 = 7) within the smallest Lii-index (4, 5).

Our two elementary intervals yield sixteen different five-member

groups :

No. 53

ft
a (do -Pent) b (so-Pent) c (la-Pent.) d (re-Pent) e(mi-Pfmt)

ZEE

&amp;lt;J=S
2 3 2 2

L* 5

o
2 2 3 2 322 3 3 2 32 2323

5 5

2 2 2V 2 3 3 3

10

14 The diagram in Fig. 51 is a symbolic expression of how close to earth
a, musical formation may remain (fourths) and how high it may soar up to human
heights (great leaps in the Indian, Chinese, Cheremiss and Hungarian pentatonic
folk songs as against Tristan chromatics).
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It is quite natural that the dominating formulae among the different

types of melodies will be those having the smallest L index number and

possessing the most modest QS index number15
.

Let us experiment with other intervals too. Here are some trichord

formations :

No. 54

Multimembered formations are to be investigated by measuring
all the possible intervals in them, for the melodies belonging to the given

system may, in principle, cause any two members of the stock to form
relevant intervals. Thus the latent, potential harmonic elements of the

stock are taken for a starting point in performing the measurements. For

-the sake of illustration let us compare an unusual East-European anhemi-
tonic pentatony :

No. 55

with the 5o-pentatony and with its quasi minore variant, a wellknown

Japanese scale :

Japan. &quot;Kumoi&quot;

4
a

6

6
4
4

1

5 1~46&amp;lt;

15 It is remarkable how characteristic the remotest formations (k p)
.are of Bela Bart6k s music. To the very important discoveries mades by Erno
Lendvai (Bartok stilusa [Bart6k s Style], Budapest 1955) we may add that
Bartok seems to have drawn the remotest and final consequences from the original
^elements of folk music by having applied such far-fetched fifth-groups.
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10

2
5
1

1

5
4
4

6

6
-

2~&quot;42

The threefold indexes point to the fact that systems, in which a

more important part is played by the semitone step, seem to be less

natural and elementary than the pentatony without semitone. &quot;The&quot;

ankemitonic pentatony? This has become the conventional term for the

perfect-fifth-pentatony. But is this a precise and unequivocal term? By
no means. There is no semitone in the Siamese pentatonic distance

scale either. But we need not resort to such far-fetched examples. The
elements of our diatony yield three different types of five-note systems

(naturally each having five modes)
16

.

No. 57

a) Pent, of fourths bj pent. of thirds c) Pent, of seconds

7

We may find a few sporadic examples to illustrate type 576 r

No. 58

Ankemitonic pentatony of thirds:

a) Hebrew (Djt

Lachmann 2, p.i09
b) Eum&amp;lt;mian

BrBihar 6

16 A peculiar arrangement. Each system can be illustrated as a homogenous
set of fourths, thirds, or seconds. Diatony has, in fact, no other intervals than

these, let alone the prime, of course. The fifth, sixth and, seventh are but their-

inversions, while the ninth, tenth, etc. are to be considered their extensions.
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R: ill, 21

-but type 57c has so far not been registered in folk music. Here

.againJJie system of fifths proves very instructive :

Although whole-tone pentatony would best meet the requirements
of speech-like tonal proximity, it could by no means suit the require
ments of naturalness because it is a system with scattered constituents

therefore inorganic.

K?-V p.43

No. 60

a) Hungarian

b) Ruthenian K3

-Vp.43

c) Icelandic Leifs 19
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Collation of melodies. Our QSL system enables us to compare
longer melodies as well, provided we measure all the intervals of a melody,
neglecting, of course, the repetitions of notes (perfect primes) and the-

dead intervals of the caesurae. Let us test the method with a well-

known parallelism in Bart6k s treatise17 between a Hungarian and aRuthe-
nian melody adding a remarkably analogous Icelandic tune (see no. 60).,

Melody Q total S total Average Q S L18

60a 43 57 (:19) 2,2 3 4
60b 45 59 (:18) 2,4 3,1 6

60c 64 80 (:20) 3,2 4 7

This is what Zoltan Kod&ly says of the connection between the Hungar
ian and the Buthenian melodies: &quot;It is impossible to believe the Ru-
theniantobethe original and the Hungarian to have been borrowed. It is-

much more probable that the Hungarian melody is the original : it has
more vitality, sharper contoures, a structure of perfect fifths and an
almost pure pentatony with a single unstressed pzen-tone&quot;

19
.

Our threefold index raises the probability to the rank of mathemat
ical-physical certainty. And if we feel the Icelandic melody to be less

natural, our feeling is justified by the higher index numbers.

The solution of the problems* The method of the three-dimensional
QSL measurement explains quite a number of questions :

A) Why does the &quot;natural&quot; sense for melody reject the ekmelodic
intervals? The answer is: because these (for instance: G-i, i-G, F-k,
etc., see no. 43.) are inaccessible by means of building up the column
of fifths.

B) Why is the fifth-repercussion less common among two-note
melodies than the fourth when both of these intervals are equally charac
terized by a first-grade quintal relation? The answer is : because under
equal Q conditions the decisive factor is the S index : the ambit of the-
fifth covers seven semitones, whereas that of the fourth includes only five.

0) Why is the D G C type (fourth above fourth, see example 32)
less common among the 3 formation than G C D (wholetone above
fourth, see example 30) or its reflection, the C D G (fourth above
whole tone, see example 31)? The answer is : because, though all of
them are three-note quintal formations, the ambit of the latter two is

only a fifth, whereas that of the fourth-above-fourth is a seventh, i. e.

ten semitones.

17
Bart6k, Nepzendnk es a szomsztd nepck zentje (Our Folk Music and the

Folk Music of our Neighbours), nos. 64a and 64b.
18 The last figure is the index number of the basic motive (the first bar) of

the melody in question.
19 Z. Kodaly, A magyar ncpzcne (Hungarian Folk Music), Budapest 1952,

p. 4o.
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D) Which is the mysterious factor that causes so many melodies
of the do-re-mi or do-re-mi-so type to end in la, even if the latter does
not appear in the melody before the final note!

No. 61

A:Entp.l26

B:Gy.31

This minor keynote is completely alien to the harmonic system
represented by the other notes (see also Ex. no. 43). Investigating
the relationship of this acoustically alien la to the other notes of the
melodies :

No. 62

mi re do so

la

we will find that this la is in the closest quintal relation with all consti

tuting notes taken collectively. The appearance of this final note is

obviously facilitated by the descent at the end of the phrase, i. e. by
the &quot;cadence&quot;. Thus the quintal affinity and the speech-like character

gain the upperhand over the range of overtones.

E) Why is the historical development of melody above the hexa-
chord governed by the sole principle of adding up the fifths and why
can all phenomena in this realm be readily interpreted without recurring
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to what we may call a second dimension, the narrow ambit of speech?

The answer is : because in the six- and seven-note formations the notes

.are close enough to each other to keep the S index numbers low.

F) Why is diatony the most natural among the seven-note systems

when the elements of diatony (two semitones and five whole tones)

permit to construct two additional systems?
20

b) A A

eri
mj

The closeness or the dispersion of the elements in the Q struc

ture are in direct ratio to the naturalness of these groups of notes :

No. 64

If the systematic arrangement thus obtained suggests the addition

of a fourth group, which logically belong there, after all, we get an
answer to the question why the so-called Debussy scale

No. 65

p. 817.
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is so far from being natural : not a single perfect fifth can be found in
it. (This phenomemon is analogous with whole-tone pentatony ; see Ex.
nos. 570 and 59c.)

0) Why is pentatony in folk music completed to a seven-note
system in three ways only, when in principle there is a fourth possi
bility too?

The answer is obvious : the closed 7 stocks are more natural
than discontinuous systems full of gaps (cf. also nos 63c, 64c).

H) Why is the minor hexachord less frequent than the major
hexachord, when the former has a narrower ambit?

No. 67

Major hexachord

la

The answer is : because the closed 6 system is more natural
than the discontinuous 7 system.

I) Why are the major and minor pentachords also rather common
beside pentatony ? The answer is : though the major and minor
pentachords are characterized by a high Lu index number (6), this is

counterbalanced by the fuller and closer speech-like ambit. Yet the fact
that pentatony is more general all over the world is a proof of the primary
importance of the quintal index.
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No. 68

Again about infrapentatony. On the basis of the investigations carried

out so far, let us systematically arrange those two-, three-, and four-

note formations that can be considered fragments and antecedents of

perfect-fifth pentatony. This seems to be logically indicated, all the

more so, because our aim was to find out their characteristic features, the

reasons, or at least the conditions, of their popularity and frequency.
No. 69 includes all the possible pentatonic two-, three-, and four-member
groups, and their quintal structure, their possible transpositions within

pentatony, it interprets their place within the system by means of

relative solmization and above all their index number in the system
of fifths (Q), in the system of semitones (S), and their degrees in the set

of fifths (L). Their inversions and their transpositions in octaves as well

as their extentions beyond the octave have been omitted since they
do not affect the Q and L values. (We tentatively suggest a terminology
covering formations hitherto unnamed).

This conception as expounded above does not claim to solve all

musicological problems which have arisen in folk music. Yet we tried to

throw light upon, and to interpret systematically, some of the commonest
features of musical manifestations the world over. We have perhaps
found some common principles that underlie the most diverse and hete-

rogenous melodic phenomena such as the primitive melodies consisting
of but a limited number of notes, pentatony, hexachordic melodies,
and diatony, Gregorian octatony, the stock of notes in Palestrina s works

up to Liszt s and Debussy s systems. On the other hand, the fundamental

principles here deviced may prove productive in further research for

solving problems and answering questions as for instance : why have
so many different styles of melodies formed within one and the same
system, say pentatony, and why is do pentatony preferred in certain

regions, as are the la or so final notes in others ? Why do we find in some
areas a trend toward pentatony and why do others have a preference for
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pentachord? How to explain the fact that in certain cultural commu
nities as for instance, in Indian-Persian-Arabic-Balkan music charac

terized by augmented seconds the prevailing formations are not

those that have proved to be most natural, etc.?

Summing up

As soon as the melodiousness detaches itself from speech-like

sliding of the voice (vox continua) and reaches the realm of distinctly

regulated pitches (vox concreta), two forces seem to become active :

a) the acoustic sense for the fifths selects from the speech-like

vox continua the notes closest related to one another by the fifths ; and

b) the sense for speech-like intonation selects, in turn, from this

screen of fifths the elements that best suit it : whole tone, minor third,

and, only in the third place, the perfect fourth ;

c) however, the notes obtained in this way will not become a

loose heap of notes, but will be connected by musical feeling into more or

less closed tonal systems ;

d) beside these fundamental trends, the range of overtones

apart from the primary fifth seems to play a less important role,

(For instance, the predominance of the major ternion and of the major
pentachord over their minor variants showing the same QSL indexes ;

and the correction of the Pythagorean major third into a natural inter

val ; etc.).

For measuring and comparing stocks of notes, intervals and
melodies it seems best to use the method of measuring the distances

between notes by such units as the perfect fifth and fourth, respectively,

(Q), and by semitones (S). The procedure includes the following steps :

a) in abstract formations (such as tonal systems ; tonal stocks)
each member shall be related to the other and the Q and S distances of

every potential interval between them shall be measured (see no. 56) ;

b) the same procedure is to be followed in the case of concrete

melodies : each step of the melody shall be measured (except for repe
titions and dead intervals

;
see no. 60) ;

c) in both cases the sums of Q and S shall be divided by the
number of factors and the average of the latter computed. Apart from the

average figures it shall be established, of how many members the set

of perfect fifths should consist in order to include the complete melodic
formation. The smaller this combined QSL index turns out to be, the
more common and the more natural the given group of musical notes
will be.

Thus the instinctive and natural melodies proves to be the common
product of the acoustic relation by fifths and of the speech-like semitonic

proximity, that is, of Nature and Man.
And how could it be otherwise?
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BLA AVAS

TONAL SYSTEMS DERIVED FROM
PERMUTATINQ INTERVALS*

The constantly growing collection of musical folklore has brought
to light melodies having the most diverse stocks of notes. The tonal

system and scale categories used up to now have proved inadequate
to designate every feature even in the melodic realm of modern compos-
ed music. The theoretical designations and experiments in classifica

tion are falling behind the heights attained by music. There are,

however, certain constant, unchanging factors in the creation of

melodies, which may enable us to draw conclusions as to the unexploited

possibilities.
The method used in the theory of music has up to now been an

inductive one : it has derived certain regularities from given melodies

and set up classification systems. In the following we shall attempt to

apply the principle of deduction to certain fields in the theory of melody,
and to evolve theoretically a system in which all the melodic possi
bilities will have their places assigned to them according to mathematical

considerations. In proceeding, however, we shall select a condition

which imposes certain limits to the sphere of possibilities. This condition

is tempered dodecatony and the free interpretation of enharmony
within it. We are not concerned, therefore, with various &quot;untuned&quot;

tonal systems (without perfect fourths, fifths, octaves, etc.) which we
often come across in various kinds of primitive music. We regard them as

acoustical variants of the series of intervals discussed here and have

therefore excluded from our discussion all problems (as well as the

literature) relating to them.
The determining of a melody s stock of notes is the result of theo

retical abstraction. The tonal stock reveals, on the one hand, the number

* The author wishes to point our that Professor Lajos B&rdos has for several

years been studying problems running parallel to the questions raised in this

paper. The method of arranging the tonal systems by the sequence of fifths

originates from him. He has always been ready to give the author friendly advice

and assistance.
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of the different notes that constitute the melody and, on the other,
the intervals between them. But two or three different notes may
constitute the material of any melody however long, moreover, most
melodies do not contain every interval that otherwise exists between the
members of the stock of notes.

If we place the members of any tonal stock in an endless row,

disregarding the height of their register, then the intervals of the con
secutive notes show a certain regularity. The reason for this is the

identifying force of the perfect octave. Such an abstraction of tho tonal

stock yields the tonal system of a melody.
The tonal system arrays all the notes of a melody differingfrom

each other (tonal stock) within an octave, though it may well be that

they occur over two or three octaves of the melody. Thus what is a

contiguous interval in the tonal system, may not be contiguous within
the stock of notes unless shifted an octave or two.

The tonal system has no starting or ending note. It is charac

terized, on the one hand, by the number of notes within an octave

(quantitative factor), and, on the other, by the regular succession of
the intervals (structural factor). The scales or modes of a tonal system
are obtained by starting or ending a series of notes on an arbitrary but
definite note. The number of modes most frequently depends on the

quantitative factor (that is, there are as many modes as there are notes
within an octave), yet a certain peculiarity of the structure of the tonal

system (as we shall see later) may reduce this number (for example,
the whole-tone system consists of six different notes, yet it makes no
difference on which note we start to build the scale).

Our investigations refer to the melodic substance. The tonality
question, over and above this, deals with the dominating and subor

dinating relations of the notes within a given melody.
Let us attempt a survey of tonal systems (and in connection

with these : scales) having one to twelve degrees. Let our smallest
structural element be the (tempered) semitone dividing the octave into
twelve equal parts. Thus we proceed from the monotonous chant,
sounded on one note, to the upper limit which is a differentiated

melody consisting of twelve semitones.
The natural groups of tonal systems are determined by the quanti

tative factor. They are shown in column I of our first table. The number
of the structural elements again depends on the quantitative factor :

there are as many intervals as there arc degrees in the tonal system.
The computation of the possible permutation of the intervals is a mathe
matical task. If we assume the half-distance to be the unit, we must
designate the intervals with the following number : unison = 0, minor
second (chromatic semitone) = 1, major second = 2, minor third = 3,

major third = 4, perfect fourth = 5, augmented lourth (diminished
fifth) = 6, perfect fifth = 7, minor sixth = 8, major sixth = 9, minor
seventh = 10, major seventh =11, and porfoot octave = 12.
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It follows from the definition of the tonal system that the sum
of the intervals of a scale system is always 12. The mathematical formu
lation of the calculation of the possibilities is as follows : let us write
down the 12, whole-number addable sums I By substituting these
numbers for the above corresponding intervals, we obtain all the
interval groups constituting the tonal systems. We find these in column
II of the first table.

The intervals of each group (in most cases) may be written down
in many different sequences. All the possible sequences constitute the
structure of all the possible modes. We obtain this mathematically by
the permutation of the 12 sums to be added and the substitution of
the proper intervals for the number values. If we write down the sequence
possibilities of the interval groups not only within an octave but through
several octaves, then the modes belonging to a common tonal system show
an identical structure. The structural factor of the tonal system (in most
instances), therefore, may be designated not only by a permutating
formula, but by any one of the permutating groups that contain a
definite sequence of the permutating elements. Since the computation
of the permutating groups of interval possibilities is identical in a great
number of instances, we indicate these with algebraic formulae in

column III of our first table.

Column IV shows the number of permutating groups, i. e,, of tonal

systems, whereas in column V the results of full permutation, the number
of modes are listed. These latter are usually equal to the product of
the numbers found in columns I and IV, that is, the number of notes

multiplied by the number of tonal systems. There are, however, tonal

systems of exceptional structure (as we have pointed out above), in

which a scale of independent construction may not begin on every note.

These have been marked in columns III and V with an asterisk.

Let us illustrate with examples what we have said about our
table. The intervals of pentatony without semitones are 32232 (three

major seconds and two minor thirds). The algebraic formula of the five

numbers is aaabb. The following permutating groups may be formed
from them : aaabb and aabab. The complete permutation is : aaabb,
aabba, abbaa, bbaaa, baaab, aabab, ababa,babaa, abaab, andbaaba, that

is, two tonal systems, each with five modes. In the table of pentatonic
systems, column II, we may find another interval group without a

semitone, having the structure 22224, which designates the five modes
of a tonal system.

In the melodic world of primitive peoples it frequently happens
that certain notes differ in pitch from the pitches of notes used in Euro

pean music. For example, the interval of 171 cents is somewhat smaller

than a small whole tone (182 0.), and the tempered pelog system based

upon it cannot be fitted exactly into our table. But if we round off the cent

values to the nearest round number (the European tempered semitone
is 100 0.), then we obtain a system of which the pelog is a tuned variant :
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171 343 514 686 875 1028 1200 approach the

200 300 500 700 900 1000 1200 cent values therefore according
to our table it is the acoustical variant of the diatony indicated with
the interval values 1221222.

If we substitute the numerical values of column II for the algebraic

symbols of column III, we obtain the interval structures of all the tonal

systems. Our next task is to imagine living notes in the place of these
rows of lifeless numbers. Since, however, these numbers may represent
also any enharmonic variant of the suitable intervals (for instance,
3 = minor third, and 3 = also an augmented second, etc.), and the
intervals may be reckoned arbitrarily from any one note (for example,
D F and A^ O are equally minor thirds), we need standardizing
principles for making comparisons and groupings.

The independence of the notes of the tonal systems calls for an in

dependent name and interpretation of each note. But our musical
notation knows of only seven fundamental notes, consequently the
notes can have individual names each only in tonal systems having
one to seven degrees. In tonal systems having eight to twelve notes,
one, two ... to five derived notes are added to the seven independently
named notes. These considerations enable us to determine precisely
which enharmonic variants of a certain tonal system should be included
in our comparisons.

Our next question is in which transposition should the given
enharmonic variant be included. The basis of European musical thinking
is the seven-note, diatonic tonal system (the system of fundamental
notes). All musical manifestations of a different kind are either measured
against it or derived from it. Among the possible transpositions of

diatony those indicated with the fundamental notes are the most natural

(one mode of which is, for instance, D E P G A B C). This
serves as a point of departure in the theory of music too. Hence, among
the transpositions of our tonal systems we select the possibility in which
the notes most closely approach these notes.

The sequence of perfect fifths is the only possible succession of
the seven fundamental notes which shows a regular connection. (It
was Lajos B4rdos who called my attention to this phenomenon which
had earlier been known in Chinese music theory. The illustration of
tonal systems on a column of fifths was also his idea.)

B
E
A
D
G
C
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The centre of the column of fifths is the note D, and the marginal note
of the diatony in the direction of the dominant is B, and in the direction
of the subdominant it is F. We obtain the uniform portrayal of the
tonal systems by arranging their notes on the column of fifths so that
the two marginal notes are at equal distances from the centre D. If
the two marginal members of the tonal system encompass an even
number of fifths, then this may be solved with one transposition, but
in case an uneven number of fifths two transpositions are required for
the tonal system.

The portrayal of tonal systems on the column of fifths may serve
as a basis for determining the sequence of tonal systems with identical

quantitative factors (see column I of the second table). The notes of

diatony form a close series round the centre D. The further the members
t)f a tonal system are from the centre D, the more alien the system is to

diatony. We can exactly determine this distance by calculating the
number of fifths separating each note of the tonal system from D.
Thus we obtain the index of fifths (which we may also call the &quot;quintal

index&quot;) characteristic of a given transposition of the system. Since,

however, the various transpositions of the tonal systems lead as a rule

to different results, and since the index of fifths is often not charac

teristic, in order to determine the index of the sequence, all the trans

positions of the tonal systems including the D centre are necessary.
Therefore an extreme transposition will be the one whose most domi
nant member is D, and the other extreme transposition will be the
one whose most subdominant member is D. The sum of the indexes of

fifths of all the transpositions determined in this way yields the index

characterizing the tone system on the column of fifths. The smaller

this number is, the closer the tonal system is related to diatony, and the

lower its position will be in the sequence, and vice versa. The tonal

systems defined in keeping with our aim are on this basis included in

the second table.

The interval numbers of the structural factor determining the

tonal system may be found in column I of the second table. The numbers
indicate a mode from which we may readily build the rest of the modes.

Among the interval-indicating number groups the one with the smallest

arithmetical value is included in the table.

For example, the structural formulae of the modes frequently

occurring in the pentatonic system of Hungarian folk music are : 22323

(ending in do), 23223 (ending in so), 23232 (ending in re), 32232 (ending
in la), and 32322 (ending in mi). From among these we have thus in

cluded in our table the 22323 interval group indicating the mode ending
in do.

The notes of the transposition (or transpositions) of the tonal

system centrally placed on the column of fifths may be found in column
II of the second table. (The tonal system is always represented by the

mode the structure of which is given in column II of the second table).
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The number in parentheses after the notes indicates the index of fifths?

of the transposition.

For example, among the transpositions of Hungarian pentatony,
C D E G A is central:

E

A
D
G
C

its index is 6, because A and G are each one fifth away, and E and
are each two fifths away from the centre D.

Not in every tonal system does central transposition yield the

smallest index. The transpositions, having the lowest index number, of

these exceptional tonal systems and the indexes themselves are given
in column III. (In case of more transpositions of identical lowest index
number the one lying closest to the centre was chosen).

For example, the index of the central transposition B C D
_F G of the 12324 pentatonic system is 9 (B=3, C^2, D= 0, F= 3,

G=l), whereas the numerical value of F* G A C I) is 8 (F* = 4,

0=1, A = 1, C 2, D =
0), which, therefore, is the minimal trans

position.

In column IV are the indexes of the tonal systems, that is, the

sums of the indexes of transpositions including D.

For example, the transpositions of Hungarian pentatony have the

following indexes : the one in which the dominant marginal note is D,
i.e., J$ D F G, has 10

;
the one in which the subdominant

marginal note is D, i. e., D E F# A B, has again the same value,
10 ; the transpositions and their indexes in between are: F G A C D
having 7; C D E G A having 6, and G A B D E having 7.

The index of the tonal system itself, is, therefore 10 7 6 7

10 = 40.

On the basis of the indexes obtained for column IV we may set up
the order of the tonal systems. In quite a number of instances, however,
we find that the indexes of two tonal systems are identical. The structural

factors, the features on the column of fifths, and the indexes of the

transpositions of such pairs are each other s inversions.

For example, the formula of the interval group of the harmonic
minor tonal system is 1212213, (CSf D E F G A

B&amp;gt;),
the reverse

of this number is characteristic of another tonal system 1213122 (F* G
A Bb C* D E). The illustrations of the pairs of tonal systems on
the column of fifths are :
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B
E
A A
D D
G G

C
F

The sets of the indexes of the transpositions containing D are :

28232017161720253035
35 30 25 20 17161 7 20 23 28

The indexes of both tonal systems are thus 231 each.

In column V of the second table the Roman numerals are the

ordinal numbers of the tonal systems, with two numbers for the pair
of them. Very rarely it happens that the indexes of three or four tonal

systems are identical. In such cases the sequences will be determined by the

index of the minimal (and at the same time often central) transposition.
Our investigations have so far been focused on the structural

factor of the tonal systems, and we have treated the quantitative factor

only as a natural group-forming principle. The quantitative factor,

however, not only determines the number of notes in the tonal systems,
but also indicates the number of the twelve notes of dodecatony that

do not occur in the system. For instance, the white keys of the piano
form a seven-note, diatonic system, while the black keys form a penta
tonic system. To any &quot;n -member system there belongs a complementary
&quot;12 n&quot; member system. (Compare with the &quot;total&quot; figures in column
IV of the first table.)

In our Supplements we have arranged all the tonal systems, illus

trated in fifths, so as to have the complementary systems placed beside

their counterparts.
Let us, for example, turn to the columns of fifths of the pentatonic

and heptatonic systems. Our first diagram is the pentatonic system
no. I. The black circles indicate notes, their names may be read at the

beginning of the row on the column of fifths. The notes of the comple

mentary heptatonic system are marked X ,
which naturally, are, not

centred round D. The complement to the pentatonic system according
to the diagram, therefore, is the heptatonic system no. I. This is shown

by the two diagrams indicating the heptatonic system no I and
its complementary system.

Often the complementary system, consisting of notes marked

X, is the enharmonic variant of some system already determined.

This can be seen from the identity of the structural factor.
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For example, the pair of the pentatonic systems nos. II and III are-

complemented by the enharmonic variants of the pair of heptatonio
systems nos. XXXI and XXXIL

As a complementary system on the column of fifths we have
given the diagram of the enharmonic variant with the smallest index
of fifths. We have included their transposition (transpositions) centered
round D and the indexes of the transposition in column VI of the second
table. The numbers to be found in column VII are the indexes of this

system of enharmonic variants.

If the tonal systems are classified according to the index of the

system of enharmonic variants, their order of sequence will but rarely
correspond to the ordinal numbers given in column V. Thus the sequence
of the tonal systems that may be called chromatic is shown in column
VIII.

As to which &quot;12 n&quot;tonal system is complemented by the ordinal-

numbered system in column V, is shown by the Roman numeral of
column IX. (This latter makes orientation in the supplement easier.)

For example, the central transpositions of the heptatonic systems
nos. XXXI and XXXII mentioned above are :

XXXI XXXII

A* B C D &amp;gt;

E&amp;gt; F G3, A B C D E F G
,

D# E F G:&amp;gt; A^ B^
C&amp;gt;,

D* E F G&amp;gt; A&amp;gt; B 0*.

The transpositions centered round D of the pair of heptatonio
systems originated as a complement to the pair of the pentatonic systems
nos. II and III are :

E F Frf G A B D, E F F* G A C D,
A B !

&amp;gt; B C D E G, A B&amp;gt; B C D F G.

The examples show that they are each other s transposed en
harmonic variants.

The inversion of the structural factor of any unpaired tonal system
yields itself: its diagram on the column of fifths is symmetrical to D
(if it encompasses an uneven number of fifths), or to the D A-axis
(if it constitues an even number of fifths), and the index numbers
of its transpositions increase from the centre proportionally.

For example, the formula of the intervals in the heptatonic system
no. I. (diatony) is 1221222, its inversion starting from the fourth number
(this is arbitrary) is 1221222. Its diagram on the column of fifths is

symmetrical to D (see Supplement), the sequence of the indexes of its.

transpositions is 21 16 13 12 13 16 21.
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The diagrams of some systems standing by themselves do not
yield a symmetrical shape. In this case the diagram and its inversion
indicate different enharmonic variants of one and the same system.
Yet these tonal systems always have an enharmonic variant, the notes
of which are symmetrical to D.

For example, see the diagram, in the Supplement, of the hexatonio
system no. XXXV, which complements the hexatonic system no. XII.

We have come to the end of our discussion. Our tonal systems,
arrived at deductively, as a result of mathematical and musical consid
eration, exhaust all the possibilities of tempered semitonal dodecatony.A noteworthy parallel may be drawn between the sequence of the sys
tems and the living melodies known so far. Our experiences will verify
the fact that most melodies belong to the tonal systems with lower
indexes. We cannot, however, find any melody that could not (with
regard to enharmony and the tempered semitone) be fitted into one of
our systems.

We may note, incidentally, that our tonal-system tables exhaust
not only the possibilities of the melodic stocks, but also those of harmony.
Thus, for example, three different notes constitute not only 19 tonal

systems but also 19 different kinds of chords, (The modes being the
inversions of the chord.) The productive interpretation of enharmonic
variants is possible here too ; the enharmony of the dominant seventh
chord and the German sixth, for example, etc. are well known.

At the end of our study we quote a few melodic examples selected
from the works of Bart6k to illustrate some infrequent tonal systems.
(Since Lajos Brdos J

treatise, which is related to our theme, carries
abundant folk-music examples, we have dispensed with them. A full

collection of examples cannot be compiled either from folk music or
from composed music. Living music may never exhaust all the possibil
ities.) We must not think, however, that our classifying work is

completed. The two conditions imposed by our aim : tempered dode-

catony and the free interpretation of enharmony, are theoretical stipu
lations. Progress has led from melodies of two or three notes to pentatony.
The introduction of pien tones (a phenomenon not commonly known
all over the world) has brought heptatony into existence. Chromatic
notes have been introduced among the whole tones and have in living
music achieved a status of independence, while theory only derives

their names ; in fact, tempering permits their enharmonic interchange.
In composed music it occurs more and more frequently that within a

melody, the enharmonic notes each play an individual part. If we add
the experiments aimed at obtaining intervals a great deal smaller than
the tempered semitone, then we can understand that our dodecatonic

systems do not provide satisfactory answers to everything, but serve
as a starting point for further investigations.
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Forty-four Duos for Violin

No. 42

Violin 1: four-note scale, XXVII
Violins 1 and 2 together: eight-note scale, XH

Microcosmos
No. 109

&amp;gt;.tfrifrrfiT

Four-note scale, XL
I&quot;ivc-noto scale, LII
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Concerto

Fourth Movement, First Subject, Oboe

Five-note scale, VIE

Sketches

No. II

Five -note scale, VIE

Microcosmos

No. 136

Five-note scale, XXTTT

Forty-four Duos for Violin

No. 8

I V

^
Five-note scale, XXVI
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The Wooden Prince

The Playful Gestures of the Princess

Five-note scale, XXXIX

Concerto

Third Movement, from Tenth Bar, Oboe

i
Six-not-e scale, LXXX

The Miraculous Mandarin

Mandarin Tries to Seize the Girl

^

r rr r r

Six-note scale, LI

Two Pictures

Second Movement, First Subject

Seven-note scale, II
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First Sonata for Violin and Pianoforte

Third Movement, First Subject, Violin

Seven-note scale,

Suite for Piano

Third Movement, Subject

Seven-note scale, X

Third Concerto for Pianoforte

Third Movement, First Subject

Eight-note scale, V

Music for String Instruments

First Movement, First Subject

Eight-note scale,
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Sonata for Violin Solo

Subject of the Fugue

Eight-note scale, XLHI

The Wooden Prince

Dance of the Forest

Nine-note scale, I

Second String Quartet

First Movement, First Subject

Ten-note scale, VI
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Sonata for Violin Solo

Melody

ia ; jjv* g frrfL L
. %*

* &quot;
&quot;- bJ^

^

Concerto for Violin

First Movement, Second Subject

Eleven-note scale

Twelve-note scale
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PAL JARDANYI

THE DETERMINING/ OF SCALES
AND SOLMIZATION IN HUNQARIAN MUSICAL

FOLKLORE

The method of relative solmization (at all times the tonic in major
is do, and in minor Id) may be credited with unparalleled success in

music pedagogy. It has proved to be the most excellent means for sight-

singing and ear training. It seems, however, that in addition to pedagogy
science, too, can make use of it. We must not forget that if something
is practical, usually it is also true. If it is easier for a music student to

sing a tune by means of solmization than without, then it may be assumed
that the solmization syllables are &quot;true&quot;, that they illuminate the melody,
they denote, and express its scale characteristics.

Owing to the discoveries of Zoltan Kodaly on scales in Hungarian
folk music, we have known for some 40 years that pentatony is their

oldest and most important characteristic. Koddly has also pointed out that

the pentatonic root can be found in many melodies which at first glance

appear to be diatonic. In these, together with the transposition of the

melody sections to the interval of a fifth, the scale, too, is transposed.
For example, no. 61 of the Vargyas fOoZZtfctaon in Z. Kod&ly : A magyar
nepzene (Hungarian Folk Music)*/ 1952.

Tempo giusto

Tul a vi-zon, a ton-go -ton R6-zsa te-rom a ken-do- ton,

rj&amp;gt;

Min-don sza-lon ketfeo-ha - rom, Van sze - re-tom ti-zen-ha- rom.

The scale character and scale transposition of this and similar

melodies are denoted most simply and clearly by solmization. Is the

* Ali examples are taken, from this work.
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upper stratum of this melody pentatonic? Obviously it is, for the notes

C^-EP-F^-Q^-A* give a clear anhemitonic pentatonic scale. Its solmization

is so-la-do-re-mi. (N.B. A constant rule for the solmization of the

anhemitonic pentatonic scale is that only the syllables do-re-mi-so-la

may be included in it!) But if we examine the second half of the melody
in the lower stratum we again find a pentatonic scale: G1-Bbl-

C^-D2-!. Its solmization is la-do-re-mi-so. Hence, in the upper stratum

_D2 == to, and in the lower stratum Gl = la. In other words there are

two la scales, two pentatonic systems in the melody. Solmization clearly

shows the presence of the two pentatonic systems. Should we try to

sing the foregoing melody within one system of solmization, we would
have to resort to the use of alien syllables (fa or ti) which are not present
in pentatony. If we continued the solmization of the upper stratum

(J3
2 = la) in the lower section, the solmization syllable fa would fall on

the B^ 1 note of the lower stratum. And the other way around : should

we impose the syllables of the lower stratum (G
1 = la) upon thefupper

stratum, the highest note (A) in the melody would be U. Both solmizations

would be falsifications because we would be attaching syllables not

included in the pentatonic system to some notes which belong to the

pentatonic system.
The presence of two systems, the transposition of the scale, is

characteristic not only of pentatonic melodies. We find it also in diatonic

melodies constructed on the interval of the fifth. For example, no. 430 :

Tempo giuslo

- te - ren, i - ca- te

Le-geny-va - sar lesz a he - ten, i - ca - te:

T P=#
^^____ i^
Ez - re - se - ker ad - nak e -

gyet

Jaj de dra- ga, meg -is vesz-nek, i - ca- te.

The scale of the foregoing melody for want of a better name
used to be called Dorian. It would appear that this conclusion tells
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almost nothing about the scale character of the melody. By mechanic

ally placing the notes of the melody in a row we do, indeed, get a Dorian
scale, but we have failed to show that this so-called Dorian scale stems
from the transposition of a minor tetrachord melody section to the
interval of a fifth. Solmization, on the other hand, (if we sing the lower
stratum with G1 = la, and the upper stratum with Z&amp;gt;

2 =
la) reveals the

scale essence of the melody, and leaves no need for further explanation
and arguments. Without a doubt the substitution of &quot;two-system diatonic

melody with a la ending&quot; for the technical term &quot;Dorian&quot; would be more
to the point.

Belonging also to this scale category are the so-called Dorian
melodies in which, although there is hardly any or no fifth relationship
between the melody sections, the two layers of the tune are so clearly
and distinctly divided that we can hear and feel the presence of two

separate minor tetrachord or minor pentachord scales. For example,
no. 264:

Tempo giusto

r r r ir fee
Er-re ka-kas, er-re tyuk, Er re van a gya-log

- ufc.

j j j ii

Er-re te, ar-ra te, A-nyad is o -
lyanminfete.

All melodies with la endings, in which there is no transposition of

scale, are built on a single system. For example, no. 120 :

Parlando

Sze- ret- nek szan- ta -
ni, Hat ok - rot haj

- ta - ni,

LL J J i

Ha a ro - zsam jon-ne Az e - kefc tar-ta-ni.
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The above example proves that a melody showing traces of a
stratifying fifth structure is not necessarily of two systems. If in the

upper stratum in place of the major sixth of the melody s basic note we
hear a minor sixth, we do not hear any scale transposition whatever,
In the upper stratum as well as in the lower the G1 = la solmization

appears to be the most natural.

Beside the great mass of one- and two-system, pentatonic and
diatonic melodies with la endings, there are fewer with do endings (that

is, of a major character) in Hungarian folk music. Outside of them the

groups with so and mi endings are important. Hungarian folk songs

may be divided into four main scale groups on the basis of our researches

up to now la ending, do ending, mi ending and so ending. We may
characterize the four groups most simply with four variants of one and
the same melody. Examples nos, 293 296 :

Tempo giusto

Vet-tern ma - ru -
ja

- nat, Va-rom ki - ke - 16 - sit.

P)
--

Az en e - do - sera- nek Megvisz-sza - te - re - sit.

Tempo giusto

SE

Most jot- tern Er -
defy- bob Hat 16- val, hin - t6 - val,

Hat 16- val, hm - t6 - val S egyron-gyos szol - ga - val.

Tempo giusto

m

Hess pa -va, hess pa - va, Csa-szar-nS pa - vd -
jai

Ha en pa - va vol - nek, Jobb reg-gel fol - kel - nek.
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Tempo giusto

Hess pa- va, hess pa - va, Csa-szar-ne pa - va -
ja !

Ha j6n pa - va vol - nek, Jobb rog-gel fol - kel - nek.

The main notes of the la ending variant, in addition to the final

note, are the minor third and the fifth, of the do ending the major third

and the fifth, of the mi ending the fourth and the minor sixth, and of the

so ending the fourth and the major sixth. The connection between the

la and mi ending variants is clear : the two melodies are almost identical

note for note, the one essential difference being that one ends on la and
the other on mi. This same relationship exists between the do and so

ending variants.

In our opinion, the uncommonly important role of the fourth

and sixth above the final note is most marked in the tunes ending on

mi and so. And although most mi ending melodies meet the criterion

of the Phrygian scale (and most so ending ones of the Mixolydian),
it appears to be more proper and correct to group the melodies here

again on the basis of the closing note, in place of the old, modal scale

categories (Phrygian, Mixolydian). After all, even the foregoing mi and

so ending examples (together with many other melodies) indicate that

the minor second above the final is no essential requisite for mi ending

melodies (though it is a primary characteristic of the Phrygian scale),

nor is the minor seventh indispensable in so ending melodies (Mixolydian

character).

It is not the purpose of our paper to present an exhaustive, com

plete study of the scale types of Hungarian folk music. It only proposes

to give information, on a method of determining scales. This method (the

method of relative solmization) is young, and is far from being able to

boast of final, conclusive results. But the present results already prove
that its use in place of the generally used categories of scales (Dorian

Phrygian, Mixolydian, etc.) is more precise and authentic. It determines

scales not from a series of notes abstracted from the notes of the melody,

but on the basis of the main notes of the melody. It illuminates the hidden

scale characteristics of a melody more clearly than all earlier methods.

The advantage of the method in the analysis of complex melodies
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from the standpoint of scales is particularly obvious. For example,
no. 416:

Tempo giusfo

Ap - ro sze-me van a ku-ko - ri - ca - nak,

Szep ter - me - te van a ked-ves ba-bam- nak.

r
Sz&p ter - me - tet el sem tu- dom fe -

lej
- te - ni:

j^ az a-ki i - ga-zan tud sze - ret - ni.

Sections 1 and 4 of the foregoing melody are unequivocally so

endings. If we examine the two middle sections separately, we gain a
melodic pattern that is characteristic of the upper stratum of two-system
la ending melodies. The correct solmization would be : sections 1 and 4 :

G1 = so ; and sections 2 and 3 : Z)2 = la. It is clear, therefore, that our

melody is a cross between a so and a la ending scale type. What did the
old terminology say about the scale of such a melody? Simply that it

was Mixolydian. Yet, this is obviously something else than a typical
Mixolydian.

Melodies with &quot;mixed&quot; scales similar to the above are not rare in

Hungarian folk music. In addition to a crossing of the la and so types,
we have examples of the crossing of la and mi types too. And outside
of these, a meticulous examination by means of solmization throws

light on the existence of many extremely complex scale structures.
It is certain that the introduction of relative solmization in Hungary
is a great gain not only for music pedagogy, but also for musicology.
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VIKTOR BELIAEV

EARLY RUSSIAN POLYPHONY

The present paper is a short survey of the characteristics of the

early forms of the Russian written vocal polyphony as documented in

the Russian non-linear (neumatic) manuscripts.
These documents have never been adequately studied. This accounts

for the considerable contradictions that are involved in the interpreta
tions of this form of Old-Russian musical art, offered by the different

scholars. One of the pre-eminent researchers of Russian liturgical chant

D. V. Razumovsky in his TserJcovnoie penie v Eossii (Liturgical Chant
in Russia), published in 1867 in Moscow, describing the earliest form

of Russian polyphony called strochny chant and for the first time

publishing, in order to illustrate his description, strochny three-voice

polyphony after the pattern of the &quot;trelch-strochny linear demestic

chant of the end of the 17th century&quot; from the library of V. IT. Odoevsky,
found it sufficient to characterize this type of Old-Russian polyphony
with the following : &quot;trekh-strochny demestic chants contained, in fact,

not many harmonic perfections : intervals such as seconds occur very

frequently in it&quot;.

At the turn of the century one of the greatest scholars studying
Russian ecclesiastical chant was A. V. Preobrazhensky who in his work

Ocherki istorii tserJcovnogo penia v Rossii (Essay on the History of Litur

gical Chant in Russia), published in a second edition in 1910, and carrying

photostatic copies of a number of pages from the original manuscripts
of strochny polyphony, writes as follows : &quot;the original form ofpolyphonic

singing in Russia is the so-called strochny chant which serves as a sort

of link between the old and the new chant as far as it comprises the non

linear Icriukovoi notation (of homophonic compositions, F. B.) and the

new polyphony&quot;. Incorrectly characterizing strochny polyphony and

ascribing to it features that belong to a later form of the znamenny

polyphony, he writes : the harmonic accompaniment to the basic melody
consisted of triads in different positions and inversions ; the position

of the accompanying voices corresponded to the concept of the chord
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at that time in Russia and was far from being correct ... In general ,.

harmony was rather imperfect, noisy, vague, blurring the basic melody
sung by the middle voice .

If such outstanding experts in the field of Russian liturgical chant
as Razumovsky and Preobrazhensky characterized strochny polyphony
so superficially and inexactly, then it is no wonder that the great histo
rian of Russian musical culture N. F. Findeisen, who wrote later than
Razumovsky and Preobrazhensky and was no expert of Old-Russian
chant, in his Ocherlci po istorii muzylci v Eossii (Essays on the History
of Music in Russia) published in 1928, altogether refuses to characterize

strochny polyphony, stating that the Khazan notation, with which the
works of this polyphony had been recorded, &quot;has remained unstudied up
till now&quot;.

In stating that the Khazan notation has been left unstudied,
Findeisen is at the same time both right and wrong. He is wrong insofar
as one of the great many manuscript alphabets of this notation, called
also demestvenny (&quot;demestic &quot;)

or putevoi, was published although in
a somewhat crude and unelaborate form by Razumovsky in his

above-quoted work. He is right insofar as the works of strochny polyphony
recorded in this notation have, with the exception of occasional patterns,
not been deciphered, though they number several hundreds and include
also stikhera from the &quot;Olctoilch&quot; sung during the vigil and the

liturgy.
The* recent access to new material concerning the different forms

of Old-Russian polyphony enables us to examine more closely their
characteristic features. This is the task of the present paper which,
therefore, is necessarily only a preliminary study of Old-Russian poly
phony.

The principal feature of early Russian written vocal polyphony is

that this polyphony arose through a change that had come about in the

homophonic ecclesiastical melodies and principally in those of the basic raspev
of the Russian Church the znamenny raspev on the basis of combining
these melodies with the contrapuntal voices accompanying them. Hence,
since Russian written polyphony arose as a result of the complication
of the original homophonic chant of the Russian Church, the melodic

patterns of which served as canti firmi for the early Russian polyphonic
compositions, by no means could the origins of this polyphony be dated
back earlier than the llth century, that is, by no means earlier than the
introduction into Russia of Christian chant, the principal Russian form
of which was the znamenny raspev. Insofar as the style of strochny poly
phony reached its full development in the 16th century, as seen from
the manuscripts that have come down to us, the emergence of Russian
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written polyphony will have to be placed somewhere between the
llth and the 16th centuries, most likely closer to the llth than to
the 16th.

The earliest form of Russian written polyphony was the two-voice

polyphony that arose from the unison singing of liturgical melodies with

sporadically improvised divergences of the voices at close intervals.

Let us take an example of this temporary two-voice polyphony from the

beginning of the Psalm Na retse vamlonstei quoted in 8. V. Smolensky s

paper Znachenie XVII veka i ego kantov i psalmov e&amp;gt; oblasti sovremennogo
tserlcovnogo penia, tak naz. prostogo penia (The Importance of the 17th

Century, its Psalms and Chants in Contemporary Liturgical Singing,
the So-called Simple Melodic Pattern), where it had been taken over
from the lithographed repertory of the historic concerts given by the
Moscow Synodal Academy of Liturgical Chant in 1895. This example
has been deciphered from non-linear notation by A. D. Kastalsky :

Owing to a lack of documented material we are unable to date

the rise of this and of the following form of strochny two-voicepolyphony,
but we assume it highly probable that, in the two-part performance
of liturgical chants, the custom of deviating from the basic melody had

been borrowed from the polyphonic singing of Russian folk songs, that

is, from cases when underlying voices were sung to the basic melodic

pattern. In assuming this we must, naturally, allow for the practice of

the polyphonic performance of Russian folk songs prior to the introduction

of the polyphonic execution of Russian liturgical chants. Examples of

two-voice folk singing of the kind we have just seen in liturgical two-

voice polyphony are numerous. Let us, for instance, take the song Chto

zhe ty da cheremuskha from the Pesni PinezTiia recorded by E. V. Hip-

pius and Z. V. Evald in which two-voice polyphony originates in the varia-

tional deviation of one of the voices from the basic melodic pattern of the

song :
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MTO &amp;gt;KC Tbi j?a qe - p Aiyui
- Ka a

j&

oft BecHOii pa - HO pac - irae - Jia ?

In addition to this form of Russian written two-voice polyphony
we can cite an even more developed form of this same two-voice poly

phony. One example we can quote is the beginning of the Kheruvimskaia

pesnia (to be referred to as the &quot;Cherub Song&quot;) from the MS no. 233,

dating from the end of the 17th or the beginning of the 18th century,

of the Synodal Academy, others being contained in several other MMS
of this .Institute, preserved in the State Historical Museum, Moscow :

3.

^
oo. imt

^
? r^ r

In this example the basic melody, otherwise called the
&quot;put&quot;,

is

sung by the upper voice which is accompanied by the contrapuntal
lower voice called &quot;mz&quot;. Some features of this carefully elaborated

form of early Russian two-voice polyphony require elucidation.

All compositions written in the two-voice style begin in the unison
of the two voices that diverge at the accented sections by no more than
a fourth, which is the basic interval of this two-voice polyphony. The
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&quot;basic interval is used both in alternation with other intervals and in

successions of parallel fourths.

Let us examine a few typical cases of voice-leading used in

this form of two-voice polyphony.
As a first example let us take the motion from a fourth to a unison

with a sustained upper voice, a motion not represented in previous
-examples in its pure form but extremely frequent in this type of two-
voice polyphony:

In our examples we^have the following variants of the above com
bination of voices :

1. The motion of the lower auxiliary note to the level of the upper
voice :

5.

A

2. The complication of the motion of the lower voice by starting
at an interval of a third leading to the upper voice :

6.

3. The introduction into the above combination of a lower auxiliary
note leading to the sustained note of the upper voice which sometimes,
as in this case, produces an interval of a second between the two moving
voices :
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4. A further combination of this passage in one of the following;

forms :

8.

frrrr
or

T
where the upper voice is complicated by the introduction of an auxiliary
note leading to the basic note, without which the above passage would

appear as follows :

10.

km
rrrr

But in the following motion of the lower voice the G of the upper voice,

to which a fourth is sung in the lower, should be regarded not as an auxili

ary note to A but as an independent note in the progression of the upper
voice :

11.

im

It should be noted that the melodic motion which we look upon
as the succession of the lower auxiliary note and the following basic

note of the melodic progression :
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or:

13.

*
is recorded in the non-linear notation of strochny chant by a single sign,
& fact that supports the correctness of our interpretation of the above
melodic succession.

If the rising fourth of the melody we are discussing

begins not on the lower third but on the lower fourth under the sustained
note of the upper voice, it results in the following combination of voices
in which the interval of a fifth occurs in relation to the upper voice as
an unaccented auxiliary note in the course of the progression of the
lower voice :

TTT
The second the lower voice thus forms with the upper voice is

regarded in this type of two-voice polyphony as an independent harmonic
interval and is used in many instances as such, as can be seen from the

following examples :

16.

fr f pr Pff r?
17.

(JP jT i*^
1^^

f r^

19.

577



and so on.

20.

In some instances the second even plays the role of a cadential
interval that closes not only one of the inner sections of the composition
but the whole composition as, for instance, in the &quot;Cherub

Song&quot; the

beginning of which we have cited above and which is concluded in the

following manner :

\j v w

these :

22.

r

If, in addition, we consider motions in parallel fourth such as

and others, then we have pointed out the principal characteristics of
this two-voice style, which, nevertheless, do not give an exhaustive
picture of the immense variety of the basic techniques of voice-leading
as used in this form of strochny two-voice singing exceptionally rich in
polyphonic possibilities.

We have pointed out above that the melodies which had been
submitted to polyphonic remodelling in the works of strochny polyphony
are the generally used liturgical ones, preferentially those of znamenny
raspev. Now it should be added that these melodies, when used as canU
firmi in the compositions of strochny polyphony, are extended twofold
and sometimes carry a few melodic ornamentations as opposed to ordinary
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(so-called dbychny) chant. When these melodies are performed in one
voice they are no longer called znamenny but putevoi or putny raspev.
As an example of such a transformation from znamenny into putevoi
we can cite the eulogy of the Virgin s Birth, written in the 5th echos

(glas) in two variants znamenny and putevoi according to the
1772 edition of the ObiTchod (daily round of services) :

pacnee

\
Be - JIM * qa

pacnes

TH

IS J J J3 J J. J y .

npe CBH ra - H

CT&quot;

BO

a=3

i H CBH - TbIX TBO - MX pO
-

flM
- TC

*
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Such an extension of the basic melody in strochny polyphony is

a perfectly natural means of joining to it the mobile lower voice which

displays more developed passages in contrast to the protracted notes

of the basic melody. This circumstance required the elaboration (for

strochny polyphony) of a special kind of non-linear notation which

originated in the generally used znamenny notation and was adapted
to the requirements of recording more complicated melodic passages

and patterns.
In the new notation, called demestvenny, putevoi or khazansky,

the basic signs of znamenny notation came to be used as signs denoting
double length or sometimes even other melodic-metrical values. A number
of new signs were added and the number of auxiliary signs enhanced

in order to modify the value of the basic ones. In addition to this they
came to be used in ligatures resulting in a large number of complicated

signs.
Let us quote a few examples.
The sign of the hook

27.

I/*

which in znamenny notation has the value of a semitone was used in

putevoi notation to denote a whole tone. Whereas in znamenny notation

its use was confined to the following variants

28.

V- Ur

in putevoi notation it acquired even a larger number of values :
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29.

and so on.

The signs

30.

denoting in znamenny notation a gradually falling and/or rising motion
by fourths, shows the following development in putevoi, notation in
different variants

U I I- IX1

l- + I

and so on.

The uniting of the following basic signs

into one combined sign

33.

in connection with the mark placed nearby (the letter M) indicates the

following complicated melodic motion
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which is the amalgamation and the abbreviation of the following

The reading of the putevoi notation, though very complicated,
involves no special difficulties in homophonic compositions, but presents
considerable obstacles in polyphonic ones because of the difficulties

of co-ordinating the voices of these compositions inasmuch as

the metrical values of the different signs, which can be read both in

their normal values and in their protracted or shortened values, are

conditioned by the relation of the signs of one voice to those of the

others.

The earliest documents of strochny polyphony known to us, as

we have already pointed out, date from the 16th century and belong
to the so-called signless, non-linear notational documents that contain

no definite indication as to the pitch of the notational signs. At the end
of the 16th century the signless notational text of these documents was

provided with marks, that is, letters that precisely indicated the pitch
of every single znamia. This enables us now to read the non-linear

scores of strochny polyphony. By the second half or toward the end of
the 17th century, a part of these scores was deciphered and transcribed

into linear notation by singers who were well acquainted with the style
of performance of strochny polyphonic compositions. The collation of

non-linear originals with their transcriptions into notes on lines enables
us to fully acquaint ourselves with the idiom of strochny polyphony
thus ensuring the possibility of an exact and correct reading of the docu
ments of this polyphony which, as we have already seen, is notable
for the peculiarity of its style.

Returning to the two forms of strochny polyphony we have already
studied, we perceive that in the first of them the basic melody is

carried by the lower voice, the underlying counter-melody being ^ung
by the upper voice, whereas, in the second case it is the other way round,
that is, the basic melody is found in the upper voice and the counter-

melody in the lower. Though of underlying origin, this counterpoint has
a very elaborate character which speaks of the high degree of develop-
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ment of tkis kind of strochny two-voice polyphony. Which of these two
forms of two-voice polyphony is of earlier origin we cannot tell as yet
but we can and must turn the attention of our readers to the fact that

by uniting these two forms of strochny two-voice polyphony through
the line of the basic melody common o both forms, we obtain a three-
voice combination of strochny polyphony which is the widest known
and most elaborate type of this polyphony, called troestrochie or troe-

strochnoe penie.
The compositions of strochny three-voice polyphony, in which the

upper voice is called &quot;verlch&quot; the middle one
&quot;put&quot;

and the lower one
&quot;niz&quot; begin, as a rule, either in the unison of all voices or by a solo
intonation by the lower voice. This technique, common to both strochny
polyphony and Russian folk song polyphony, is extremely suitable
for the intonation of polyphonic vocal compositions executed without

any instrumental accompaniment or prelude. By this intonation the
vocal ensemble is given the starting note or the starting line of the
melodic progression which would gradually and sometimes imperceptibly
go over into the lines of the contrapuntal progression of the voices.
It is highly probable that here, when applying the technique of unison
or solo intonation in polyphonic compositions and when applying the

technique of underlying accompaniment in order to form a polyphonic
musical texture, strochny polyphony must have been influenced by
Russian folksong polyphony.

Embarking upon the relation of contrapuntal voices in strochny
three-voice polyphony, it must be stressed that both lower voices in
this three-voice polyphony are in the same relationship to one another
as they are in the strochny two-voice polyphony of the second type, and
can be performed independently of the third voice, because they form
with one another a totally accomplished combination of voices. &quot;As far

as the upper voice, the verkh is concerned, its design follows closely the

upper voice of the first type of strochny two-voice polyphony and, being
more mobile in the three-voice combination than the principal (middle)
voice and less so than the other lower voice, forms with the two lower
voices a fourth-fifth consonance in the basic harmonic points :

36.

i
which consists of the simultaneous singing of two perfect consonances
from the bass and is regarded in the strochny polyphonic idiom as a

harmonious consonance analogous to the triad in European and Russian

liturgical polyphony of a later type which in the present paper we call

znamenny polyphony.
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As a first example of the strochny three-voice polyphony it will
be best to quote the beginning of the Cherub Song known to us from its

two-voice form but given here in its second version, that is, in its three-
voice form according to the manuscript of the late 17th century or the

early 18th century, no. 220 of the Synodal Academy :

Both lower voices in the above-quoted fragment from the three-
voice version of the Cherub Song as expounded in the

&quot;big&quot; raspev,eX^i f r a few consonances at th^ end of this fragment, are identical
with the two voices of the two-voice version of this song, called the
&quot;small&quot; (shortened) raspev. In the main we have already come to the end
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of the analysis of this two-voice polyphony. As far as the analysis of
the strochny three-voice polyphony is concerned as a whole and in its

details, that is, the analysis of the progression of the upper voice in the
strochny three-voice polyphony, which voice is bound to go into contra
puntal and harmonic combination not only with the main (middle)
but also with the lower voice, this involves considerable difficulties.
But even in this case the fourth-fifth harmonic base is clearly perceptible
behind the interweaving of the voices of this three-voice polyphony
which is often rather complicated. This can be seen, for instance, from
the analysis of the closing passage of our example, given in the follow

ing notational table where, beside the basic type of this fragment (line
no. 1) we have (in lines nos. 2 and 3) its harmonic extract in a lesser

(line no. 2) and in a greater (line no. 3) degree of concentration :

r f rrrr rr

Figures 1 4 in the above table give us the melodic progression
of all the three voices on a fourth-fifth consonance :

The progression of the upper voice is based here on the steps
between the &quot;chord&quot; notes G and A, with the introduction, in two

cases, of the auxiliary note F added to G, whereas the centre of this
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progression is A. However, F in certain respects can be regarded as

potentially belonging to the basic fourth-fifth consonance which in this

case acquires the following structure :

The fact that we can regard in this case the note F as a potential
note of the basic consonance is due, in the first place, to the frequent
use in strochny three-voice polyphony of the following combinations of

voices and the like :

42.

fTTT 7T

where F is felt as a chord note rather than an &quot;occasional&quot; note and,
in the second place, to the use in strochny three-voice polyphony of the

cadence of double second (second-third) consonance :

43.

V **&amp;gt;

which, in this case, is a substitute for a fourth-fifth consonance

44.
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This same potentional inclusion of the note F in the chord notes
in the above consonance and that of analogous notes in other consonances,
explains the frequent use in the upper voice of the following motion
in relation to the middle voice :

45.

which we can observe in figures nos. 3 and 4 of our table.
As to figures 5 and 6 of this table, in the progression of the upper

voice, A is sung with lower and upper auxiliary notes.
Thus the basic note of the upper voice in our fragment taken from

the Cherub Song is A, which at the beginning participates in the for
mation of the fourth-fifth consonance, then in that of simple fourth
consonances and, finally, in that of the unison consonance of all the
three voices as well as of cadence-consonances of this whole fragment.

While characterizing, in general outlines, the function of the upper
voice in strochny three-voice polyphony, we can notice that, as a rule,
it never deviates from the middle voice more than by a fourth upward,
that sometimes it crosses the middle voice and quite frequently
follows it in seconds as in the parallel progression of all three voices
with fourth-fifth consonances, as well as in the different motions at
intervals of seconds.

This short survey of strochny three-voice polyphony is, naturally,
by no means exhaustive. For such an analysis neither the material nor
the observations made on the characteristics of the style of this three-
voice polyphony are sufficient. The fact, however, that we know of it

enables us to talk of the national character of this polyphonic style and
of the high degree of its evolution on Russian soil unaffected by any
foreign influences.

This is where the development of strochny polyphony comes to
an end, yielding to the development of another kind of Russian written

polyphony that arose on another basis and to which, in the present paper,
we have assigned the name znamenny polyphony because its composi
tions are recorded generally in the ordinary Icriulcovoi notation used
for recording the singing of the znamenny raspev and are no longer
recorded in khazansky, demestvenny or putevoi notation.

We shall now cite an example of znamenny polyphony written
in the ordinary JcriuJcovoi (stolpovoi) notation. Our example will be
an Antiphone, written in the fourth echos, Ot iunosti moeia from
V. M. Metalov s OcherJc istorii pravoslavnogo tserJcovnogo penia v Eussii

(Essay on the History of the Pravoslav Liturgical Chant in Russia) :
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cna CH cna ce Aioft.

In the fine style in which the melody of this antiphone is harmonized
we can see, first, the frequent use ofincomplete or empty&quot; triads (without
the third), especially in cadences and, secondly, the use of the technique
of the parallel progression of triads. This technique is widely used, among
others, for the harmonization of great jubilant passages and of vocali

zation in chanting the word &quot;Alleluia&quot; and in similar cases.

We have gone through the principal phases in the evolution of

early Russian polyphony the records of which are written in non-linear
notation and which is prominent because of the peculiarities of its

style. Thanks to these we consider them as the two fundamental forms
of early Russian polyphony.

Both these polyphonic forms undoubtedly influenced the later

form of the partesny chant, that is, singing by notational parts
written in linear notation and forming the parts of liturgical compo
sitions, written by composers in the new harmonic style. The time when
the style of the partesny chant emerged, presumably the second half
of the 17th century, coincides with the years when the earlier forms of
Russian polyphony ceased to develop. Nevertheless the strochny chant,
the oldest form of Russian polyphony, survived till the 18th century
and, what is more, the compositions of znamenny polyphony, a transitional
form leading from strochny to partesny polyphony, survived in its different

patterns in the church till the end of the 19th century if not till the
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beginnings of the 20th. In general these forms of early Russian polyphony
were superseded comparatively early by the compositions of partesny
chant, the development of which, from the very outset, made great
strides forward, preparing the appearance of such great creative talents

as D. S. Bortniansky (1751 1825), whose compositions created a
whole epoch in the development of the new Russian liturgical polyphony,
playing an enormous part in the evolution of musical culture in Russia
not only in the field of Church music but also on a much larger scale

by producing a new Russian musical idiom. This was the soil on which,
in a certain sense, flourished the talent of the founder of the Russian
national musical school M. I. Glinka, after whom Russian music soon
reached the importance of a potential factor in the development of the
musical culture of the world.
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BENJAMIN RAJECZKY

PARALLELS OF LATE-QREQORIAN ORNAMENTS
IN HUNQARIAN FOLK SONQS

An illuminating chapter of B. Szabolcsi s History of Melody
1

deals with the musical ornaments in Europe. Proceeding from Lach s

statement according to which ornamentation can be considered as
an elementary factor of melody-shaping, a compendium of musical

formation, Szabolcsi arrives at the following thesis : the ornaments
indicate various types of European musical thinking, they determine
ornament- and melody-forming principles operating simultaneously side

by side within the different cultural spheres (as stated by Besseler of
the Italo-Burgundian and English territories with reference to the
15th century).

Thus Szabolcsi examines four domains of style of European
ornamentation : 1. the Mediterranean region with embellishments

constituting an extension of the melodic line, 2. the Atlantic region
with ornaments promoting movement, 3. the Baltic region (Central

Europe) with ornaments having variation force, and 4. Eastern Europe
where an old monodic musical culture concentrates on ornamentation
all forces that elsewhere have lead to polyphony or to the extension
of structure (as, according to P. Wagner s interpretation, in the case of

the Gregorian melismata) and thereby giving the melody a far stricter

unity of motive (or as Hornbostel says of the ornamentation of Western
Asia, much sharper outlines).

2 The ornamental elements of the
North-European group seem to him insignificant.

3 But beyond all

these components, the author assumes a common basis without which
it would be hard to understand the Gregorian influence throughout
Europe.

4

It is at this juncture that we start our essay and direct the
attention to some elementary forms of this &quot;common basis&quot;. The indi-

1 Szabolcsi Bence, A mel6dia tort&iete, Budapest 1950, pp. 135 145,
2 See op. cit. p. 140 and note 11 ; p. 145 with bibliography.
3 The peculiar Swedish melismata mean something more.
4 See op. cit. p. 143.
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vidual grace notes or groups of them serve to give prominence to the

melodic line, but have no form-building effect. We do not wish to reach

back, as may be expected, to the early punctuation melismatics&quot;, but

restrict ourselves to the comparison of late Gregorian music with the

Hungarian folk song. With this restriction we wish, on the other hand,
to avoid the choral style in which the ornamentation, as a melody-
forming factor, covers or transforms these elementary forms, and on
the other, to exclude polyphonic music in which the role of these for

mulae is too well known. By &quot;late Gregorian&quot; we mean the variants

of hymn and sequence of the 15th and 16th centuries. We have chosen

this group for two reasons : 1. as syllabic or only sporadically and slightly
melismatic pieces, their melody lines throw into relief the ornamental

groups at first sight and lend themselves for a comparison with the

parlando-rubato melodies of our folk-music
;

2. it poses the question of

rhythm.
Since Idelsohn s parallels

5
it is evident that the kinds of folk-

music flourishing today possess significant reserves of evidence concerning
the question of Gregorian rhythmics, the substantial exploitation of
which has just been started by musicology in our days.

6
Though it was

more than half a century ago that 0. Fleischer pointed to the significance
of contemporary folk music for the history of music,

7 the venture of a

too far-reaching conclusion seemed too ambitious, especially because of
the erroneous supposition that in the field of chant every comparison
touching a certain group of style had to be referred to the whole store

of melody. Thus the rhythmisation of Riemann, Fleischer and Houdard,
inspired by folk music could never convince contemporary chant-

practice to think of a serious analysis of their &quot;division of unity-
value&quot;. The general distrust with which every theory of Gregorian
rhythm is received today, refers, first of all, to its total application,
and in so far as it does, justly so, but it also affects partial solutions

to such an extent that, e. g., in spite of possessing considerable material
for comparison, the drawing of the real rhythmic picture of the simple
choral psalmody has not been achieved. 8

5 Parallelen zwischen gregorianischen und hebraisch-orientalischen Gesangs-
wei&en, in Zs. /. Mw. vol. 4, 1922, pp. 515 524.

6
Unfortunately we are not informed about the particulars of the Intern.

Congress for Mediterranean Music in Palermo, 1954. Di Salvo s comparison of
Byzantine notations with Sicilian liturgical practice (Intern. Congress for Church-
music, 1950) are only known to us from a review (Riv. Mus. Ital. vols. iv vi, pp.
182 185). About the venture of De Van see H. Engel, Der dritte Kongress d.
Internet. Oesellschaft /. Musikwissenschaft in Barcelona, in Zs. f. Mw. 1936.

7 O. Fleischer, Ein Kapitel vergleichender Musikgeschichte in SIMg vol. i,

1899 1900pp., 1 53. Cf. the principles concerning plainsong and folk songs
by B. Maerker in : Greg. Gesang u. Deutsches Volkslied, in Jhb. /. Volksliedfor-
schung. vol. vii, 1941, pp. 71 73.

8 For instance, also Besseler who in his Musik des Mittelalters u. des
Renaissance, pp. 34 41, evaluates the Syrian and Hebrew examples, like P. Wag
ner before him, from the point of view of common style and common origin.
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The preliminary condition for a solution of the problem of Grego
rian rhythm is the strict demarcation of the particular style groups (or

even smaller subdivisions) and often also the exclusion of particular
factors of style : since it is the question of comprehending a thou

sand-year old, ever changing art.

So we should like to investigate, in the last phase of plainsong history,

those groups of notes which (already registered in the use of diminution

of the Renaissance-age) are still extant in present Hungarian folk

music, and which raise the question : what rhythmical form they may
have possessed? In doing so, we could, of course, not think of an exhaus

tive presentation, having at our disposal neither the ornament system
of the plainsong, nor that of the Hungarian folk song.

9 It will be a matter

of further careful studies to trace the change of embellishments from

the 16th century back as far as possible.
Our examples are taken from Hungarian and foreign sources of

Hungarian libraries10 and we also refer to Moberg s work. 11 The examples
of folk songs originate from Transylvania and Moldavia where orna

mentation still flourishes.

What is to be mentioned in the first place is the slide of different

length which is crystallized from the portamento into a conscious grace,

from a narrow-ranged form into a broken chord (nos. 1 6 and passim).

It is used inconsistently as are all other ornaments, in the same way as

a folk singer follows his momentary impulses (nos. 7 8). The frame role

of the upper and lower changing note gives impulse to conscious

flourishes from the mordent to the simple, reversed, and extended form

of the turn and camUata (nos. 35, 9 et seq,). Measured rhythm facil

itates the repetition of certain ornaments or the succession of sequences

(nos. 13, 146). It is remarkable how a group of ornaments retains its

place, even after many years (nos. 14c-d). The intonation supported
from below,which often occurs in Hungarian folk music as well as in

that of others peoples, is to be met only rarely in the manuscripts

(nos. 14c-d, 15).
12 The placing of the ornament at the beginning or end

of the words is often strikingly arbitrary (nos. 16 17), as is the choice

of the form of embellishment (nos. 18 20).

The melody-shaping grace tending to become an independent
melodic section, restricts itself to a single turn (nos. 22 23), which

D. Johnor (Wort u. Ton im Choral, 2nd ed. pp. 178, 188, 216-219,

150-168) and P. Fcrretti (Estelica gregoriana, 1934, pp. 96-127) give a clear

survey of the punctuation melismatics, as well as an analysis of the variation

technique, yet also without reference to the ornament idea. Unfortunately,

we did not have access to R. Fasano s work : Storia degli abbellimenti musicali del

canto gregoriano al Verdi.
. .

10 Published in B. Rajeczky s Melodiarium Hungariae Mean Aem. vol.

i, Budapest 1957.
11 C. A., Moberg, Vber die schwedischen Sequenzen, Uppsala 19/7.

12 S. A. Beischlag, Die Ornam&ntik der Musik, 2nd ed. 1953, p. 33.
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most frequently unfolds completely at the end of the line or strophe

(nos. 2426).
Ornaments that more or less modify rhythm can be found at

the present only in folk music (nos, 27 28).

From our examples it can be clearly seen that the ornaments

recurring at every step originate from a common source : we come
across conformities not only in their form but also in their treatment.

Therefore it will not be without significance for the rhythmical inter

pretation of the Gregorian examples to emphasize the common fea

ture of all the Hungarian ornaments presented as illustration : apart

from the initial and final melismata, they all signify the division of the

melody-forming note into smaller values. Should a group of notes of

the Gregorian melody prove to play the role of embellishment, it will

also have to be considered as having a dividing influence on duration.

No. 1 Victimae paschali (Mob.Nr.5a) No. 2 Exultent filiae Sion

I _ _-*-
I

A,E

V.7. ...re -

c r*

No. 3 Crux fidelis

C * m=g:
No. 4 Congaudentes exultemus (Mob.Nr.22.)

E,M

M,T

... no - bi - lis

B
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No.5

Juoo

2.Sfcr.

No. 6 Rubato F 13?&quot; B

l.Str,3.ZLHosz-S2ni ju-ta-ra,

J=U6

2.Str.3.Zl. sA nyira-fa-nak

J=112
&quot;

4.Str.3.ZL s A szf - ve - met

No. 7 Laudes crucis Lauda Sion

A,B

B,I,K I E,I,K,U

C I B

(Mob.Nr.L)

No. S Poeo rubato

2.Str.

Sz-Nd.Nr.79.
3 o

tok - kal
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No. 9 Plausu chorus laetabundo

B

EC written one fourth, lower

No. 12 Yerourn bonum

A
(Mob.Nr.7.)

B

I

K
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No. 14

No. 13 Virginalis turma sexus (Mob.Nr.66.)

K

B

Hej pa - vo, he -
J9 pa

a = Sz. Nd. no. 72
b = F 141 /A/d
c = Domokos no - 9 - (1932, not, Bart6k)

&amp;gt; ^^ 234/B/rb (1952)



No, 16 yeni Sancte Sp.
,

I

(Mob.Nr.6.)

No. 15 Sancti Spiritus (MobJNr.14)

V.3.Spi-ri-tus al-me

A,B

C

V.I. ... Lu-cis tu - ae ra-di-nm

e

:

No. 17 Giusto J=168

1 == N6pm. Int. 234/A/c (1952)
Same singer {

2 = F 206/A/c (1954)
3 = 1953

No* 18

V.4....Et die: ne ti - me -

-el,

as

(MobJMr.4

V.5....Sedad- mi - ra - bi - lem
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No. 19 Regisjregum civis ave

H

M

. Re -
gni con-sors* glo - ri - ae

No. 20 J F 199/B/a

3.Str.

No. 22

A

No. 21 Quern invisibiliter sequitur Eccl. c

B

C

V.6. ...et ei-gnis va - ri - is
K

itabundus (Mob.Nr.4.)

Lae - ta - bun - dus

^y

22*



No. 23 Pariando J=68

J=83|

es ki -
haj

- latt Sze - ke - rem-nek riid -
ja.

fefe

Same singer f9|3
2/A

No. 24 Corde, voce, mente pura

B

V.3.HicestGeysae du-cis na - tus Vi - si - o-ne prae-si-gna- tus

~#&amp;lt;*m~**&amp;gt;~**

o. 25 Quam dilecfca tabernacula

/Cti - &amp;lt;

r* .

N/ J^.
- --J ^ ^ ^

IV,7. In bi-vi-o te-gens nu- da Ge-mi-nos pa-rit ex Ju da



No. 26 Rubalo J=66

l.Str.

2.8tr.

l.Str.

CS9
M6-nar An-na . szep me -

nyecs
- ke,

CS9

Tr** ^ ^&quot;^

l.Str.

2.Str.

LStr.

2.Str.

Je - re
m

ve - lem Mo - nar AQ -

Saj
-
go Ma- ra-ton,

Nem me- nyek ^n, Saj
-
go Ma-ra - ton,

. s O - da - me - ne .

nt. al

Nem me-nyek en, go Mar-ton !

No. 27

Ji=286

Sa He-gyen - ful-don ja
- ro - ga-tok

^y 1

He- gyen s fo-do-na ja-ro
- go
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Vi - ra - gecs-ka-ta

gyuj-to
-

ge
- tek

168 3 l

sze - de

a = F 47/A (Not, by BartxSk)
b = F 206/B

No. 28

Me- nyecs-ke , me -

nyecs - ke

a = Sz. Nd. no. 73.
b = F 213/A/a



SIGNS OF MANUSCRIPTS

A = Esztergom, Christian, Museum, Cantionale of the Dominican Nuns, 15th c-

B = Ibid. Metropolitan Library, Gradual of King Vladislas (1490-1516).
C = Ibid. Gradual of Cardinal Bakocz (1487-1500).
D = Ibid. Psaltery, 15th c.

E = Simlau Csiksomly6 (Rumania) Bibl. O. F. M. Gradual of Fr. Clemens de

Hunyad, 1524.

F = Ibid. Psaltery, 15th c. Fg : Gothic Characters, Fl : Latin, characters.

G = Kosice Kassa (Czechoslovakia), National Library, Psaltery, 15th c.

H = Budapest, National Museum, c. 1. m. ae. 128. Psalterium Blasii, before

1419.

I = Ibid, c. 1. m. ae. 172 a b, Graduate Cassoviense, beginning of the 16th c.

K = Ibid., c. 1. m. ae. 259. Gradual of the Collegiate Chapter St. Martin in Bonn.

(Marg. Scheiffartz, between 1456-1482).
L = Ibid. c. 1. m. ae. 243. Czech Cantional, 15th c.

M = Jaszov Jdsz6 (Czechoslovakia), Antiphonary of the hermits of St. Paul,

15th c.

N = Budapest, National Museum, c. 1. m. ae. 317. Pontifical, 14th c.

ABBREVIATIONS OF SOURCES

Sz. Nd. = Bart6k-Kodaly: Nepdalolc, Erd&yi Magyarsdg (Folk songs. Hun
garians of Transylvania), Budapest, 1921.

F. = Gramophone Records of the Hungarian Etnographic Museum.

Nepm. Int. = Gramophone Records of the Institute for Popular Art.

Dates = Tape-recording. f m

Domokos Domokos P. Pe&quot;ter : A moldvai magyarsag (The Hungarians of

Moldavia), 3rd ed. Kolozsvar 1941.
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VINKO ZQANEC

THE ELEMENTS OF THE YUQOSLAV
FOLKLORIC SCALES IN SERBIAN LITURQICAL

CHANT

The Serbian composer St. St. Mokranjac noted the majority of

Serbian chants and published part of them in print under the title

Osmoglasm&.Inthis book the liturgical chants are arranged according

to &quot;tones&quot; (modes) of which there are eight. That is why the collection

is called Osmoglasnilc (OUoeTchos). The rest of the material noted by

Mokranjac was edited by Kosta Manojlovic
2

.

Besides Mokranjac also other melographers noted and published

liturgical chants.3 None of these notations dates back earlier than the

second half of the 19th century.

Up to now very few old neumatic manuscripts have been dis

covered. Kosta Manojlovic believes that such codexes could be found in

the Hilander monastery on Mount Athos. Of the known manuscripts he

mentions the sttlcUrs of the 5th tone, written in hagiopolitic (round,

Middle Byzantine) neumes from Hilander, published by the archi

mandrite Ni6ifor Du6ic in the fifth volume of his literary works (1895) ;

further those from the National Library in Belgrade, no. 93, and some

other minor manuscripts. These, however, have not been deciphered and

no attempt has been made to carry out a comparison between the pres

ent liturgical melodies and the notations of the oldest liturgical chants.

For the study of such melodies only the contemporary material

is at our disposal, as it exists in practice, and therefore we have to rely

solely on this source for our inferences.

The liturgical ehant in the Serbo-Orthodox Church of Jugoslavia is

derived from Byzantine church music. The connection between Serbian

i OJctoekhos (The Eight Tones), Belgrade 1908.
-/&amp;gt;*,

sstevan St. Mokranjac, Pravoslavsko srpsko narodno crkveno pojan^e. Vp&e

pojanje (Pravoslav Serbian Liturgical Folk Songs. Common Singing), ed. and

compl. by Kosta P. Manojlovic, Belgrade 1935. XV + 495 pages.P
B]Lrnelije Stanko4 (1862/63), Gavrilo

^Boljane
i Nikola.Taj|sanovic

(1887/91), Tihomir Ostoji6 (1887/96), Petar Kostic i Jefta Petrovic,

(.
1899fc Jovaa

Kozobari6 (1893), Joco Pajkanovi6 (1906), Tanasi pop Teodorov (1896), Dimitnje

Stojacic, Lazar Terzin, Branko Cvejic, Laza K. Lera, Nenad Baracki.
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and Byzantine music is clearly reflected in the way the melodies of the

eight modes of Byzantine and Serbian liturgical chants are distinguished.

Just as each mode in the Byzantine liturgical chant has its typidal

melodic formulae, so are the melodies of each
&quot;glas&quot; (there are alto

gether eight of them) in the Serbian liturgical chant built according
to the same principle. To which of the eight &quot;tones&quot; a melody belongs
is determined, first of all, not by the type of its scales, but by a definite

melodic formula that has always been attached to this &quot;tone&quot;, although

according to musical principles it should fall within another
&quot;glas&quot;

(tone).

The first glas. The melodies belonging to glas I are divided into
four types. Their scales and compass are as follows :

d)

All melodies belonging to this first glas end on D1
. On closer in

spection of their melodic line, we find the final note D1 to be the tonic
of the re mode. This is what their melodic cadences indicate, of course

only on the condition that we consider these melodies in their mono-
phonic version without the accompaniment of the second voice. At one
time they were, in fact, sung in unison.

But today most of these melodies are sung in two voices, especially
those sung by the people. We do not know when the practice of two-
voice singing arose in liturgical chant. It probably occurred very early,
certainly soon after two-voice singing of the present type cropped up
in secular Jugoslav musical folklore.

What is the singing in two voices like? It is a singing in thirds
with the final note D1

accompanied by the lower fifth. In this way the
melody ends with a half-cadence on the dominant harmony. Through
this kind of accompaniment some important changes occurred in these
melodies. This happened in the following manner :

a) the function of the final note D1
, which originally was the

tonic, changed and became, in the two-voice version, the second degree to
in the scale ;

&quot;b)
the tonality of the melody changed, i. e. the melody was trans

ferred from the original D-tonality to the C-tonality, with as tonic ;
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c) the Dorian major sixth (D B) changed into the minor sixth

d) while in the original authentic Dorian scale the first tetrachord
(D G) was separated from the second tetrachord (A D2

) by a diazeuxis,
in the new scale, which looks like a Mixolydian one, the tetrachords
(0 F) and (F B^) are now connected by a synaphe.

The former Dorian tonality looks now as follows (melody and
accompaniment) :

No. 2

%

These four types of scales of the first glas can be reduced to one

scale which is known in Jugoslav musical folklore as &quot;fifth major&quot;.

In its whole compass it looks like this :

No. 3

N.f. Variant

This is a specific scale in Jugoslav folk song which ends on the

second degree of the scale with a dominant harmony* This scale was

discovered by the Jugoslav folklorist M, A. Vasiljevic on analyzing

400 songs in one of his printed collections of folk songs. The melodies

of these songs move, for the most part, within the frame of a larger

or smaller section of the scale shown above ;
none of the songs covers

the whole compass. Each ends on the same final note (D
1
). Hardly any

of them have a larger range than 8 notes. One or two melodies reach

the maximum4
height : E^2

.

The melodic structure of the songs from Vasiljevic collection,

which belong to this scale, is such that the particular melodic groups

move within one, two, or three tetrachords (bound by a slur). Until

now no song moving within all four tatrachords has been discovered,

4 With Vasiljevi6 this scale is transposed one fourth higher, having, conse

quently, the final note G1
.
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All tetrachords are alike, of an Ionian character, and all are harmonized

according to the same harmonic formula. The transition from one
into another is achieved by modulatory means. There is no false relation

between E1 E^ 2
; B Bbl

;
F# F1 in the sense of classical harmonics.

The central tetrachord is : C D E F and the final phrase of the melody
always moves in its compass and has the final note D1

.

The liturgical melodies of the first glas have assumed all the
characteristics of this Jugoslav folkloric scale, the above-mentioned
&quot;fifth major&quot;, also called &quot;antique major&quot;.

Thus, the liturgical scale of the Serbian church chant, called first

glas, his been completely folTdonzed.

Second glas. The melodies of glas II have two types of scales.

1. In the first type the initial and the final notes are always E1
.

No. 4

f) Initialis Finalis

On comparing this scale with the old church scales, we find that it
resembles the Hypophrygian scale the closest. The most striking deviation
from the Hypophrygian scale consists in the note AK This note is at
the same time one of the most important characteristics of the Jugoslav
folkloric scale called major-minor scale&quot; : it has the major-third and
the minor-sixth.

This scale has also been folklorized, which came about in two
ways :

a) first the intonation of A became probably lower and lower
until the major third yielded to the minor third. The lowering of the
perfect fourth is exemplified in Jugoslav musical folklore in several
regions. The most important phenomenon in this respect is to be found
in the Istrian scale, in which the Phrygian cadence has been preserved
to the present day, but the fourth degree of the scale has been lowered,
as also here in the second glas ;

b) when the melodies of the second glas began to be sung in two
voices, the final note was no longer sung in unison, but the contralto-
accompaniment in major third (C

1
) was joined to it. By the addition

of the major third in its accompaniment, the function of this note changed:
the tonic became the third degree of this scale, and, at the same time*
the function of the tonic was taken over by the accompanying tone!
Thus the melodies of glas II were transferred from the E-tonalitv
to the C-tonality.

J
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Thereby the liturgical melodies of the first type of glas n assumed

important characteristics of the Jugoslav folkloric scale, called &quot;major-

minor scale&quot;. But the folklorization of this scale has not been completely
carried through in all its consequences. The secular songs composed in

the major-minor scale also end in &quot;fifth major&quot; as above, i. e. on the

second note of the scale. On the other hand, the liturgical chants of

the second glas end on the major third of the tonic harmony.
In consequence, the form of this scale, sung, as it is today, in two

voices, looks as follows (a) :

The folkloric cadence of the major-minor scale (6) has not yet

penetrated liturgical singing.

2. The scale of the second type of glas TL is the following :

No. 6

-and probably comes from the Lydian scale in which the tritone,

through continued practice, changed into the perfect fourth. In the

chants of this type of scale there are no striking characteristics peculiar

to secular folklore melodies.

Third glas. The melodies of glas HI move in a scale possessing a

complex tonal material :

No. 7

fi a) (h) b)

Imtialls Finalis

p
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The songs of the third glas exhibit a rather complicated musical

architectonic structure. Their first part moves in the section of the scale

If-major within the range of a pentachord, in the case of long melodies

within the hexachord 7a, and ends with a final cadence on F. The
second part of the melody is cadenced by means of the melodic formula

76 to D1
. The third part of the melody Ic moves within the frame of

the pentachord G and can be enlarged to B^1
. This part ends with

the melodic formula c) by means of which it modulates into the dominant.

These songs close with a new melodic material in the frame of the

range a) and with the final on P. The formulas b) and c) can be repeated
in the same song, on the other hand, in shorter songs the formula c)

may be suppressed. All the melodies there are 40 of them of the

third glas in the OsmoglasniJc are built according to this melodic pattern.
One among them (JcondaJc no. 40) is of a different key and a different

melodic structure.

The changing note B^ in the formula a) is usually raised to B
before the melody reaches D2

.

Here is a shorter melody
5 in the same glas.

No. 8

CTJXX-CTI-W TBO-I -
K&amp;gt; Xpi - cri w - MP* -MH-BBIM

CQXN H CB* - TOMZ TBO-E - TO BOC-Kp* -C - Ht - A

- Bblll BCA - Mt- CK - A, nplH
- MM

B-MEp-NK)-IO nt - CHb -AO-Bt-KO - AK3B - ME.

The melodies of this glas could, on the strength of their structure,

have some remote relation to the Hypolydian scale.

Although the architectonic structure of this glas deviates from
the general structural types of our folk melodies, yet traces of folk-

lorization can be observed in the succession of diatonic steps of the

melody, the pentachordal and hexachordal frame of the melodic range,

5
Mokranjac, op. cit. p. 76.
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the chromatization of the fourth degree of the scale, the two-part
singing in thirds, etc.

Fourth glas. The melodies of glas IV move within two scales.
1. The first scale is this :

No. 9

Initialis Finalis

a) b) c) d)

According to compass it is the same scale as that of type b) of
the first glas; but they differ in the final note. There the final note is

D1
,
here it is E1

.

If we suppose that the note E is the tonic and probably that
was the case at one time we have here the rests of the Phrygian or

Hypophrygian scale.

Also this scale was folklorized when they began to sing the melodies
of glas IV in two voices. Folklorizing produced the following results :

a) the final note became the third degree of the C-tonaHty ;

&) the fifth degree (B) was intoned always lower and lower until

it became BK This lowering of the fifth degree probably began before

the change of the final note from the first to the third degree occurred.

We have a proof of this hypothesis in the Jugoslav so-called &quot;Istrian

scale&quot;, which has the character of the Phrygian scale with lowered

fifth, but in which the function of the final note has not changed even

today, i. e. the tonic has not become the third degree.

Today the note B6
is felt as a Mixolydian seventh.

2. The second kind of melodies of the fourth glas have the follow

ing scale:

No. 10^̂-v ^

Initialis Finalis

It is similar to the scale of glas n/1 but without B^.

This scale has been folklorized in the same way as glas n/1. Hence
all holds good for this scale what has been said about the other,

The difference between the two melodies of these two glas does

not lie in the key or the tonal characteristics, but rather in the specific

melodic figures displaying different features in glas IV/1.
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In both types of glas IV we have two deviations from the diatonic

scale of the Phrygian mode :

a) in the first type we have the lowered fifth degree ;

b) in the second type we have the lowered fourth degree.

The pitch of the notes has not yet been examinedby exactmeasuring
to ascertain whether in glas IV/1 the note A1 is not somewhat lower than

the tempered A1
. In case such measuring would really reveal a lower

note, it would prove that the folklorized songs of the fourth glas have

completely approached the Jugoslav folk songs that are composed in

the so-called &quot;Istrian scale&quot;, which is supposed to have originated
from the Phrygian mode by lowering the fourth and fifth degrees

-approximately a semitone.

Fifth glas. The melodies composed in glasV have the following scale :

]V - n
a) ascendent

00
b) descendenfc Initialis

a) b)

In type 1, the ascending melodic phrases have the scale marked

a), the pattern for descending ones is b).

With ascending phrases the prevailing melodic succession of

notes is F G A, and with the descending ones A 1 * G P. In the

ascending phrases the oriental tetrachord hardly ever occurs, but in

the descending ones the oriental tetrachord is the rule.

Each melody ends on the second degree of the scale (on the domi

nant-harmony), like in the melodies of the first glas.

The range of the melodies very rarely reaches the sixth (D2
). In

the Osmoglasnilc this case occurs only once, and in one melody
6 we find

2. The second type of this glas produces melodies of larger pattern
moving within the following framework of notes :

No. 12

8
Mokranjac, op. tit. p. 165.
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This formula also fixes the four melodic cadences of each part
(sentence) of the melody ; as can be seen, the melody modulates into
the dominant at about the centre. As a rule, we do not find such modu
lations in Jugoslav folklore. On the other hand, a constant phenom
enon in our profane musical folklore is that the melodies and some
of their phrases end on the second degree of the scale.

In the songs of the fifth glas we find hardly any traces of the
Lydian scale of the old church. The melodies of this glas are folklorized
in the following sense :

a) their scale is almost the same as that of the folk songs in the
&quot;fifth major&quot;.

b) in a great number of songs the oriental tetrachord occurs in
the same position as in the Jugoslav secular musical folklore.

Sixth glas. The melodies of glas VI are composed in three types
of scales.

1. In the system of St. St. Mokranjac who transposed all songs of
the Osmoglasnik into F-tonality, the scale of the first type has the

following compass :

No. 13

I
01) 01)

m\-&amp;lt;r i&amp;gt;

All the melodies of the first type are arranged in a way that the

particular parts of these melodies move in the following sections of
this main compass :

No. 14

Judging by the final note of the melody (C
2
), the songs of this

type were transposed by Mokranjac into C-tonality and not into F-

tonality. This opinion of ours is supported by the fact that the cadence

on C2
is found not only in the final cadence of these melodies, but also

in the majority of other conclusions. See the formulae c) and d) of the

above-mentioned compass of this glas!
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If Mokranjac had been consistent in transposing all melodies
into F-tonality, the compass of his sixth glas would have looked like

this :

No. 15

Tonic

This form stands also visually much nearer to the fa mode (plagal)
than the first.

This type of glas VI has, of course, greatly deviated from the F
mode, i. e. from the Hypolydian scale, precisely through the penetra
tion of the folkloric elements of the vernacular profane folklore.

a) The Lydian fourth (F B) has completely disappeared from
Jugoslav folklore. This is reflected in glas VI from where it has also

disappeared. The note B has changed into B^.

b) The oriental tetrachord in the form presented above as parts
14aj e) f) of the compass of the sixth glas, is also typical of the profane
musical folklore.

c) The other degrees of this scale having changed their pitch &amp;gt;

i. e. D
3&amp;gt;,

E
!&amp;gt;,

also have their counterpart in profane folklore.

d) The oblique position ofA and A&amp;gt;
, which occurs in these melodies,

is to be found in the same form also in secular Jugoslav songs which
belong to the type of songs composed in &quot;fifth major&quot; (see explanation
above concerning glas I).

2. The second scale-type of the songs of the sixth glas has the
following compass :

No. 16

Finalis Tonic

The historical development of the melodies of this scale type has
not yet been sufficiently examined, but its folklorization has producedthe same or at least similar results, as can be seen
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a) in the melodies of glas TL type 1, and
b) in the melodies of glas IV type 2.

3. The third scale type of the songs of the sixth glas looks as
follows :

No. 17

This scale type is related to the fa mode (plagal).
The liturgical songs composed in this scale have a characteristic

feature that has not been observed until now in our profane musical
folklore. This is how St. St. Mokranjac describes it : &quot;Some singers are
inclined to sing also these melodies, as well as those of the second glas,
in major minori, i. e. in the scale with major third and minor sixth,
which prompted us to put the signature of D major for these melodies
in this book. Yet the singers never manage to raise the major third in

these melodies to such sufficient height as demanded by the third degree
of the major scale. They sing it somewhat lower not as if they could
not reach the major third vocally, but because it is inconsistent with
the character of the melody.&quot; Whether this characteristic is a trace

of ancient times, a vestige of the way in which these liturgical melodies

were sung in the time of their formation, or whether it constitutes a

remnant of folkloric usage which has today become extinct in the profane
melodies are questions which only further studies will be able to answer.

Seventh glas. The melodies of glas VH move within the following

compass :

Final formula Initialis Finalis

o) d)

The first part of most melodies is based on the tonal range shown
under a). Before the final figure b) the phrase e) occurs, next comes
another phrase of the melody on the following tonal basis f) followed

by the final figures b).
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The scale of these melodies of the seventh glas comprehends the
notes 0, D, E, F, G, A, B*, 0. The tonic is always F. Consequently,
the scale of the seventh glas is plagal. The majority of the melodic mate
rial of the songs moves, however, in the pentachord F1 C2

. The figures
b) and e) are rare. In longer songs sometimes both occur together, in
shorter ones, however, none of them appears.

Figure a) is constructed in such a way that the tonic harmony
of F major predominates in it, alternating with the dominant harmony.
This is the only characteristic that the seventh glas has retained of the
Mixolydian scale of the old Church. The Mixolydian seventh (the upper
E^ 2

)
has not been preserved. The lower Mixolydian seventh was

changed into the subsemitomum modi with which a great number of
melodies begin. In this respect we have here the same case as in a
great many secular folk songs in fifth major, where besides the upper
Mixolydian also the lower one in the lower octave appears changed
into the subsemitomum modi.

Whoever wishes to compare the seventh glas with the Mixolydian
scale, should conceive all musical examples a whole tone higher. Here
they are given in F tonality in which Mokranjac printed his notations.
Whether the seventh glas has developed from the Mixolydian scale of
the old church can no longer be ascertained from the present form of
the songs. In any case many of its elements have their root in Jugoslav
musical folklore.

Eighth glas. The melodies of glas] VUI] are composed in several
scale-types. They move within the following types of compass. Type 1 :

No. 19

Initialis Final is

e)

Inifcialis Finalis

Themam part ofthe melody a) is constructed in pentachord. In some
places the melody is amplified in the frame of further notes b) and
ends in F It occurs only exceptionally that the melody is augmentedwith a motive below the tonic c).

In the material of the melody the tonic triad F A C predominates
1 ^ a

^!f
en^,motive V is more reminiscent of the

ian scale of the old Church than of the Hypomixolydian scale.
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2. The melodies of the second type have the compass of the hexa-

chord :

No. 20

There are several cases in this type where the melody leaps from
the tonic to the upper fourth degree which reminds us of the 8th tone of

the old Church (Hypomixolydian scale). Some melodies even begin on
the fourth degree. In this type the fourth is often augmented (as changing
note) ; such alterations often occur in our profane folklore.

3. Then follow the melodies of the third type within this range:

No. 21

b) Initialis Finalis

In the course of the melody the cadences of the particular melodic

phrases change from G to F ; one passage ends on G, the other on F,

thus alternating till the last cadence which ends on F.

4. The melodies of the fourth type have the following range :

No. 22

a)

i

b) Initialis Finalis

The melodies of this type are based, in the first part, on the material

of scale-section a) and, in the second part, on the scale formula b).

5. The fifth type is the amplified second type a) with a new melodic

motive s; which cancels the Mixolydian seventh and regularly appears

in the melody before the final phrase. The melody ends on the tonic.

From this detailed synthesis of the various scale-types of the

liturgical melodies of glas VIII it can be seen that also in this

alas few traces of the Hypomixolydian scale of the old church have

remained. What has remained of it appears also in Jugoslav profane

musical folklore. These are : in the first, second and filth type, penta-

chordal and hexachordal scale systems ; in the third type, the periodi

cal alternation of the cadences on the first and second degree ot the
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scale. The melodies of the fourth type are alien to Jugoslav musical

folklore. In the same way, the motive b) of the fifth type, as shown
above, is also rather foreign, though not unknown. It is rather

unorganically grafted into these melodies.

It is advisable to transpose the above musical examples a whole
tone higher in order to compare effectively the eight glas with the 8th
tone of the old church,

Summary

From the above presentations of the scale formulae of the Serbian
orthodox liturgical songs in the notation of St, St. Mokranjad Osmo-

glamik, the following conclusions may be drawn :

1. The names &quot;first, second, third . . . eighth glas&quot;, by which the

particular melody groups are called in the Osmoglasnilc, do not correspond
to what these, or the corresponding names of the Byzantine eJchoi, or

Gregorian tones of the old Church, designate. Only here and there can
some unimportant traces of resemblance or similarity be found between
them.

2. The dissimilarity has arisen from the fact that Serbian church

singing had been continually subject to the influence and development
of folk music, and that is why in all these melodies, traces of present
Jugoslav musical folklore are to be found (not only of Serbian folklore

proper), and probably also survivals of older forms which today have
disappeared from profane folklore. In addition to this it must be
realized that there existed no written notations at all of these songs

expecially of these forms which prevailed in the oldest times
until recently when the melographers of modern times began to note
them (end of the 19th century).

3. Essential changes occurred in these songs when two-voice
singing was introduced into liturgical vocal art.

4. Many questions in the field of Serbian liturgical songs have not
been answered even today, and therefore it is necessary to begin serious
studies concerning this important cultural legacy, first of all to preserve
the entire material by tape recording after the performance of the best
traditional singers.
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SAMUEL BAUD-BOVY

THE STROPHE OF RHYMED DISTICHS
IN QREEK SONQS

JIoAm^og ori%o&amp;lt;;

A fifteen-syllable &quot;great verse&quot; with a caesura, the
or &quot;vulgar verse&quot; has been the most general form of Greek song

ever since the Byzantine period.
Its first hemistich consisting of eight syllables is either oxytone or

proparoxytone ; the second, seven-syllable hemistich is always paroxy-
tone. The number of syllables is invariable and only paired syllables
or initial ones may carry tonic accent.1

\4ttofl xai va as (pitovva slg rol Aa^o ^noxdrco

s%sl nov natr^si xal %rvttd r
y

ayio Kcoaravivato2 .

Underlining the stressed syllables of the above distich, the follow

ing scheme can be obtained :

12345678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

12345678 _9
10 11 12 13 14 15

The analysis of dance songs composed in great verse reveals

that the strong part of the measure or bar equally coincides either with

the paired syllables or with the initial of the hemistich, or else, if the

penultimate syllable is prolonged, with the final syllable of the line.

The Strophes of the Great Verse

The simplest and most frequent strophic system is the one in which

a single great verse corresponds to each musical strophe, either in

1 For further details see : S. Band-Bovy, La chanson populaire grecque

du Dodecanese. I. Les Textes, Paris 1936, pp. 3962.
2 M. P. Mi%ar}Ubov Novdqov, AWOTMO. T^ayovbta KaQna&ov, Athens, 1928,

p. 288, no. 35.
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its original form or with repetition of syllables or hemistichs, or accom

panied by refrains.

Another system, rather unexpected but nearly as current as the
one mentioned above, is the one in which each strophe comprises one
line and a half: thus the first hemistich ofeach line, except the first, is

sung twice, viz. at the end of the strophe and at the beginning of the
next. In an earlier paper of mine3 1 have attempted to explain the origin
of this strange type.

Finally a strophe may, though less frequently, embrace a couplet

of great verses. It will suffice to skim over any collection of Greek
folk songs to find that this strophic system is applicable only to rhymed
distichs or poems with couplet rhymes. Consequently, we may conclude
that the appearance of this strophic system is closely connected with
the appearance of rhyming.

Rhymes in Greek Folk Songs

&quot;The origin of rhyme in Greek versification has been a frequently
investigated and much-debated question. Research has, however, led
to the conclusion that, except for a few attempts at rhyming found
sporadically in both Greek prose and verse, rhyme in modern Greek
literature is the result of the contact of Hellenic civilization with that
of the West. These cultural relations were first established in a syste
matic way and continued on the Greek islands near the shores of Asia
Minor.&quot;

4

Two manuscripts, both containing love songs from the islands,
one dating from the 15th century

6 and the other from the beginning of
the 16th century,

6
give us an idea about the approximate date of the

introduction of rhymes in Greek poetry. They are rare in the first manu
script but occur more frequently in the second, where the number of
distichs is also greater.

Is it possible to fix the time and the place when and where the
ancient songs in unrhymed great verse came to be supplanted by
rhymed distichs and other polystichal songs with couplet rhymes?
Where to go back to our first question and when did the type of
musical strophe appear which was to combine the earlier independent
great verses into groups two by two according to both meaning
and form?

* Sur la strophe de la chanson deftique, in Annuaire de Vlnetitut de Philologie
et dHistoire orientales et slaves, vol. x, 1950, Melanges Henri Gregoire, vol. ii,
pp. o3 78.

4
&quot;

?* dvifutea, larogta rfj$ vsoeM.7)vixfjs Aoyorsxvtas, Athens 1948, vol. i, p. 69.

AT. \E.
C. Hesseling and ELPernot, JSQCoronaiyvia (Love Songs), Paris

Athens 1913, p. viii.
6

&quot;?&quot;&quot;

Pernotj Oh*180 populaires grecqttes des XV et XVIe
siecles, Paris

Idol, p. 7.
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In order to answer this question we must first consider whether
or not this strophe exists in the folk poetry of the two great western
civilizations with which at that time the Greek world was in contact :

i. e., in Italian and French folk poetry.

The Fifteen-Syllable Paroxytone Line in Italian and French Poetry

The rhythmical pattern of the fiffceen-syllable great verse is

one ofthe commonest in folk poetry. Though being aware ofthe difference
between versification based on the length of sySables and versification
based on tonic accent, i. e., between metrum and rythmus, one will

unfailingly be amazed at the striking resemblance of the rhythmical
pattern of great verses to the catalectic iambic tetrameter of Aristo

phanes : ? ijdofiai xai rfynojuai xal fiovfo/Aai ^ogswai (Plutos 288), or
to the catalectic iambic septenary of Plautus : Domum redimus clan-

culum, dormimus incenati (Rudens 302).
7

Frequent as it is in French folk poetry, this pattern can scarcely
be found in Italian verse. The reason seems to be that, except for Pied
mont where the French influence is noticeable, the first hemistich is

considered by the Italians to be a proparoxytone line, a settenario sdruc-

ciolo, and hence likely to be replaced by the settenario piano or trunco

in which the number of syllables is reduced to seven or six. 8 Anyhow,
as far as I am aware, it does not appear in any of the Italian folk songs,
save in some of Piedmont.

One of them, a rather wide-spread song, is nothing but a transla

tion9 of an ancient French song, La Brebis sauvee du loup. The first

hemistich of both original and translation is in octosyllabic oxytone
verse :

La bargera larga i mutun al lung de la rivera

el sul lev& Pera tant caud la s e seta a 1 umbreta.
Entre Paris et Saint-Denis z y avait une bergere

qui faisait pattoe son troupeau le long d une lisiere.10

Mr. P. Verrier has clearly proved the ancient origin of these verses

which were popular before the 12th century
11

,
and this makes it super

fluous to come back to that question. Moreover, he has shown with

a number of examples its diffusion not only to the South, but, first of

7 Quoted by P. Verrier, Le vers fran^ais, Didier, Paris 19311932, vol. ii,

p. 249.
8 Fr. d Ovidio, Versificazione italiana e Arte poetica medioevale, Milan 1910,

p. 190.
9 Cost. Nigra, Ccmti Popolari del Piemonte, Turin, 1888, p. 372.
10 P. Verrier, op. cit. vol. i, p. 139.
11 Op. cit. vol. ii, pp. 223224.
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all, to the North, i. e., to Germany, England and Scandinavia.12 The
strophe of the narrative songs always comprises a pair of these great
verses, thus forming, properly speaking, a

&quot;couplet&quot;.

13

Thus it will seem quite natural to attribute simply to French
influence the establishment in Greek poetry not of a verse which had
been known there for centuries, but of a strophic system which grouped
the lines of that type by twos.

French Influence in Cyprus

We must search for the place of this innovation on one of the
Greek islands, i. e., on Cyprus where a French dynasty reigned for
three centuries.

During the 14th century, relations between the Greek and the
French, which formerly had been characterized by a certain tension,
gradually improved. In 1368 Pope Urbane V was obliged to take measures
against Catholic women who attended orthodox services.14 Some years
later, during a plague, in 1393, King James I took the initiative of a
procession, the character of which, as rightly stressed, was clearly
&quot;Greek&quot;

15
. On the other hand, certain Greeks came to be galKcized to

such an extent that the chronicler Leonce Macheras could rightly state
that, after the conquest of the island by the Lusignans, the Cypriotshad begun to learn French and corrupt Greek, so that by his time (the
first half of the 15th century) the inhabitants of the island wrote in
a hybrid language which no one in the world could understand. 16

In Cyprus, Greek aborigines and their French masters had a similar
taste for music and song. Estienne de Lusignan in his Description de
toute Vide de Chypre (1580) says that the great landowners &quot;amused
themselves with fencing and tournaments, with playing the lute

; theyloved music, and every nobleman was perfect in singing or playing the
lute&quot;

;j

As to
&quot;common folk and burghers and others of moderate excel

lence
, they were people &quot;endowed with a natural inclination to poetrywho composed by themselves with grace and elegance without following

precepts or old patterns. They also sang beautifully&quot;
17

.

, _r

Tilus every condition seemed to be given for the establishment
of a fruitful contact between French and Cyprian poetry.

12
Op. cit. vol. iii, pp. 292316

13
Op. cit. vol. i, p. 173.

u^ ^\ HiSt^ 0i
*Wr&amp;gt;

Cambridge 1940-1952, vol. iii, p. 1082.

&amp;lt;r,~ a - ^oxteovt; Evdei&u; JtSQl emdgdaecDS rov 3Q&odoov ettyviauov snl

pp! fST
W ^ *W*o*eorfe, in KvnQwai Znovdai, vol. xvif 1953,

16 Ed. Miller and Sathas, vol. i, p. 85
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And I think I have found in contemporary French and Cyprian
folklore the traces at least of one of the airs which were borrowed by
the Cypriots from the French.

The Air of Cyprian &quot;Laments&quot;

There is, indeed, a tune which with its variants is used today for

singing nearly all rhymed laments in Cyprus, both profane and religious :

The Dirge of the Blessed Virgin, Saint George killing the Dragon,
and The Resurrection of Lazarus. In the latter we have to do with a

&quot;begging song&quot; (chanson de quete) sung by children on their way to

ask for eggs.
18

Here is a version of this tune recorded in 1946 in the village of

Saint-Epictete by Mr. Th. Kallinikos, protopsalt of the Archbishop
of Cyprus :

19

ft- de - ro axo-rei-vov -
vr\

flov fa- 6ev atf
- as psv, tr\v rroA-Ao- m -

N. B. We have reduced all our examples to the same unit of

duration and to the same pitch in order to facilitate comparison. We have

dispensed with the use of bars requiring much precaution, but we indicate

the beginning of lines and hemistichs.

It is obvious that we have to do with a strophe embracing a distich

of rhymed great verse.

There is in France, too, an air of religious lament on the Passion

of Christ, which at the beginning of the 17th century appears as a
&quot;beg

ging&quot; song
20

,
and at present is sung by the peasantry of Low Normandy

on the last fasting days to solicit butter and eggs.
21

We are illustrating three variants of it. The first (no. 2) is from

Normandy and its musical strophe comprises a single line, whereas the

second variant (no. 3) from the French Alps
22 and the third (no. 4)

from Provence23 have two melodic lines in the same strophe.

18
. KakfaviKov, KvnQiaxT} later) Movaa, Nicosia 1951, p. 198.

19
Op. cit. p. 191, no. 81.

20 Verrier, op. cit. vol. i, p. 125.
21 J. Fleury, Literature orale de la Basse-Normandie, Paris 1883, p. 219.
22 J. Tiersol, Chansons populaires recueillies dans les Alpes jran$aises,

Grenoble 1903, p. 91.
23 D. Arbaud, Chants populaires de la Provence, voL ii, Aix 1864, p. 1.
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Ex.2.~

-^- - -^m^ p^-

Or ap- pro-chez, pe-tits et grands, et ve-nezpour en-ten- dre

La Pas- si -on de Je- sus- Christ, qui fut triste et san-glan-te.

Ex.3.

La Pas- si - on de Je - sus-Christ,vous plait-il de Ten-ten - dre ?

E - cou-tez-la, pe- tits et grands, a-vec grandr-v-ren - ce.

Ex.4.

3
La Pas- si - on de Je- 6iifi-Christ,que fait tant bon en* ten -dre,

La Pas- si -on *de Je sus- Christ, que fait tant bon en -ten -dre.

We can ascertain, at first glance, the striking resemblance between
the French and Greek songs. They have the same syllabic division, the
same caesura and, moreover, one can notice the almost total identity
ofthe first phrase ofthe Norman and Cyprian versions. Their modes alone
seem to differ. If we examine more closely these French songs, especially
the beginning of the Provengal version, we can easily ascertain that they
belong to the re mode, do being nothing but a subtonic sound serving
to link a subsequent verse, as is usual in begging songs where no pause
is made in singing until the singers feel entitled to a generous reward
for the performance of a sufficient number of couplets. The collector of
the Norman version explicitly remarks that &quot;the tune is performed
without any interruption or lingering on the tonic sound&quot;.

The Greek variants of this air are numerous, as one can easily see,
because it has spread all over the Aegean Sea up to the shores of the
Black Sea, If it were possible to arrange all of them in a comparative
table, it would be just as easy to find equivalents for almost each of the
phrases of the French song.
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We can compare, for instance, the second phrase of the Alpine
version (no. 5) with the second phrase of a version from the Black
Sea (no. 6)

24

Ex.5.

vous plait -il de Fen- t$n - dre ?

Ex.6.

f3dX e - o no- r?

or the third?phrase of the Alpine version with the third phrase of a ver
sion from Chalki (Dodecanese)

25

Ex.7.

E- oou-tez-la, pe-tits -et grands-

Ex. 8.

XQI - &amp;lt;iTot5 r^ 06i - a Tev -

or its last phrase with that of two variants of a Rhodian New Year

begging song sung by the same informant (nos. 10 and II)
26 &quot;27

.

Ex.9.

a- - vec grand re -ve - ren - ce

24
*AQXSIOV Ilovrov, vol. ii, 1929, p. 198, no. 20 bis.

25 S. Baud-Bovy, Chansons du Dodecanese, Athens 1935, voL i, p. 271, no. 5.

26
Op. cit. p. 65, no. 17.

27 Loc. cit. variant.
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Ex.10.

b Kv -
QI

- oc OTOI&amp;gt;

Ex. 11.

Kv -
gi 0ri&amp;gt;

Summing up we can rightly state that the difference between a
Greek and a French variant is not greater than between two Greek or
two French variants. As this strophic form was frequent in France
before the 12th century and appeared considerably later in Greece, it is

impossible to presume a Greek influence upon French versification.
On the contrary, it seems evident that this song was imported to Cyprus
under the Lusignans, and that the identity of the traditional Greek verse
and the verse of the newly imported song contributed to the quick
adoption of the new strophic system. Moreover, the existence of semi-
professional minstrels who probably served French and Greek masters
at the same time, just as later Greek and Turkish patrons, must have
speeded up the time of borrowing.

There is, however, a difficulty which I do not want to conceal.
As in the case of so many genuine French folk songs, the song on the
Passion of Christ is also based on a single rhyme or assonance (entendre,
sanglante, soutenance, prendre, etc.). That means that its poetic form does
not involve a two-line strophe. Indeed, while the Alpine version unites
the lines by two, the Provenjal version repeats the same line twice,
whereas the Norman version has but one line per strophe. Anyhow, as
Mr. Verrier has remarked, &quot;the unity of the couplet is attested and main
tained by the unity of

meaning&quot;.
28

At any rate, each strophe of the version introduced to Cyprusmust have contained two assonant or rhyming lines constituting a
semantic unity. As it would be impossible to compose in Greek a song of
some length on a single rhyme or assonance, it is perfectly natural that
in the Dirge of the Blessed Virgin (no. 1), for instance, a couplet
rhyming in em (tonrj/ufo} TtoUojti^a^rjv, d^avejLtdvrj awcema-

i) is followed by an assonant couplet in oss ... ou (Aoyiauos uov
tMo,e&xn&amp;lt;fs aov - dw6g

fun&amp;gt;)
and by a succession of varied

es(flAw - owi^iw, *Yttq /4ov
-

xfofwv, yeofaetxav - fyfltfeov, etc.)What the Greek song borrowed from the French was the patternol strophe containing two great verses united by rhyme and sense.

28
Op. cit. vol. i, p. 198.
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As to the date of borrowing, it must have taken place anterior to
1489, because in that year the island was taken by the Venetians, whose
influence was to become predominant on the island in the 16th century.
The date may go back to the first part of the 15th century, a period
when the relations between Greece and France were close/ We may
quote, for example, the life of Macheras himself, the principal chronicler
of Cyprus (he died before 1458) who, being a true servant of the French
kings of Cyprus, remained, notwithstanding, a good orthodox Greek.

Cyprian Variants

The same way of using this air for a religious lament, either beg
ging&quot;

or not, both in France and Cyprus, makes us think that this was
the type introduced into Cyprus.

This air must have gained wide popularity over this large island.
The tunes to which the rcowyrd^fcg, the semi-professional minstrels

already mentioned, rhymed either the formerly unrhymed ballads or
their new compositions on contemporary events, are nothing else but
variants of this very same air :

29

Ex. 12.

^ ^ 3r

- xov-ars iv - rav vd aac rc&amp;lt;5 T&al PQL
- axa-vol r&al Tbup-

- Aa -
re, ao -

QSV -rrj -re fiov, r&ai i*ev xd -
/tve

- re xov~ rfir.

The marked difference of the incipit is very likely due to its conta
mination with the beginning of another tune. From the fact that its

rhythmical structure is based almost exclusively on quavers we must not
draw any further conclusion, because in another version,

30
closely related

to that one, we can find the rhythm of religious songs.

29
KaMivlxog,, op. cit. p. 131, no. 56 P . It is worth while translating the

words of this version. They attest that the noirjraQqdss sang to orthodox Greeks
and Mussulman Turks as well, just as their ancestors had to court the favour of

the Catholic French as well as of their correligionists :

Mon recit, Tores et Chretiens, s il vous plait de 1 entendre,

Venez, groupez-vous pres de moi sans davantage attendre
30
Op. cit. p. 179, no. 75.
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Ex.13.

ev -
orq

- b 6s - oc , vrj
- sv xa- rj v\

& -
QO. ,

j% Xd) -

When the subject ofthe song is particularly dramatic,

employs chromatic scales. This is the case with the song of Hadjiargy-

ris, a Cypriot who during the Ottoman occupation was a collector of

taxes and secretary of the Turkish rulers. His extorsions and cruelty

made him hateful to his compatriots. Having been found guilty of the

murder of a Greek and his little child, he was denounced to the Vali and

hanged on a mulberry tree. The singer invites Turks and Greeks to listen

to the performance :

Turcs et Grecs qui etes presents, et rassembles ici,

approchez-vous pour ecouter un bien triste recit.31

Ex. 14.

i
i

TOVQ- T&OI PCO-/ZWH kou ftge
-
#e

- - ore TI oa el-ars av - va -
fie

- vot ,

E- Xa - re v a- ygot
- to-nq-- pe -

vqv.

Its compass is wide, its mode is different ; but a comparison of
the first and last phrases of this song with the corresponding phrases
of the first song we have seen (no. 1) will suffice to prove their close

relationship.
*

This type of strophic system is not limited in Cyprus to narrative

songs, religious, or profane. It must have been applied also to lyrical

songs especially to the type sung during fasting days by young girls

balancing on a swing and improvising tunes. (The swing is called

aovaa, from the verb aecco to swing
3

,
in Cyprian). Some of the

&quot;swing&quot;

songs are similar to the French songs of the Passion of Christ ; this time,
however, we have to do with independent distichs32 and not with poly-
stychal songs :

**0p.cit. p. 157, no. 67.
32 Chr. Apostolides, Cyprus Songs and Dancesf Limassol 1910, p. 13, no. 6.

Each line is repeated, the repetion of the second varies.
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Ex. 15.

- i fiov,vaQ- rav &amp;lt;nj-xa)-ae$, va XQS
-pa-arovv of aov-asg,

i va ye- //co
- aovv zd ars-va ovA-Ao pav-gop-pa - rov -crsg.

We can notice here, as we have seen already in no. 14, a tendency
to protract not the paired syllables, the stressed ones, but the odd syl
lables. This tendency appears more markedly in other versions. 33

Ex. 16.

-^-

vov rd yzd-dr] /j,ov piat ns - va. ra Xs - cu ,

/zaf rd va xa- Oov - va

These few examples one could easily multiply them bear
witness to the fecundity of this strophic system in Cyprus and to the

diversity of the songs it generated.

The Propagation of the Two-Line Strophe in the Greek World

Outside Cyprus this diversity is considerably less, though we can
find in other places each type sung on the island of the Lusignans.

Thus, for instance, in the small seaport of Castellorizo lying half

way between Cyprus and Rhodes, rhymed historical poems are sung to
a chromatic air34 which has undoubtedly some analogy with one of the

Cyprus airs (no. 14) :

Ex.17.

3
J&amp;gt;

J1

p J J J
dt

?

I
ITrd ^t - iia sv - via - xo - at -

a, TO I -
;

- a- e ft,

J&amp;gt; / j j^
A- xov-oa-re fjov va oat; neb rl va

33 JTA. *AQTe[ti6ov, *Ano
vol. xvi, 1952, Nicosia 1953, p. juS

3

, no. 9.
34 Baud-Bovy, op. cit. p. 353, no. 14.

a
Tgayot5&amp;lt;5ta,

in KvnQiaxal Znovdai,
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In Rhodes all songs of this strophic typs I gathered are narrative s r

mainly religious and begging songs. One of these songs, for Saint Basil s

Day35
(January the 1st), is similar to the song of the Passion of Christ

from Provence (no. 4) :

Ex. 18.

- COLL .

Apart from Christmas Carols,
36

religious songs for the Twelfth
Night

37 and Saint George s Day,
38 this type of strophe is found almost

exclusively in the rhymed poems from Crete about &quot;Soussa&quot; and &quot;Ero-

tocritos&quot; (see below). When it is applied to old unrhymed songs, where
the unit is the line and not the distich, the singer resorts to the repetition
of the line according to a system which Verrier calls &quot;concatenation&quot;.

This is the form in which I took down the beginning of the song of the

Byzantine hero Prosphoros :
39

Ex.19.

Kd * ret) arov a -
ygio ra&amp;gt;v a -

ygtco, GTOV a -
ygio KV. - Aa -

JLUW
- va ,

-yi - rcra yiv - vrj-aev v -
yio, xat /?ya-Aav rov 77^0

-
expo-go.

^
-y/- rcra ysV - VTJ-OEV v-

yio&amp;gt;
KOI fiyd-Aav rov tyo-ayo-go

Rrt Tn *
ft

* W

Translation :

At tlie extreme end of the land near the morass the savage
Once an old woman bore a child and he was called Prosphore
Once an old woman bore a child and he was called ProsphoreHe came into the world on Saturday and was baptized on Sunday.

In Crete, as well as in Castellorizo and Rhodes, this type of tune
can be found only with rhymed narrative songs, mostly profane but

35 Op. cit. p. 62, no. 16b.
36
Op. cit. p. 65, no. 18.

37
Op. cit. p. 68, no. 19.

38
Unpublished version recorded in the village of Soroni

39
Op. cit. p. 84, no. 24.
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sometimes religious (The Dirge of the Blessed Virgin and The Song
of Saint George). One of the most widespread ones is the Song of
Soussa :

Every morning as it s dawning
Listen to me, and I ll tell you

when the flowers blossom
the mournful song of Soussa

of wonderful Soussa who came to be stabbed by her brother for letting
herself be seduced by valiant Sari Bahri.

Soussa, I am afraid, owes her short existence to a misunderstand

ing. The Song of Soussa, TJJS Zovaag T&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Tgayovdi, is nothing but simply
the

&quot;swing&quot; song tfjq aovoaq TO TQayovdt as in Cyprus they call the
tune of improvised distichs usually sung at Easter by young girls. When
Trji; aovaa^ TO TQayotidt was introduced to Crete, where the swing is

called xovvia, aovaa was interpreted as a first name, a variant of Zovadva
Susanna, and, as it often happens in hagiography, once the heroine was
baptized, an adventure had to be attributed to her.

Be that as it may with this hypothesis, the song itself was very
popular; it passed from Crete to Chios,

40 to Rhodes, to Castellorizo, and as

far as Sinassos, Cappadocia
41 to quote only the regions where its air

was recorded. As to its text it was found all over the Aegean Sea, in

Peloponnesus, and in the ports of the Black Sea. Its Cretan origin is

nearly always confirmed by references to Soussa having been the
&quot;pride

of Crete&quot;, the &quot;flower of Crete&quot;.
42 The fact that the song did not spread

on the islands of the Ionian Sea to which so many inhabitants of Crete

escaped when the Venetians evacuated their land proves that the song
was composed after the conquest of the island by the Turks (1669).
Soussa s lover Saribali or Sarbey seems to have been an important
Turkish personality.

The Sinassos version will prove how little the peregrinations have

changed the song :

A Ex.20.

Td ds - xa-nev- T& TOV Afiu-ov a - voi -
yel* TO e/J,-nov

- A/,

JS1.

?***J
- xov-aa - T va cag si-na&amp;gt; Toifc ov-aa$ TO TQa-yov--dt

40 H. Pernot, Eapport sur une mission scientifique en Turquie in Nouvdles

Archives des Missions scientifiques, vol. xi, P- H8, no. 109.

41 F. A. Ilaxdxov, 260 Arj^atdrj EUrjv^a Aafiara t
Athens 1905, p. 6 1, no. ^0.

42 The present paper was in page-proofs when I received Mr. Emm. I--D^1
-

gerakis monograph La chanson populaire cretoise de Soussanna published m
Konrixd yqovixd vol. @ , 1955, pp. 334-376. Mr. Doulgerakis remarks that the

song was particularly popular with seamen and must have originated among
the Moslem inhabitants of Crete, probably before 1679.

24*
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In Crete this air is sung with all rhymed songs on historical sub
jects. Today it is best known, however, as the Air of Rotocritos.
The novel in verse bearing the same title was written by Vizenzos Cor-
naros in the first half of the 17th century. It was not primarily meant
for singing ; it is full of enjambments from one hemistich to the other,
from one line to the other, and even from one distich to the next. But,
greatly refined as it is, its versification still relies upon the distichs of the
great verse. The peasants of Crete instead of reciting long fragments
of the poem they have learnt by heart often prefer to sing it, accompa
nied or not by the lym. I quote two lines to show the form in which I
recorded it in 1954 in the village of Kritsa i

43

Ex.21.

Nd rfj$ (u
-

Afj Hal
GxAa-%vi-&amp;lt;xa va rtjv a -

vav-rqa-vi -
77.

The resemblance of this version to the Cyprian versions* and
mainly to those of Rhodes is obvious.

We have so far found this air outside Cyprus only in rhymed
polystichal songs. Indep ndent distichs in Dodecanese and in Crete are
either sung to dance tunes or have preserved their one-line strophe.

Yet on the shores of the Black Sea and in the ports of Pontus this

air has been recorded only with distich. Just as in the case of the Cyprian
swing songs with texts in self-contained distichs, here too, we can notice
the tendency to protract the odd syllables and not the paired ones.
In spite of the distance between Cyprus and the Black Sea there is a

striking resemblance between the rhythmical structure of the swing
song (no. 16) and the following air44 though the melody of the latter

comes closer to the air of the noirjraQrjt; in no. 13 :

43 Tape recording, Crete I r, from the Folklore Music Archives of Mrs
Merlier in Athens.

44
Arjp. KovraoyiawonovAov, Tpayovdta, in Aovstov Udvrov vol. ii, Athens

1929, p. 198, no. 20.
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Ex.22.

Bet- Ae get
- XL, fid

- Xc xQa-al, pdtf e - va s crd no -
r?y

- H,

IV,
3 mv a - TO ag r e-adv TO %a-Ti-~ QC.

At first glance there is nothing left in common between this song
and the French lament on the Passion of Christ. But I could have quoted
a variant from Trebizond ^ the first phrase of which coincides almost

literally with the first phrase of the version from Low-Normandy (no. 2) :

Ex.23.

There is obviously no direct relation between them. But the

scops of the present paper has been to prove that their resemblance,
nevertheless, is not merely accidental.

Appendix
The Rhythmical System of the Gh-eek Versions and the French Songs

The observant reader might have been struck by the fact that
two signs of duration, the crotchet (j) and the quaver (J))

46
, were sufficient

for the notation of all Greek songs quoted. And indeed, all ofthem belong
to a system called syllabic giusto by Gonstantin Brailoiu. The charac
teristics of this system are : &quot;1. Exclusive use of two invariable durations,
their relation being either 1 : 2 or 2 : 1. 2. Free alternation of elementary
rhythmical groups formed of two or three such durations.&quot;

47

In the Greek songs here analyzed the rhythmical groups, as a rule,

do not comprise more than two of these durations, except when the initial

syllable of a hemistich is stressed, and the only distortion of the system
is due to the fact that sometimes the sixth syllable of the second hemi
stich is regarded as a contraction of two syllables (the sixth and seventh
of the first hemistich). Moreover in most instances the singer does not

* An additional syllable as it often occurs in songs from Pontus.
45

Tla^rtxog, op. cit. p. 50, no. 38.
46 The only exception occurs in no. 16 where we can find the rhythm j- &quot;j Jj
47 C. Brailoiu, Le giusto syllabique, Un systeme rhythmique populaire roumain

in Annuario musical del Instituto Espanol de Musicologia vol. vii, 1952, pp. 117

158, see p. 118.
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lengthen it more than to the duration of a quarter note. As an exception,
in the case of inversion of durations, a J. may appear in the last syllable
of the line.

In spite of being restricted to a definite number of examples
quoted in the present paper, we can find in this strict system an amazing
variety shown in the table below, where the two hemistichs are represent
ed separately :

J) J)J) W J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt; (12, 17) J) J)J) J)J) J J) (18)

J) M&amp;gt; J)J) J)J) J (17) J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt; J (12, 17)

J) J)J) JJ&amp;gt; J)J) J (1, 13, 19,21,23) j) J)J) JJ) J J (1, 19, 21)

J) J)J) JJ&amp;gt; J) J(.) (6, 13, 19, 21)
&amp;lt;i &amp;lt;J(y)

J) JJ) JJ) JJ&amp;gt; J (20) J) JJ) JJ) J. J (20)
^y 4 r

J) M&amp;gt; JJ J)J) J (18)

J JiJ) J)J) J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J (8, 17) J J)J&amp;gt; J)J) J J (10, 11, 17, 18)

J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; -hJ J)J) J (15) J) J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J ^ J (15)

J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J J&amp;gt;j J (14) ^ J)J) J)J j J (14)

J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J&amp;gt;J J&amp;gt; J. (14)

J&amp;gt; J) J J&amp;gt;J&amp;gt; J)J J (16, 22) J) J)J J&amp;gt;j) J) J (16, 22)

In certain cases this metrical system gives the impression of regular
measures in the sense of the traditional theory of music : certain types
could be understood as |, ~, | measures. But the theory advanced by
Brailoiu on Rumanian syllabic songs accounts for all forms of the
variants.

Is this a system exclusively applicable to the folk music of Eastern
Europe ? I do not think so. On the contrary, I should think that some
of our Prench songs written usually in| a border case of

&quot;giusto&quot;

as we have just seen complied with this system whenever they were
not sung to dances, and showed the characteristics of a musical recital,as in the instance of the begging songs. I am convinced that in the Alpineand .Provenal versions of the Passion of Christ (nos. 3 and 4) the I

notes are replaced by J which imparts suppleness to the tune and intelli
gibility to the text. I am also inclined to attribute to the Alpine version
tlie most frequent rhythmical pattern of Greek songs, such as no 24

Ex. 24.

La Pas- si - on de Je- sus-Christ
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where the musical rhythm breaks the hemistich into two equal parts,
as happens so often with internal rhymes (rime &quot;batelee&quot;)** in songs
of this rhythmical type, whether they are French or Latin, German or

Greek, ancient or modern :

L ane est tomb6

Nunc comprimas

Vil reine wip,

dans un fosse,

hac lacrimas

din schoner lip

la pauvre bete est morte49

et hictum qui te urget
50

wil mih ze sere schiezen51

xa

In order to prove that our hypothesis is not so adventurous as it

may seem at first glance, we present a ballad sung by an old woman in

the district of Saargemiind.
54 It is about a count who disguises himself

in order to win the favour of his beloved. This ballad, like many German
and Northern ballads, has a rhythmical pattern very similar to that of

the great verse, but precedes in places, as is usual in German versifi

cation, by &quot;coinages&quot;
of syllables.

Ex.25.

Es war ein- maleinjun-ger Mal-graf, der freit ein Ko-nigs-toch-ter

Es werbt ei-nes iun-gen Gra-fen Sohn urn s Ko-nigs sei -- ne Toch-ter,

Er freit drei Tag und ii-ber ein Jahr und konnt sie nicht er-frei - en.

Er werbt drey Tag und sie - ben Jahr und konnt sie nicht er - wer - ben .

48 Verrier, op. cit. vol. ii, p. 224.

Loc. cit.
. .

50 Loc. cit. p. 225, extract from Suscitatio Lazari by Hilarius, disciple of

Abelardus.
& Op. cit. vol. iii, p. 301 (Carmina Burana, no. 116a).
52

Aristophanes, Plutos, v. p. 288.
^ t

53 A begging song from Crete, see 50 Ar^Mr) acfiara Hebonowrjaov xai KQrjrt]^

ZvMaw Qdetov Afapcw, Athens 1930, p. 66.

54 Louis Pinck, Volkslieder von Goethe in Eteass gesammelt mit Mdodien und

Varianten aus Lotharingen, Metz 1932. p. 82. The tune is given here in a pitch

one degree lower, the key signature has two sharps for the first line and one for

the second, so that the alteration of the sixth degree is doubtful. Under the words

of the informant are given those noted by Goethe, featuring a single &quot;coinage&quot;

of syllables.
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I think we can rightly state that if, instead of putting down our
French songs by ear, with all prejudices of our musical culture, we had
taken them down from the records as the one above, we could have
noticed that a number of them (ballads not sung to dances, laments,

begging songs) belong, as a matter of fact, to the &quot;syllabic giusto&quot;.

It happened also to me that, during my first voyages to the Greek islands,

I put down certain tunes in
&quot;giusto&quot;

as ifthey were in
J-
and in

-| rhythms,

ready to use a fermata (^) whenever durations occurred that seemed
irrational, whereas they simply fitted into a system different from
the one I was familiar with.

Summing up : if present-day Greek song with a strophe consisting
of a couplet of two rhymed

kC

great verses&quot; seems to have originated from
French songs, the examination of Greek songs, in their turn, will help
us to form a notion of the rhythm and mode of French songs at the end
of the Middle Ages.
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CONSTANTIN BRAILOIU

PENTATONY IN DEBUSSY S MUSIC

The present paper neither raises nor solves any new problem.
Its scope is limited to prepare, but from a single aspect, the solution

of an old unresolved problem which could be formulated as follows :

Being of very different origin and character, how could the material

used by Debussy be blended, as it has been, into such a homogenous
unity ? Or, to put it more simply : what does his art consist in ?

It is needless to say that any answer would require a thorough
going analysis not only of the tonality (or, as it is here, of one of its

components), but also of the resulting melodic characteristics ; of the

harmony considered in a closer relation to melody than was done in the

past ; of the rhythm; of the form itself and, finally, of all that is involved

in the composition of music. It would require not only that the composite
character of the substance handled by Debussy be recognized (as it has

been for long), but also that, before any attempt at definition and the

recognition of certain proportions, the scholars should agree as to the

origin and relative importance of the elements used by the composer.

Unfortunately this agreement does not seem to have been reached. L&&amp;gt;n

Vallas1, for instance, thinks that the &quot;ecclesiastic modes&quot; were discovered

by Debussy &quot;in the Russian music of the Five rather than in the Grego
rian chant which does not seem to have caught his attention&quot;. Julia d Al-

mendra2
,
on the other hand, published an entire volume on the ecclesias

tic modes in Debussy s oeuvre (mentioning, moreover, his visit to Soles-

mes which undoubtedly must have taken place), and A. Gastoue3 wrote

in explicit terms : &quot;Did not we see Claude Debussy devoutedly attend

the services in Saint Gervais Church, a pencil in hand, taking down in his

book, the melodies which struck him the most among the Gregorian
chants and the motets of Palestrina ?&quot;

1 L. Vallas, Achille-Olaude Debussy, Paris 1944, p. 72.

2 Julia d Almendra, Les modes grtyoriens dans I oeuvre de Claude Debussy,

Paris 1950.
3 A. Gastoue, Veglise et la musique, Paris 1935, p. 60.
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As far as tonality is concerned, we must remind the reader that

already the first interpreters spoke of defective scales, of diatonic scales,

of a series of exceptional intervals, recalling sometimes the Far East
on the whole, other times Spain, and then sometimes China and some
times the Gipsies. The use of pentatony (by the way implicitly included

in this enumeration) has been similarly signaled several times, though
the allusions made to it have been rarely based on examples. Critics have
not tried to indicate the places featuring the &quot;five-note scale&quot; in the

tonality of Debussy, nor to show the way in which it determines his

invention of melodies. Hence, we believe that some remarks concerning
the above questions will not be superfluous and we hope they will stim
ulate a general investigation so much needed.4

Debussy was, to all appearances, perfectly aware of his own devices

even if he did not like to exhibit them or let anybody into the secret of

handling them. Pentatony in his composition is not an unconscious or

reflex-like reminiscence. He proves it himself by referring to it whenever
he wants to evoke something &quot;not from here&quot; : Pagodes ; the exotic

herdsman and the English soldier of La Bofae a joujoux; the honourable
S. Pickwick

;
La Fille aux cheveux de lin (conveying a kind of myste-

riousness). This admitted pentatony aiming at couleur locale serves in
a way as a screen for all that emerges from his works, if not always
dissimulated but, at least, very often intimately associated with other

components which suddenly evoke or shroud it.

On the other hand, we must remember, right at the outset, that
the majority of pentatonic features characteristic of Debussy s idiom

appear as early as his first works and persist up to the last ones, espe
cially those ample processions ascending by seconds, which surprise
us in his early melodies, for instance in La belle au bois dormant or in the
Fleur des His:

4 In the following it will be inevitable, first of all, to transpose each example
to the same key to facilitate comparison ; then sometimes to reduce the quoted
passages to their musical pattern ; and finally to refer to two books : Bur une
chanson russe in Musique russe, vol. ii, Paris 1952, and Lamdtabole pentatonique, in
Melanges d

hfetpire
et d esthdtique musicole offerts a Paul-Marie Masson, vol. i, Paris

1955, because it has not been possible to consider each problem duly dealt with
in these two works. The reading at first will appear somewhat difficult and the
author apologizes for it. Yet any other way would have been detrimental to the
clarity of this study. The examples quoted can be re-established in their entirety
by anybody^who knows them or wants to look them up at their original sources.
Let us mention here that Mr. Jacques Chailley has undertaken an inquiry, similar
to this one, but covering, the whole modern period.
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1.

Le longdes ble*s que la bri-se fait on- du- (ler)

or in the Romance:

J
i r r rr

D u - ne va - peur sur- na- tu - *el - le

and which have their counterparts also in the falls of similar amplitude :

3.

Sem - blaient re- ver - dir les feuil-les fa-(nees)

(Les cloches)

Rise and fall are occasionally linked together :

4.

Par cet a - pr&s-mi- di de bai-sers sous ies bran-ches

(Paysage Sentimental)

This is to be found in the second song of Ariettes oubliees :

5. ^^

Qui p6

in La mort des Amants :

6.

tre mon coeur

iy V
^^ *

y Y

(refteehi-)ront leurs dou-bles lu - mie - res Dans nos deux es-prits, ces (miroirs)
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in the Spleen of the Paysages beiges:

&quot;

7.

Et de la cam-pagne in - fi - nie

then in Le Promenoir des deux amants:

et de tout

Se re - po-sent dans ce vi - vier

Mallarme (Placet

9.

i
I * i

Bion - de dont les coif- feurs di - vins sont les or -
(f&vres)

or

^
M y pei

-
gne flute aux doigts en - dor- mant ce ber - call

and

11.

J u-se mes fens et n ai rang dis- cret que d ab-(be)

just as^in LeMartyre de Saint Sebastien (a version for voice and piano,p. 90)

TU es lou-e, L*6 - toi-le de loin parle a Fe-toi - le
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or

13.

Je fau - chais 1 sZ -
pi de fro-ment on - bli -

eu - se de 1 as -pho - de - le

and also in the Noel des enfants gui n ont plus de maisons:

(p. 39)

Mais don-nez la vie- toire aux en-fants de Fran - ee

Locutions of that kind often preserve their clearly vocalic feature even

when played on instruments :

15 ^

(Ballad for piano)

or

or

&quot;

(Fantasy for piano and orchestra, red., p. 10)

ife bergamasque: Glair de lune)
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or

ft

18

: . , f .

(ibid.: Menuet)

or

Q
19.

^ ^^

(Tarantette-Styrienne)

and also

mer, p. 19 of the score)

and

1

(Hommage a Rameau)

or
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We find, however, that these inflexions take, at an early stage,

a more openly instrumental turn, sometimes by extending ovet a com

pass rather unusual for the voice :

(Reverie)

which seems to predict the first of the Epigraphes antiques (Pour in-

voquer Pan) :

as well as La Cath6drale engloutie where the crest of the chords shows,

at a given moment, this ample curve :

The adaptation to instruments is achieved by the agility and the

capricious pattern of the line : let us recall the Hommage a S. Pickwick^

and also :

26.

(. . .D un Cahier d esguisses)



or

or

or

(L Isle joyeuse)

(Minstrels)

(Khamma, red. pp. 15, 16)

(Sonata for violin and piano, pp. 4, 5)]

or the theme of Les Collines d Anacapri (first disturbed by a transitional

note^which forthwith disappears) :



It often happens that these figures without detaching themselves from
the melodic substance turn into flourishes or &quot;traits&quot; :

(2nd Arabesque)

In La Damoiselle elue (red., p. 18) this conjunction :

points far ahead, to the short dialogue of the flute and the hautboy
in the Jeux (score, p. 25) :

34

Akin to these are the long volutes of the first Etude for piano

(Pour les
&quot;cinq doigts&quot;) :

35.

those in the Reflets dans I eau:

8va

25
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in the Sonata for violin and piano :

37.

and

or this ostinato of the violoncellos in La mer (score, pp. 5, 6, 7, n, 15)

and, long before that, in Pelleas et Melisande (red., p. 245)

and

thPm nature of such melodic expressions rendersthem suitable for various adaptations, whenever an opportunityAlso the motive m Les ColUnes d Anacapri
J anses.
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accelerates, while fading away :

and later being reduced to accompaniment only.

Similarly, a kind of pentatonic arpeggio on the first violin develops
in the slow movement of the Quartet

44.

and then

45.

These &quot;traits&quot; can be found almost everywhere, such as the Fantasy
nding in this gamut :

8va-

46.

then in

47.

down till :

(red., p. 20)

48.

i

25*

(red., p. 19)
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The Quartet presents a number of them

or

51.

or

52.

I

which undoubtedly reminds us of:

^r



In Pelleas (red., p. 103) we have :

which will recur, in a slightly modified form, in La Mer (score pp
132-133, 134):

We would not say for sure that nothing of what has been exposed
refers directly to the large undulations of the flute and the harp in the

Nuages (score., p. 12) :

or to these lively successions of forths and fifths sometimes mixed with

thirds and seconds, used in some places of La Her (pp. 6, 15, 16, 17,

30, 31) :

or in the Etude Pour les quartes :
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at the end of La Fitte awe cheveux de lin :

60,

and in this episodic passage of Ibfria :

8va i

not to speak ofthe striking ascension of pentatonic chords in the Martyre
(red,, pp. 29 et sq.) :

8va-

AU that seems to characterize a distinct category generated in the

atmosphere of the World Exhibition of 1889.
One can notice that when an organized melodic fragment does not

exceed the ambit of a sixth or a seventh, it assumes sometimes the form
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of one of the five first pentatonic modes. This appears for the 1st mode

(12356 = so la si re mi) already in Ileurs des bUs, where

L k k . .

J ai trou-ve de bon-ne pri
- se

points ahead to

or to

Le gars en noir et la fille en ro - se

(Chevaux de bois)

65.

BE
tou-tes les e - toi - les torn - bent

(Pellfas, red., p. 249)

and also to

66.

Re-gar
- dez de Tau-tre 06 -te, vousau-rez la clar-te de lamer

(Pellfas, red., p. 41)

and to the utterances of Golaud pulling M&isande by her hair :

67.

Vous al - lez me suivre ge - ncux, A ge-noux de-vant moi

(Pdlfas, red., pp. 2 14215
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The inverse melodic movement yields for instance :

A 68.

In

(Suite bergamasque: Passepied)

or

Je viens sou-vent m as-seoir i - ci vers mi - di

(PelUas, red., p. 56)

but also :

70.

.Ie ciel er - rant de ton oeil an -
ge

- li - quo mon - te

(Three Poems by Mallarmi, I: Soupir)

From Printemps we can quote (red. for 2 pianos, pp. 1, 2 etc.) :

71.

J5*om Iberia (score, p. 98) :

i
72 -
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from Pantomime (in the Quatre melodies published in the supplement of
the Revue Musicale, May 1926) :

Ce fa-quind Ar-le -
quin cora-bi - ne

from Petteas (red., p. 249) :

74.

P

Je ne sa-vais pas que *tu e-tais si bel- le

from the third of the Trois Chansons de France (Rondel) :

Pour ce que Plai-sance est mor -
te, Ce may suis v^es - tu de noir

and, above all, the second of the Three Ballads by Francois Villon :

Les biens de vous, ma da - me efc ma mai-tres-se

It is probably not worth whUe dealing with the melodies in the

2nd and 3nd mode (by the way both comparatively rare), since the

vocal impulses that suggest them should be ranged rather among the

extended segments of the scale discussed above. Besides, only a few

of them yield the entire series of their two scales.

See for the second mode (23561 = la si re mi so) :

Dans ce va-gue d un Di-man-che, Voi - ci

(UEchelonnement des haies)
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-and then

78.

i 3
Ain-si qu un rire en- se~ ve - li Se cou- ler au coin de ta bou- che

(Three Poems by Mallarmti, III: Eventail)

and

79.

pe-tit pe- re, quand vous n e-tes pas la

(PelUas, red. p. 170)

Oui, oui, toii-jours,

and also

80. ^* *

Pel-le* - as et pe-ti-te m6-re ne par-lent-ils ja-mais de (moi)

(Petteas, red., p. 160)

For the r3nl~inode (3561 2 = sijre mi so la), we quote
the cantabile ofPellfos (red., p. 248) :

On di - rait de I eau pu - re sur mes mains

-and in&quot; Villon s Ballad to his mother&quot;: |

_, (I)

T
ne peult me - rir n a - voir les cleulx
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The rest is fragmentary :

A 83.

&
Voi-ci que le prin- temps

or

Des ar - bres et des mou-lins

(L*Echelonnement des haies)
or

i

Chas-cun s a - bil-le de nou-veau

(Trois Chansons de France, I)

The 4th pentatonic mode (V VI 1 2 3 = re mi so la si)has only a secondary role in Debussy s music. Its scale appearing in
joint descending degrees imparts an enchanting sweetness to the first
bars of Faur6 s La bonne Chanson. In La Damoisette elue we can hear the
echo of this Faurian suavity (red., p. 13) :

A 86.

r r
J J

Je le pren-drai par la main

and, even more so, at the end of the Promenoir des deux amante:

Si 1 eau n endis-sout point la nei
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of what Les Angelus have given already a foretaste :

^ Dans mon coeur re - si -
gne dort

We can find, besides :

and also

or

91.

(Aquarelles, II : Spleen)

90.

Es - te re - vest champs,bois et fleurs

(Trois Chansons de France,&quot;JI)

+J ^ ^ / w * p^^-
Je suis la tra-ce du sa- ty- re. Ses pe-tits pas four-chus al-ter-nent

(Chansons de Bilitis, III:

Le tombeaiL des Naiades)

It is different with the 5th rmode (VI 1 2 3 5 = mi so la

si re), the scale of which contains the melodic kernel which can be detect

ed at the beginning of La Fille aux cheveux de lin and from which De

bussy s idiom derives, more than once, a specific coloration :
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This germ did not wait until 1913 to burst into bloom. It is adum
brated already in the Fantasy (red., p. 13) :

and in the Proses lyriques (I) :

...d or main-fee - nant ter-nis

in L Echelonnement des haies:

1 flip:
(Fonde) rou - le - e en vo - lu -

(tes)

Golaud sings (Pelleas, red., p. 66) :

97.
i 3 i

4 *
1 3 \

A-t-il vu quel-que cho- sed ex-tra- or - di - nai - re

Pelleas (p. 109) :

fl

98; 4 3 I

-
2

P P P
. ..(la) voute est cou - ver - fee d e - toi - les

and Melisande (p. 282) :

99.

N -\

&quot;T

Oui, oui, je te par- don- ne... que faut-il par-don-ner?
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Or other examples :

100.

Ma dou - leur, don-ne-nioi la main, viens par i - ci

(Becueillement)

or

il me re- gar -da d un re-gard si ten-dre

(Chansons de ^Bilitis, II :

La Ghevelure)

We find, here and there, several &quot;saw-toothed&quot; lines characteristic

of some, mainly northern ,
folk songs and also of certain Wagnerian

passages which might have been inspired by them. In spite of its playful
features the first Arabesque has a slight touch of the Tetralogy :

102.

just as the trimming of the Etude Pour les
&quot;cinq doigts&quot; :

103.

and, as it seems, also those in Pour les sonorites opposees :

A 104.

r
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whereas vague reminiscences of Parsifal hover about the Chevauz de
dots:

Tour-nez, tour-nez, bons che^aux de bois

and, one would say hi :

106.

Oh \ront-ils dor - mir cefc - te nuit?

(Pelleas, red.^p. 231&amp;gt;

An artist as ingenious and as rebellious to coercion as Debussywas unable to employ methodically the same means for the same purposes.
It would be a temerarious attempt to connect these &quot;crenelated profiles&quot;
with: *

107.

PPM P

Ah I ah! vo- tre bar - bo,

or with

pe-tit p& - re,

(PelUas, red., p. 175)

108

f

or even with

108.

II n est bon bee que de Pa - ris

(Ballade des femmes de Paris)

Se joi-gnent en trou-peaus d j

a - gneaux ap -
pri

- voi -

ses chez tons
broi&amp;gt;(tant)

futile)
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or

Hym-nes, tou-te Tom-bre s ef -fa- ce, Dieu est et tou

jours se- ra (Dieu)

(Martyre, pp. 20,&quot; 21)

and, what is more, to suppose that they might have a common source.

The two trichords, wholetone+minor third and minor third+
whole tone (&quot;trichordal incipits&quot; I and 2), known from psalmodic recita

tion and recurring, especially the second, continuously in Debussy s

oeuvre, seem to have particular importance. The first, having often the
function of introducing or closing a longer musical sentence, is not always
as conspicuous as the second. Nevertheless in the Paysage sentimental
it is used for an accompanying ostinato and L Echelonnement ctes Jiaies

runs its ripples on such notes as :

L e-ch.e-Ion-ne-mentdes haies Mou- tonne 4 Fin - fi - ni

It is not rare in the recitatives of PelUas:

f\ 1*2.

C estPel-le - as

(red., p. 34)

or

J
Ce n est pas u - ne ro - se

(p. 125)
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or

or

or

or

114.

P p P P P lr=
II est trs mal-heu-reux

115.

Ne les e- veil-Ions pas

H est torn- be dans Feau

117.

C est le der-nier soir, le dei

And in one of Debussy s later works we find :

118.

m

(p. 278)

(p. 113)

(p. 67)

(p. 232)

26

(La Mer, score, pp, 136137 : horns)
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or

A
U9.

i

^.
5 p. 25: English horn and trump.)

or

Ce - le - brez son nom

and, which comes to the same :

121.

par le feu

(Mwrtyre, red., pp. 20, 21)

\ tzi.M
Al-Ie- lui - a

(ibid., pp. 98101)

The &quot;iwo^ 2&quot; emerges even more persistently from Debussy s
melodic texture. Les Angela sigh to the first beats :

Au-jonrd hui sou-ve - raine eat ma pei
- ne

and in Romance we have:

123.

N est- il plus un par - fum qui res - te
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with many replicas elsewhere. From Proses lyriques (I)

124.

and

Prom

or

or

26-&quot;

La -ceursde fern - me

Et c est au fond vrai-3nent trop gra - ve

126.

Je ne suis pas nee

127.
1 3

128.

^TT^^P
Je suis ma- la- de i-ci

(red., p. 10)

(p. 25)

(p. 82)
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or

or

or

or

or

129.

nous n a-vons pas e - t6 cou-pa - bles

(p. 289)

130.

Pour-quoi n ai -
je pas dit la v6 - ri - te ?

(ibid.

131.

m
lavieil-le aer-vaa-te de la mart

(p. 198)

132.

P P P P P P P
faut par-Jer a voix bas-se

(p. 304)

Pre-nez gar-de deglis-ser. Je vais vous te - mr par la main

(p. 61)
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or

134.

P P P

il y en a d au-tres que nous ne pou-vons voir ent- co- re

(P-

or

135.

Tu~] ne sais pas pour-quoi il faut que je m e&quot;- loi- gne

(pp. 243244)

The Nuages allots a prominent melodic function to the &quot;incipit

2&quot; : the English horn lingeis on it for a long time (score : p. 10) :

In La Mer it recurs several times. First on page 11 and 15 of the

score (horns) :

then on page 29 :

138
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finally the peroration of the third movement :

The refrain of Noel des enfants qui n ont plus de niaisons owes its

deflate accent to this formula (pp., 1, 2, 6) :

140.

1 B-

Nous n a-vons plus de mai- son.

And we do not stray far from the above by quoting :

,141.
A

1*1

J
-

la seu- le veu - ve de tout es -
poir

(Les Angilus)

or

142.

Je chas-sais tran-quil-le-ment dans la fo - ret

(Pelleas, red, p 76)

t43.

i
At - ten-dons que la lune ait de-chi - re ce grand nua - ge

(ibid., p. 108)
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01

144. I 3 1

II sait mieuxque moi son a - ve - nir

or (ibid., p. 32)

145.

que je voie tes ohe-veux de - nou - es

or (ibid., p. 120)

$ ?3F^g
Je sais que ma m& - re me par-don- ne-ra vo - Ion - tiers

(ibid., p. 28)
or the unforgettable :

147.A I*/. l

Cf

Vous a- VBZ ri et vieil - !!

^6Z., p. 279)

Nothing is more surprising then to see Debussy not only &quot;think

psntatonieally&quot; without any effort, but rely ever more on the pre-
pentatonic (bi-, tri-

3
and tetratonic) modes. It is true that one could

regard these examples as fortuitous strokes of pen :

148,

D u ne dou-leur on veutcroire or-phe
- li - ne

(Le Son du cor s afflige)
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or

149.

* b&amp;gt;&amp;gt; . JHJ I

Sur -
pri

- se de sen - tir uu coeur dans la bri - se

(Quatre melodies: Pantomime)

or the monologue of Pelleas (red., p. 249) :

150.

Je fe rais mieux de m en al - ler sans la re - voir

or else

151.

ii
Je n a-vais ja-maisrien vu d aus-si beau a-vant toi

(Pellfas, red., p. 249J

or even, if necessary, the theme of the Tarantette-Styrienne :

152.

On the other hand, there is no doubt, that he, himself, was con
sciously and deliberately in search for tetratony, for instance, in the
interlude of Petttes:

153.

(red., p. 23)
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just as well as towards the end of Jeux de vogues (La Mer, score, p. 80 :

harp) :

A 154.

and also in the first idea of the score (p. 1 : violas)

!55.

which will re-echo in the fourfold alleluias of the Martyre (red., pp.

102103) :

&̂
Al-le-lu - ia

and in their insrlimental doublet :

I

157.

as well as in the Reflets dans Veau:

158.
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and in the first of the Poems by Mallarm^ :

159.
& &

* m^
The

&quot;sign
o* the cross&quot; in the Martyre is tritonic (red., pp. 1, 4,

16, 27, 28) :

A 160.

Its amplification is also tritonie (and bitonic at the end) (red.,

pp. 26-27) :

161.

ust like this raelody of the Proses lyriques:

A 162.

i
Di-man-che sur les vil - les. Di - man -che dans les coeurs

or this intervention of the piano :

163. a

3-+t^LU

or, in Hommage a Rameau :

164.
^v JO**.^ ^ .H. ^
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in Jeux (score, p. 26) :

and, earlier, in the Prelude of the Suite, Bergamasque:

166.

finally on pages 28 and 29 of the Martyre this bitonic sequence

J67.

Let us eonsider now, on the other hand, a peculiar detail : the more

or less developed melodic sections sometimes pass from one psntatonic

system to another. This is a customary course in the traditional five-

note music, both composed and folkloric (metabolism). And one is rather

uncertain as to the intentions ofthe composer in passages where the change
is cursory, as e. g., at the beginning of Fetes galantes (I: En sourdine):

DO?

or where the alternating systems are liable to discussion for their

defective character or for some other reasons5 (for instance : Proses

lyriques, III: the passages &quot;Dimanche, chez les petites fflits&quot;, pp. 22-23,

and &quot;devores par d insatiables tunnels. .
.&quot;, pp. 24 25). But the trans

position is obvious in the first piece of the Trois Chansons de France,

pp. 34:

s Thus in our last example, if we regard ti of the second bar as an ornament,

we can consider this piece to be written in a &quot;do system&quot;
from the very beginning.
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169.

p P
V

f
iE5fc

Ne scay da - me ne da - moi - sei - le Qui soit en

~rn ^^
gp

tous biens par-fais tel - le

and also in Soupir:

170.

DO

Mon a - me vers ton fronfc ou reve, o cal - me

im
soeur Un an- torn-ne jon-che ...

aad on pages 40 and 41 ofthe Cathedrale englvutie, where the tune flutter
ing above the chords turns from the system so towards the system do:

Moreover, m one instance we come across an entire musical sen
tence composed symmetrically, as sometimes in folk music, and consist-
nig ol two parts, each belonging to a different system : in this case toT.^TTQ -T/A-m f\ -rvt^^-J ^ -^ 4- f*. 1*. 1 A- IIto tne 1st pentatonic mode
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It follows, we believe, from this survey, inevitably sketchy, that

Debussy borrowed from archaic tonality a number of essential assets
which define his style, and that the primitive modes play a more impor
tant part in his oeuvre than is generally thought.

Yet it would be impossible to specify the extent of this part, and
there seems to be no means of compiling any accurate statistics of fre

quency. Such an analysis should be the scope of a particular research. It

will suffice to state that the psntatonic &quot;tenure&quot; varies considerably
from one composition to the other and that (except for some picturesque
pieces of the Pagodes typa) the use of the &quot;defective&quot; scales, wrongly
called so, does not assume a dogmatic character in any of the composi
tions, nor does it yield any &quot;system&quot; of composing, at least not in the

sense the word is used today. A number of very significant works of his

are saturated with p^ntatony and pre-p:ntatony (Fantasie; Printemps;
Quartet ; Pelleas et Melisande ; La Mer ; TroisPoemes de Stephane Mallarm6 ;

a number of his compositions for piano, espacially Hommage a Rameau) ;

in other pieces p3ntatony, floating under the surface, emerges in more
than one passage (Ballade ; Premiere Mhapsodie for clarinet and orchestra ;

JSyrenes from Trois Nocturnes6
; Gigues,

7
etc.) ; finally in others we find

but short manifestations (Jeux; Iberia; different melodies) or insigni
ficant traces (Pour le piano, etc.) ; and there are works unaffected by it

altogether.
We must also remember that the experience of the ancient scales

goes very far back in the career of the composer (as is made sufficiently

clear by our examples). Even if we allow for an exotic influx (which
is not unlikely and to which he alluded himself in some sort due to the

Exhibition of 1889), we must not forget that his psntatonic vocabulary
had been entirely elaborated by the time of the composition of the

Nuages, and this might account, among other factors, for the striking

unity of his oeuvre, in spite of the diversity of its objectives.

Even if the sources, from which Debussy s music derives its penta-
tonic features, remain (except for the Javanese inspirations) partially

enigmatic we do not doubt that, in spite of the opinion of one of his

6
Especially : score, pp. 9193.

7
Especially ; score, pp. 45, 9 etc.
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biographers
8
, it was not among the Gypsies that he kad the opportunity

to acquaint himself with the &quot;curious sonorities of the Greek and Chinese

gamut&quot;, even if he spsnt &quot;entire hours&quot; with them. One will certainly
remember that since Weber, Chopin and Liszt a number of modes totally

ignored in solfeggio took root in the musical idiom of the West
;
that

pentatony is used for distinct purposes in the Wagnerian theatre ;*

that Russian music is deeply imbued with it, and finally that it was not

neglected by some of Debussy s predecessors and contemporaries. We
may possibly also remember Debussy s erudite friend Chausson, proprie
tor of a library of folklore, whose books might have passed through the

composer s hands.
*

There is, finally, a paramount question with which we can but
deal briefly, expecting an expert to answer it in a meticulous study it

undeniably deserves. The point is to reveal the personal principles

underlying the handling of the material in question, and to find the ways
and means Debussy employed to incorporate it in his music.

Certain evident facts which even a cursory survey seems to reveal

capture our attention.

1. Even in the domain of pure melody and in parts dominated by a

deliberately archai atmosphere, long uninterrupted pentatonic passages
are rare. After a segment, undeniably pentatonic, the melody shades
into heptatony or is carried toward a

&quot;strange&quot;
finale which renders

the tonality equivocal or, at least, effaces the memory of the mode hi
which the melody began :

or :

(Prdlude d Vapres-midi d un faune,
score, pp. 16 17)

10

174.

m
(Tarantdle-Styrienne)

8 Jean Lupine : La vie de Claude Debussy, Paris 1930, p. 26.
9 V. F. A. Gevaert : Traite d harmonie theorique et pratique, Paris Bruxelles

1905, p. 24.
10 Edition Jouber, 1925.
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This is a customary device of Debussy, one we came across in

Noel des enfants qui n ont plus de maisons (no. 14), and whichoften recurs
in his works.

Hence one must regard as exceptional the beginning of the Horn-

mage a Bameau (v. no, 22) and the beginning of the first piece of Epigra-
phes Antiques (v. no. 24) and also the consolation of Pelleas to Meliscmde :

175.

II ne faut pas s in-quie-ter ain - si pour u - ne ba -
gue.

Ce n est rien, nous la re - trou - ve - rons peut
-

e - tre! Ou bien nous en re-trou-ve-rons une au - tre

2. Except for the episodes showing marked Javanese influence

(^Nuages, score, pp. 1213; La Her, part I, score, pp. 6, 11, 15, 30
and the last bars of the part II, etc.), polyphony is not based exclu
sively on psntatonic components ; only sporadically do we find the
association of a melody and a harmonic support, as for instance, at the

beginning of the Oollines d Anacapri; the bars 6, 78 etc. of La Mer
on pp. 29, 9899, 100, 101 of the Martyre (red.); on p. 38 of La Cathedral
engloutie, or in Masques where :

is supported by :

177.

T
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And one will remember Peter s words in connection with a lullaby
for^his Tragedie de la mart which Debussy was to set to music : &quot;Claude

. . . pretended to look for the idea of this naive melody in the folklore...&quot;
11

More often the pentatonic melody then regarded, to all appearan
ces, as built on a series of defective heptatonic scales is based on a
consonant and &quot;modal&quot; harmony, in which the degrees of the complete
series, that were supposed to underlie it, yield the fundamental sounds.
This device occurs very frequently in the compositions of 19th century
masters as, for instance, with Moussorgsky :

w ? 3 tf*

and Debussy :

179.

With Debussy this style persits up to the end, but it is only one
of the many thousand other sources. The procedure very soon becomes
more refined by the original interpretation of the functions.

In Pelleas an ,,incipit 2&quot; appears in this disguise :

180.

je ne te de-li-vre pas cet-te nuit

11
Ben&amp;lt; P^terj Claude Debussy, 4th edition, Paris 1931.



A similar reflexion in the Etude Pour les
&quot;cinq doigts^ (exception

ally quoted in the original pitch) :

12

Finally, when chromatic features interfere, the virtuosity of the

composer, in some places, welds the two allegedly incompatible bodies

so successfully that their fusion brings into existence a new idiom which

is neither atonal nor polytonal, but rather, so to speak, &quot;supra-tonal&quot; :

(Des pas sur la neige)
*

If these considerations require a conclusion, we can say that the

most striking of all things we have seen beside an unanticipated knowl

edge and an unparalelled &quot;savoir-faire&quot;,
is a supreme liberty of choice

and an unfailing aesthetic judgement, which is commonly called genius.

12 Pentatonic series : do re mi so la.
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MARQARET FAY SHAW

QAELIC FOLK SONQS FROM SOUTH UIST

The last stronghold of Gaelic folk tradition in Scotland today is

the Outer Hebrides and the Island ofSkye. These have not yet succumbed

entirely to the influence of English education, press, and radio. The

Hebrideans are people of independent spirit, loyal to their native islands,

with a great love of their language, poetry, and music. They are mostly
crofters or crofter fishermen. A croft is a smallholding held on hereditary

tenure ; it consists of a small amount of arable ground and, usually,

the right to have a certain amount of cattle or sheep on the common
mountain pasture. The crops raised are potatoes, oats, and barley, for

human and animal food, and fishing is mostly done for lobsters

and herring. An important industry is the hand-spinning and weav

ing of &quot;Harris tweed&quot; which is well known throughout much of the

world ; some very interesting songs are associated with this form

of work.
The Hebrides were inhabited in the Stone Age and were known

to the peoples of the Mediterranean in classical times as is proved by
the reference in Ptolemy s Geographical Tables. There has always been

a connection with Ireland, particularly in the Early Christian and

Mediaeval periods. Although the Norsemen occupied the islands from

the tenth until the thirteenth century, and left many traces in archeology,

personal and place names, and loan-words in Gaelic, the Gaelic folkmusic

of the Hebrides appears to be largely independent of Irish or Norse

influence. But there is still scope for research here.

Publication of objective transcriptions of Gaelic folk songs only

began in the present century, although volumes containing arrangements

of them had appeared as early as the latter half of the seventeenth

century. One of the most interesting collections was that made by Miss

Frances Tolmie, a native of Skye, in her own district and, in a few cases,

from people belonging to Eigg and Barra. This collection of one hundred

and five songs was published in 1911 in the Journal of the Folk Song

Society (vol. iv, part 3).
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la the summer of 1905 Miss Amy Murray, an American, visited

the Island of Eriskay and with the help of the well known folklorist the

Rev. Allan McDonald, parish priest of Eriskay, took down about a hun
dred airs, of which six were printed in the Celtic Eeview, vol. ii, p. 314,

and twenty-six, including these six, in her book Father Allan s Island,

published in 1920. Another fourteen were discovered by J. L. Campbell
in one of Fr. Allan McDonald s notebooks. The premature death of

Fr. Allan McDonald in the autumn of 1905 ended what might have been
a most fruitful collaboration. The remainder of Miss Amy Murray s col

lection appears to be lost beyond hope of recovery in America. This is

very unfortunate because she was a sensitive and accurate transcriber

of folk music, and there were excellent folk of singers living in Eriskay
in 1905.

A third collector was the late Mrs Kennedy Fraser who also first

visited Eriskay in 1905, and later published, with the help of the late

Rev. Dr Kenneth MacLeod, four volumes of Hebridean folksongs arranged
for voice and piano. Great liberties were taken with the original airs

and words in these volumes, which are internationally known. For serious
students of folk music, the airs which she printed unarranged in the
introductions to her books are of more value, though she was handicapped
by ignorance of the Gaelic language and by the primitive type of

recording apparatus then available.

In 1950 the Linguaphone Institute published for the Folklore
Institute of Scotland a set of recordings of folksongs, made on the Isle

of Barra by J. L. Campbell in 1938, together with a book of words ;

and the same year Mr. K. C. Craig published a small but very useful
book of the words of over a hundred and forty folk songs from South
Uist called drain Luaidh le Mairi Nighean Alasdair.

In 1938 Professor Otto Andersson of Abo, Finland, visited the Isle
of Lewis and took down a number of songs which he printed in 1952
with an analysis of the modes and chorus structures in his article On
Gaelic Folk-Music from the Isle of Lewis (Budkavlen, Abo 1952, Finland).

I went to South Uist in 1929 and made my collection while living
on a croft with Miss Peigi and Miss Mairi MacRae at North Glendale
between that date and 1935. Later my husband and I recorded Gaelic
songs and stories with ediphone, disc, wire, and lastly tape machines
in South Uist and Barra, and in the Gaelic-speaking part of Nova Scotia,
Canada, where the descendants of many Hebridean emigrants live.
Part of my collection, one hundred and ten songs, was published in
1955 along with other folklore under the title of Folksongs and Folklore
of South Uist by Messrs Routledge & Kegan Paul.

In 1951 the School of Scottish Studies was founded at Edinburgh
University, one of its objects being the recording of Gaelic and Scots
folk song. Many recordings have been made since, which are being tran
scribed by Mr. Francis Collinson. So far none of this material has been
published, nor has any catalogue of recordings been issued.
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The style of traditional singing varies from island to island, and
some songs exist in a large number of slightly differing versions. I am
most familiar with the songs of North Glendale in South Uist. In this

out-of-the-way settlement there were (and still are) some excellent

folksingers, mostly women, with good memories unimpaired by the

English education which became compulsory in the Islands in 1872,
who were willing and anxious that their songs should be preserved.
I am greatly indebted to their patience and encouragement.

The number of songs extant in the Hebrides, or until recently
extant, must be very large indeed. These may be classified as follows :

1. Ossianic ballads, of four-line verses, usually dealing with the
wars between the Gaels and the Norsemen. These contain many difficult

words and expressions, and have mostly gone out of fashion. They were

sung to a kind of chant,
1 without chorus.

2. drain Mhora or &quot;Great Songs&quot;, usually describing an important
event, such as a battle or eulogizing an important person. These are

usually of eight-line verses and are made to traditional airs of which
the time signature is often irregular. These songs are going out of fashion.

3. Luinneagan or lays, i. e. love songs, songs of the sea or of war,
humorous songs, etc. These are still very popular. They are usually of

four-line verses sung with a chorus.

4. Children s songs, such as lullabies, and other little songs sung
to amuse children. These are seldom sung formally and can be easily

overlooked, but some have great beauty.
5. Milking songs, sung to cattle, to keep the cows quiet while

being milked.

6. Songs ascribed to fairies. These often have an unusual quality
which is not easy to analyse. They are often love-songs or lullabies.

7. Pmrt-a-bial or vocal dance tunes, sung for dancing when musical

instruments were not available, or for amusement. There are scores

if not hundreds of these in existence.

8. Labour songs, for work which needs a rhythmic background.
These were the songs which most impressed early visitors to the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland, such as Pennant and Dr. Johnson. They were

sung for rowing, reaping, grinding meal in the quern, churning, spinning,

or waulking the cloth. The first three types are practically obsolete

today, but waulking songs (dram luadhaidh), many of which have

very archaic airs and words dating from the early seventeenth century,

are still very much alive, as hand-made cloth is still waulked in the

traditional fashion, there never having been waulking mills in the

Highlands and Islands. Otherwise they seem to be unknown in Western

Europe and are therefore of great interest.

The process of waulking the cloth has been described by several

authors, from Pennant to Professor Otto Andersson, and I have explained

1 See Dr Reidar Christiansen, The Vikings in Gaelic Tradition, Oslo 1831.
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it in Folksongs and Folklore of South Uist, so it is not necessary to da
more than describe it briefly here. When the new-made cloth is taken
from the loom it requires to be shrunk and thickened before use, and
the waulking or luadhadh is the method of shrinking it. An even number
of women face each other across a narrow table. The ends of the cloth
are sewn together to make a circle and it is soaked in a tub of urine,
a liquid which will keep the threads soft and set the colour. It is worked
back and forth with a kneading motion and passed around the table
sun-wise. One of the company will be chosen to sing the song and as the
hands beat the slow rhythm on the table she will sing either the verse
line, or chorus and then the verse line, and the company will join in
the chorus ; she will continue to sing the verses, or verse and first line
of chorus, alone. The chorus is called the fonn or

&quot;ground&quot; and the words
are usually meaningless, but they have a mnemonic significance and
must always be sung correctly, for it is the means by which the songs
are identified ; different versions of a song may begin with different
lines, but the chorus is always the same.

There are various forms of waulking songs and their analysis is

still a matter of discussion.2 Their verses are usually of one or two lines
and each verse line is followed by the chorus and then repeated to lengthen
the song for the purpose of the labour. In the case of single-line verses
the line is often sung to a different phrase when it is repeated. Such a
song may last as long as twenty minutes. The process of waulking a
piece of cloth was never measured in time but by the number of songs
that had to be sung to waulk it. The tempo of these songs usually quickens
as the song progresses, and many of them consist of sections on entirely
different subjects added together to make the song long enough for the
work. The chorus is always repeated three times between such sections,
and the rhyme usually (but not always) changes. In certain cases ballads
have been adapted for waulking.

3

Gaelic traditional folk songs are always sung in unison and without
accompaniment.The singing of part-songs by Gaelic choirs which compete
at musical festivals (called mods) are a recent innovation, as is the
competing by solo singers in singing standardized versions of songs.In folk music, words and tunes are inseparable. A traditional Gaelic
singer must be given the words to the air, or at least the chorus, before
he or she can recognise the song. I was once told, when 1 said that a
certain singer had the air but not the words, &quot;How could she have the
song without the words ?&quot;.

2 See The Sul-Literary Tradition in Scottish Gaelic Sonq-Poetru bvJames Ross in Eigse, vol. vii, p. 217 ; also Folksongs and Folklore of SouthUist,

r. L. Campbell, Gaelic Folksongs from the Isle of Barra, pp. 42, 55M&quot;&quot;Vn A^urianM tif* Oadhelic Literature, in Miscellany PresentediKun Me
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Out of two hundred songs I have transcribed, seventy are hexatonic;
thirty-five are pentatonic, the most common modes being the 4 ; 7,
3:7, 2:6, and 2 : 5. Twenty-five of the tunes are within the six-note
compass and there are also several in five- and four-note compass.
Irregular scales occur, the most prevalent being without 4th, and 6th
notes, also (without) 4th, 6th, and 7th ; 2nd, 3rd and 5th ; 5th and
6th ; 6th and 7th ; 2nd and 7th. The Mixolydian is the most common
of the complete scales, then come the Dorian, Aeolian, Ionian, Lydian,
Dorian-Mixolydian, and lonian-Mixolydian. Phrygian and Lydian are
rare. The labour songs are the most frequently pentatonic ; many of
them are circular.

Latha mor a ghabhadh

&ran Mor

J=66

&amp;gt; * ~

Lath- a mor a ghabh-adh a dh fhag sinn gu tighiim a nail,

5TJ) hJ i
S sqall-aich-ean nan ard - bheann a strain-eadh a h-uil e ball,

Muir a tigh-inn na bhat-a s i gair-eachd a staigh muV ceann, S mo
Finem

i
.

-
-^f-

hheann-achd dha mo chaird-ean a shabh- ail sinn aig an am.

Sung by Peigi MacBae, Glendale.
Translation : The great day of danger, we left to sail across, with squalls of

the high hills straining every rope, the sea coming aboard and laughing around
our heads ; my blessing on my friends who saved us at the time.

Song composed to a traditional tune by Calum Ruadh MacKinnon, Barra,
who died around 1933.

A ^dol seacliad Port Grianaig

Sailing Song

Bheir mi 6 s na hi u a, Bheir mi 6, s na ho gheall-
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Fine

Bheir mi 6 s na ho eil - e,
J

S e bhith r&idh riut bu rahath liom.

, Verse

A do! seach-ad Pbrt Grian-aig, Bha na ciad - an a fedr - aich,

&quot;Siod i fh6in a Bheinn Dobhrain , Long rahor nan trl chrannaibh&quot;

Sung by Peigi MacRae, in Glendale.
Translation : (Chorus) Bheir mi 6, etc., I would prefer to be friend with thee.

(Verse) Going past Greenock, hundreds were asking, &quot;That s her, the Ben
Dorain, the great ship of three masts/ 5

J-76

Chorus

*S truagh, a Righ, nach b e *m maireach

Love Song

(3 fail i rinn, ill e rinn ho xxS i o 6

Fail i rinn

ft Verse

ill e rinn ho rinn 6.

i* m

- S truagh, a High, nach b e m maireach An latha dh fhal(a)bhadh mo brahair,

Gheobh-ainn leisg-eul no dha air A ghraidh, bhith gad thuirs

3

fail i rinn ill e rinn,

9 9&quot; - *
ho rinn 6

Sung by
^
Agnes Currie, Lochboisdale.

Translation: Sad, o Lord, twas not tomorrow, the day my brother would
depart. I would get an excuse or two, my love, to lament you

Cp. Oranaiche, 176, 178.
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An cluinn thiTmi, mo chailin donn ?

Love Song

J=84

fczg

An cluinn thu mi, mo chail- in donn?Teann nail is

thoir an air dhomh! Tha mor - an arm am

bar ail dhiu Gur dg an leann- an dh6mhs thu.

Sung by Mrs. John Currie, Glendale.
Translation : Will you hear me, my brown-haired girl ? Come over and pay

attention to me \ Many of them are of the opinion that you are (too) young a
sweetheart for me.

Cp. Eilean Fraoich, p. 13. Mrs. Currie first learned this song in Eriskay.

9S i nighean mo ghaoil

Love Song

Chorus

i :^

Si nigh-ean rao ghaoil, an nigh- ean donn Nam

JT
i

I b

^bfiSiT; S i

5^

biodh tu ri m thaobh, cha bhith- inn fo bhrbn ; *S i
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p
mis ur - ad beachd oirr* ri neach a tha

Sung by Peigi MacEae, Glendale.
Translation: (Chorus) The lass that I love is the young brown-haired girl ;

ifyou were beside me I would not be sad
;
the lass that I love is the young brown-

haired girl. (Verse) *Tis Annie MacNicol who is neatest ofperson, I took as great a
notion to her as to anyone alive.

Cp. Orain o Mhoid, II, p, 9: Angus MacLeod, The Songs of Duncan
Ban Madntyre, p. 102. The words of the chorus and opening verse are prac
tically the same as in Duncan Ban s song, but the other verses Peigi MacRae
sang, though on a similar subject, were different.

Eirich s na dean tionndadh rium

fesin
J=76

3EEE

i
fiir-ich s na dean tionnd-adh rium,Gur h-e mo dhiumb a choisinn thu! Dean

r , p/n/&amp;gt; !Fine

cad-al soc- air air mo chul-aibh, Sugr-adh cha blii nochd ag-ainn!

S olc an ob- air dhu sa daonn-an Bhith tighinn dhaqhaigh air an daoraich;

&amp;gt;.

&amp;gt;
h

J,^ m ^.3
J&amp;gt;

Chosg-adh tu do chuid dhaVi t-saoghal, S dh aognaich fear do choltais mi.

Sung by Peigi MacRae, Glendale.
Translation: Get up and don t you turn to me, tis my anger you have

earned. Turn your back and go to sleep, tonight there ll be no love-making. Ill the
ploy you re always at, coming home drunk again ; you would spend your worldly
goods such a husband vexes me.
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Cha bhi mi gad thaladh

Lullaby

Sung by Peigi MacRae, Glendale.
Translation: O b&, o b^, o b&, o i, I will not rock you to sleep, since you

have worn me out.

A Bholagan, a bho chiuin

Milking Song

J=80
Cftonw ^
A Bho-lag-an, a bho ehiuin, A Bho-iag-an, a bho

3 3 . JL

A bho cliridheag
;

sa bho gliradhag, Cridheag nam ba,gabh ri d
5

laogh.

Verse r

N oidliche bha buachaill muigh Cha deach-aidh buar-ach air boinn,
- .- i i

JL

Cha deachaidh nuaU a ceann laoigh, A caoineadh buachailT a chruidh.

Simg by Agnes Currie, Lochboisdale.

Translation: (Chorus) B61agan, gentle cow, B61agan, gentle cow, dear

little cow, beloved little cow, dearest of cows, take to your calf. (Verse) The night

(the) herdsman was outside no fetter was put on a cow, no calf uttered a low,

lamenting the herdsman of the cattle.
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Ho Mhairi, ho bheag

Children s Song

Ho Mhair -
i, ho bheag, Hi Mhair -

i, ho bheag, Ho

?
Mhair -

i, ho bheag, Rach-ainn ead - ar thu s a chreag.

Sung by Agnes Ourrie, Lochboisdale.
Translation: H6 Mary, h6 bheag, I would go between you and the crag.
Children s Song of a type often heard &quot;I would go between you and the

wind, I would go between you and death, where the raven would make a cry.
3&amp;gt;

Cp. Tolmie Collection, no. 23.

J-84

S ann tha n corahradh grinn aig an fhitheach

Children s Song

S ann tha n coinh-radh grinn aig an fhith - each,

Jl JU J) J ^ J J J^
Ŝin nuair thuirt an fhaoil-eag, na laigK air a maod-ail.^^ j j

4

r)
Cha n eil an fhe6il cho daor nach fhaod sinn aic - e suidh- e&quot;;

f
S ann tha n comh- radii grinn aig an fhith - each.

^ 9-^-

Sin nuair thuirt an cal- (afrn-an na stiidli air a h-earr-(a)b-all &quot;Tlia n

^
t-am ag - ainn bhith tal -

(a)bh s na seal- (a)g- air
- ean air tighinn!&quot;
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Fine

S ami tha n corah-radh grinn aig an fhith - each

Sung by Peigi MaeEae, Glendale.
Translation : The raven has pleasant talk : then the seagull, lying on her

belly, said, &quot;Meat is not so dear that we can t sit down at it.&quot; The raven has
pleasant talk. Then the dove, sitting on her tail, said, &quot;It is time for us to be
going, the hunters are coming 1&quot; The raven has pleasant talk.

A ri a ro a, cailleach a9 bkreabadair

Dance Song

s
A ri a ro a, caill- each a bhreab-ad - air,

?S ann a bha n t-eag
- ai air

* Variant for 4th measure

caill - each a* mhuill - eir.

J
caill - each a mhuill -

eir&amp;gt;
a

Sung by Peigi MacRae, Glendale.

Translation: A ri a r&amp;lt;5 a, the weaver s old wife, n a ro a, the miller s old

wife, ri a ro a, the weaver s old wife, the miller s old wife had the fright of her life.
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Beil, a chailleach, a4 bhra

Quern Song

i
p Jj

it^
Beii, a chaill-each/a bhra, Beil, a chaiil-each,a bhra, Beil, a

chaill-each, a bhra,
J

S fear a tigh-inn gad iarr - aidh

Gu do nt-aod- ach a th air? Tha luir - each air, tha

^
f

bairi -
ig air, Tha seann- chraioeann brath - ann air;

T\ _! . _1 11 . . _ 1 _S 11 TP^ ! I ll I 111&amp;gt;

Beil, a chaill-each, a bhra, Beil, a chaill-each, a bhra, Beil, a

m
chaill-each, a bhra,

:

S fear a tigh-inn gad iarr - aidh !

Sung by Annie MacDonald, Lochboisdale.
Translation: Grind the quern, old wife, grind the quern, old wife, grind the

quern, old wife, a man is coming to ask for you! What clothing does he wear?
He wears a tattered cloak, he wears rags, he has an old quernskin (?) on! Grind
the quern, old wife, grind the quern, old wife, grind the quern, old wife, a man
is coming to ask for you!

Cp. MacDonald Collection, p, 334, lines 24 26,
A quern is a hand mill of two circular flat stones for grinding meal. The topstone rotates by being pushed round by a wooden pin, in a ierking, irre&amp;lt;nilar

manner.
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gura mise ta Ian airteil

WaulJcing Song

J =69

S gur-a mis- e ta Ian airt-eil Dir-eadh sa tearnadh na leach- aich.

\ Variant: Chorus.

Fail in ill o ho ro eil - e, Fail iu ill 6 ro hu a ho a

*jVariant$ for second line of verse

S math tha flos a m de chiim bhuam thu,

s) J.
Bha te eil aig bail - e gad bhuann-achd.

W3^ ^T^^!-&

Gim mliart dubh ann, gun mhart ruadh ann.

Sung by Annie MacDonald, Lochboisdale.
Translation: I am fall of sorrow, climbing and descending the hillside.

Cp. K. C. Craig, p. 59.
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Ho a, hit a, nighean dubh

Love Song

Ho a, hu a, nigh-ean dubh, nigh-ean donn.

Sung by Agnes Currie, Lochboisdale.

Translation: (Chorus) Ho a, hu a, black-haired lass, brown-haired lass,

h6 ri ri a, pretty black-haired lass, hd a, hu a, black-haired lass, brown-haired
lass. (Verse) Brown-haired lass of bright bosom, I wuld meet you on the

moorland.
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Thug mi gaol do dh Iain

Waulking Song

J=72
Chorusnn pn

-Fine

hoir-eann^ioir-eann.!! gu hoir-eann eil-e, (5 hoir-eann,hoir-eann.

Verse
=L

e
) J)

i?
-

,
-v_

Thug mi gaol do dh Iain A miadh - ain nan ceud - an.

*
JS o/ 2nd measure sometimes C.

Sung by Peigi MacBae, Glendale.
Translation: (Verse) I gave love to Iain, from amongst hundreds.
This may not be the usual first line. The singer only remembered a fragment.

Dl iu, 6 cha d fhuair mi *n cadal

Waulking Song

J=72

iu, ill eo, ill - ean is 6, 111 iu, 6, cha

^
7T r 1 ^ ; ^ r^
Dh fhiadh-aich an sgiob

- air air bord mi,

S rinn an rog air mo ghlac
- adh.

Sung by Peigi MacBae, Glendale.
Translation: (Chorus) 111 hi, etc., I did not get sleep. (Verse) The skipper

invited me on board, and the rascal seized me.

Fragment of waulking song. Cp. K. C. Craig, p. 86.
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Chi mi ?m bata seach an rubha

Waulldng Song

J=76
Chorus

J Hoir-eann 6 ho
*

fl a, Hi fl ra bho ro hug eil - e,

Fine Vmc___

^ Koir - eann 6 ho i fl a. Chi mi m bat- a

seach an rubh-a. Si }

na siubh - al fo Kan eid - eadh.

Sung by Peigi MaeRae, Glendale.

Translation: 1 see the boat go past the point, moving under full sail.

Cp. K. C. Craig, p. 114.
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MAUD KARPELES

CECIL SHARP
COLLECTOR OF ENQL1SH FOLK MUSIC

Cecil Sharp had only one meeting with Bela Bartok. It was at the
house of a mutual acquaintance in London a few years after the end of
the first World War. At that time, Bartok s folk music researches were
not widely known and Sharp was only slightly acquainted with his

work, but he returned home from the meeting filled with admiration,
and one might almost say envy, of a man who, although considerably
younger than himself, had collected a much greater quantity of material.

Sharp was born in 1859, twenty-two years before Bartok, but in

folk song research he preceded him only by a couple of years. He started

collecting in 1903 and his first collection, Folk Songs from Somerset,
vol. i, was published a year later. Like Bartok, he had had a wide
musical experience before he turned his attention to folk music, although,
unlike him, he never achieved distinction as a composer or executant.

Fifty years ago, the contrast between the musical scene in Hungary
and England was very great. England at that time was content to

accept her reputation as an unmusical country ; the art of music appeared
to be of interest only to a small proportion of the public ; and native

music, whether in the form of art music or folk music, was almost com

pletely ignored. In fact, English folk music was regarded not only by
the uninformed public but by the musical profession as being either

non-existent or worthless. As some wit of the day put it :

&quot;

English folk

song is either bad or Irish.&quot; What are the actual facts?

At the beginning of the century, England, unlike Hungary, had
no peasant population and the continuity of her rural life had been

greatly disturbed by the drift from the villages to the towns which,

together with the introduction of universal elementary education, had
induced a turning away from the traditional modes of life. The folk

songs and dances never completely disappeared but they went under

ground and for the most part it was only the older people who remem
bered them. Only a small proportion had been noted and in another

generation the bulk of the material would probably have been lost

for ever, had it not been for Cecil Sharp s work in salvaging it. Although
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not the first collector of English folk songs, he exceeded all his predeces

sors and contemporaries in the magnitude of his collection and in the

energy and devotion with which he applied himself to the task. He
noted in all nearly 5000 songs and tunes, including variants, and many
hundreds of dances. He received no offical or financial support and

for many years collecting could be done only at week-ends or in the

vacations when he was free from teaching engagements.
He was not a good linguist, as was Bartok, and he did not collect

outside his own country, except for the expeditions he made during the

years 1916 1918 to the Appalachian Mountains of North America.

There he found a community whose ancestors had emigrated from Great

Britain some two hundred years earlier, who were living in a state of

self-contained seclusion to which Europe can offer but few parallels.

Cecil Sharp s work in America may be considered not only as a supple
ment to his English collection, but as its crowning glory, for the tunes

that he noted in the Appalachian Mountains represent a purer
folk tradition than those he gathered in England : they are largely

pentatonic.

Sharp did not pre-occupy himself with the scientific study of folk

music to the same extent as did Bartok. Had he lived longer he died

in 1924 at the age of 64 he would no doubt have devoted more attention

to the analysis of the material he had gathered, but the first necessity
was to accumulate it whilst there was yet time. His approach to the

subject was in any case that of the artist or humanist rather than that

of the pure scientist. He believed with passionate conviction that the

songs and dances had a vitality which would enable them to be trans

planted without damage from one section of the community to the whole
nation provided that the task was undertaken with artistic and scholarly

integrity. He therefore concerned himself with the revival of the songs
and dances side by side with their preservation. The difficulties were

many. It was necessary to guard against the exploitation of the material

and the lowering of artistic standards and, above all, to educate the public
to distinguish between what was authentic and what was bogus. Sharp s

efforts to persuade the education authorities and others that old English
songs such as Stfly in our Alley and Drink to me only with thine Eyes
are not folk songs provides a certain analogy to Bart6k s dissociation

of genuine Hungarian folk tradition from gypsy music.

Sharp s great treatise on English folk music1 was published in

1907 and, considering the lapse of time that separates it from Bartok s

Hungarian Folk Music and the different conditions of the two countries,
there is a marked agreement between the two writers on the definition

and nature of folk music.

1
English Folk Song: Some Conclusions, 1st edition, 1907. Eevised and

edited by Maud Karpeles, Methuen, London 1954.
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Sharp left no mechanical recordings except for a few badly deteri
orated wax cylinders. He used an old Edison phonograph on a few
isolated occasions, but did not persevere with it because he found that
it had a somewhat deterrent effect on his informants. We must regret
the scarcity of records demonstrating the old traditional style of singing,
but generally speaking the transmissible essence of English folk song
can be conveyed by the written notation to a degree that would be
impossible in many of the folk songs of Hungary.

The bulk of the American material has been published in scientific
form without accompaniment.2 The cream of the English material has
also been published, but it has not as yet been assembled in scientific

form as has the Appalachian collection, and it is scattered among many
different volumes. Over 400 songs and dances from the English collection
have been published with pianoforte accompaniment and about half
that number of songs and tunes (including variants) are to be found
without accompaniment in the Journal of the Folk Song Society (nos. 6,

18, 20 and 31).

The following unpublished variants have been selected from Cecil

Sharp s note-books. It cannot be said that they throw new light on
the subject, but they may be found useful as respresenting a few of the
different types of melody used in English folk song.

No. 1 The Cuckoo

The cuc-koo is a fine bird, She sing as she

fly, The more she sing cuc-koo, The sum-merdraw nigh.

Collected in Somerset in 1904.
A simple and typical Aeolian melody.
For full version see Som. iii, 48 ; SeL i, 48

; Sch. Set 7, no. 1321

2
English Folk Songs from the Southern Appalachians, 2 vols. Collected by

Cecil J. Sharp, edited by Maud Karpeles, Oxford University Press, London 1932,

reprinted 1954.
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No. 2 The Shooting of his Dear

It s of a rich la - dy and la - dy of land And a

ve - ry rich la- dy and her for -tune was grand.

Collected in Somerset in 1907.

A slightly elaborated version of the melody of no. 1.

For^full version see Som. i, 32.

No. 3 Still Growing

m
The trees they do grow high and the leaves they do grow

^green; The time is gone and past, my love, when

j P
you and I had seen; One cold win - ter s night my

love, when you and I a - lone had been. The

3=2
bon ny lad is young, but he s grow- ing, The

bon- ny lad is young, but he s grow -
ing.

Collected in Somerset in 1908.
This beautiful Dorian melody is a great favourite with English folk sing

ers. The rise of the octave occurs in many songs.
For full version see Som. i, 30

; Sel. ii, 40,
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2So. 4 Betsy Williams

V*W&quot; &quot;^^ HF* ^

Bet - sy Wil-liams it is my name, O I

brought my self un - to grief and shame By

lo ving a young man who ne - ver loved me , It is

sor - row now then I plain
-

ly see.

Collected m Gloucestershire in 1921 from a gypsy woman.
The second phrase of this Dorian melody with its ascending scale ofover one

octave is a feature of many English folk songs.
For full version see Sel. ii, 40.

Green Bushes

I will buy you fine bea-vers and fine silk- en

gowns, I will buy you fine pet -ti- coats with the

flounce to ground. If you will prove

stant to me I ll,
for

loy
- al



r ir ~
\^_^

; i ^*^W

sake my own true love and get mar - ried to thee.

Collected in Somerset in 1904.

This fine Mixolydian tune is a great favourite and is often used in con

nection with other texts. B. Vaugham Williams has used a version of this melody
and of no 9. in his Folksong Suite.

For full version see Som. ii, 16 ;
Sel. i, 58.

No. 6 The Female Highwayman

Twas of maid and a maid one day Who

sword and pis
- tol hung by her side To meet her true love a -

way did ride, To meet her true love a - way did ride.

^2 S[ Collected in Oxfordshire in 1911.
In English folk song the seventh degree of the scale often varies between

majorJand minor, as do also the third and sixth degrees.
JfFor full version see Som. ii, 10.

No. 7 Henry Martin

land And in mer-ry Scot - land there were three; And
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each of the bro-thers cast lots, cast lots, cast

lots, Should turn rob - ber all on the salt sea

Collected in Somerset in 1906.

This melody like no. 5 is often pressed into the service of other songs..

The absence of the sixth degree of the scale is a common feature.

For full version see Bom. ii, 6
;
8el. i, 1.

No. 8 The Bold Fisherman

As I walked out one May morning, One May morning be-

times, There I be- held bold fish- er man come a-

the tide, Then I be- held bold

W J ^ tf I J
&amp;gt;- ^ T l-^-

\*~
- -

w~^ ^^s

er man come a - roll -
ing down the tide.

Collected in Somerset in 1904.

A pentatonie tendency is seen in this melody, in which the fourth and

seventh are introduced only as auxiliary notes. 5-time is fairly frequent, but

not 7-time and other forms of rhythm asa& or what Curt Sachs calls additive

rhythm.
For full version see Bom. iii, 42 ;

Bel. ii, 32 ; Bch. Set 9, no. 1412.
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No. 9 Pretty Caroline

Twas in the mer -
ry month of June When bright-ly shone the

sun, Twas on the banks of dai- sies gay Where there

i
sat- en a love -lie one, And the song she sang so

mer - ri -
ly It grieved this heart of mine. They

~w~ ^^

sent me on board a man-of-war From pret-ty Car - o - line.

Collected in. Oxfordshire in 1923.
A typical major tune. The drop^of the ninth is unusual, although a drop

of an octave occurs quite often.
&quot;&quot;&quot;

Forjull version see Scfo. Set 7, no. 1319.

ABBREVIATIONS

Som. = Cecil Sharp, Folk Songs from Somerset, Wessex Press, Taunton
1904-1909.

Sel. = Cecil Sharp, English Folk Songs, Selected Edition, Novello, London
1921 and 1923.

Sch. = Cecil Sharp, Folk Songs for Schools, Novello, London 1908 22.
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QYDRQY KERENYI

ON CLASSIFYINQ FOLK SONQS AND THE
CORPUS MUSICAE POPULARIS HUNQARICAE

Ever since Zolt&n Kodaly (1905) and Bela Bartok (1906) started

collecting Hungarian folk music, among the chief problems (what,

where, and how to collect?) there has emerged a question of equal rank,
or sometimes even greater prominence: the &quot;what, where, and how?&quot;

of arranging, storing and publishing the songs.
The twro scholars felt the need to arrange the collected material

not so much for publishing, but rather to enable them to continue

their own scientific work. For this purpose they copied the songs from
the notebooks, used during collecting trips, on separate leaves, to this

material each added the songs of his fellow collector, later even collectors,

copied in a similar way. In addition Bartok augmented his collection

with variants from the neighbouring peoples, while Kodaly increased his

treasury with published songs and manuscripts of ancient collections.

These two roughly identical collections, comprising several thou
sand leaves already at the beginning, were arranged differently by the

two collectors. The basic principle of Kodaly s system of classification

remained the same (a uniform, lexical order) from the beginning until

the Corpus Musicae Popularis Hungaricae. Bart6k, always allowing
more free play to hypotheses, altered his system more than once. One
of the points of crystallization in the evolution of his system is shown

by the order in his work Hungarian Folk Music1
: Class A (old style),

Class B (new style) and Class C (miscellaneous). Later (19301940) he

considerably modified this conception.
The manner in which these two systems, supporting each other,

are realized in the Corpus Musicae Popularis Huvgaricae, denotes the

culmination point of a long development. Has anybody ever written

the history of arranging musical collections? We have no knowledge of it.

The chief data have been collected by Kodaly
2

,
and the following is

a review of them.

1 London, 1931.
2 Magyar zen-ci folHor 110 cv eUtt (Hungarian Musical Folklore 110 Yeara

ago), Budapest 1943.
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Kodaly found the earliest attempts at classification in the bibliog

raphy of Zahn s great work3 which not only enumerates but also gives
a thorough review of several hundred German hymn books. The first

hymn book, a review of which gives information on some sort of

classification, is: 824 Geistliche Psalmen, etc. (A. Wagenmann), Niirnberg
16224

. This classification is not purely musical for it refers to

metrical structure, i. e. equally to text and melody. The next hymn
books continue this initiative a good century later : Gelstreiches Gesang-
buch, etc. (J. A. Freylinghausen), Halle 17335

,
and Harmonischer Lieder-

schatz, etc. (J. B. Konig), Frankfurt a. M. 17386
. The system adopted

in these collections is neither based on purely musical considerations,
nor is it revealed in the succession of the hymns, but appears only in the
index appended to the volume.

The first collection of songs, in which the musical material itself

is classified according to versification, is a French hymn book : Recueil
de la musique, etc. (C. Schmidt), Strasbourg 17587

; its 68 melodies are

arranged according to 45 different metrical forms. This method is

applied to the vast material in Ch. Gregor
J

s hymn book Choralbuch,
etc. (Breitkopf), Leipzig 17848

containing 472 hymns in a systema
tized order.

In the 19th century systematization according to metrical struc
ture was broadened by fresh viewpoints. In 1811, P. Capelle issued the

songs of a musical circle of friends, under the title La CU du Caveau.
He published the melodies (the number of which increased to 2350 in the
fifth edition) without text and musical classification. The tunes are
classified according to the number of lines in the stanzas of the text ;

Chapter I comprises the
&quot;regular&quot; stanzas having 12 to 4 lines, and

Chapter II the
&quot;irregular&quot; ones. In the subsequent chapters Capelle

discarded this principle and classified the material according to the
genre of the text. We are not familiar with the previous editions of this
collection and do not know whether they had reached Hungary at that
time. The fourth and fifth editions are in Z. Kodaly s possession.

At about the same time a forgotten Hungarian folklorist, Janos
Udvardy Cserna, prepared a plan somewhat similar to the French
system, yet superior to it. (To our present knowledge, &quot;we must regard
it as one of the many ideas that first flashed through a Hungarian
mind&quot;, said Kodaly.) The musical part of the work has not yet been
located, but we are enlightened about its arrangement and the principles

3
Zahn, Die Melodien der deutschen evangeliscken Kirchenlieder, vols.

i-vi, 1889 1893.
4
Zahn, op. cit. vol. vi, p. 136 (467).

5
Zahn, op. cit. vol. vi, p. 296 (873).6
Zahn, op. cit. vol. vi, p. 318 (916).

7
Zahn, op. cit. vol. vi, p. 343 (955).8
Zahn, op. cit. vol. vi, p. 358 (994).
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of classification thanks to the preface of the collection of texts which
has survived in separate copybooks.

9 In this preface Udvardy Cserna

proposes two different principles of classification.

I. &quot;It would be best to classify these songs by their metre or

syllables.&quot;
He divides the verses of 4 to 15 syllables into eleven classes

according to the first line. Hence the songs having a formula of 5. 8. 5. 8.

and 5. 5. 6. 5. 5. 6. fall within the group of five -syllable songs. He propo
ses to form further groups for those with heterometric lines, but fails

to expound this suggestion and to arrange these melodies seperately :

the numerical order of syllables evidently refers to them too.

II. In the manuscript itself which is ready for printing we find

the texts in a different order. They are grouped according to &quot;their

natural virtues&quot;, in terms of today, their genre : sorrowful, narrative,

recruiting, farewell, pastoral, marching, drinking songs, drolleries, alle

gories, and airs. In this version of his plan the melodies are not associated
one by one with the words, but follow the chapter of texts as an

appendix, &quot;according to the previously given system built on the metre
of syllables&quot;.

Udvardy was the first to consider it useful to have two systems
in a collection. He divines the way to the final solution of the problem
by uniting several methodical arrangements and by taking into account
.as many characteristics as possible. Thus, in fact, he made a good
guess at the final solution of the problem of classifying musical folk-

loric material.

Udvardy s work has remained in manuscript. The great syste

matizing work of the I91.li century is the above-mentioned German
collection of Zahn : Die Mclodicn derdcutschcn cvcwgelischen Kirchenlieder.

Its material surpasses anything up to then, it contains 8806 hymns,
but in their classification the author ignored the characteristics of

melody. His chief systematizing principle is based on the number of

lines (from 2 to 26), within this on metrical structure (iamb, trochee, etc.),

further on the number of syllables, and date of appearance.
The 20th century opened a now era in musical folklore, in

collecting and systcmi/Jng.

Every large collection, being the thesaurus of a people s melodies,
with all tlieir archaisms and intricate interconnections in time and

vspaee, covers such a vast; realm of music, that its systematic survey
raises the question of classifying melodies in general.

Kvery simple realm of melodies, the &quot;shapeless&quot; tunes of a primi
tive society may require several principles of classification such as,

e. g.jl. stock of notes (later on scale, range), 2. the initial notes of a

melody (dictionary order), 3. certain prominent sounds (recitative

9 Ercdcti Ncmzeti Danlok* Cxyiijtcmdnnye, legmkdbb a* pdr ifjusdg itzdjjdbol.

Feljegyczgetve Udvardy JAnos dltal. (Collodion of Original National Songs, Mostly
from the Young Peasants Own Lips. Noted by J. Udvardy). Hungarian Academy
of Sciences, Manuscripts, 1832.
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melodies), 4. the nuclei of melodies (Hungarian children s songs),
5. rhythmic formulae, etc. These principles, when applied, may bring
about further variants.10

The higher our melodies reach into the realm of musical forms, the
more points of view present themselves as principles for classifying.
At the beginning of the 20th century when Kodaly and Bartok started

collecting, they found rich, flourishing folk music in the Carpathian
Basin. In this musical abundance the realm of primitive melodies makes
up only a small fraction (the melodies ofsome folk customs at spring time),
the overwhelming majority of the melodies being of regular, rounded
forms. The dominating type is the four-line song with identical or

regularly alternating number of syllables.
It was the Finn Ilmari Krohn, who pointed out the significance

of melodic lines in classification.11 Up to his time lines had only a nu
merical role in classification (number of syllables). Now attention was
drawn from quantity to quality, to the significance of melodic lines.

The number of notes undoubtedly determines the melodic line to a
certain degree. But the note, towards which the line of the melody
tends, determines it at least to the same extent. The variants of the

song scarcely modify the number of syllables which is a pivotal point for
classification just like the final notes. The last of the four lines always
hastens to the final note. But what about the other three lines? What
a wealth of relationship may exist between them? The use of these
manifold relationships in classification has, indeed, widened the horizon
almost to infinity, even in the realm of Finnish folk songs to which
Ilmari Krohn has applied them. He was content with indicating the
functions the line endings have in Finnish folk songs which are so close
to harmony : tonic, dominant, in perfect and imperfect cadences, etc.
The great Finnish folk song collection Suomen Kansan Savelmia, vols.

ii~v, 19041928, is published (except for the first volume) according
to this system.

4.T,

1

VFor instanGe Oswald Koller recommends a classifying principle bis 3d
on the first notes of the time, bat he does not take them all into consid3ration

&amp;gt;

only tne stressed ones. He marks the degrees of the tune with numbars.

Von ed-ier Art auch rein und zart

His marking of this tune is : 7 5 3 HE. (The first note falls out, because of its
unstressed word

; HI means the third note under the tonic. We have no knowledgeof this order having been realized anywhere. Sammelbande der Intern. Musfk-
gesellschajt, 4, Jahrg. (1902 1903).

&quot; Welche ist die beste Methode urn Volks- und volksmassige Lieder nach
ihrer melodischen (xucht textlichen) Beschaffenheiten lexikalisch zu ordnenbee the previously mentioned work (Sammelbande, etc.) p. 643.
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Krohn s discovery enriched Kod41y s and Bartok s imagination.
12

Hungarian music is much too manysided to be compressed into the

Finnish system. The most valuable, the pentatonic music preserved

through the centuries and brought to light by Kod41y and Bart6k r

would have been excluded from it. They had to go beyond this none too

elastic system. With hard work and many years of experimentation

they created an almost new version of it. The scientific world was informed

in 1913 of the newly created Hungarian system. &quot;The arrangement of

a song collection must be solely a musical one, purely from the point

of view of the characteristics of the melody, of a dictionary order, so

that the related songs, when placed next to each other, will show the

main types clearly. This is the only possible way to look over the collec

tion quickly and to compare it with other ones. In this way any tune will

be found easily. The essence of the system in brief is the following :

We have reduced every tune to a common final, that is, we have written

down all of them to end on G1
. As the number of melody lines is four,

almost without exception, we had to consider three line endings. The

most important line ending is the second one, in the middle of the

melody, at the end of the first period. All those songs to which this,

note is common, come together. In the groups formed in this way, sub

groups come into existence according to the final note of the first, and

within these, to the third melody line. This division is traversed by a

rhythmical one ; each group begins with the shortest tunes, those

consisting of longer lines follow in succession. Finally within these groups
the tunes are aligned according to the range : starting with those

of a smaller range and increasing in size.&quot;
13 Tonic and dominant, the

pillars of the Finnish system, are not mentioned here. The final notes p

like the letters of the alphabet in a dictionary, are of equal rank.

The first Hungarian collection14 ,
a publication of folk songs in

the newly devised system, was issued jointly by Bartok and Kod&ly :

Erdelyi Magyarsdg, N6pdalolc, 1921 (Hungarians of Transylvania, Folk

songs). It contains 150 songs. Its &quot;Index of melodies&quot; gives an explana
tion of their succession. The preface says &quot;in this way the related types-

are found next to each other&quot;. The limited number of songs in the book

does not fully illustrate the use of this method. Even tunes with different

line endings may be related to one another. At the end of the book a.

synoptical table shows the arranging of tunes : it is here we perceive

12 Ph. Kolessa, too, experimented with Krohn s system : Melodies of Ukrain

ian Recitative Songs (dumy), Lemberg 1910, vols. i ii. The musical material of

the Lapps was collected and classified corresponding to their special character,

according to the length and content of the lines by Armas Launis : Lappische

Juoigos-Melodien, Ilelsingfors 1908.
13 Ethnographia 1913, p. 313.
14 Bart6k tried to apply the system to Rumanian tunes, adapting it to the

material : Chansons pcpulaires roumaines du de*partement Bihar (Hongrie), Bucu*

resti 1913, and Volksmusik der Rumdnen von Maramurep, Muncheix 1923.
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for the first time the formulae of three figures marking the line endings

and determining the tune (e. g. 4 5 VII = C2 D2 F1
).

Hardly a few years after this publication, Bartok s great work,

Hungarian Folk Music (with 320 examples of melodies)
16 was published.

In the Transylvanian volume, the newness of melodies rescued from

oblivion almost diverted attention from the novelty of classification.

In the latter work it was a new classifying system, introduced in

the frame of a monumental essay, illustrated by many examples, that

occasioned great surprise.

This principal work of Bartok introduced a new concept into the clas

sifying of tunes : that of style. The aim of his book was to point out &quot;the

outsanding styles in Hungarian peasant music&quot; and their interrelations.

He describes with utmost accuracy the characteristics of the new

style generally used today : &quot;a rounded, architectural structure, repre

sented by four different formulae : AA5BA, AA5A5A (older), ABBA
(newer), AABA (newest). The rhythm is a variable giusto

u
. The strophes

.are built prevailingly of isometric lines of 6 to 25 syllables&quot;. Bart6k

considers this style as generally known in the first half of the past

-century&quot;. Within this group the examples of tunes are arranged

according to the number of syllables of the melodic lines.

The old Hungarian style is not so distinct. Its chief characteristics

-are the pentatonic scale ending on la (F
2 D2 C2 B1 G1

) and a negative

.feature, the lack of architectural structure. Bart6k mentions, in

marginal notes, the descending structure built on &quot;changing fifths&quot;
17

which has since proved to be one of the criterions of this style.

The remaining tunes, i. e. about half of them, do not belong to either

of these two styles (though some tunes were later included among those of

the old styles). In this group, marked miscellaneous, we find also &quot;popular

-songs&quot; bearing urban traces and others showing the influence of foreign

folk music. We take the liberty of assuming that Bartok, who raised the

idea of classifying by styles, would, in the course of time, surely have

taken these songs out of the miscellaneous class and determining their

marks of style formed, beside the two independent (old and new)

groups, one for songs of urban, composed origin (art music) and another

for songs related to other peoples songs. This task was left to Kodaly
and the Corpus Musicae Popularis Hungaricae.

1*

15 A Magyar Nepdal, Budapest 1924.
16

Alternating according to the length of the syllables.
17 ,,The whole original structure being repeated a fifth lower&quot; (A

5A5AA
^or A5B6AB). Bart6k, Hungarian Folk Music, p. 22.

18 From Bart6k s book for unknown reasons there are two indices

missing : those of cadence order and of initial words. The variants with different

line endings had got next to each other, but we find no reference to this at the

place designated by the system. (Jdnos bdcsi heged&quot;je, 1516). Anyone seeking
the well-known Erdo, erdd, erdd on the principle of the given system, will

not be able to find it in Bart6k s book (299 c, see also 233).
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Volume I of the Corpus, the Children s Games (1951), contains the

&quot;primitive&quot;
strata of Hungarian folk music which comes closest to the

beginnings of human singing. In the first place it deals with the specific

&quot;pure&quot;
material, later with children s songs derived from the world of

adults, finally with those related to other peoples songs. The children s

tunes, long held to be pure Hungarian and ancient traditional, are

built up of two kinds of melodic motives : mi re do and so la so mi (their

extensions included). In both groups they are assembled around charac

teristic melodic nuclei: mi re
/
do re, mi re / do mi do, etc. The length of

each melodic nucleus extends to two bars in 2
/4 time. Generally they

are to be found at the beginning of the songs. The melodic nuclei of the

second division, known best are so la so (an independent group within

so la so mi), so fa mi, so mi do, etc. l9

These &quot;twin bars&quot; of Hungarian popular children s songs are

remarkable for being greatly inclined to cling together. The richer

the action of the play, the more possibility there is for a round dance,

the more voluminous the melody becomes. At such times the twin

bars are not only repeated ad libitum, but new twin bars are con

nected to the chief ones (the melodic nuclei). Children s songs consist

ing of 10 to 12 kinds of twin bars are not rare. The listing of such

combined material may obviously not be attempted until the consti

tuting elements have been systematized. Consequently, the musical index

of the volume is a twin-lar catalogue which, like a dictionary, includes

in a system all occurring twin bars in the order of their initial notes,

from the lowest notes &amp;lt;KS
| j |

J J II
V 1 VU -VI

|

the highest notes ffi \ LJ
|

[ f |

888 7-6

as well as the twin-bar melodies of non-major hexachordal character

and those extending to three bars.

This catalogue, containing over two thousand twin bars, among
which some 1200 occur several times, is planned to be an independent

appendix to the Children s Games volume,20
though in the volume

itself we may find a chapter referring to this : &quot;The Relationship

10 Sec Folk Music: Hungarian in Grove s Dictionary of Music, 1954, vol.

iii, p. 280.
20
According to another plan, this catalogue will be augmented with the

parallel listing of the twin-bar material of other peoples children s songs. This

comparative collection may reveal by exposing the identical roots within a

narrow sphere of music also national deviations, and answer the question:
&quot;What is Hungarian, French, Slavic, etc. in music ?&quot;
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between our Melodies&quot;. This chapter, according to the twin-bar

system, shows the occurrence of the twin-bars (melodic nuclei) in the

songs. The foreign music occurring among the children s tunes (a number

of folk songs proper) is also included here, first of all according to the

number of lines and to the number of syllables. In case of isometry the

final notes of the lines provide the classifying principle. These latter

songs will, naturally, be registered in other places too, where they, as

folk songs, belong by their line endings (for example, in volumes XV or

XXIII). It is owing to the action of the childrens games that these

songs come under the heading of this chapter, where the divergence of

folk songs, sung by children, from their original form is also shown.

In Volume II, Calendar Customs, the songs are even more bound

to occasions than the children s games. It covers eighteen folk customs,

nearly as many types of songs, and is a splendid example showing

to what an extent different musical materials require their own specific

methods of classification.

If a holiday is connected with a single song, the variants and

fragments follow the intact, presumably the oldest, form (New Year,

St. Blase s and St. Gregory s Day, Easter, Harvest, St. Lucy s Day).

The holiday songs built up in twin bars are arranged in a system similar

to that of the children s games. At Whitsuntide three songs are sung

by children. All three are different in style and absolutely independent
of each other, coming from three different regions. Their variants form

three different groups. The
&quot;regos&quot; songs (New Year s songs) form

another group containing twin bars and (though having do for final

note and extending to one hexachord) are almost totally seperated

from the children s songs. The group of the regos songs is of a higher
order in quality, first of all owing to the text which, consequently,

involves a more monumental, artistic structure in music. The
&quot;regoUs&quot;

(New Year s mascarade) our oldest folk custom dating evidently from

pagan times, is in its outward appearance a felicitating visit. Among
the good wishes, the lines of love-magic addressed to young couples
are the most important ones. A beautiful mythological part of it is the

song about the Mythical Stag. All regos songs have essentially the same
words ;

as to their tunes, all must have had the same source. Nowadays
we find about a hundred variants separated into five well discernible

groups around five melodic nuclei.

The group of the Midsummer Night s songs surpasses in richness

and complexity the previous chapters. Every tune sung by the Mid
summer Night s fire must be regarded as a Midsummer Night s song.
This is a rather loose definition but involves no difficulties of classifi

cation. Tradition acknowledges only some twelve such songs. Each
text has, unlike the regos songs, a melody of its own. The performance,
however, of the Midsummer Night s songs and of the regos songs is

similar. Five to seven of the ten sections at a regos performance are

sung in a roughly defined order. The succession of the Midsummer
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Night s songs is also defined and varies according to villages. More

one of our most beautiful songs belong to this group.
From the musical point of view, the order of performance of the

Christmas and Twelfth Night s singing plays is similar to that of the

Midsummer Night s songs. The only difference is that the melodies

of the former are inserted between the dialogue scenes of the play,

and could not be arranged in the musical order. We refer to them in the

Index of strophe types according to the number of syllables, and later in

the Index of cadences. The Christmas songs, collected separately, are

naturally published in the musical order (on account of their frequently

changing line endings and broken forms, in syllable order) ; the name-

day greetings likewise.

In the next two volumes of songs connected with occasions, the

regular Hungarian tune form, i. e. the four-line stanza, and the constant

number of syllable prevail. From the world of children and adolescents

we pass over to the world of adults.

Volume III, the Wedding, contains the richest domain of our

folkways extending farthest both in time and space. Its music, too,

comprises a vast number of elements. A purely musical classification

would not have been useful. The songs follow in the order of succession

determined by the 27 phases of the traditional wedding, and the book
is divided into just so many chapters. The succession of the songs is :

a) chronological (Engagement, Asking for the Bride, Greeting the Dishes),

b) governed by the frequency of the phase variants wherein the main

type precedes the others (Filling the Eiderdowns, Farewell of the Bride,

Bridal Dance), and c) based on the number of syllables if the songs
are heterogcnous (Drinking Songs). The relationship between the

tunes, naturally, precedes all other viewpoints : the variants follow

in strict musical order. To facilitate the finding of a tune, we have,

considering the many-sided material, included several indexes based

on different principles of musical classification (line endings, stanza

types, initial words).
In Volume IV, Match-making Songs, the texts dominate more than

anywhere else. Their explicit task is to connect the names of a girl

and a boy with attributes, comparisons, one- or two-sided actions, etc.

in as compact a form as possible, in the drollest fashion. This requires
not beautifully unfolding melodies, but short, witty ones. The bulk

of the volume, the first chapter, consists of such tunes which we regard

atypical. The second chapter contains non-typical match-making songs,

the tunes of which are borrowed for the occasion. The line endings
and stanza types are classified in an index at the end of the volume.

Volume V, Dirges. &quot;The significance of Hungarian dirges lies in

their being the sole musical examples of prosaic recitation and the only

opportunity for improvisation&quot; in our musical folklore, wrote Kod&ly21
,

21 A magyar ngpzene (Hungarian Folk Music), Budapest 1952. p. 38.
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discoverer and pioneer collector of this genre. He has described the

shape of the melody discernible above the freely flowing words and

pointed out that even this melody can be considered to consist of lines

and final notes allowing to determine strophes, just as in Hungarian
folk songs in general. The few tunes in which four lines can be distin

guished are followed in the collection by broken variants of three- or

mostly two-line tunes.

In Volume VI, Trades, Occupations, Folkways, the chief task
was to search for the original sources on the basis of tune fragments
sung by night watchmen, marketers, beggars, etc., and to group the
variants and fragments around the first unbroken forms.

Volume VI is the last to contain songs connected with occasions,
whereas Volume VH introduces a series of songs not associated with

any particular folk custom. These songs make up the bulk of the collec

tion. Volume VII marks, at the same time, the beginning of purely
musical systemization which involves headings like 1 5 2, or 7 5 3^, etc.,

undoubtedly less colourful than the titles of the previous volumes. Will
such headings imply as much variety and evoke as much interest

as, for instance, the Volumes of Wedding and Match-making Songs?
We are convinced that they will, as soon as the reader is acquaint
ed with the contents. Because even an immense quantity of songs
coming under the same cadence formula may represent quite a number
of melodic groups [of different character. Let us examine a series of
tunes in^whichthe formula of line endings is, for instance, 7 5 3^ :

* El-szo - kofct a ma-nes, Vig 6-ra-ban ter-mett ra-jom,

Csak e -
gye-diil ma- radt

^
Min-dig i-lyen vig vagyoken,

A pany-van anyerges

Collected by L.*Lajtha,^in 1921,
in the village of Vajd&cskaj coianty
Zemple*n.

Vig 6 - ra-ban szii-let-tem en.

Collected by Z. Kod&ly, in 1912,
in the village of Deresk, county
Gomor.
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No. 3

Aurrrnrr
Harom ic-ce kendermag,

Jaj de biisz-ke le geny vagy !

Mit er a biisz - ke-s -ged,

Nem sz6p a fe - le - s6 - ged.

Collected by L. Vikar, in 1954,

in the village of Karad,j county So-

mogy.

No. 4

^m ^rrf r

Edericsi ub-can foly a viz,

Ne menj arra ro-zsam, iner elvisz.

El-vi-szi a cif-ra szurodet,

Ki-vel be-ta-kar-tal en-ge-met.

Collected by V. Seemayer, in 1932,
in the village of Cserespxiszta, county
Zala.

No. 5

*&amp;gt; Ki - iyu-kadt a zs6 - ta - rom don - ga -
ja,

El - ha- gyott a sze - ro - torn bu -
ja ba

Ha el - ha- gyott, majd meg-var, majd meg - var

Collected by Z. Koddly, in 1913, in the village of Licxo, county Gomor.
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No. 6

Holhal-tal az ej
-

jel, oi-ne-ge-ma - dar?

rrr
Ab - la - ko-don hal - tarn, szi-vem asz-szony-kam!

I

Mer bel - lebb nem jot
-

tel, ci - ne-ge-ma - dar?

U - rad-tul nem mer- tern, szi-vemasz-szony-k&m!

Collected by A. P^czely, in 1927, in the village of Kiskomdrom, county
of Zala.

We find different types among the isometric examples, for instance,
in the group with, line endings 1 5 2, in an eleven-syllable stanza of
four lines where we have 54 independent tunes, differing from each

other, and most of them having many variants.

These variant groups of a main melody demonstrate the thriving
life of the folk song as we have seen in the children s games and wedding
customs. What is alive, is changing ; the scholar may, through the
countless variants, get an insight into the throbbing life of rich tradi
tions. Several problems may be raised here : did every epoch have
its specific manner of varying folk songs? Did the songs vary in a
different fashion in Transdanubia and Transylvania? The latter ques
tion, though we may only guess at an answer, involves another :

would it not have been better to arrange the songs according to certain

geographical units? We cannot dwell upon the definite answer here22
,

but those who would like to have, e. g., the songs of county Vas, or
those of th Palots, may consult the geographical indexes of the volumes
or compare the maps in the chapters.

22
Nowadays, the songs exclusively sung in a given region are less in number

than those known all over the country. Not even Transylvania, the richest in
exclusive&quot; songs, is an exception. No generally valid regional limits could be

established. We designate the tunes limited to some region (as in Calendar
Customs, etc.).
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&quot;To find any tune easily&quot; this aim is realized in the Corpus,
assuming, of course, that one knows the song one is looking for and
wishes to find the words, place, source, date, and variants. Nevertheless,

many people know melodic fragments only and wish to find the entire

tune. Indexes of twin bars can be compiled, as has been done with the
children s songs. It would not be possible to prepare such a catalogue
for each volume (some thirty of them) of the Corpus, for it would mean
the publication of the whole musical material once more, broken down
to its motifs, and in a different order. However, some special indexes

may give considerable assistance, e. g. the Index of B-lines which
in the tunes of the new style (in the structures ABBA, AA5BA, etc.)

may readily be compared with each other. An index of this kind is,

first of all, Bela Bartok s last work in Hungary completed before his

emigration, an index of rhythmical formulae based on, and referring
to, the entire domain of Hungarian folk music (for part of his manu
script see facsimile on pp. 456457).

This systemizing by the rhythm covers all the fields of Hun
garian vocal folk music. It must be remembered that Hungarian folk

music is divided, in respect of rhythm, into two main groups, parlando-
rubato and tempo giusto. The second group again falls in two parts :

tunes in invariable and those in variable tempo giusto rhythm. In the
latter the formula J J can be changed in any part of the melody to

J) J. or J. J), according to the length of the syllables of the text.

Bart6k divides Class A (old style) in his new system as follows :

/. Invariable tempo giusto rhythm. The four lines of the stanza contain
identical numbers of syllables (5 to 14). The metrical form of the lines

is manifold. The group of 6, for instance, yields 14 formulae :

Consequently they are not only isometric but also isorhythmic (aaaa).
Besides them there are stanzas which are frequently made livelier by
lines of different patterns. The formulae of these are : aala, abab, abbb,

aabb, aaab, abba, aabc, abac, abcb, abcc. All of them have several forms,
on the whole 62 formulae of six syllables. //. Variable tempo giusto

rhythm. The formulae are roughly identical with those of the first group,
but the time is predominantly 4/4 instead ot 2/4. The rhythmical patterns

J)J. and J.J) are characteristic. &quot;One may assert with every chance
of certainty that the adjustable tempo giusto rhythm constitutes a
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mode of performance born in Hungary and manifestly Hungarian&quot;

says Bartok.23

In the group of the new style (class B) the number of syllables

amounts to as much as twenty-five. A rhythmical formula of such a

line is, for instance

rm n J rm n j rm j

The third lines are predominantly different from the others, shorter or

longer.
Class C contains heterometric stanzas occurring in songs that do

not belong to class B. There are a few new formulae (the longer lines

marked Z, the shorter ones z) :

1. z z Z z

2. Z Z z Z
3. Z Z z z

4. z z Z Z
5. Z z Z z

6.

7.

8.

9.

z Z z Z
Z z z z

z Z Z Z
z z z Z

11. Z Z Z + Z Z
12. z z Z + Z z

13. Z Z z + z Z
14. Z + ZzZ + Zz

10. Z Z Z z

An example for the last formula:

No* 7

r

Szo-16 - he- gyen ko-rosz -tiil megy a kis -
lany ocs-esos-tul,

m
Du-na - rul fuj a szel,

HaDu-na-rul fuj a sz61, sze-g4nyem-bert min-dig

Du- na - rul fuj a sz&.

Collected by B. Bart6k, in 1907, in the village of Felstfireg, comity Tolna.

In the index volume devoted to Bartok s system every rhythmical
formula will be referred to by the corresponding number of the songs
to be found in the different volumes.

88
Hungarian Folk Music, p. 30.
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From among the other systems applied in the Corpus we mention

three prominent ones : 1. the system of games connected with children s

songs
24

;
2. the system of match-making motifs derived from the text ;

3. the system of games attached to match-making songs in Volume IV
now in print.
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JANOS JAQAMAS

ON DIALECT PROBLEMS OF
HUNQARIAN FOLK ML/SIC IN RUMANIA

Bela Bartok was the first to deal with dialectal differences in

Hungarian and Rumanian folk music ; he made the following statement

regarding the dialects of Rumanian folk music in the districts of Mara-

mure?, Bihor, llunedoara, Banat, JVlex6s6g and Satu-Mare (the Rumanian

folk music of other regions was, at that time, not yet known to him) :

&quot;The Rumanian folk mtLsic of different regions has often a different, if

not contradictory, character&quot;
1

. Unlike these essential regional differences

appearing in Rumanian folk music, he found that &quot;. . .in Hungarian

speech-areas wo find more or less the same material everywhere, and

the old pontatonic melodies alone display some insignificant dialectal

differences according to regions&quot;
2

.

Bartok divided the territory inhabited by Hungarians into four

dialectal regions : 1. Transdanubia ; II. Upper Hungary, north of the

rivers Danube and Tisza ;
III. Region of the river Tiszsa, i. e. the Great

Hungarian Plain ;
IV. Transylvania, including Bucovina. This division

became known through the publication of his work Hungarian
Folk Music*, The features underlying Bartok s division were such

regional characteristics of the pontatonie melodies like principal caden

ces, rhythmic final formulae, rhythmic structure, higher intonation of

certain notes, and the occurrence of molismata. Table no. 2 in his work

quoted above4 shows clearly that his statements concerning dialect

IV are based mainly on folk songs collected in the counties Ciuc,

Odorhei, Mure^-Turda, in the regions of Bucovina inhabited by
&quot;Szeklers&quot;

6
,
a few folk songs from Kalotaszog (County Cluj) and a

small number of folk songs from the counties Salaj, Trei scaune,

1
Bart/&amp;gt;k I361a, N&pzcntnk fa a fizomnzfd nSpek zcntje (Our Folk Music and

the Music of Neighbouring PeoploH), Budapest 1934, p. 22.
a Bart6k, op. cit. pp. 21-22.
3 Bart6k, A magyarnvpdal, Budapest 1924. - English edition : Hungarian

Folk Music, London 1931.
4 Bart6k, op, cit, p. 134.
6 A group of Hungarian natives in Rumania.
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Aranyos, etc. The statistical table includes but two melodies from

Mezoseg and none from other territories.

Relying on collections started among the Changos of Moldavia

in the thirties (P. Domokos-Pal and S. Veress), P. Domokos-P&l was

the first to declare and emphasize
6 that his collection &quot;

. . . adds a fifth

to the existing four musico-dialectal regions inhabited by Hungarians,
one that extends from the East Carpathians to the village of Gaiceana-

Unguri in Tecuci county&quot;. In the Notes of his work he lays partic

ular stress on the fact that he consciously and consistently insists on
the existence of dialect V. On the strength of field work performed in

the thirties in Moldavia, Veress made a similar statement in connec

tion with the folk songs of the Changos in that territory. Although he
does not openly declare in his report Collection of Folk Music among
the Changos of Moldavia** that he, too, regards Moldavia as the fifth

dialectal region, this becomes evident from his repeated references to

dialectal differences between this and the other regions.
The exploration of Hungarian folk music in the area of Mez6s6g

dates from 1940, when L. Lajtha s collection from Sic (Szek) was published,

adding new partly unknown material to already existing
collections.

The establishment in 1949 at Cluj of a separate department of

the Folklore Institute of Bucharest meant the revival on a large-

scale of folk music collection both in Transylvania and in Moldavia.
The material accumulated during the last 6 years

8 furnishes fresh data
for the solution of the dialectological problems regarding Hungarian
folk music in Rumania. The data in question refer (with the exception
of Bucovina) to the fourth dialectal region of Bartok and the fifth of
P. Domokos-Pal.

The present article is an attempt at elucidating the peculiar
ities of the music of the Hungarian people living in the Ruma
nian People s Republic, especially as regards regional differences

or conformities in style, and dialectal deviations. In order to

prevent any misunderstanding we want to emphasize that our material
is still insufficient to allow of definite conclusions, so that all we
want to do, at this juncture, is to contribute some data to the
elucidation of the question concerning dialects of the Hungarian folk

music in Rumania.
The significant part of our collection comes from Moldavia, Kalota-

szeg, MezSseg, and certain parts of the area inhabited by Szeklers. Even
in these regions there is still scope for further researches. Some areas
are very poorly represented, e. g. Giurgeul, Ciuc, Ghimes, Odorhei,
Bihor, Salaj, and the greater part of the region around Baia
it.-

6 A moldvai magijarsdg (The Hungarians of Moldavia), Cluj 1931.
7 Published in the review Ethnographie-N&pdlet, vol. iv, 1931.
8 Until 1955 (Editor s note).
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the regions of Aiud, and Ludo^ul de Mure
;
we possess no songs,

from Tarnava, Trei scaune, Hunedoara, Arad and Timi.
It should be noted that researches into our instrumental folk music

are less advanced than those concerning vocal folk music, since the

overwhelming majority of the instrumental material have not yet been

taken down from magnetophone records ; thus we have to abstain, for

the time being, from making far-reaching conclusions or ascertaining

dialectal differences in this respect.

The material wo are concerned with is in the collection of the

Folklore Institute : some 3700 Transylvanian and Moldavian variants

of melodies (530 variant groups for the time being) of non-architectonic

structure with Hungarian text (corresponding to the material of the old

and miscellaneous class in Bartok s system), further 132 Moldavian

variants of the new style, thus a total of 3832 melodies. With the ex

ception of occasional references, it is not proposed to deal with the mate

rial of older folk music editions, for they show Hungarian folk music

as it used to be some dorados ago.

Being concerned with the folk music collection of the Folklore

Institute we have accordingly grouped the material to be analysed into

the following regional categories : Moldavia, Oasin, Ciuc, Ghimes, Giur-

geul, Odorhei, the neighbourhood of Roghin, that of Aiud and Ludo-

$ul de Mure.^, Mezoiseg, Kalotaszeg, Bihor, and Salaj Satu-Mare.

The greater tho number of melodies with variants occurring ex

clusively within certain regions, tho groator will be the difference between

the dialects of folk music;. This is the problem we propose to tackle

first,

1, Baeie Melodien (Groups of Variants) Occurring in a Single Region.

Moldavia has tho highest number of basic melodies which cannot be

found anywhere else. No far, 226 out of 337 four-line basic tunes (including

a few five-, six-, and seven-lino tunes) have boon detected that do not

seem to occur in any other territory (see Ex, now. 1, 2, [3], 4, 5, 6, 7).

The variants of (&amp;gt;7 per eont of the, Moldavian four-lino melodies (from
Rumanian territory) have not boon encountered hitherto anywhere
outside Moldavia. Within this (Considerable number wo find the Aeolian

scale in 75, tho pentatonie in GO, the major in 56, the Dorian in 16, the

Phrygian in 5, tho Mixolyclian in 5, and a mixed one in 3 melodies. The
most frequent principal cadences are [3^J, [1] and [5], but with

reference to other regions
-
[4,] [2] and (VII], too, may bo regarded as

characteristic. Tho compass of 62 melodies is shorter than an octave r

mostly a fifth or a sixth, All metrical patterns, from hoxasyllabic lines

to those with twolvo syllables, aro represented (74 per cent isometric,

26 per cent heteromotric).
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What has been said so far is alone sufficient to show that the

melodies in question belong to various types. Some of these types are

encountered at some points of Transylvania also, some have but a few
occasional Transylvanian counterparts : which are of the same type
but belong to a different group of variants. We are not yet in a position to

say which of the types appear throughout Moldavia and which in certain

places only. Continued research work will surely yield more accurate

and reliable results. All we can be sure of at present is that future inves

tigations will bring a modification of the above-said percentage (67%) ;

should they bring a reduction, it is highly improbable that the figure
will go below 40 to 45 per cent.

The situation is similar in regard to the melodies collected in

Mezoseg and Bihor. While the percentage of basic melodies unknown
in other regions is lower than in Moldavia, still more than 50 per cent

of the four- to seven-line basic melodies collected in Mezoseg and Bihor
are such as have not been traced in other areas. It should be noted that
the material collected in the county of Bihor is too negligible (a total of

17 basic melodies) to carry weight.
Of a decided significance are, however, the 248 (four- to seven-

line), basic melodies coming from Mezoseg. There are 133 among them the
variants of which have not yet been encountered anywhere else. Of an

-especial interest are the structures composed of lines with sixteen

syllables. They are isolated phenomena which occur in a few places.
9

The basic melodies which, so far, have not been encountered
outside the area of Mezoseg contain preferably the principal cadences

[3
9
] [5] [1] and [4]. In three basic melodies from two large villages we

find the principal cadence [2^] a phenomenon of utmost rarity in Hun
garian folk music. It was discovered in a twelve-syllable structure from
Sic, as also in a twelve-syllable and a sixteen-syllable melody of Phrygian
character from Suat. The variants were published by L. Lajtha

10
(see

Ex. no. 11).

At Rasciuci, [2^] is found in the variant of a melody sung in
various areas with [1] as principal cadence : the former may be regarded
as an upward modification of the latter. Apart from our examples from
Mezoseg, [$&amp;gt;] appears in a melody from Bihor: it is a close variant

with cadence displacement
11 of a melody from the county of B6k6s

published by Bartok.12
Auxiliary cadences on the minor second above

the final note occur in exceptional cases as the conclusion of the third

9 The discovery of 16-syllable lines is attributable to L. Lajtha in connection
with his collection from Sic (1940). See his ffjra megtaldlt magyar n6pdaltipus
(Hungarian Folk Song Type Rediscovered), in EmUlckonyv Koddly Zoltdn 60-ik
-tzulet&napjdra (Treatises in Honour of Z.Koddly s 60th Birthday), Budapest 1943.

1Q
t

Sz6ki gy&jt&i (Collection from
Sz&amp;lt;Sk), Budapest 1954 nos. 43 and 45,

further in notes under no 45c.
11 See Eihnograpliia, 1947, p. 300.
12

Bart6k, op. cit. (in note 3), no. 187.
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line. In our collection they figure as conclusions in the third line of two
four-line melodies, one from Moldavia and one from Mezoseg (village

Sic), further as the conclusion of the fifth line in a six-line melody from
Alunis. In melody no. 66 of Bart6k-Kodaly s collection of Transylvanian
folk songs

13
, too, we encounter [2

b
] as an auxiliary cadence. It

occurs three times in lament no. 8 of L. Lajtha s collection14 and figures
once more in the same collection as the conclusion of the third line of

the funeral song no. 12. [2^] as principal cadence is unknown in Ruma
nian folk song collections : it appears in some exceptional cases as the

conclusion of the third line15 .

The more detailed analysis and final elucidation of the basic

melodies that are encountered exclusively in Mezos6g are also tasks

which require further investigations.
Half of the old four-line tunes (together with a five-line melody)

collected at Magyarlapad (near Aiud), Ozd and Istihaza (in the neigh
bourhood of Ludo^ul de Mure) are unknown in other areas. We have
done field work only in three villages of this region : our harvest resulted

in 64 basic melodies, 32 of which appeared to be unknown in other

regions. They seem to be worthy of attention because these 32 basic

melodies (maybe types of melodies), apart from being unknown in other

regions, reveal dialectal peculiarities (Ex. no. 16).

The folk music of this region has, so far, been completely unknown.
If we want to correlate it with the material of other regions we may say
that it shows some affinity with the folk music of Mezos6g.

Analysing the material collected in the neighbourhood of Kalota-

szeg, at Beghin, Odorhei, Ciuc, Casin and in Salaj Satu-Mare, we find

that about 30 per cent of the melodies are unknown in other regions.
Viewed from the standpoint of dialect, the melodies belonging exclusively
to any one of these places are of less significance than the material

typical of the regions mentioned above.

There is one more, quite unique phenomenon worthy of mention
that has hitherto been observed only in three villages in the vicinity of

Reghin. Approximately 30 km east or Reghin, along the river Mure,
there are the villages Alunis, Porcesti, and Mure^mort. The so-called

&quot;song of the village&quot; in these places is a tune composed of six octosyllabic
lines ; it is somewhat suggestive of laments as sung at Mezoseg. It is

traditionally sung alternately by a soloist and by the choir. The first

line is sung by the leader of the choir, the second and third by the choir,

13 Erd&yi magyarsdg. Ndpdalok (Hungarians of Transylvania. Folk Songs),

Budapest 1923.
14

Sztplcenyerfazentrndrtoni gy&jtda (Collection from Sz6pkenyerftszent-
marton), Budapest 1954.

15 For instance in Bart6k s Volksmusik der Eumdnen von Maramure,
Miinchen 1923, no. 1106, and as the conclusion of the second line, in no. 127 of

200 dncete $i dcine (Two Hundred Songs and Doinas), Bucharest 1955, a six-line

melody from Banat.
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the fourth by the leader, the fifth and sixth again by the choir. A single

text line, twice repeated, serves as the first section of the song and
another line, likewise twice repeated, constitutes the second section.

The older people in the village recall that this manner of performance as

well as the melody and this application of the text, was inherited

from their parents and grandparents, which proves that this kind of

performance was already in use 70 to 80 years ago. There is no restriction

as to the words : any old lyrical text composed of octosyllabic verses

may accompany the melody. As a matter of fact, it is quite often associa

ted with the text of the recruiting song which begins with the words

Megjott mdr a parancsolat (The order has arrived). Besides its six-line

form, the melody is sometimes sung in three-line form, with the

introductory and concluding verses separately (Ex. no. 17. In an

interesting, amplified variant we heard it sung by a woman from Alunis

to the text of the KontyoU song a nuptial song used to celebrate the
act when the newly-wed bride exchanges her maiden head-dress for

one worn by married women). Future research work might throw light
on the question whether this

&quot;song
of the village&quot; with its numerous

texts, its dialogue-like performance by choir-leader and choir, goes
back to ancient tradition or has been borrowed from foreign parts (v.
the &quot;pripjev&quot; performance of the South-Slavs).

2, Mode (Scale). Apart from the number of basic melodies belong
ing exclusively to a definite region, another characteristic of dialectal

significance is the extent to which the scales of older tunes reveal regional
deviations. We must content ourselves, at this juncture, with analysing
this problem from the point of view of the two most significant groups
of the old material, i. e. the pentatonic and non-pentatonic systems,
without going into the details of the modes of non-pentatonic melodies.

At best, we may make references to the Phrygian mode, the Phrygian
cadence, or the question of the augmented second.

For the analysis of the modes we can for the time being rely
on a more or less complete collection from three areas.

The division of melodies according to modes is this :

Table I
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(The great number of pentatonic variants in the material from Kalotaszeg
is due to the fact that the major part of the variants originate from
Inucu where, for the purposes of a monograph, an especially exhaustive
collection of variants was conducted.

The figures qf Table I show that the highest number of pentatonic
basic melodies were found in Mez3s6g and Moldavia. It is at the same
time surprising that the extent of old non-pentatonic material is predom
inant in Moldavia. The pentatonic group of variants derived from
Kalotaszeg is substantially smaller.

Phrygian mode or Phrygian cadence, as also augmented second,
occur but rarely in Hungarian folk music. The 2^ (mostly before the
final note) and the Phrygian mode contained in the melodies amount
to 12 per cent in the old Moldavian material, to 8 per cent in that from
Mez6sg, to 6 per cent in the region of Reghin, to 5 per cent at Odorhei,
to 4 per cent in the region of Aiud and Ludo^ul de Mure$, and to 3 per
cent, each, at Ghimes and Kalotaszeg. Phrygian cadence occurs in 4 cases

among the 25 old tunes collected in Bihor, i. e. in 16 per cent of the whole
material derived from that county. While this number is negligible, we
must remember that 2^ forms the principal cadence in two variants.
In our collection from Ciuc, Casin, Salaj and Satu-Mare we have not a

single melody with Phrygian mode or Phrygian cadence.
The augmented second appears in three forms : 2^ 3#, & 4#

and & 7#. The form 2 3^ was found in 9 variants from Moldavia
and 7 from Mezos6g, and nowhere else. The form 3^ 4^ occurs in 40
variants from Moldavia, 41 from Kalotaszeg (among which there arc 27
variants of 3 melodies from Inucu), in 3 from Odorhei, 2 from Ciuc-

Oasin, 2 from Ghimes, 2 from Salaj. The form 6 !) 7# was found in 2

variants from Mezo$6g, 2 Irom Kalotaszeg, and 1 from Moldavia. Thus the

augmented second is rather typical of Moldavia and to a lesser extent also

of Kalotaszeg and MezSseg. Observations on the spot showed a frequent
fluctuation in the intonation of the augmented second : it was usually
somewhat narrow. Even if a melody is repeatedly sung by one
and the same person, ho will sometimes leave out augmented seconds

altogether.
Both phenomena (Phrygian cadence and augmented second) are

characteristic of the majority of Rumanian folk songs. Though known
all over the Hungarian-speaking area, they appear in the Hungarian
folk music most frequently in regions whore there is a close contact
between the two nationalities. Apart from a direct Rumanian influence

upon Hungarian folk music one is tempted to think of the still haunting
influence of vestigial Turkish traditions.

3. Principal Cadence. Based on the number of pontatonic melodies
and arranged according to geographical areas, the following table illus

trates the frequency of the various principal cadences. (The bracketed

figures indicates the number of principal cadences diminishing from left
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to right. The upper figure shows the number of the pentatonic, the

lower figure the number of the non-pentatonic basic melodies.)

Moldavia [3b] JJ [1] JJ [5] JJ [VH]
X

} [4] JJ [V] J [7] } [2] 3J

^

Kalotaszeg [] g [5] JJ [ll

Odorhei []
2*

[5] }J [1]

Casin []
2

J[5] JJ [H^M *[VII]* [8]| [2] ^[7]^ [6]^^

Ciuc [8b]
* 6

[5] J [1] }2 [4] J [7] } [8] ^[VH]^ [2] g-[3] ^ [V]r

Reghin [3^] J
1
[5] J7 [1] ^[4] JfYH] J [2] ^[3] ^[6] J-[8] J~

Ghimes [$] I [5] } [1] J [VH]_^[4] [2] j-[8] ]-

Aind, Ludosul [3b] J [VH]
S
__ [5] J [4] J [1] J [8] J [7]

l

_ [2] ^ [3] ^ [6]

Giurgeul [5] J [1] | [3b] J [6] j- [8]

Bihor [5] J [1] J [8]
l

_ [V]
l

_ [3b] ^ [7]~ [6]y [4]y [3]7^] ]~

[4] [8] [7] ^_ [2] ^ [3] ^

We cannot tell to-day with certainty which of these lines is closest

to reality. It seems safe to suppose that further collections will modify
these lines, in the first place those based on a small number of tunes.

According to the tabulated figures it is still generally true that the

old Transylvanian pentatonic material is characterized by the princi

pal cadence [3^], a phenomenon observed by Bart6k some dec

ades ago.
As regards the principal cadence [VII] we think we are at present

justified in claiming that compared to the entire material it is more

frequent in Moldavia, in MezSs^g, at Casin, Kalotaszeg and in the area

of Aiud and Ludosul de Mure? than elsewhere. We know from Bartok
that [VII] occurs but in the dialectal region IV, and even there only

occasionally, as something borrowed from the Rumanians. Recent
documents have shown its sporadic appearance in the present territory
of Hungary too.
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[VII] as principal cadence is quite frequent in Rumanian folk

music, and it occurs also in the pentatonic melodies (ending in so) of

the Cheremisses and the Chuvashes. In Kodaly s Pentatonic Music 19

out of 70 Chuvash melodies ending in so have [VII] as the principal

cadence, and it appears in seven of the Cheremiss melodies known to us.

Whether the occurrence of the principal cadence [VII] in Moldavia

and Transylvania is to be regarded as the result of Rumanian influence

or as oriental inheritance, is a question not yet investigated. The proba

bility of the first theory seems to be favoured by the fact that the principal
cadence [VII] is more frequent in areas where lively intercourse exists

between the Rumanian and the Hungarian populations. It is, on the

other hand, quite possible that part of the melodies with [VII] as principal
cadence are not of Rumanian origin but have to be accepted as vestigial

phenomena of an oriental tradition which the Hungarian-speaking

population surrounded by Rumanians may have preserved in

certain regions. (Let us refer to the great number of last lines conclu

ding on so).
The principal cadence [4] in pentatonic melodies occurs likewise

in Moldavia and Mezcteeg. Regarding [4] we have Bart6k s statement

that two groups of variants occur in all four dialectal regions, one

group occurs only in regions I and III, while four groups occur only in

region IV. It follows that [4] plays an important part in Transylvania.
Recent collections have enhanced its prominence in Moldavia and certain

areas of Transylvania.
Also in regard to [4] we are uncertain as to the possible connection

that may exist with the Cheremiss and Chuvash tunes in which the

principal cadence falls on the upper fourth from the final note. Such

was found to be the case in four Chuvash melodies concluding on la, 21

Chuvash ones concluding on so, and 12 cheremiss melodies concluding
on so. This principal cadence in the Cheremiss material is, with but a

single exception, always associated with a transposition on the lower

fourth. In 12 out of the 21 Chuvash melodies belonging to this category
this is more conspicuous. Traces of transpositions on the lower fifth or

fourth also in the Hungarian material are sometimes quite sharp, some

times rather blurred. Ex. no. 8 which, together with its following variant,

demonstrates also the change in the character of the final note, belongs to

a group of variants fairly widespread in Moldavia. The conclusion on so

is sufficiently marked in the melody from Frumoasa. (A variant with a

similar conclusion occurs also in the collection of S&ndor Veress17
.)

The connection between the Hungarian tunes showing [4] as the

principal cadence (or, rather, tunes the first part of which concludes

on the upper fourth of the final note) and the eastern material is another

problem that awaits elucidation.

16 OtfoM zene, Budapest 1947, vol. iv.
17
Op. cit. (in note 7).
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The same as [VII], the principal cadence [4], too, occurs mostly
in Transylvania and Moldavia. The fact should not be disregarded
that wherever in the course of our field work we encountered [VII]
we invariably found also [4]. (Except for three villages where we
collected very few melodies and which,^ therefore, do not count^ in

this respect).

4. Different Principal Cadences Within the Same Group of Variants.

Various principal cadences within one and the same group of variants

occur with the greatest frequency in the material from Moldavia, namely
in 27 basic melodies. We encounter two kinds of principal cadences in 17,

three kinds in 6 and four kinds in 3 basic melodies ;
while 8 such cases

were found in Mezoseg and Kalotaszeg respectively, 5 are known
from Casin, and 2 to 3 at the most from other regions. (There are more
cases than those enumerated here in which different principal cadences

appear within a group of variants, but in these cases the variants, though
belonging to the same group, are scattered over different areas.) (See
Ex. nos. 5, 6, 7).

5. Final Note. We cannot omit dealing, even if briefly, with the mat
ter of the final note in old pentatonic melodies because a small part of the
oldest Hungarian pentatonic tunes ends, apart from the usual la, occasion

ally also on other notes. The majority of our pentatonic examples
which do not close on la come likewise from Moldavia. So is the final

note in 6 and do in 2 groups of variants. Among the 6 so-groups there
are 3 in which some variants have la as the final note. In Moldavia
there is one do-group containing also variants ending on la. We en
countered two so-groups in Mezoseg and Aiud (each contained also fa-

variants), and a do-group at Kalotaszeg. We collected, moreover, two
groups of variants in the region of Mezoseg and Reghin which contained
variants ending in la or do. One of them is to be found in Kodaly s book
Hungarian Folk Music18

;
it is a do-variant (from Alunis and Caianul

Mare) of a psalmodizing melody beginning with the words &quot;Szwdrvdny
havasdn&quot; (On the snow-capped alps of the rainbow ; Ex. no. 18).

6. Architecture of Melodies. ABCD is the most frequent form every
where. The frequency or rarity with which structures of a transposition
on the lower fifth, repeats of lines, and refrain-structures occur vary
from region to region. Of our three largest collections (Kalotaszeg, Mezo-
s6g, Moldavia) it is the latter which shows the greatest number of struc
tures with transposition in fifths, amounting to an average of 1 1,5 per cent
(13 per cent of the pentatonic and 10 per cent of the non-pentatonic melo
dies.) It is, at the same time, among the structures of transposition in
fifth and fourth that we encounter the widest range of variations, namely

18 Magyar nfyzene, Budapest 1952, p. 22.
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no less than 15 different types of melodic architecture. AB5
CJB, A5B5

AB,
A4B4AB, A5BAB and AB4AB are the more frequently occurring forms

(referred to variants of melodies). The quintal structure is nearly as varied

as in the Cheremiss and the Chuvash material. Only 6 examples of this

structure have so far been recorded at Odorhei and Casin, while 7 per cent

of the entire material from Mezos^g (9 per cent of the pentatonic and 5

per cent of the non-pentatonic variants of melodies) display this structure.

It occurs with the least frequency at Kalotaszeg : 2.6 per cent of the

whole material.

The A5B5AB form of the quintal-structure appears with the greatest

frequency at Casin : in 23 variants of melodies.

Table II

AABB with repeat of line

This form appears, though much loss frequently, also in the smaller

collections. Compared with the form AABB, the forms ABAC, ABAB
and ABCB are much rarer throughout the material, and if they
occur it is mostly in Moldavia. (They are completely missing from the

material of certain areas). It should be noted that, sido by side with the

predominant fifth- and fourth-structure, the said occurs also in Chuvash
and with less frequency in Cheremiss melodies. 19 The AABB form
with repeat of lino is, on the other hand, a typical and frequent feature

of Rumanian folk music. To what extent Hungarian AABB melodies

go back to oriental tradition or whether their existence owes its origin
to Rumanian influence is a problem still awaiting elucidation. It is

quite possible that there exists a steadily fading oriental tradition gradu

ally replaced by Rumanian influence.

7. Number of Syllables, Isometry, Heterometry. Of the isometric

pentatonic melodies those with octosyllabic lines prevail in Moldavia,
at Giurgeul, Ciuc, Casin and around Aiucl-Ludoul de Mures, while

eleven syllables are the rule in other areas. The number of eight-syllable

19 The data regarding the inaccessible Chuvash material have boon taken
from PartH 3 and 4 of Kodaly ts Otjokti zcne (Pentatonic Music) and from vol. iv of

his Bicinia Hungarica, Budapest (no year).
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and eleven-syllable basic melodies was found equal at Odorhei. The
number of octosyllabic melodies exceeds that of the eleven-syllable ones

by just one at Casin. Table III offers a good survey of the distribution

of the various syllabic arrangements.

Table III

This table shows the percentage of the pentatonic groups of variants

with any number of syllables within the whole four-line material of an
area. It also shows the percentage of the heterometric melodies within

the entire pentatonic material.

As regards non-pentatonic isometric melodies, a predominance
of the octosyllabic ones is revealed in all regions save Moldavia,
where hexasyllabic melodies are most frequent. Their number exceeds
that of the octosyllabic melodies in other regions.

A special melodic type is the group of 16-syllable melodies from

Mezoseg. It occurs within the category of isometric four-line forms in

33 variants (in 17 groups of variants), and in a single five-line melody.
Within the group of heterometric &quot;four- liners&quot; this 16-syllable form
occurs in 7 variants (6 groups of variants), as also in 5 &quot;five-liners&quot;.

Four-line melodies : one isometric and one heterometric, each from
the region of Odorhei; two heterometric from the region of Reghin; one
heterometric from the region of Aiud, and one from Moldavia. The figures
seem to prove that melodies with 16-syllable lines have to be regarded as
a typical feature of the dialect of Mezoseg. Sporadic data make it probable
that these 16-syllable melodies may have existed in the past in other

regions as well, an assumption substantiated by occasional examples
that have survived and are still encountered here and there. We find
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the 16-syllable forms among the non-pentatonic old melodies in the

penultimate group of old dance tunes in L. Vargyas s collection20 .

We have, as an exception, classed three of those contained in our col

lection with the pentatonic material.

Let us add, as a new datum, that in five isometric 16-syllable

groups of variants from Mezos^g there appear also variants with other

metric arrangements. A 16-syUable group from Rasciuci, with [2]

as the principal cadence, contains also 8- and 12-syllable variants ;

(all variants are from Rasciuci) . Another such group contains an

11-syllable isometric variant (likewise from Rasciuci) : a third

16-syllable from Rasciuci includes 12- and 11-syllable variants
;

fi

nally, we know of a 16-syllable group from Mez6s6g which contains

14- and 11-syllabled variants (Ex. nos. 12, 13). In Mezc5s6g alone there

exist three more groups which contain several variants with other

than 16-syllable metre. With the exception of Moldavia we have not

found a similar phenomenon anywhere else. Variants of a melody that

differ from one another in respect of the number of syllables have been
found in five additional groups of variants ; however, these syllabically
different variants originated always from different geographical regions,
Our examples offer a convenient material for the study of the relation

ships between, and the interconnections of, the various syllabic arran

gements and should be taken into account when making investigations
into the origin of 16-syllable melodies.

The amplification of certain lines in some old 11-syllable melodies

is another special feature of Mezcfe^g. Sometimes 2 to 3 lines are leng
thened to 15, sometimes oven to 19, syllables by repeating parts of the

text (Ex. no. 14). This kind of elongation is well known from the new

style. In our examples of old 11-syllable melodies it is only the 3rd line

that, very rarely, becomes elongated in this manner. The lengthening

usually begins with the first lino. The richest material of this kind

was encountered at Suat.

Bart6k adduces examples in which even lines with more than 10

or 11 syllables undergo elongation. Whether the origin of this phenom
enon dates from times prior to the birth of the new style or should be

regarded as a retroactive effect of the new vstylo upon the old 11-syllable

melodies, has yot to be decided by future investigations.

8, Compass. Treating of the ambit of old melodies, Bart6k stated

that their compass was mostly around an octave. Ranges of fifths, sixths

and tenth are comparatively rare. An analysis of the Moldavian material

of our collection will reveal the frequency of small compasses : major
sixth and still narrower ranges constitute 20 per cent of the pentatonic

variants, 24 per cent of the non-pentatonic melodies and 23 per cent

of the entire old material (together with variants ;
Ex. nos. 3, 4, 5).

20 Collections of Hungarian Folk Songs in ELod&ly, op. cit. (in note 18).
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The corresponding percentage in Mezoseg is about 6 and in other

still lower.

9. Graces. According to Bartok 21
octosyllabic parlando-rubato

melodies from the dialectal region IV usually display rich ornamentation.

Our present collection made about 40 to 50 years later shows

a considerably reduced application of melismata in those Transylvanian
areas to which Bartok s finding refers, while melodic embellishments are,

.as a rule, more lavish in the parlando-rubato melodies collected by us

in Mezoseg and Moldavia. Such melodies, whether performed by old

or young people, reveal in Moldavia and to a still greater extent

in certain villages of Mezoseg an abundant ornamentation which is

well defined even in group-songs. The use of many grace notes is an
old custom which we encountered also around Aiud, though not

&amp;lt;as frequently as, for instance, at and around Suat (Ex. no. 15).

10. The Question of Verses. It is also stated in Bartok s work quoted
above that in the majority of the melodies each line of a four-line stanza

has a different text, the pattern being a, b, c, d. He calls attention to

an old-fashioned arrangement of the verses in dialectal region IV : melodic

stanzas still consist of four lines, but contain two verses only : the

first is repeated in the second line and the second in the fourth line,

the pattern being, a, a, b, b. Our collection reveals such repeats of

verses in the material of nearly all regions. It amounts to 45 per cent

of the Moldavian variants of melodies, 34 per cent in the region of Aiud
and Ludo^ul de Mure, not quite 7 per cent in Mezoseg, and to still

less elsewhere. This archaic structure is most frequent in Moldavia,
where it displays the greatest variability. Quoted in the order of dimin

ishing frequency, the following patterns have been found there :

a, a, b, b (152); a, b, a, b (109) ; a, b, c, c (45); a, b, b, c (15) ; a, a, b, c

(13); a, b, c, b (11) ; a, a, a, a (1) ; a, b, b, b, (1) ; a, b, a, c (1). Kalota-

szeg too, has a multiplicity of types, but the number of melodies there is

negligible. The same can be said of the region of Aiud and of Mezoseg.
It should be noted that the above figures refer mostly to the first stanza
of the melody texts. The pattern of the first stanza may recur in the other
stanzas ormay change in one and the same stanza of a melody if repeatedly
sung, even by the same performer. A repeat of verses (lines) alternating
with the ABCD-form also occurs sometimes. All this makes it evident
that the treatment of the texts is not bound by strict rules.

Eefrains play a considerably less significant role. They were found
in 61 variants of melodies from Moldavia, in 35 from Mezoseg, in 15
from Kalotaszeg and in 8 from Casin. Most of them are non-pentatonie
melodies. Their number varies from 1 to 5 in other areas. There were
15 Rumanian refrains in the whole material of refrains encountered in

21
Op. cit. (in note 3).
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Moldavia which seemed to have directly been borrowed from Rumanian

folk songs. Let us here mention a rare phenomenon which was mostly
encountered in Moldavia : the same melody is sometimes sung once

with a Hungarian text and once with a Rumanian text, both texts

having the same meaning (Ex. no. 9).

11. Two- and Three-Line Melodies. There are, apart from 337 old

four-line basic melodies, 147 two-line and 98 three-line groups of variants

in our material. These figures do not include those two- and three-

liners which must be regarded as distorted melodies of the new style,

The occurrence of the said two- and three-liners was found to be most

frequent in Moldavia : 87 two-line and 42 three-line basic melodies

(with 190 and 104 variants respectively). Their number is much lower in

other areas : we know 21 two-line and 23 three-line melodies from

MezSseg and still less from other places.
Some of the two-liners have four-line variants ;

others have either

no such variants or if they have these variants have, so far, escaped
detection. There are also three-line melodies with four-line variants.

Such variants are either borrowed from Rumanian folk songs or else

are the products of Rumanian influence (Ex. no. 10).

12. The New Style in Moldavia. From all that has been said above

it seems to be evident that it is the Moldavian material that shows

the most considerable deviations from the melodies of other areas.

If we consider also the melodies that belong to the new style, the discrep

ancy appears to bo still wider. Sandor Veross, one of the earliest collec

tors in Moldavia, says : &quot;It is obvious that in no region, where the

old Hungarian stylo is still alivo and dominates the entire folk music,

can the new style strike roots. Accordingly, one seldom finds new-

styled songs in such places, and where ono or two wuch songs still appear,

they are always associated with a particular person and, therefore, not

integral parts of the folk music&quot;
22

. Those few melodies of the new style

which are included in his collection were, without exception, sung by
male singers who had done military service together with Szekler lads.

In evaluating Voross data wo must always remember that his field

work was of short duration and covered a comparatively restricted area.

Peter Domokos Pal23
, published 10 melodies of the new stylo from his

collections made in 1929 and 1932. They were all melodies sung by young

girls or married women. Two of them wore recorded at Galbeni, a place

where Voress, too, did field work. Domokos data modify the results of

Veress investigations, though not to a very largo extent. Some 20

years later wo encountered new-styled melodies in 18 Moldavian vil

lages : their number was 132. (Most of them were from Galbeni where,

22 Loc. cit.

-3
Op. cit. (in note 6).
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for the purposes of a monograph, we made thorough-going investigations.

Regarding 22 melodies out of a total of 52 collected at Galbeni it could
be established without a doubt that they had been introduced by Hun
garian teachers a few years before, after the foundation of Hungarian
schools. More detailed data in this respect will be contained in the

monograph on folk music at Galbeni, to be published in the near future).
The number of such melodies is much higher than any that has ever
been published in earlier collections ; however, it is still negligible in

comparison with the number of new-styled melodies in certain other
areas, for instance at Kalotaszeg, where the material includes 1346
variants of the new style.

Documents existing in this respect make it probable that the new
style was either unknown or merely sporadically known in Moldavia before
World War I (the majority of the melodies traceable nowadays started
to penetrate from Transylvania not more than 30 or at the most
35 years ago). Future investigations will have to ascertain the extent
to which the new style has struck roots in Moldavia. It is certain that
it has still not gained ground in quite a number of places. As far as we
can judge, the folk songs, as used by the majority of the Hungarian-
speaking population east of the Carpathians, represent that dialect of
Hungarian folk music which is most different from all others, a dialect
in which melodies of the old style are still in full vigour and in great
majority as compared with the number of new-styled melodies.

Nearly 16 per cent of the Moldavian new-styled melodies of our
collection display a mutilation, or rather distortion, of form. It seems as
if we had to do here with the same

&quot;Zersingung&quot; (deterioration by trans

mission) of Hungarian melodies as has been observed regarding Hungarian
songs taken over by Slovaks and Ruthenians. Writing about the interac
tions of Slovak and Hungarian folk music, Bart6k points out24 that, in
a group of melodies of the new style borrowed by the Slovaks and Ru
thenians, there appear modifications which impress us as structural
distortions. Either a line of the melody or a repeat is usually omitted :

the typically Hungarian patternABBA, for instance, appears as ABA...&quot;24

Similar distortions found among the Hungarians of Moldavia have presu
mably also been brought about by a failure to understand the original

one is tempted to say, too modern form (Ex. nos. 1924).
*

Documents concerning folk music in the above-treated regions
offer the following picture :

The so-called IVth dialect of Hungarian folk music has been proved
by recent investigations to consist of several dialects.

Moldavia has to be accepted as having a separate dialect. The
maintenance of ancient traditions

; the great number of melodies

24
Op. cit. (in note 1).
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unknown in other areas
; the negligible proportion of melodies of the

new style ; the strikingly rich ornamentation ; the effect of foreign
especially Rumanian influences which manifested through the

borrowing of melodies, texts, Rumanian refrains and certain musical
elements all these phenomena distinguish the Moldavian dialect

quite sharply from that of other regions. At this juncture, the question
arises as to whether the dialect of Moldavia constitutes a uniform whole
or may be further divided into &quot;sub dialects&quot;.

Statistical data concerning particular musical elements of folk songs
inMezoseg reveal much similarity in some features even a perfectidentity

of the respective melodies of Mezoseg and Moldavia, but the

types of melodies encountered in Mez6s6g impart to this region a special
character of its own. If nothing else, the 16-syllable type of melodies,
the elongation of the 11-syllable verses, and the individual grace notes
will always distinguish tho dialect of Mez6s6g not only from that of
Moldavia but also from the folk song of all other regions of Transylvania.
To determine the exact boundaries of this dialect and to ascertain pos
sible deviations within it are tasks to be solved by future investigations.

Even the scanty material collected in the region of Aiud and
Ludo^ul de Mure, reveals some striking individual features. The Ruma
nian influence observed in Mez5s6g is still more pronounced in this

region : it manifests itself both in the form of borrowed melodies and
the special character of ancient forms. Moreover, there appears to exist
an affinity between some of its songs and the Jaj-ndta type of the

Mez8s6g melodies (where the text-lines are completed by repeating the
word jaj oh! ).

As regards folk melodies of the Sz6klers, Bart6k s definition of the
IVth dialect can still be said to hold good.

Kalotaszeg has given way to tho new style to the greatest extent :

the old style is being pushed to the background with increasing vigour,
a process which involves the decay of musical embellishments. Rumanian
influence is the slightest here.

Tho material derived from Salaj, Satu-Mare, and Bihor is too

scanty to admit of drawing definite conclusions : these regions seem to

belong rather to tho Illrd dialect.

Wo want to emphasize that tho dialectal differences treated

above do in no way impair tho uniformity of Hungarian folk music.

Quito a host of questions regarding matters of detail arose in the

course of our investigations, and no definite elucidation of the problem of

musical dialects among tho Hungarian population of Rumania can be

expected before each of the vsaid questions will have been solved. It is

furthermore necessary that comparisons bo made with the results of

linguistic invovstigations, and that also tho history of settlements and
other historical details bo cleared up. A successful solution of the question

regarding folk-music dialects may contribute to a better elucidation

of the history of nationalities and settlements.
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No. 1

Farlando J*76

Me sirsz, me* sirsz, te nagy dar? r
*

(m)

ma - dar ? (a)

I

Hogy ne sir - jak (^t) ke - se reg
-

jgk,_

Hogy ne sir - jak, ke - se - reg
-
jek.

Collected by J. Jagamas in Luizi-OSlugara, 1950. No. 1920, F 343a.

No. 2

Esste vagyon sziirkiil bi6 Sz a tuzheljet szeper bi

- Nemesz tudod ki juo b^ Sz e sziep leg^n dubban b^

Collected by J. Jagamas in, Galbeni, 1953. No. 6707, 6/1

No. 3

Ahol ^n el - menyek rn^g a fak es sir - nak,

Y fst^^^p TJ_J

Gyen - ge & - ga - ik-,r61 le - ve - lek le- hull - nak. e
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I ^^ 3
Hull- ja

- tok le - ve - Ick, ta-kar - ja-tok in- gm t
m

Mett az e*n 6 de-sem efr-va ke- res in- gem,

Collected by J. Jagamas in Galbeni, 1950. No. 1762, F 285b.

Variant in Bart6k, Volksmusik der Rumdnen von Maramitre*?, no. 68.

No. 4

Giusto J92

I - de ki jS csi- hi csi- hi csi- Mr - be

?

r r r \Lj
1 * de ki je csi - hi csi - hi csi - hir - be.

Collected by J. Jagamas in Valoa Soaca, 1953. No. 8197, M 14/5

No, 5

Parlamlo J88

m^

1.2. A-pam, 6- dcsz- a- pam A - pam, 6- desz- a -
pirn*

A r&nanuo

, fc=r&amp;lt;fe^b&r^Etzp H
1.2.

Parlando Jcca 144

c fig*

L2.Hajl.sol Du- iia, hajtsel, Hajts el Du- jaa, hajts el.



3.4. Mi- nek a-dotb in- gem, Mi - nek a-dott in- gem

pam ka-pu -
ja

- ba, Za- pam ka- pu -
ja

- ba.

Collected by J. Jagamas a) in Galbeni, 1950. No. 1931, F 348c ;

b) in Galbeni, 1953. No. 6624, M 1/2 ;

c) in Valea Seaca, 1953. No. 8215, M 15/3

No. 6

Giusto J-12

1. I - lo - na I- lo- na, Lan-gas sz&p I - lo - na

1 I - lo - nain I- lo-nam, Lan-gasz sziep I - lo - nam

1. Ke- riilj szi - vem, ke-riilj ,
ker - tem al - jan ke -

riilj

1. I - lo nam I- lo-nam, Lan- gasz sziep I - lo - nam

2. I - lo - na I - lo- na, Lan-gas szep I - lo - na.
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2. Zab-lak i ba varr va-la, Him -jit varr-ja va - la.

2. Ott es csak ugy ke-rulj ,
Bu-val (a) meg ne me-riilj.

2. I - lo - nam, I - lo-nam, Lan- gasz sziep I - lo-nam.

Collected by J. Jagamas a) in Galbeni, 1953. No. 6695, M 5/12;

b) in Galboni, 1953, No. 7604
;

c) in Cleja, 1950. No. 1751, F 273 ;

d) in Valea Seaca, 1954. No. 10,712.

No. 7

UlUStO J-84

1.2. M - eg - vi - rag
- zott

Giusto

1.2. M - eg -ko- torn az

Giusto J=138

6 di - 6 -
fa, Meg-vi- rag- zott

6k-r6m szar-vat, (&) Meg -ko- torn az

1.2. Huj-zad, huj- zad 6n ci -
ga

- nyom, fin es vo - tam

rj r r
e di - 6 -

fa,

Z3E&quot;

6k-rom szar-vat,

ki -
raly-le

- any,
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maa- na-szo - ba.

Oonected by J. Jaga^as a^ enTg 7?16,

c) in Vladnic, 1951. No. 2713.

No. 8

Parlando ^ J=92

ban - ko - dik az 6s - veny,L Sir az fit e - lot -
tern,

l-tfgy 6r-zi f figy or- zi szep fe - her pa- ku-rar

Siraz ut e-lot - tern, ban - ko-dik az 6s- veny,

2. E - zer ba- ran-ka -
jat. n^z te-lensok io-hat
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3. De m6g-es azt tud- ja, aid- ja meg az is -
ten,

3. Csakmel-16 jo
- ve~ nek

HP*
ha-rom disz-no pur- kar:

4. De me*g
- es azt tud -

ja, aid -
ja meg az is - ten.

4. J6 na-pot, j6 sz6p fe - her pa-ku- rar.

Collected by J, Jagamas a) in Frumoasa, No. 2640, F 432
;

&;inGalbeni, No. 1767, F 292

No. 9

Poco rubato J=208
j,

r\

laj
-

doj la.

Collected by J. Jagama irx fcjab&oam, 1953. No. 8338.
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No. 10

Giusto

4

Ca-lu-ga
- ri hegy te-te -

jen,

Parlando J 150

Ca-lu- g& ri hegy te-te -
;

(^i)Inpa-du
- re.subdoi fagi, (i) S8, iubeso doi copii dragi,

Za-bot ka-szal egy szep le- g&iy.

Sa iu - besc doi copii dragi.

Collected a) by P, D. Szab6 in Luizi-C&higara, 1950. No. 1615 ;

b) by R. Joan Nicola in Feleac, 1950. No. 8069.

No. 11

Azt gon-doJ tarn, meg a m -

lag, Azt gon- doi - tarn,

meg a. vi -
Idg,

Mm- dig ^g a gyer-tya vi lag, min-dig 6g a

m
gyer- tya

- vi- lag,



De m&r la- torn, ho-gyan e- sik, ha - la - lo - mat

so-kan le-sik.

A - zert le - sik ha - 1& - lo- mat, ve- gyik el a

ga - laon-bo-mat.

Collocted by J. Jagamas in Suat, 1951. No. 3145, D 4/b.

No. 12

Poco rubato -Uca 104

1. Mikor montxan a fa-Iumbol ki-fo



2. Megfo-gadnam, de niar keso,

I

hull a konnyem, mint az e -so.

i- ga - ik - rol a le-ve-lek hull- nak.

2. Lanyok kis4r - nek az al-lo - mas

Tff f
&quot; *

fe - le.

i 5 i

S.Hull e - lot- tern, hull a foldre,
|

hull a gyaszos ke-be-lem-re.

fr== i *
3. Hiillja- tok le - ve - lek !rejt-se- tek el en - gem,

3.tJgy kis6r - nek, mint egy szeg^ny van - dor lot.

I
4. Ar-kot mos a ket or - ca - mon. mind a za-por az uc-ca-kon.

4. Mert az en ga - lam - bom sir-va ke-res en - gem.

4. Kinek szi-ve hoi-tig gyszba be - bo rutt.

Collected by J. Jagamas in Rasciuci, l$5Q~a) No. 1115, F 147a
;

6; 1116, F 147b;

c) 1117, F 147c.
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No. 13

? ? ;J&amp;gt; JljJ.
l.Ke-c-rc - dik ax, ax a -

nya&amp;gt;
ki-nck k&amp;lt;St fi -

ja ka-to-na,

1 . S/cgeny Barna Po - tor a lo-vat nyer -
ge-li,

3
l.On te - le - dik.

*
so t6 - to-dik.

2.Egyik t/ux/T, nianik kaplar,

2.Jlo - nuuiyi kt la - nya

P

pos-ti ka-szAr - nyaba

*
jo til-vo - Ian n^- zi.

noni ke- zik,

n j&amp;gt;i ^

i
i ka-.s^ar- nya re-pcxij meg, ! 6-dcs fi -am sza-ba-dulj meg.^

3.NtV/,xed hlnyoin, iu*x - zocl bosazu -
ja

-
ra,

3. Neja ke - zik, vagy do - ga van,
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sze re -
je mas va -

gyan.

Collected a) by Z. Kall6s in Rasciuci, 1952. No. 3303
;

b) by B. Sarosi in Rasciuci, 1951. No. 2280
;

c) by J. Jagamas in Rasciuci, 1950. No. 1110, F 145a.

No. 14

A Rubato

0-

Sa- jo ku-tyam jaj de re- gen jaj de re* - gen a - lu- szol,

hej de Nem lat-tad a ro-zsam jon-ni va-la - hoi?

I
hej D ed-dig ku- vin - tot-tal e- gyet vagy ket- tot,

Min -
dig tud- tarn mi - kor jon a sze - re - torn ,

Collected by J. Jagamas in Suat, 1951. No. 3139

No. 15

Rnbato

J=60

El me - gyek dn es - te a - fo - ba
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Ha-za- j5-ve*n (a) sze&quot;p pi-ros haj
- nal

J=76

ba L-

- e is fek - szem j61 ve tett a - gyomba*

Collected by J. Jagamas in Ordongtfsfuzes 1954. No. 8638, M 35/5.For a four-line variant see Moldvai csdngo nfydalok 4s ntpballaddk (Molda
vian Csango Folk Songs and Ballads), 1954, p. 211

No. 16

GiustO J)= 176

im
Hej, az 6z - di ol - tar e - lotfc Ha-rom a - gu di - 6 - fa nott .

J&amp;gt;=184

w&
Ha-roin agu, hat le-ve-lii, s Az 6n ba - bam Fe-ri ne-vu.

Collected by J. Jagamas in Ozd, 1954. No. 8751, M 40/18.

No, 17

Poco rubato J=63

A \Enekkezd6:\^ &quot;

a - nyam r6- zsa - fa -
jo,

I

OCC. J=72

anyam rd^sa-fa-jo, fidSs anyam ro-zsa-fa- jo,

=76
J72



i
nn

prppiprp
(s) finvoltam a legszebb ago, s En voltam a legszebb ago,

&quot;Song of the Village&quot; collected by J. Jagamas in Alums, 1954. No. 8970 M47a.
]nekkezdo solo , Mind chorus .

No. 18

Padaniio J=ioo&
a -raszdmeg a Ma - rast,

Hogy hajtsan el en - gem az anyam ha - za - hoz .

ace.

I
Hogy panaszoljam el, hogy . ki-nek a-dott fir - hez,

acc.

Hogy panaszoljam el, hogy ki-nk a-dott fir - hez.

Collected by J. Jagamas in Alunis, 1954. No. 9006, M 49/5.

No. 19

Giusto

Ki-men - nek a se -
lyem-ret - re ka - szal m,

Ott a fii - et en nem tut - tarn le -
vag - m,

s Me nem lat - tarn a sok sar - ga vi -
rag

Collected by J. Jagamas in Pustiana, 1951. No, 2580.

toL
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No. 20

I

Poco rubato J=so

^ e--ftt-f+

Bo -roz - da -
ba, bo- roz - da - ba szepen szol a rno-zi -

ka,

Az en ba-bam, az 6n ba-bam sa le-ve-lit mostir- ja,

-

S az&amp;lt;6n ba-bam, s az en ba-bam -s a le-vc-lit most ir- ja.

Collected by J. Jagamas in Frumoasa, 1951. No. 2644.

No. 21

Osz - vel e - rik bu - bam a fe - te - ke szo -
16,

pig
Ne ha- ra-gudj ru-zam, hu- sze- gesz sze - re

Collected by J. Jagamas in Galbeni, No. 6714, M 6/8.

No. 22

Giusto

- to.

f-tf r rP)ir-
4=

?
Szol-nakaz a -

gyulc,(de) ro-pog-nak a ko -
fegy-ve

-
rek,

SH

Majd meg-lat
-
juk, mit 6r meg a kis -

gye
- rek.

Collected by L. Gurka in Cloja, 1950. No. 2038.
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No. 23

Ki - csi ma - dar -

meg az e-gen van -do -
rolsz,

Ne lat-tad e ba-bam s a ro-zsamat va - la - ho I?

Collected by P. Szab6 in Lespezi, 1950. No. 2060.

No. 24

t
Giusto j=ioo

- la - fe - le fa - hi - ba nem me- he - tek,

Mind azt mond -
jak, fe - te - ke gyaszt vi - se -

lek,

Mind azt mondjak, fe - te - ke gyaszt vi - se - lek.

Collected by I. Szenik in Galbeni, 1953. No. 6467.
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LAJOS VARQYAS

INFLUENCE OF THE BAQPIPE ON HUNQARIAN
FOLK DANCE MUSIC

Hungarian folk dance music, according to our present knowledge,
consists only of folk songs with text ;

if there is no musician they sing
the songs to the dancing, if there are musicians the songs are played on
various instruments and, in the course of time, under the varying effect

of the constant instrument playing, they become independent instrumen

tal pieces. But most of them can be shown to have developed from

song types. Therefore every instrumental folk tune, either a dance air

or other tune, originates, in fact, from a song.

In the following, I shall endeavour to prove that some cases

testify to an inverse development : certain songs have originally

developed from instrumental music, and certain elements of our instru

mental music originate not from songs, but from melodies played on

instrument, namely on bagpipe.

Among our folk instruments, the bagpipe alone has its own music-

It has been formed by the instrument s peculiarities, and can be per
formed on the bagpipe only. Every bagpiper knows certain textless

figurations, variations of two- to four-bar motives, which are played

mostly as a postludo after a folk song or sometimes even separately.

This is called &quot;aprdja&quot;, &quot;aprozds&quot; (diminished figurations).

Since these figurations are very simple, and since our bagpipers
are without exception peasant or herdsman musicians (never gypsies)

handing down their musical material from generation to generation

among themselves, wo may consider the aprdja as the most primitive
form of our traditional instrumental music.

Here are a few examples of the aprdja played after songs

(nos. 1 and 2).

Example 2 is a well-known minor melody with text. It must be

noted that only the most experienced of our bagpipers could play a minor

third (as in example 2), because the fundamental scale of the bagpipe
is Mixolydian, within the range of an octavo, and notes not included in
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No. 1



Collected by B. Bart6k in Nagymegyer, county Komarom. No. MF.

797a, 798a.

No. 2

4P5



Collected by B. Bartok in Nagymegyer, county Komdrom. No. M.F. 796a.

this scale can be produced only by using a special modifying hole.

{Sometimes, owing to inaccurate boring or tuning, certain notes may
sound false.) On certain bagpipes even this scale is incomplete,

with the seventh degree missing (less frequently, the sixth).

Thus the range of notes on the bagpipe consists mainly

of the major pentachord or hexachord, supplemented by the

upper octave. The accompanying pipes, repeating the dominant

tonic, emphasise the importance of the fifth degree. Apart from

this, the fifth-to-octave leap, as the inversion of the motives of the

Accompanying pipes, as well as the periphrasing of the second and

third degrees are conspicuous features in the figurations. In fact, a major
hexachord motive completed with the eighth is thus obtained,
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The aprdja style consisting of repeats and variations of the small
motives often influences the performance of the melody, too : the melody
is broken up into its elements, it is repeated, varied, sometimes even
interwoven with alien motives (see the repeats in no. 2).

Occasionally more developed motives, even periods are formed
the hexachord range of notes.

No. 3
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Two bars of unintelligible postlude.

Collected by J. Manga in Doborgaz, county Moson, notation by O. Dincser..
No. M.P. 2822d.

Swineherd s Song

No 4.

J=152 160 168

mf
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32*



jrttCfMEJCii
&^-

Collected by L. Lajtha in Balassagyannat, county JST6grad. No. M.F. 24S4a.

Texts are added sometimes. The bagpiper called no. 3 a &quot;swineherd s

song&quot;,
and no. 4 Uccu Kanasz a Gyepen (Get On, Swineherd in the

Grass). The texts to such tunes are words from the ribald swine
herd s song uttered while dancing. Otherwise even the periods do net
offer genuine, closed melodies, not even when sung separately. The
text mentioned in no. 4 has been recorded at another place too, to
a very similar melody.

Swineherd s Song

No. 5

tic-en ka-nasz a gye-pen a f. val jac
- cik

iac - cika disz-not, csak a

El-vesz-tet- te gom-bos- tu -
jet, a f .

- ,. - ra fog ta
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. meg ve- sze -ke-dett, hogy o nem is lat - ta.

J J&amp;gt;
y II

da- ug- rott egy nagy . ... fe -
j&i kom-man-tot - ta.

Collected by L. Lajtha in Ipolykelenye, county Hont. No. M.F. 2313c.

But here, too, the repetition of the first motive is the only factor

that yields some sort of folk song melody just as on the bagpipe
while the rest makes it evident that occasional texts are attached to

some kind of melodic sketch. These are no definite songs but melodies

fashioned more or less in the same way, though the &quot;fashioning&quot; is very
free and occasional. Example 6 clearly shows the origin of such melodies.

I asked an 84 year old singer what the old bagpipers used to play. &quot;They

always piped this&quot; :
t

No. 6

4
Eggy teli tal!6 be - U - 16 - tak (Eggy tcli 14116 be - ta - 16 - tak

.)

Luttu-liilu-lu liittti-liilu-lu liittu-lii-lu -1U lu lii lii lii

Collected by L. Vargyas in Z&moly, county Jb ejer.

&quot;This was the piper s song, they always played this
71

,
he added,

lis text is obviously an improvized imitation of sound. Later he dictated

additional words : &quot;Milcor mondtam, mtg e njyd ho tak&quot; (When
I asked them, they brought one more). In general the division of the

text was not uniform. In example 10 the note of the collector reveals

that indeed such &quot;texts&quot; consist of dance words called to some parts
of the melody. Kodaly also mentions 1 that various dance words are

occasionally added to the music. It is obvious, therefore, that examples
3 and 4 are not songs performed on bagpipe, but more settled aprdja
motives which, owing precisely to their more settled form, can bear and

1 A magyar ndpzene (Hungarian Folk Miiftic), Budapest 1952, p. 65. Published

in Gorman m 1956 : Die ungariscJic VnLksmusik, Budapest.
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most often do have some sort of text. These texts, however, are almost

without exception danceword-like improvisations, ribald shouts, which

are called to the &quot;extracts&quot; of the dance music in the course of dancing,

i.e., we might say, to the &quot;abstract&quot; forms of the motives discernible

in the figurations. There is no doubt that, for instance, the song form

with text of example 7 is such an &quot;extract&quot;, a kind of subsequent

&quot;sketch&quot; of the customary figurations, because in the variant played

on the bagpipe this very motive never occurs but only the different

succession of the same connections of notes.

Our examples 1 to 6, therefore, represent simple and more developed

patterns of aprdja music.

For dancing our bagpipers, similar to specialists ol other instru

ments, play some sort of familiar dance tune. Such dance tunes are

usually attached to the various dances and are thus regarded as their

own special melody. But in a few instances they play pure aprdjas to

dancing (nos. 7 to 11), and we even have examples (nos. 7, 10, 11.)

showing aprdja music used as constant accompaniment to partic

ular dances.

Bagpipe Polka

No. 7

-reg-a-
Hafel-iil a

i-gen 36, Te- len csi-k6, nya-ron 16.

ly-re , Onnanmondja, ne 16 ne!

rrrrfr torrrru u uj mj LJ kj

1
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Colloctod by B. Bart6k in Nagymegyer, county Komarom. M.F. 799b, 799a,
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No. 8
Swift Czardas

A- ^
attacca:

1* 0-

JK CJ LLf
7M

4 volta

7 *
4 volta

5T c.nr c/i
j

6 volta



Collected by Z. Kod&ly in Lukan&aye, county Hont. No. M.F.

No. 9
Bagpipe Dance Tune

Poco rubato
J= cca 168

I g* -^
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Collected by L. Lajtha in firsekvadkert, comity Nograd. No. M.F. 2744b.

Recruiting Tune for Bagpipe
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CollecUMl by J. Manga in Naszva,d, county Koniarom, notation by L-

Vurgyas. No. M.F*. 3309
Collector s note: danced by lads at dance festivities. With hands on

hip, they click thoir heels together to the rhythm of the music, performing intricate

steps, lifting thoir right foot, while singing different texts.

No. 11 Crossing Dance

TT-1

m
T m

J f
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etc.

Collected by 0. Dincser in Karancsber6ny, county N6grad, notation by JU.

Vargyas. No. M.F. 3945a.

Such designations as
&quot;bagpipe dance tune&quot; (no. 9.) reveal that the

tune is not associated with any sort of text, otherwise the informant would
have designated it by its initial words. Therefore, this too is aprdja
music without words, which has generally been played to dancing.

Today this kind of dance music is an old-fashioned rarity amidst
the well-developed violin pieces or the myriad of folk songs with texts.

Long ago, however, it must have been more customary, when the bagpipe
had a greater role in the life of the people, in fact, even in the life of the

cultured stratum. Kodaly
2
quotes Katona Geleji from 1636, according

to whom the bagpipe was &quot;the chief music of the Hungarians&quot;. It pro
vided the martial music of the hussars until the middle of the 16th century,
when it was replaced by the Turkish pipe

3
. It was a permanent instru

ment in the orchestras of the aristocracy, during the 16th and 17th centu

ries, evenin the courts ofthe princes ofTransylvania.
4 In fact, we even know

of its early use in churches at Christmas herdsman Masses.6 As late as

the beginning of the last century the recruiting of soldiers must have
taken place generally to the tunes of the bagpipe, like in the recruiting
t~

2
Op. cit. note 139.

3 S&ndor Takats, R6gi maqyarok jdkedve (Merriness in Old-Time Hungary),
2nd ed. Budapest, no year, p. 182.

4 Bence Szabolcsi, A 17. sz. magyar fotiri zendje (The Music of Aristocratic

Hungary in the 17th Century), Budapest 1928.
5 For example, Zrunek s herdsman Masses at Gyongyos (1767) also indi

cate the use of the bagpipe. (From the copy of the discoverer, Lajos Pasztor.)
See B. Rajeczky: A gyongyosi pdsztormis6k (The herdsman s Masses at Gyongyos),
in Zsnetudomdnyi Tnnulmdnyok, vol. iv, Budapest 1955. Kodaly also discovered
traces of bagpipe music in the musical material of the Szalakusz midnight Mass
in ISTyitra County. See : Rdgi kardcsonyi &nekek (Old Christmas Carols), Ethno
graphic, 1916, pp. 141-142.
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scene shown by Bikessy s contemporary drawing.
6 No wonder that not

so long ago in the life of the people the bagpipe was the most important
musical instrument, alone providing music at all important festivities.

The old descriptions of the herdman s dances of Transdanubia speak con

stantly of bagpipe music (apart from the long flute) ; its wide use is

corroborated by recent collections also. 7 One or two generations ago this

was the situation in the villages even in the region between the Danube
and the Tisza Rivers where traditions are discarded earlier than elsewhere.

At the beginning of the 20th century the bagpipe reigned supreme in

the farmsteads between Szeged and Kiskunhalas: in 1939 there still lived

an old bagpiper who had earlier been the sole provider of music at

corn-husking parties, wedding feasts, balls, etc. He usually played
alone, only rarely joining with a fiddler or a clarinettist to form
a duo.8

Gypsy violinists, and even more so gypsy bands were rarities in

quite recent times. It may be said that in certain regions the bagpipe was
the &quot;chief music&quot; of the Hungarians almost to our days.

It is no wonder that its characteristic method of playing and its

timbre has been imitated. There are phonograph recordings in which

gypsy musicians imitate the bagpipe on the violin.

IVo. 12
Bagpipe Tune

r r r u*.

Collected by L. Lajtha in Balassagyarmat, county N6grad. No. M.F. 2440c

6 See, for example, Kod&ly, op. cit. (in note 1) Plate IX.
7
Somogyi tdncok (Dances from County Somogy) ed. by P. Morvay and E.

Pesovar, Budapest 1954, pp, 59-60 and 251-252.
s L. Vargyas, Rdgi ndpdalok Kiskunhalasrdl (Old Folk Songs from Kiskun

halas), Budapest 1954, p. 11.
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Collected by J. Manga in Bocsarlapujto, county N6grad, notation by L.

Vargyas. No. M.F. 3930a.
Collector s note :

&amp;lt;fcl stole the bagpipe&quot;, said the leader of the gypsy band

(primds). No absolute pitch could be determined. Possible irregular tuning was
not marked.

Where the gypsy gradually supplanted the bagpiper there was,

for a time, rivalry between them and they must have heard each other

rather often. Bagpipe music had to be reproduced on the violin over and

over again in order to win the listeners who had been accustomed to the

bagpipe. This is evinced by these two imitations and a few bagpipe-like

dance tunes, on the violin, which we shall see below (as well as by an

imitation of the bagpipe on violin recently recorded on magnetic tape
in the Szigetkoz region, now in the possession of the Folk Art Institute).

Even more striking is the fact that this popular instrument was

imitated even in singing. The following examples are phonographically
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recorded imitations of the bagpipe From a region where bagpipers could

no longer be found at the time of the collection, but where the music

of the bagpipe still lived in the memory of the old people.

No. 14

Szi-li jasz-szony ti - kot lo-pott, De ha-mar ki - bi -
zo-nyo-dott.

J=l()2

Hjaba vittc jierte az e-ce-tet, A husabol semmit sem e - he - tett.

-

DodclorodG etc.

t

(&amp;gt;olloci&amp;lt; d by S. Vores,s in Szany, ^onni-y Soproii. No. 2829e&amp;lt;l.

Those* imitations rovoal tho ossonoo of bagpipe musi&amp;lt;^ as

heard by tho poiionnors : tho brokon-up, varied porlormanfo and

motives whicli recall tho previously mentioned ^extracts&quot;. Jn other

J/7



words, mostly the do so so fa mi fa so and so la so do
y

type of connec
tions of the hexachord motives. At the same time these features indicate

the direction of the subsequent effect of bagpipe music : its descendants

may be found both in songs and in instrumental pieces.
In our more incipient songs, said to be &quot;bagpipe tunes&quot;, and

written down as independent &quot;folk songs&quot;, moreover, in major melodies
said to be swineherd s songs, we may find much that is closely related
to the sung variants of the aprdja tunes. These, too, are but faintly
outlined melodies and can hardly be called closed songs. Also their texts
&re nothing more than ribald improvizations.

Bagpipe Tune
No. 15

Van itt p M -
,. v.-... Is B...... - ... nu5g ma-rad is*

Collected by L. Lajtha in tfeme36csa, countyJKomarom. No. M.Sz. 1454-

No. 16
Bagpipe Tune

0-reg a-nyad r^-gi rin-gyo, r^-gi rin-gy6, r^- gi rin-gyo,

V. -
.. - ..-ban k.. ..-bira-bo, k..- ..- him- bo, k.. -

.., -him- bo.

Collected by L. Lajtha in Nemesocaa, county Komarom. No. M.Sz. 1463.

Bagpipe Tune
No. 17

A-ki du-das a-karlen-ni, An-nakpo-kol - ra komen-ni.

Ott ko ne- ki meg-ta- nul-ni, (Ej) hogyan koll a du-dat fuj ,- ni.

Collected by Z. Kod^ly in Eakonyb61, county Veszpre&quot;m. No. M.Sz. 1689.
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Swineherds9

Song

Egy un-gom van, egy ga-tyam, me*-gis sze-ge&quot;ny
va - gyok,

Te - li va-gyok te - tii- vel , a -
lig ma- rad - ha - tok

Hii ne! ko - ca ne! Nem a ti ha za - tok ez

Collected by L. Lajtha in Szentgal, county Veszpr&amp;lt;m. No. M.F. 2398b.

I have already discussed elsewhere9 that instrumental melodies

may assume texts subsequently. We know of many dance tunes where
the dance-words or some other text follow only a part of the melody,
the rest being filled in by syllables like, tra la to10 . In such cases
the words have obviously been fitted to a previously existing melody
of instrumental origin. This makes it understandable, together with
what was said in the foregoing, that certain songs must have crystallized
from the aprdja music, with hexachord motives. Should anyone still

believe that we did have songs with do
1

so so fa mi fa so melodies, which
were subsequently broken up by the bagpipers into such pieces as
shown in examples 3 and 4, then let him take a look at the following
rubato preludes and postludes where the bagpiper holds only an instru
mental try-out, or provides a conclusion to the piece.

No. 19

J=cca 152160

*
i J gJ r r * - tf

-

^
flU 4

9
Op. cit. (in note 7) p. 271.

10 L. Vargyafl, Ugor r^teg a magyar ndpzen&ben (Ugric Layer in Hungarian
Folk Music), in Koddly-emldkkonyv, Zenetudomdnyi tanulmdnyok, vol., i. Buda
pest 1053, noff. 43, 48 and 49

;
or also the melody of the stick dance of

Porcsalnaa : no. M. F. 2719b.
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Collected by L. Lajtha in firsekvadkert, county N6grad. No. 2774c.

No. 20

Collected by L. Lajtha in Mezdkovesd, county Borsod. No. M.F. 2383c.

No. 21

Sostenulo

Collected by Lajtha in Ipolybalog, County Hont. No. M.F. 2306b.

Collector called no. 19 a &quot;postlude fantasy on bagpipe&quot;; no. 20 is the

beginning of a melody and no. 21 a melody-concluding motive.

The outlines of the earlier motives, though without their charac

teristic rhythm, can be discerned in them. And truly this cannot be

said to originate from a song!
Since this wealth of motives originates in the bagpipe s range of

notes and technical possibilities, it is immaterial whether it first devel

oped among the Hungarians or, for example, among the Slovaks as

may be assumed on the basis of data presented by Marian R6thei PrikkeL11

Our neigbours used bagpipes essentially identical with ours, therefore

the basis is common. Yet from a few Slovak and Rumanian bagpipe

recordings it seems that there is a difference between the very uniform

Hungarian aprdja music and that of our neighbours. These apply the

hexachord tonal range with somewhat differing note relations, in different

rhythms. According to this the do so so fa mi fa so type of motives would

11 A magyaradg tdncai (The Dances of the Hungarian People), Budapest
1924, pp. 143-144.
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appear to be of Hungarian origin. However, the material at our disposal
is so scarce that it does not allow a deeper inquiry for the time being.

If now on the basis of our experiences we examine our dance
melodies, especially the simpler major-melody types, we can immedia
tely recognise the further development of bagpipe music. The following
examples have preserved the memory of bagpipe music not only in the
line of their melody but also in their structure : the repetitions of the

aprdja motives live in them, crystallized into a more settled form.

No. 22a

5
- rill le -

gel
-
je

- tek, Mert ha fa- nak ne- ki - men-tek
Fa - nak ne men- je

- tek, fe -
je

- te - ket be- ve - ri - tek

Szi - li kut, Sza-nyi kuf, Szentand-ra- ei

From Szany, county Sopron.

Weavers* Dance

Sob-ri kut.

le -
gel

- le -tek, F& - nak ne men-je - tek

^
Mer ha f-nak ne-ki men-tek, Fe-je-te-ket be - to- ri -tek

*

Sa-nyi-k6, sz^I-riil le -
gel

- le - tek

Collected by V. Seemayer12 in Caerespuezta, county Zala.

12 Notation by V. Seemayer (nos. 22b, 22c, 24, 25, 26, and 33) are taken
from his paper ; Adatok n4ptdncaink ismeretdhez (CJontributions to our Folk
Dances), Mhnographia 1935.
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No, 22c

J150

Weavers Dance

Jaj ta-k&os o-da vagy, Megy a ta-kacs az ut-ca-ba,
R6- mi -to csu-da vagy, Lo-tyog a tej a ha-sa- ba,

iMMH

Jaj ta-kacs o-da vagy, Hja- ba ta-kacs az a-pad,
Ei - mi - to csu-da vagy, M6-gid ron-gyos a ga-tyad.

Collected by V/Seemayer13 in Iborfa, county Zala.

No. 22d

Weavers Cap Dance

(On violin)

Collected by L. Lajtha in Kunszen,tmikl6s, county Pest. No, M.F. 2616a.

Heiducken Dantz

(1592)
1*

18
Op. cit.
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No. 23 Weaver s Dance

a ta-kacs azo uc- ca - ba, Lo-tyog a bej a ha-sa-ba.

n \n i
fiej ta kdcs, o - da vagy, E16 mi - to csu - da vagy.

Collected by Z. Kodaly iix Karad, county Somogy. No. Gr. 31/B/b .

For a variant of no. 23 in a more characteristic, &quot;repeating&quot;

instrumental type of form, see Somogyi tdncok.15

No. 24

J = 171

Mortar Dance

Collected by V. Seemayer16 in Murakeresztur, county Zala.

Mortar Dance

Collected by V. Seemayer
17 in Murakeresztur, county Zala.

Collector s note : earlier played by bagpipers, later by gypsy musicians.

15
Op. cit. (in note 7) p. 248, Ex. 50.

16 See note 12.
17 See note 12.
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Tramping Dance

Me-gis-mer-ni aka-naszt, Me- gis-mer- aka-naszt

fi.kgs-f6.k6s bocsko-ra-rul, -kes- f&amp;lt;5-kes- bocsko- ra- nil

6-kes ja-ra - sa - nil,

ta-risz-nya-szi]
-

ja
- nil,

- ra Id - sod-rott fe - ke - te baj - sza - nil

Jel- men-tern 6n Kecske -
m&amp;lt;St

- re sfi- do - ket 6 roz - ni

fa - gyott a sar kam, Fel - al - tott a

fi-des-ked-ves ko-manhasszony, Se- g^l
- Jen kee raj- tarn.

Csi kd sok, gu -
ly&

- sok. Vagy gyakha
- 16 kan - dd -

,., kan-dasz-n6-nak Cif - ra ko-
Cif ra ko-to li -

beg-lo -bog Cif - ra ko-to
Kandasz .. ,..

U - beg -io- bog
ii beg-lo

- bog
i

- zeg-mo-zog

Hticos to disz- n6 ja be - rek- bol csak a fii - le lat - szik



KandAazboj-tdr a bo-kor-ba
menyecs-k&amp;lt;S-vel j&t

- szik.

-M jL

El- sz5-kott a v6n disz-n6 ki - leno ma -la - c& - val

U- tA-na mSnt a kan-d&sz f6-uyes bal-td .- jd
- val.

J J J ljgzg P=&quot;

Kandisz bajt- ja ma - la - c&t JA- ger ....... a

a boj
- tar K - kom te- tin -

get
- te.

r (

.,.- - .. sze - re -to - met, eb-ad-ta ne - mSt -
je.

A disz-n6-htJLS a kan-da-sz6, a disz-no-hus a kan-da-

J m *

A disz-n6-sz.. a boj-ta-r6, a disz-nd-sz,. a boj-ta -

Ap - r6t sz. - ... a disz - no
&amp;gt;

rakd a ta - risz - nydd - ba,

Ha meg-tt- nod ma-ga-dat, ra-ko-gasd a szad - ba.

Collected by V. Seemayer18
in, Bajcsa, coxmty Somogy.

Collector s note : It was played on a long flute or a bagpipe and also sung.

18 See note 12.
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major.

No 27a.

sine a familiar pentatonic swineherd s song to it in a bag-

fronted form, whereas the aprdja after the song u ux

Cap Dance from Kunszentmiklos

(On violin)

Collected by L. Lajtha in Kunszemtmiklos, cou nty Pest. No. M.F. 2616d

Cap Dance from Kunszentmiklos19

No. 27b

Nezdmeg la-nyom, n^zdmeg ]61, ki ko-pog-tat az aj
- t6n.

A sze- re - torn, a fca - n&sz, a ga
- tya -

ja ka- na - vdsz

.Nem koll n^kem az.

No, 27c
Magpie Dance from Galgamacsa

20

- kony va-sz6n le - pe - d8, Tar- ka kia - tya ne tu - d6

Ez a tanc, ez a tanc, ez a szar-ka tanc.

19 For ixos. 27b, 27c, and 34 see E. Lugossy & S. Gonyey, Magyar nepi
tdncok (Hungarian Folk Dances), Budapest 1947.

20 See note 19.
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Recruiting Dance from Szatmarokorito

Fo. 28

Fogd meg ci - ca az e -
ge

- ret. Ha meg-fogtad meg e* he ted

*

Hun - cut a macs - ka f

No. 29

Sza-ladj ha -mar, ne f51j t8-le Ma- ris . ka.

Bear Play

Ak- kor d-riil a med-ve, Mi- kor ne-ki jo ked-ve,

Ma - ga jar- ja, ma - ga j&r
-
ja, ma - ga fu - ru

Collected by L. Vargyas in Aj, county Abauj.

Ungarlandischer Tanz

(1689)*
1

lyal- ja.

No. 30

21 B. Szabolcsi, A XVII. szdzad magyar vildgi dallamai (Hungarian Secular

Melodies of the 17th Century), Budapest, (no year) no, 69.
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No. 31 Sidling Dance 1,22

Mouse-Catching Dance

Collected by L, Lajtha in Kunszentmikl6s, county Pest.

Performed by a gypsy violinist. No. M.F. 2617b.

No. 33 Broom Dance

Ku - ko - ri - ca csosznek allt a

E-gyiktor-te ma-sik tisz-ti - tot - ta tot - ta.

Collected by V. Seemayer
23 in Hegymog, county Borsod.

32 M. E^thei Prikkel, op. cit. (in note 11), pp. 202- 203.
23 See note 12.
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Wine-Treader Danee
No. 34

Collected24 in Varalja, county Tolna.

Nos. 27a, 27 b and 27chavc a different rhythm on instrument, a more

logical one, than with text. Obviously, the text was added subsequently.
In 27b, although the collectors fail to indicate, we have a form which was

obviously sung to instrumental playing. There was no text left to

the final instrumental figuration.
The la.st example (no, 34) is reminiscent of certain Nativity-play

songs. Some of these are related to the former, and generally to

bagpipe music, particularly because the repetitions of small motives

in them are more frequent
25

. The use of the bagpipe in church at

Yuletide makes this relationship highly probable.

Apart from the previous, typically hexachorcl melodies, we find

more complicated dance pieces, closer to the instrumental type, as the

following. (I must note, however, that the Hungarian origin of some

.of them has not been ascertained.)

a Koo notn 19.
25 SOQ : G

&amp;gt;rpuu
Mutticna Populirus Hungaricae, vol. ii, no. 501, or

on pp. 466467, or 487 488, and 4
r

J5, and others like them. Concerning this

typo son L. Vargyan, Les melodies des jeux hongrois de Noel, in Folia Ethnogra-

phica 1950, p. 97&quot;,\md non. 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 7, and 8.
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Gypsy Dance

No. 35

126 132

ta- da ta- da-da etc.

Collected by L. Lajtha in Honor, county Pest. M.F. 2769a.

!Vo. 36
Smooth Swift Dance

JU64
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l&fitf-t ll?

Collected by B. Bart6k in Nyaradremete, county Maros-Torda. No. 3702b.

No. 37
Kercsej

j=108
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Collected by O. Dincs&amp;lt;Sr in Gyimeskoze&quot;plok, county Csik, notation by L.

Vargyas. No. M.F. 4155c.

No. 38
Korobjaszka

4
grfEi

Collected by O. Dincse&quot;r in Gyimes, county Csik, notation by L. Vargyas
No. M.F. 4154b.
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7S
T

o. 39

Bagpipe Dance

(On violin)

Fine

21

D.C.al Fine

Collected by I. Zdmb6 in Simonfa, county Somogy.
26

Collector s note : they called it a &quot;bagpipe dance&quot;, but executed a brisk

czardas to it.

The violin melody from Simonfa, in a minor key, unmistakably

reveals its origin from the bagpipe, just like its name &quot;bagpipe
dance

7
.

Although no. 35 is a tune, as indicated by the meaningless syllables

written under the notes, this performing technique is characteristic of the

gypsies only. They sing the accompanying music of the dance without

words, and with instrumental ornamentations. The others provide an

accompaniment in chorus, by producing puffing noises through their

lips (bilabial rolled sounds) in intricate rhythm. This, therefore, is

essentially an instrumental melody. Most of the elements of this Gypsy
dance&quot; (no. 35.) are of the Hungarian verbunJcos-tjpe. Its music is very

heterogenous ; many of these pieces are of Hungarian origin. Nos.37and

38 are pieces of a Csango fiddler from Gyimes. (The collectors failed to

indicate the tuning of the violin and its original pitch.)

Tho transfer of bagpipe motives to violin is not without parallel

in the Carpathian Basin. Bart6k came across a similar development
in the instrumental dance pieces of Maramuresh,27

20
Op. cit. (in note 7), p. 241, no. 41.

*~ 27 B. Bart6k, Die Volksmusik der Ruinanen von Maramure?, Munchen

1923, p. xxi, and nos. 136-163 in &quot;Tanzweisen von freier Form&quot;.
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All this dance material rooted in bagpipe motives comprises a rela

tively small number of our dance melodies, including but a few important
ones. Nevertheless, bagpipe music has a more important effect, both

qualitatively and quantitatively. This can be detected in the so-called

&quot;figures&quot;
of our dance pieces. In quite a number of dance pieces the

melody, having a recognizably closed form, is followed by one or more

figurations that are in no way reminiscent of melodies with strict forms.

These are, practically without exception, major motives, even after

minor melodies, sometimes conceived almost entirely in the spirit of

the bagpipe s aprdja music ; i.e., in a form transferred to the violin

as seen in the imitations of the bagpipe. These figurations often appear
in a more stylized form, periphrasing the 2nd and 3rd degrees according
to the possibilities of the violin, or emphasizing their dominant and
tonic character by runs of functional importance. But even in the

scale-like runs which swoop to the lower dominant the aprdja type
of figurations can be discerned.

The fact that the figuration appears in a major key even after

a minor melody is a proof of the thriving memory of the bagpipe s

aprdja music. Such figures following a melody occur in large numbers
in our dance pieces. Disregarding the special types that are excluded

Recruiting Dance

(On violin)
No- 40
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D.C.

M 1 I
I

i

/*** /~s

TrT
.......it ........I..... I [

Collected by L. Lajtha in Kunszentmikl6s, county Pest. No. M.F. 2617a,

2618. The variant of this piece sung with text28 is presumably a later addition..

The clearly instrumental cadences of the sung variant and its unusual form seem
to corroborate this assumption. The &quot;melody section&quot; must have originally been

sung with text, of the type represented by Pt. no. 363.

No. 41 Spur Dance

(On violin)

28 Soo in S. Gonyey & B. Bajoczky, 7J^ tdncdal (Hundrod-and-Eleven Dance

Tunoa), Budapest [1949], no. ^107.
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ffffflfffff

Collected by G. Veres in Harosvasarhely, county Maros-TorcX notation,
bv J. Deutsch. No. M.F. 1160b.

No. 42

J-I16

Twirling Dance from Matosszik (On violin)

(On violin)
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Collected by A. Moln&r in Gyergy6iljfalu, county Csik, notation by B*
Bart6k. No. M,F. 1528b.

No. 43

J 3= 96 126 138

Sfirii Tempo

(On violin)

5 .
- M^. T



Collected by L. Lajtha in Sz6k, county Szolnok-Doboka. No. Gr. 83/Bc
2

from consideration, figures like this were found in 39 of the 292 tunes

examined This corresponds to 13.4 per cent, which means that about

every eighth instrumental dance piece is of this type.
30

This was where the question of the similar phenomenon in th&

19th century verbunkos^ music arose. The so-called &quot;dfsze&quot; (ornamen

tation) of the verbunkos pieces, the interludes with virtuoso figures,

obviously goes back to this traditional practice. The first masters of the-

verbunkos style, the great gypsy primds, first of all Bihari, evidently

played traditional material Later the verbunkos composers, Lavotta

Csermak and R6zsavolgyi, recast, restyled this practice. In these composed

pieces, i.e., their virtuoso interludes, the modest &quot;aprozds (diminished

figurations) of the bagpipers reached its greatest flowering.

ABBREVIATIONS

Gr. = Grammophone records in the Hungarian Ethnographical Museum

M/F&amp;gt;
== Phonographic records in the Hungarian Ethnographical Museum

M. Sz. = Written records in the Hungarian Ethnographical Museum

Pt

*

= Collection of Folk Songs (compiled by L. Vargyas) to

A magyar nepzene (Hungarian Folk Music), Budapest

Place names are given in the forms as used by the collectors.

29 Published hi L. Lajtha, Sz6ki gy&jtes (Collection from the Village of

3oSee,
P
for example, L. Lajtha, Kdrispataki gytijtfs (Collection from the*

Village of Kflrispatak), Budapest 1954, no. 5, note 15, nos. 16, 18, and note 18,

no. 42; Szki gyujtds, no. 14.
m m m

31 A kind of dance music performed by gypsy musicians in the lytn century

with rich figurations. Its instrumental musical style was imitated by western

composers (Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and others) in works with

Hungarian themes.
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POSTSCRIPT

In accordance with the request of the Hungarian Ethnographical

Society, only papers treating the field of musical folklore were considered

when we compiled the material for this Memorial Boole. The members of
the Society are of the opinion that the most genuine tribute to Bartdk s

spirit is to advance the science of musical folklore through worthy
contributions to this field. Therefore this volume is restricted to original

papers on various questions of folk-music and does not contain any evaluation

of Bartdk s oeuvre as a composer, nor does it treat other musicological

problems. In the case of two articles, however, we relaxed these self-imposed
limitations: G. Brdiloiu s and V . Beliaev s studies are not strictly studies

in musical folklore, but they bear several references to the questions of

folk music, and their subjects are of significance for musical ethnology

(whether relating to pentatony or to the origins of polyphony valuable

in exploring polyphony in folk-music).
We are aware of the fact that our list of authors is by no means exhaus

tive and that the papers included do not encompass every area of musical

folklore. A much larger volume would have been needed to compile works

by all the major experts of folk music of every nation, as we originally

intended. The fact is that time was too short to contact everybody who

might have contributed, and some of those we were able to contact failed to*

send in the contributions they had promised earlier.

The folk music of Eastern Europe has received special emphasis in

this compilation. We believe tfiat this is in keeping with Bartdk s spirit,

for his greatest efforts were concentrated in this field and his work in this

field is worth following up.

Though the list of contributors may be far from complete, we believe

it is still comprehensive enough to be representative of the science of musical

folklore and to be worthy of Bartdk s universal genius.
The Editors
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